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Ttle,Cathol8 UniVessity of America).-

Continuing- Education Pr.*'ojectin library

7 "
b
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:
The Catholic niversity- of America's Continuing Education Project in . ""e 2t-

ibrAry Scie cd has as its major goalthe"development.Af courses adapted f.
w

o present d future library job requirements. The course materials are 4Pt*
esigned to meet the actual on-the-job needs Of middle and upper-level-

1 brary personnel who have completed kmaster's degre in library science
a d, who have gained practical experience in a-library enivironment.

. ...- .
Three courses have been -developed by the project: Human Resources in

/thei Library System, The Governmental Library Simulation for the Study
. ::.

of A.dministration of a Special Library, and Applicatio of Computer ,
Tedhnology to Library Processes. For each set,ofcouise materials, the
datkbase which was used was provided by Phaf I of the issNrch project,'
which Concentrated on an analysis of job dimensions and educationif needs of
middle and upper-level library personnel who had a master's degree in
library science. ' 4 , . ,c4.*, \

,
...

...
. . . .

Of the 78 courses to which the respondents fn the study reacted, the highest
demand was for courses in automation,' admitratir of, the governmental
library, administrative-policies and practices, and-huinan relations in library
administration. In the project the assumption was made that curriculum

plannplanning
for post-_MLS courses should combine judgments not only of thoseing

the jobs, but also of top-level administrators who are settling
the standards for hiring and promotion and are in key positions to Imo* what
,libraries need in additional competencies for personnel in rder to met
adequately the needs of clients in a time of great societal. d technologiAal
change. The top-level library administrators thought the co\irses most '

1 .

Le'

`-f

'James J. Kortendick, and Elizabeth W. Stone. Post-Master's Educa-
tion for Middle and Upper-Level Personnel in Libraries and Information
Centers. Final Report, Pha!iip I.. (Washington, 'D.C. : Department-of
Library Science, The Catholic University of America, 1970) (ED ap 985). .

Subsequently revised and'republished as Job Dimensions and Educational
Needs of Middle andUpper -Level Library Personnel (Chicago: Americlyt.
Library Association, 1971).
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r- e
needed at a level beyond the curriculum of the maater's,Uegree program
ill library -science were: human relation in 111Aaky adrainistraticin,
adminiEttrat4e policies wild practices,, policy formation and decision .-

e

making; and automation' of library processes. i

.

. \ .

Through the x4 of aelob inventory, _the- survey also ascertained what
activiti6ithelMrarians were spending most of their time doing and what

.activities they donsidere2i rilost inipor.talit in the performs:Jive of their' '-
jobs. Far outranking any other actiiitY' rin the'diilatensions of both time

. And importance was : directly supervising and guiding 'subordinates,- The
rating by the resporldents,of the 223 job activitiescoVered in the inventory

J irovidedaraluable data for deterruininglow much emphasis should be
. given to different cIncepts that are presented hea-ch of the-three cours es,

that h4ve.beenodeveloped. .,

Findings from the questionnaire and thel7fterviews Conducted during C's

Phase I of the project shed considerable light on necessary attributes of .

formal courses at the Pose-master's levekif they are to appeal to practicing
librarians. iligh,qualit3i progit6i4nd practical courses relevant to their 1

present positions were the two,cuqinulum-ceiftered conditions that were
'mentioned most often by the 'respondents. F,rom the, free respmpe answers
of librarian respondents sand their supervisors, it was apparent that quality ,

. was equated with interdisciplinary and syStems oriented course content
which viptild provide for a wide range of instructional strategies including 7,
a multi-media approach.' Or,, as one respondent expressed it: "New -,

programs should be just that -- new -- based on innovative methods which . .

..4 make full use of the educational techno)ogy conQepts available tdday." The
criteria put forth by the librarians themselves have served' as the guide-

' lines tor, those zievelofiingthe three courses whichelconstpte CUA's ,
Continuing Education: Project. For example, The Governmental Library

, Simulation. uses simulation as its mode of teachihk; while, the -Course
HumaV Res'ources in the Library System 'employs .a. wide variety of structured
experiences related to pn7-theme job libragy problems.

..e ;, .
Throughout, a systems approach has been used which hiS facilitated the
integration of knowledge from maw sources with concerns of a particular ,

coyrse. he of a systems approach in the development.of these courses ,

has also 4 volved: (1) 'specification of behavioral objectives based on, actual
on-the-job learning needs; (2). assessment of student repertories;, .
,(3) development of instructional strategies; (4) testing; (5) revising ipstruc-

. tional mitts (validation); and (6) packaging the course which is to he - pi:

, ss \\,
v i ,

a
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;
,administered. Thus, the 1;arning experiences have been designed to

. produce the behaiibegiAified for 'each -course.
I,

*: , *-'
On page iv are the /mines of inincolleagues who have helped in the development,;
of these courses especially designed for librarians at the,post-M1S level. Some
of them worked on al4.1 -time basis for a given time span; others were part-

,-
time or occasional con I ants, contributing to some aspect of a course, .

but alI were valued and edicated collaborators who deserve the gratitude of
everyone, who cares about the continuingeducation of librarians and the

p.. .4..improvement ot'library service.

ti

'?

CUA,'s Continuing Education Project, officially entitled "Post-Master's
Education for Middle and Upper-Level Personnel in Libraries and Information
Centers," and emanating from the University's Department of Library Science,
has received' financial suppo4firom the Bureau of Research, 'United States
Office of Education and The Catholic University of America.

.
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I.. c
.. / ` , , Objectives: .

s . c., ,, PTheleobjectives of this course. are essentially three: (1) to gain an under- r".1 . .
.. . standing of human behaVior; (2), t$ spa how human behavior affe.ets work 0 r -)

. : behavior; and (3) to discover conditions and strategies that willfacilitate , 4'
the deielopment'oc the human-resources in library siteccis.

J Thiskdourse is design

N

5.

'

A

Whit is.s, the
the p

.'t
.
a .

.')ed to help you answer questions sucli as efollowing:...

,
. ,..

anagement philosophy operative if you library at --.
sent time ?

iWhat type of anagement philosophy would you like tojee
opera ve in your libraly ?

) . i . . )
r .05 , Q.

What islour responsibility as a library supervisor to de. that
employees have (opportUnities. to grow and developon i

4 t. . . . . 5
A the job 2 *, .

<
,

What types of leadership.pfterns'ipake possible change and
adaptation in a library systein so that it can respond
construegively to envirdninental forges kffectipg it ?...

-
v

5-- -,.

Why is it important thfkyou be concefnegl about the theoiy of
managerrent./ .

1
,

, , ,.
How din 'resekrc findings from the beliavioral,aciences help

scaVe li rary
-

robiems? . L,

4'
What Oil you do as a supervisor to stimulate the motivation ofjthq.

. employ.ees with whom you'wokk`?' ' c. .

1.1/4

ts.

I

t

I

S
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prologue.
Where,;doeti the cram Begin? 4.1

The course ;begins with you and youtl-needs as you see them,in relation to
your 11Brary jop. The first session as designed to prqvide an opportunity
for you to get 'acquainted with the other members' of the group and the leader,you

discover the expectations and objectives each of you brings tothe
course. What do you hope to get from the-coutse ?, What specific aids or

'help ariyou hoping to gain?, You may hayg questions and issues -of far
greater importance to you than thc,ae prevfouslymentionedy-YOur needs

1`

and those of:other psuticipalits will influenie-how much weight,and attention
.are given to the various content elements of the eourse.

.: The Study Guide: , ,f' , _.....---
The Study Guide provides a general View-Of the course. \e"early, you

, will not be ekpected to memorize its 'Content, for to dd so would be.a '4.
- . ) / waste of time. t Rather, ft has been designed to serve as Et guide-to .

subject matter inCluded kIhe course..'It does not, indipale the emphasis
. , that will be placed on the various -units of the course, for that depends 4

on your own, pbjeotives and needs: and thob9of/the other participants. , .

No subject is covered hi adequate defairin the Study' Glide, but a' .

variety of_ideas and. conoepte,, theories andpractiees are preeept, and
the bibliographies at theAnd of the units tire annotated'tb provide

-
more

.
suggestions for detailed explorations 151 whatever ideas you wish
to investigitte further. i

6.1

.(

.
Work assi ents:

--In,preParation for each session,,you aSiced to write a stathaefilt
describing some phdee of yOlir thinldlig, role, c:$r practice in your library

I

situation; Completing the assiiiments will not call for extensive reading
or 'research on your part. The purpose of the4ork assignments is to
-direct ycitir thinking toward particular work-related conyepts, and-possible
solutions to on-th e:jobproblems-.-

-

Reading: .

Bibliographies: -

ar'hebibliographies ideated-at trend of each unit include_ a wide range.
, of writings from differeaphilosophical viewpoints within the areas of

management,' behavioral science, library and information science. 'you
will be expected to reaikwidely during the 'course, but you are free to read
what you want, andneed not restrict your readings tohose suggested.
The bibliogitaphies are intended to-represent a storehouge fcgom which -

you nay draw, 4vhdevehasAhe most meaning or 'silt' special'
r interest to you. ThetannotatiOns should help . you choose the places

4

Ii
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.t

yotCwish to start.

Readliigs on hunian behavior itt
organizations: ,
In addition to the bibliographies -a special collection 9f readings on.

human behavior in organizatiqns has been gelected for you fiom a wide
variety of sources, chiefly the behavioral -disciplines and nianagemeht
literature. The readings represent various, points of view;, some' are ';40,4.

a
classics, and others fittle'knoWn.

This collection is intended fon your browsing, d, f institutional arrange-
i ments permit, you will receive your own copy of these readings. As you-

follow-your interests throughout the course, you-are likely to find here
many ideas,that will stimulate yogr thinking and opennew perspectivA
on human behavior in organizations.,

4

,,Study Guide

t, 'Desi: s fo Jearnin :
4-

A wide va iety of structured experiences concecning library work-
related problentt in human relations has been designed for this course,
The tertia "structured experiences", refers to participant activty that
some person -- in this course 'that person is designated the leader --
suggests, directs or leads. he purpose is to provide you opportunities
for practicing pi.oblem-solving techniques and other forms of behavior
you might not be willing to_experinent with in real life on the job. ;

' The structured experiences'in whin you will participate include role
plays, ca fl studieS, simulation games,. in-basket exercises, and many
'related activities. 0.

.
Content: ...

4........
The tours has four -core units and one optional unit. , .,=1

.
- .

Q A ,

Unit 1: Management: A Systems Perspective and ApproaCh
which deals chiefly with the evolution o(modern management and

,- .-
the; objectives of management hi the libra:h. : - 1,/ ,.

...

st..
st::-

'Unit 2: The Worker' -- Humail Being /Personality: A. Systems
Perspective .and Approach. ..

which presents one model of human behavior,-discusses some of
the key elements of that model suchas adjustment, needs,
frustration, aggression, anxiety,' an examines briefly some
other theories of personality. .

ea,

r
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t. ,
. Prologue. .

.... , ,is -

Unit 3: Work, Man ement and`the.Worker: An Integration of the Syste
; An Integration of the System .

which deals with management as a system and its integration
the Worker system; the librarian7workers asystem and: its
integration into the management system; and the interaction and
response of the managerial system's goals and the worker
systein'S goals.:.

Unit 4: Developing theq.ibrary's Human Resources :* , tb,.

Managerial Strategies .

The'1argest block of time is de.vdted to thii tinit,which covers
' perception; motivation thepries in the work place as exemplified .
by Argyris, McGregort,Likert, Herzberg, McClellanand =
gellerman; and OD (Organizational Developthedt).

.
Unit 5: Enrichment Modules

The material in this imit is optional; the participants' interpst
Will determine .whether or not it is used. A variety of
submits are covered including: history of management con-
cepts; concepts of management r a through three major
social groups; the effects of Unions on e leyeeand managers;
and evaluation of the.influences Of percep ion in the work
situation.

The enrichment modules ..are designed to provide additional
information -for't.hose participants who may ,have special
interests or needs for more infOrmation in a spedific area than
cawbe provided in the limited time span of the course. They
can 13e used as independent' study packages, equiialent to
a type of programmed learning, as supplementary material
to the basic content of the course, or as a starting point
for further research in a-particular area.

c....For example, since labor unions are becoming more Active in
--" librariestoday; an enrichment module has been prepared giving

general Vackground information about unionism and a detailed
\ annotated reading list that includes the chief articles on unionism
lappearing# library literature up to the present time.

N, .

4(
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Eialuation:

/
SI. I,

'3

Study. 'G

,'Evaluating your iehievements. , .
,

Each tune this ofir'se is offered, the requirements will vap somewhat
4 depending on the leader, the institution; and the needs and objectives of the.

participants. For-this reason, it cannot be specified here exactly what the
requirements wililoe. Requirements should be clarified early in the course; /

'fiowever, andsOu should feel free to bring up the subject yourself if fol anyup
s

reasonyoii think it has not,been adequatelydiscussed. .,
Z 4 .

The/leader is responsible for some sort of evaluationof each participant's
ac 'evements in the course, because the institution reqaires that gpades
e officially Subinitted. this evalu'ation will be determined invart on the

way you fulfill the course requirements, and in part on your ability to' _

,

..

apply what yotihave'learned to situations arising during the course.
. , ..

,

,
. ...?'"-So that the evaluation can be based on realistic learning obfictives, you .

should airangeltd talk With the leader early it the course in order tp set
up your own short and long-term objectives for the course. 4 follow-up
ession should bd held later on so that you can discuss yourcevaluation Of

t e manner in which.you accomplished'your goals. At the same time you
miglif, in conversation} with the leader, set. forth some long-range goals -

for your owl) self-directed continuing education following the conclusion
of the course.

..

I _,,

,
,,

You are encouraged to take respoirsibility for your own learning and evalu-.
ation. This requires that you think carefully about what yOu want to learn
Within the context of the course., It requires that you consider how best to
take advantage of the learnitg opportunities the course provides tb meet .
your own needs and objectives. It also requires a spirit of inquiry and
willingness to explore a 'Variety 'of-new ideas, techniques, and actions.

Evaluating.the course.
To improve sessions of,the course as' it proceeds and to improve 'die

overall course content and!aesigns for learning, you will be asked to
evaluate,the course, the leader's effectiveness, and the manner in which
the course has been carried out. These will-be anonymous evaluations.
Two forms have been prpared for you to use, but you need not limit your
reactions to those on the printed forms. (One is a post-meeting reaction-
naire, in which you have the opportunity to provide feedback to the leader
throughout the course after designated sessions. The other provides you
anopportunity to evaluate thatotal course shortly before it ends. These

t
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evaluations can be-extremely valuable to the leader, as, well as to the course
developers in improving both the content and the structured,learning sitva-

,. rtion.S. , - , ,
4, t",,.,.

.
Responsibility: 'I . ..',
In *sing, a word is in order. about responsibility. The leader is responsible

t tor creating with participants a setting in which learning, and open communica- .
tion are facilitated and mutual respect and understanding are enhanced.,. Ile
is responsible for assisting participants in.meeting their self-determined
goals. He must also set the limits of the course and fulfill whatever require-

.... t
ments are im" pOsedimon him by the institution.

.
You, as a participant in the course, are responsible for clarifying your own
goals and for selecting the, ways :and means most helpfUl in achieving those .

goals. You are also respontliible for fulfilling the requirements of the course,
- ,for the.quality and significance, of your work, and fdt taking a creative

approach to learbine: . t.. . .. -- ---
-- -

- , , . . -- .

Perhaps even more important is the attitude of both leader and participants
in -Coining to-this course. This is not the kind of course in which a teacher
imparts knowledge to students who then attempt to memorize it. The course

0- is based instead on the idea of a community of learners, a community in
-

which all members (leader and participants), recognize that each is in
process of change and learning..,The challenge and its4 importance are
fOrcefully expressed by Rogers:1

,, We are, in my view, faced 1.yith an entirely new situation in educa--
tion where the goal of education, if we are to survive, is, the
facilitation of change and learning. The only Ftan who is, educated
is the man who has learned how to lea the an who has learned
howto adapt and change; the man who has re. zed that no know-
ledge is secure, that only the process of seeking'Imowledge gives
a basis for security. aangingness, a reliance onprocess rather
than upon static knowledge, is the only thing that makes any sense
as a, goal for education in the modern world....

Here then is a goal to'which I can give myself wholeheartedly.
see. the facilitation of learning as the aim of ethcation; the way

'Carl R. Rogers, Freedom te Learn (Columbus, Ohio:Merrill, 1969)
pp. 104-105.

a
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'
as individual's in process. I see the
function which may hold constructive,
answers to some of 'the deepest perplexities

t

in which we can learn to Jive
facilitation of learnin5as the
tentative, changing, process
4.Thiohteset man today.

/
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OVERALL
OgJECJIVES.

UNIT 1

.6

1.1 Evolution of Modern Management. ,
1.11 To trace briefly the evolution of management concepts to 1900.
1.12 Tdexamine briefly the need for organizations; the Phenomeda

they produce,. and how these phenbmena affect the management
-'-- process and thaworker.

1.13 To examine the concepts of scientific Tana ement and its impact
on m,anagement.thought in the early 20th cen ty. .

1.14 To show why the theories and concepts of the haviorak.sciences
' :have become increaeingly significant in Curren day management
.thinicing and study. d

1.15 To examine the effect of unions on employees and management.

1.2 The Olije ves of Maxiagement.
1.21 o examine thla objectives onanagement.
1.22 To examine top management's 9 cpeetations of its managers and

supervisors.
1.23 To examine -how supervisors respond to management's

expectations.
1,24 To examine some management assumptions about human nature

and how these assumptions affect managerial strategy.

r I
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1. Evolution of 1\4odern.Mathgement.
.

1.11 To trace briefly the evolution of management con\ is to 1900. .

1:12 To examinehriefly the need for organizations, the phenomena
they produce; and how these phenomena affect the 'management-
in-ocess,and the worker.

1.13 To examine the-concepts of scientific management and its impact
on management thought in the early 20th century.

1./1.14 To show why the theories and concep ts of the behavloral
sciences have becothe increasingly significant in current day
management thinking and study.

1.15 TO examine the effec t of unions on employees and management.

.

OBJECTIVES ti
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SECTION 1
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. Unit 1: Section 11\

E.iolution of Modern Management
. .-. .

. t1.1' Evolutfbn of 1Nlodertf Management' . , -
7.q

---. ,
,. To appreciate management thought t4ay, it is essentia l have t4e.:

rn
pePdp'ective of what went before, the NVNer circle 61 ev.gits sur-rounding the chieflandmarks in the evolution of modern management.

. 4 The puipose 6i this unit is to provide such perspective.
......

3, . 1 J.. 4 i f f t... In the past; the. application of managerial principles and techniques,, --.was limited to business organizations., .Today, however, orkanization A.t1;^ory is booed: increasingly On the behavioral sciences, and it involvesconcepts of human motivation; small group behavior, leadership,
decision makingy participation, staff and executive development:- Thetools of organliational analysis and influence, are now as relevant for

,

service - oriented organizations, such:as librarieo and schools, as they
are for business firma. In fact, in-o, recent article,. Bennis states:

.

This nation has become the only country to employ more 3
people in services firn in production of tangible goods.
The growth industries today, if we can call them that,

Are education, health, welfare, and other professional
institutions. The problem facing organizations is notot 'longer manufacturing -- it is the management of large-
scale sociotedlinical systems and the strategic
deployment of 'high-grade professional tAlent. 1

1.11 To tracebriefly the evolution of Management concepts to 1900.
1.111 Management concepts evolved in the past on the basis

of need, without study; research or formalization; but
;es historically there is evidencOf attempts,to manage

and -organize.

1Warren,G. Bennis, ' "The Leader of the Future," Public
Management, 52:14, .March, 1970.

4, 4?
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Unit 1, Section 1.
N -c". r

1.112 Problems dfamanagemen't in the work place became serious at the
.Y time of the industrial RevOlution; Mien large numbers of people

1a were brought together to operate the new machinery. 1 '
1:1121 Ai key feature of industrialization was standa9dization.
1:1122 The system was designed for efficiency, and it was assumed. - .that human,needs could be ignored. .b- -

1.112.3 tWork was seep as 3A imperbonal exchange of labor forinoney.
1.1124 Workers were seen* commodities to be bought and paid for

with wages. They were viewed as insteurnInts for achieving 's

..? gieafer produCtion rather than as human beings with needs
.

... . and emotions. 0 .

`.Ii
a..

. 1.1125 Adam Smith, the 18th century Scottish economist whose ideas ,..,..
1 had,contiderable influence on the subsequent development of

*. managetent theory, observed that "the divisitn of labdur,, by
reducing eVery man's liusinees to some one simple operatioh,-a-

.1 .
't and ty making this operation the so,lie employnieht of his life,

e necessarily.increases very much the, dexterity of the work4
man: "2 The morr4exterO' the Work:ma:it, the greater his

t. , *. productivity and t1 greater the mdustry's,profits. 1,i,
¢ 1.1126 Wages Were viewed at the sole ancitiyAting force behind.

. . ''. employe action as profit was considered the sole robtivattv
force behind employer action. ... a,

,
1.1127 In the early 19tli century, Robert Owen, a British induStrial-

..,, ist, attemRted to establiff a "new system of management" at
his eaten Mills in New Lanark, Sco4and.':;the new system,
as Owen himself describedit, was basedon."principle'S of
justice and kindness'," and its aitnyas to 'reupersede the. ,
evillonditions with which the population was surroupded by
good conditions. "3 4 0 .*---.14S

..

1.1128 Owen's ideas were far ahead of his time, however, and he had
.

,. . no imitators among his fellow industrialists. Concern for the ,
'worker is;on individual in the- organization was generally

t disregarded fOr anothee.centu,ry. .. .
04. -

\''' 7r,

4 .

.1

-"4-%

tpik

ti

rFor a More detailed discussion of management before the, a -...,

Industrial Revolution, see Enrichment Module 1. ia:,.

. 2Adani Smith,' An lx.,2H...___Itn,./t1e Nature and Causes of the Wealth
ark of Nations. (New York: Modern Library, 1937)1 p. 7: ,

,,s' 3Robert Owen, The Life of Robert Owen. Written by Himself, With -%.,
Selectiohs from His Writings and Correspondence (New York: Augustus

'111. Xelley,1967),. Vol. 1, pp. 60-61.-
. \4
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1.113 Major assumptions of manaoment in the 19th century.
=. 1.1131'Man is only motivated by, and receives work satisfaction

4...from, economic gain. , .
' 1.-1132 The worker has no aspirations to dignity, no natural desire

to work cooperatively .or diligently unless compelled to do so.
1.1133 The worker has revulsion for-borini or tiresome work.
1.1134 Sttindardization.increases employee happiness. In 1893,

Durkheim; for example, felt that the division ofaabor with
its subsequent specialization and standardization'was nor- .

mally,a source of solidarity. As he, stated it, "The division
of 'labot presumes .that the worker, ;fail from being hemmed
in.by his task, does not lose sight of-his collaborators, th%
he acts upon them, And:reacts to theni. "1

1.1135 The worker does not know, hoiv things should be done: He is
expected to accept discipline unquestioningly, and to perform
his tasks in whatever way management chooses loiarganize

, them. .. ,
i. ,

,

1.114 These assumptions prevailed throughout the 19th century, and on into
the ,20th.

A
In the 1940's, Mayo vigorously Attacked them, saying such.1,

. assumptions are based on the "rabble hy-poihesis, the idea that man-
kind is an unorganized rabble upon which order must be imposed:2

1.115 AA laletas the beginning of the 20th century there were -no,formalized
concepts of management. -

.1.1i51 In 1886, the American enineer; Henry R. Towne, made a ;
speech before tbe American Society of MechanicalEngineers,,\
which has subsequentlyecome something'of a Manic in the
literature of management. 'In Us speech, Towne called,
attention to the fact that management was of "great and far-
reaching importance," yet,ivas unorganized, almost without
liteiature, withno medium for the interchange of experience,
and without association or organization of any kind.3

lEmile Durkheini; The Divi,sibn of Labor in Society, translated Ooni.
the French by ejeorge Simpson (New York: Free Press, 1964), pp. 372-373.

2Elton Mayo,The Social Problems of an Industrial Civilization
(Boston: Harvard University Graduate 'Scliool of Business Administration,
1945), pp. 34-56. y

3Henry B. TOwne, "The Engineer as an Economist, " Transactions
of American Society of Mechanical En 'neerg 7:429, May, 1886
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U-riit 1' Section 1

1.1152 Serious study and research in the problems of management
are new phenomena, and much is yet to be learned because
of the infancy of the field of management.. .

1.12 To exams briefly the need far organizations, the filienomena they produCe,
and howl .ese phenomena affect the management process and the worker.
'1.121 People organize in order to accomplish goals which they cannot

achieve alone. Organized group effort or thinking allows for accom-
I plishments not atta11 by individual effort or individual thinking.

1;r211 One man cannot move a large rock; two or tliree can. ,.
,

1.1212,,roblem solving in toddy's technology requires teamwork; a
0

&
librarian cannot automate li rary procedure alone, but can
with help of computer e)cp ysterxis analyst,. Vrogrammer,

',etc.ec. , : :-- .,.

3 1.122 Organiied effort permits greater efficiency and economy. .

1.1221 Elticienpy is one of chief reasons for high degrees of-\ organization.,
. .

. 1.1222 During the course of histog, the possibility of increasedr
" efficiency has led to ever greater degrees of speCialization.

4. In turn, specialization has led to the need for coordination _

4 a? and control. '
r 1.12221 Interlibrary loan; centralized processing, regional)

and statewide library networks -- all contribute to
increased efficiency of library services andto in-

. c reased-complexity of 'library administration.
1.123 ..Orgarrized effort allows possibility for greater, use of diverse,

individual capabilities.
1 11231 The problem is to discover the differences among pepple and -

to utilize tlye special capacities and 'aptitudes of each in so.
far as ,possible. 4 .

1.1232 A key problem is the selection of leaders: Leaders ability,
is of overriding-importance, for the way an organization
groins, develops, and responds to change depends to a con-
siderable extent on the vision; initiative, encouragement
and guidance its leaders provide.'

1.124 Organized effort creates interdependence. 4

1.- Specialization requires coordinatiOn and control, so that the
accomplishments of each person will contribute to the goals

1E. 'Wight Bakke, "Concept of the Social Organization," in Mason
Haire, ed. Modern Organization Theory: A Symposium (New York:
Wiley, 1959), p. 68.
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of the 'whole organization.
1.1242 Specialization can 'have negatIvYe effects, bye contributing

to narrowing of personality and outlook, monotony on the
job, suppression of initiativerand creativity, and develop-
rasent of dependent, servilNemployeeL

1.13 To examine-the concepts scientific anauagement and its iinTSact on*.
,

management thoughtin tie early 20th centdry. . '

1.131 Frederick W. Taylor began his study of work and management
in the 1886's, and soon developed his task system concept.
This idea grew out of Taylor's experiences as gaig boss when
he tried to pressure workers into inc asing production. A
serious struggle -between workers an boss followed, and
Taylor, afterward decided the main cause of .such conflicts is
that manageinent tries to increase workers' output without really
knowing how much should be prod ced. If management knew
exactly what c'o tituted a propose day's work, it would be able
to convin wor rs to produce at Much. 1He:concluded that:
1.1311 Ari accura time stud; must be made t6 determine the

maximum speed at which work, can be done. The ,m -
mum speed must be scientifically determined.

1.1312 Men must be induced to work at Inaximum speed`by.
demonstration, and by a differenAtial-rate of paythent--

- a higher rate of pay for higher output.
1.132 In,1903, Taylor presetted-his "Shop Management" paper setting

forth -the implications of his_ new system of management -- a
/7 system which soon came tb be known as scientific management.

1.1321 The syStem was designed to secure the initiative of the
workers,, improve methods otwork,- and achieve high
wages along with low labor costs.

1.1322 Taylor's systeIn separated the function of planning work

1
j from thai of performing work. This led to an organiza-

tional chnge: 'the creation of a planning department.
1.133 In testifying be ore a congressional cox mittee in 1912, Taylor

calledtscientif c management a complete mental revolution on
'the part of working men and management. 'The great revolu-

, tion-thattakeplace in-the mental attitude of the two parties
undei scientific management is that both sides take. their eyes.
off the division of surplus as the all-importantmatter,,and

1Frederick W. Taylor, Scientific Management -(New York:
Harper, 1947), p.
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together turn their attention toward increasing tke 'size of the surplus
until this surplus becomes so large. that there,:s ample room for a
large increase in wages for the workmeni and an equally great increase
in profits for the manufacturer:1*
1.1331 In his testimony, Taylor tried to reconcile the paradox of the

need fdt cooperation among people in industry with the philo-.
kphY of individiialisrri.

1.1332 The problem was to get all parties to see that all would benefit
from anakinium-,kodiktion. Increased.output would result in
greater trages for Workers and greater profits for owners.
Scientific management is based'on,mutuality of interest.

1.1333 n.e testimony shoet.1 that scientific management was more
tlin just techniques rind procedures; it'was also a way of
thought, a philosophy of work, da,theory of motivation

t 1.134 Tayloi.Ps app,roach to efficiency and effedtiveneis.
1.1341 Management must determine the one best way to accomplish

each task, andWorkers must then be' trained to accdmplsh
tasks in, the most effective way.

1.1342 Management should plan the work for each worker,at least
one day in advance, pro-riding detailed instructions- on hew 0
the work should be done and how much time is allowed for it.

1. T43 Tasks must be done ata regular rate that. will not impair
the health of 'workmen.

1.1344 Standardized techniques must be followed by all workers.. ,
1.13441 Standardization of work methods was to be scientifi; 4
12* tally accomplished by means Of motion study (ob-

serving all motions that lead to greatest efficiency);
and 'time study (timing the most efficient set of
motions). Production standardg would be set to
comply with the results of motion and time studies.

1,13442 Standardization of.working conditions involved
`' determining the best temperature for work, proper.,

lighting, etc. t
1.13443 Standardization was applicable at all managerial

levels. Taylor developed the concept of. "functional
foremanship," the idea that the work of management
must be divided so that each man has as few functions

1
'Frederick W. Taylor, "Taylor's Testifnony Before the Speciil House

Committee," in Taylor, op. cit. , pp. 29-30.
)
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1.13822 Failure to recognize individual behavior;
psychology of individual is ignored.

t 1.13823 Failure to under/stand 'coniplexity of human
ftP InotiVatien. o

1.13824 Little recognition of the role. of intKaorganiza-
tional conflict of interest.

1.13825 Areat of problem solving and decision making
4/ " ° neglected..

. 1.13826 All of -Taylor's work has the,flavor of ngineer-
ing prescriptions forthe efficient operation of
human beings.

.

1,14 To show why theories and concepts of the behavioral soiences haye
become increasingly significant in`current day management thinking
and study..? .

1.14t faction with past techniques: . ...
1.1411*Treating workmen as-though they were little more than

machines did not result in a high revel'of.productivity.
, Workers often felt apathetic, careless and bitter.

1.1412 For most workers. there was no Olternative, but to
surrender and.aocept a meaningless, insecure, and
degrading way, of life.

1.1413 Mayo found evidence of this condition wiaespread,
among workOs iiShicagb.-in the 1920's, and 'he
recalled Durkheim's term "anomie " Which. referi,to
feelings of rootlessness, -lack of purpose, and indif-
ference to one's environment. Durkheim traced anomie
to the Industrial Revolution 'and the Consequent destruc- -
tion of the fdpily as the major unit or prOduction. 1

1;142 The Hawthorne studies undertaken by Mayo and others in the
late 1920's.

I

1.1421 The studies began as a series of experiments to deter-
mine the relationships between work environment and
productik'ity.2 '

1.14211.The experimenters tried, for example, to disr
cover the connection between intensity of

1Elton Mayo, The Human Problems of an Industrial Civilization
2d. ed. (Boston: Harvard University, Graduate School of Busiries
Administration, 1946), pp. 124-125.

- 2William G. Scott, ,Human Relations in Management: A Beliavioral
Science Approach (Homewood, Ill.: Irwin, 1962), p. 36.
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,lighting in the work place and tile 'worker's. Output.
/Would the worker.produce more as the intensity

.. of the lighting waa-increased? It was thought that
1 he Would.

,,, ,

1 \S 1.14212 As the experiments progressed, the results were
, disconcerting. The worker% were no behaving as --11-

. ex( ,. iected. . .e-

1.1422 Eventually the 'results of the Hawthorne experiments led the
researchers to conclude that psychological and sociological
factors were of-greptt significance in the work enVironmezif

- . and had considerable affect on the worker's productivity,
1.1423 The Hawthorne experiments provided research evidence that

the Worker is a complex individual and his feelings of being a,
* team membekand a participant are stronger motivating forces

than economic incentives or the physical characteristics of
the work,place. -

1.1424-The Hawthorne studies, exposed many management miscon-
cepti They showed that "people in the company want to
participate and to be recognized. They are not rabble, but
individuals with psychological. drives and soCial.yearnings.

1.142p Research showed that informal relationships exist among'
workers on the Job, and that these relationshipahave
important consequences for the organization.

1.1426 The Hawthorne studies were of great significance for man-,
agement. They opened anew area of management stud, one

- 'which would require knowledge and expertise from' the be-,
liavioral sciences. To increase productivity, management
would have to learn mudh more about human motivations and
group interaction on the job.

1.3:43 The growth of American unionism.
4 7.1431 Membership' in 1p.bor organizations began a significant,period

of °growth in the, 1930's, particularly after passage of the
National Labor Relations Att (Wagner Act) in 1935.
1.14311, Wagner Act legalized and safeguarcled,right of workers

7 to join labor unions for purpose of collective bargaining.
1.14312 It also placed obligation upon.industrial management to

bargain with-tmion representatives and to reach mutually
satisfactory agreements.

./1.14313 These nes rights andobligations brought special prob-
lems of r4 'ustment to both management and labor.

1 Ibid.

4.
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1.1432 .Thou'An is of collective bargaining agreements were negotiated.

for the first time between representatiVes of unions and man- ,
agement in the late 1930's.

1.1433 In ten years, union membership increased from three million
. to fifteen million. .

1.1434,It be0.4e increasingly, clear that to maintain industrial peace,
managerial policies and decisions'must be .the result of broad
consultation and understanding rather than unilateral decision.'

1.1435 TodaY1 labor, unions have become an established and widely
accepted force in American industry, and they are beginning to

4 make themselves heard in the public sector as well.. z ;
1.144 The growtkofAmerican education.

1.1441 Peoige in America are getting far more education than, ever
before. More and more' workers are coming to the labor
marIcet4fith higher levels of etlucatik

1.1442 One of the major goals of education is to encourage people'to
think 'about things, to question, to reason, 'and to m-ake better

I 'dedisions.
1.140 College graduates liketo think they can do things for themselves,

think for themselvesi and make their own decisions. Generally
they do not like to be told what to do.

1.1444 This great increase in education has tended to invalidate the
old management concept that the supervisor knows more about
jobs than workers and therefore should tell workers how to
do their jobs.

1.1445 In highly specialipd fields T= engineering, chemistry, physics,:
computer scieno -- the worker is likely to know more about a
particular problem than the-supervisor. one individual
can solve a problem; its solution Ma -depend on a team of
specialists.

1.1446 Today the supervisor often does not have adequate knowledge to
make the best decision. Heneeds to draw on the knowledge' Of
many people, and therefore must know how to create a climate
conducive to cooperative effort and group decision makings

National Planning Association, Committee on the Causes of Industrial
Peace Under Collective Bargaining; Fundamentlis of Labor Peace; a Final
'Report Washington, D.C.: National Planning Association, 1953), pp. 2-7.

2Foi a more detailed discussion of management-union relationships
and a bibliography on libraty management and labor unions, see Enrichment
MOdule 2. ,

t
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1.145 Social changes'.
*)1.1451 As Ammican society has evolved in the 20th century, more s.

4. people have become involved in, such institutions as schools,
chnrches; andnions -- institutions in which they can become
active; part eipants. and decision makers. -,

1.1452 There has been a trend toward greater individual freedom and
4. .. s 9

. initiatim. reopie are orderedor forced to do things much
. ,

less than formerly. ,
1.,1453 Increasingly, the American people feel they have a right to ".

participatein the decisions that affect their lives, as evi-
denced, for example, by the civil rights movement, community
action. groups formed to control neighborhood schbols, or
local ecology groups: organized to stop pollution of the
environment. . '

\_ 1.1454 People wish to participate in decision making on the. job, as
well as in the nation and the community.

s 1.1455 'What is,cUrrently happening is nothing less than a minor
social revolution 7.-- an industrial parallel tk the 19th century ,,
str4ggle for universal suffrage. " . .

1.1456 Whether administrators accept the new view and lead in

*
efforts to share power with workers, or whether they Will
fight to safeguard their historic position by appal to

1 "managerial prerogatives!' will deterniine,the ease ofbitter-
ness with which the issue will be resolved.1

1.146 Economic and technologiCal ohanges,.
k.'1461.in industry, modern tecliniques and lower labor costp have,

enabled foreign industry to enter into stiff competition with
.U.S. in some areas.

1.14611 The success, of Volkswagen, for instance, has forced
. U.S. automotive industry to produce'smaller cars in

an attempt to recapture the market.
1.14612 To offset disadvantage of high labor cots, U..4S.

industry must optimiz worker and management
productivity. - . 7J, 1.1462 In service organizations, such as libraries .and schools, there

s great competition among many agencies-(housing, tral.0-
ortation; sanitation, police, etc.) for limited funds, and many,'

including libraries, are 'receiving fewer dollars while
. .

'Clarence C. Walton, Ethos and the Executive: Values in Managerial
Decision Making (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.. : Prentice-Hall, 1969),pp.179-181,. .
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simultaneously they are being asked for more extensive

. service.
1.147 Ethical implicationS in a changing era.,

1.1471 Management thought today is based on two conflicting ethical
systems: the individualistic ethic, whithi Olphasizes the
values-of personal freedoni and preeminence of individual
action;,and the social ethip, which erwhasiZes the collective
well-being of society, the, values of harmonyand-solidarity
in intergroup refatiOnships.1

1.1472 Traditionally Americans have stressed the individualistic ethic,
'the self-reliant pioneering spirit of the founding fathers.

.41.1473. In the 1970's,' however, we can no longer claim to be self-
'reliant individuals, but must depend oh one another in almost
every aspectAf our lives. Interdependence requires a social

Iphilosophy of collaboration and concern for all citizens.
1.1474 The. old competitive values of rugged individhalism, so long a

cornerstone of AMerican tradition, no longer seem adequate.
-1..1475 Changing values have had an impact on,management thought.

Collaborative interpersonal and intergroup relations have
become an important subject for manageMent thinking and
study today.

1.1476 A new concept of the.professional mauger has evolved. He
must be knowledgeable in human relations; he must be an
expert.in "relationships."

.1.148 The search for newAnd more effective ways to manage has led to a , 6

44' "human relations" approach to management. Human relations today
has many connotations, some-of them controversial. It is important
to define the term clearly. I

1.1481 Hu-man relations "is they application of the concepts and researeh
methods of the behavioral sciences to the analysis and under-
standing ororganizationaf and administrative behavior. "2

1.1482 It draws its major concepts from sociology,, social antliro-1
pOlogy, psychology, and social psychology. Human relatiols
is an interdisciplinary approach to management.

1.1483 Humin relations refers to the process of applying the

1William G. Scott, Organization Theory: A Behavioral Analysis for
Management (Homewood, Irwin, 1967), pp. 44-47.

2DaVid G. Moore, "Human Relations in Organizations," iriSidneSr
Mailick and Edward H. Van Ness, eds., Concepts and Issues in Adminis-
trative Behavior (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1962); p. 18'T.
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methodology and findings of the behavioral sciences to prom
collaboration and social solidarity within the social system f the
orianization:.1 ,

0 1.1484 The concept of "system" is an important one in human rel cins.
The Orgaziiiation is viewed as a social system, a comple of
mutually interdependent and variq,ble'factors.
1.14841 uman behaviors whether at the individual or g oup level,

is 'seen within an interacting framework in whi h each part
influences every other part in a dynamic way.

41

1.14'8'42 "If we view an organization as' an interacting/system, our
insights in general become deeper and sounder... We see
the interconnection of events and thus the reasons for various
patterns of behavior as they emerge out of the processes of
change and adjustment... "2

1.148 Management must strive to maintain a-balance of objectives among
the elements of the system.

,1.14851 In a small group, the attitudes, activities and personal inter-
actions of the group members must be compatible,. or at'
least not in conflict, if balance is to be achieved.

1.14852 In a large group, or the total organization, management must
strive to maintain balance among four elements of the system:
1.148521 The individuals in the organization.
1.148522 The jobs being performed.
1.148523 The,informal organizations (friendship groups or

cliques).
1.148524 The formal organization (the overall structure of

° the organization which reintes the specific jobs,
departments and divisions to one another).,

1.148525 Balance-is a condition in an organization in which
there is accord among the objectives of the indi-
viduals, the Jobs, the informal organizations,
and the formal organization. .

1.1486/Management muSt consciously seek to foster collaboration when it
does,,not exist spontaneously. Collaboration refers to a cooperative

'-effort' on thepart of people who have joined togaher in pursuit of
common goals or objecties-.3

4

pp. 6-7.
2Moore, op, cit., p. 188.
3Scott, 1962, op. tit. , p. 7.

a.
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1

1.1487 Management must seek social solidarity within the
system, a harmony of purpose in human relationships.
People engaged in a common undertaking 'should haVe
purpose; continuity, and stability in their association.

Management should interpret social' solidarity as-
, involving:

1.14871 Human interaction, both in the perforwiiance of
jobs and in personal relations which are not

t always job oriented:\
1.14872 Communication - both formal and grapevine.
1.14873 Personal objectives of individual employees,

which are not always consistent with organi-
zational goals. .

1.14874 Job roles, .which must yield employee satis7
faction and have the capacity to expand in
accordance' with the individual's ability.

1.1488 Management today must be concerned .with indiVidual
emploYee goals as well, as organizatitmal goalS.
1.148,81 Theadministrator must be a skillful planner,

organi4er, and controller in order Coe'accomplish
4.0

organizational goals:,
1.14882 He must also be ;a motivator, a student of

social organization, an. expert in understanding
a great variety of technical and hump relation-
ships including cOmmimicalion, ,info'rmal organ-
ization, status, social' and Psychological needs,
social roles and personality'-,in order to help
individual employees accomplish their goals

;` within the context of the organization.
1.15 To examine the effect of unions yon employees and management. 1

ti1.151 Unions and the employee.
1.1511 The Union serves, as-a protectiv e device for the worker., .

against, exploitation.
1.1512 Workers feel they cafe fight back through the union to

protect their rights.

'
11:Or a moredetailed discussion of management-tuifon relationships

and a bibliograpby on library,management and labor unions,. see Enrictnent
Module 2.

7
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Unit' 1, Section 1

1.1513 The union is a means-for meeting power with paiveir.
1.1514 It is a me:-.,s-to build a better world for the worker.
1.1515 The union leader is looked upon as concerned with the

interests of the vorkers.
1.1516 The union will take up grievances of workers.
1.1517 The right of the foreman or,supervisor to fire without

hesitation is ions. Union shops haiie contractual agreements,
and the foreman can no,Jonger fire at his discretion. There

,
. must be reasons and-procgdures.

1.152, What problems do unions pose for supervisors ?
1.153 Does the worker feel equal allegiance to the orga zatton and the

, union? s.

I.

A

.2

a.

t
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1.2 The Objectives of Management.

1.21 To examine the objectives of management.

OBJECTIVES

UNIT 1
SECTION.2

A A

1.22 To examine top management's expectations of its managers
and- supervisors.

1.23 To examine how supervisors respond to.managemertis
expectations.

..-
, -

assumptions1.24 To examine some management assumptions about human
nature and how these assumptiOns affect managerial:.
stratagy. ....,,

O

4.
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5e6tion 2
a

Evolution of Modern Management

1.2 The Objectives of Management
0

1.21 To examine the objectives-of management. I..
-1.211' Profit is management's main objective in. industry, but in

service- oriented, non-profit organizations like libraries
management's economic objective:is to see that adevate
funds are becured,and t effectively in accordance with
the overall mission of,th rganization.

1.212 GoodService is another objective of management. The
, organization must provid0 valuable service to the portion
of,ociety it s designed to serve.0 ,

.
'1.213 Management must be concerned with the organization's

social value and its continued effecilve existence.
1.214 The epployees within the organization must have

,opportunitiesifor ,growth and development.(a newer philo-
sophical concept in management thinking).
1.2141 At an international management conference in 1954,e

'representatives from many, countries agreed that
employee satisfaction on the job was an important
objective of management.1

1.2142. John Gardner has stated this objective clearly and
forcefylly: ''very institution must, of course, have
its own purposes and preoccupations, but over and .

above everything else that it does, it should be pre-
pared to answer this question posed by society:. tifs

'What is.this institution doing to foster.the develop
orient, of the individuals-within it?' " 2

1.2143 Likert also giVes this objective preeminence: "Of '
0

all the tasks of management, Managing the human
,,

'Earl G. Planty, ed. "Management Methods ofimproving Human
Relations, Personnel, 30:508-16, May, 1954.

2john.W. Gardner, Excellence: 'Can We Be Equal and Excellent Too?
(New York: Horner & Row, 1961), p. 142.
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. 1 . .
.

i. component is the central and most important task, becaup
all else depends on how Well' it is done. "1 . .

- ,

1.215 Management must strive to accomplish the aboye objeCtikres eco-
.. nomically and efficiently.

1.22 To examine top management's expectations of its managers and supervisors.
1.221 Management functions which give leadership direction are a convert-

. lent way of describing many of the activities managers -and super,
visors are expected to perfo7a; but isolating functions for disdussion
can also be misleading, because. in fact management functions are

t inseparable and interdependent. Successful performance of one
requiressuccessful perforMance oftthe others. ..

. ,
1.2211 To,plan: determiningloala, policies, courses of action, what

P
_. should be chine, how-and when, Awhat is the best way to do it,

why is it preferable to. other alternatives. .

1.22111 Planning/provides guidelines for future action or
inaction; Itprovides a framework for decision
making! and can be a-vehicle for purposive coorai
nated change.or a rationale for the status quo.,

,

f

I

1.22112 Management must plan for the process of change,
not jUkfor specific changes. "We' can either bring
our desired future into existence by predetermining
it, or yield to destiny by reacting and adjusting.to
enyfronmentat chance happenings... For the first
time in history, our nation has the human talent
with the Imowletlge,. abilities and skills, anci:the

/J experience to develop organi2ations to achieve
desired economic and social goals. n2

1.2212 To organize: coordinating individuals, committees, divisiQns,
departMents:' seeing that people .and resources are effectively
combined. so that all contribute maximally to furthering the
objectives of -the organization.

1.2213 To direct: motivating, communicating, providing leadership
so that people will'work effectively and efficiently.

1.2214 To control: seeing that tasks are accomplished and objectives
Met according to plan, seeing that the policies and directives
of top management are carried out..

/Hen s's 3.,ikert, The Human Or anilation: Its Mana ement and Value
(New York::MoGraw-Hill, 1967), p. 1.

2,101m F. Mee, "Profiles ofthe Future: Speculation about Human Or-
ganization in the 21st Century," Business HorizOns,14:14, February, 1971.
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1.22141 "...few things haire been more baffling to manages than
the results of some of their attempts-to, develop workable'
performance measures and controls, thuslchannelingthe
energies of they employees toward the firm's objectives7...

On the one hand they find\what seems to be .apathy and .

to 4,

indifference; yet on the other hand, they keep discovering
'remarkably ingenious methods developed by their
subordinates for beating the system."'

1.22142 Management's efforts to control sometime lead to un-
ekpectedand unintended results. .Consider for example,
the 'library employee who is unresponsive to 's
particular needs because, of his own desire to.follow.care-
fultir the library's rules and regulations.

1.22143 Traditionally control in organizations has come from the
top, but more rece
importance of informal
these controls are work

manag: uent has recognized the
control and self-control.. If

at cross purposes, .each is
likely to be less than optimally effective. If all three are -
working in the same direction, the total amount of contra'
is considerable.2

1.22144 Control "is usually. highest when it is least apparent. Do
we have more control.in our 'communities now that there is
so much talk about 'law and order'... ? Vigorous apprarent

4 efforts` to achieve control often signal a deterioration or a
lack of it. i3

T. 2215 To provide opportunities for subordinates to grow and develop:
creating the proper conditions for growth so that the individual can
grow into the person ha is capable of becoming.
1.22151 It has been found that unless the manager is made truly

accountable for creating a climate conducive to the growth
of his subordinaths, he will give little attention to this .

activity.
1.22162 Management literature often uses the phrase, "to develop

subordinates," but the phrabe 1s inaccurate, for "in the
last analysis, the individual must develop himself, and he
will do so optimally only in terms of what hie sees as

1Gene W. Dalton and Paul R. Lawrence, eds. Motivation and Control
in Organizations (Homewood, Ill. :Irwin and Dorsey, 1971), p. 1.

2lbid. pp.' 8-14.
3Ibid , p. 16.
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Meaningful and valuable.1" Management must create
a climate conducive to grOwth and development;
subordinates must be encouraged to develop,them-
selves: 1

1.22153 "Nothing is more vital to the renewal of an organi -
zation (or'.society) than the system by whiehable
people are nurtured and moved into positions where
they can make their contribution. In an organisation
this implies effective recruitment and a concern for

4.; the growth of the individual that extends from the
earliest training, stages through theelater phases of
executive cr velopment. "2

1.222 In carrying out the above functions, supervisors and managers are
expected to assume responsibility, be loyal to the organizatioh,
think creatively; and.help solve organizational problems.

1;23 To examine how supervisors respond to taanagemeni's expectations. ,
1.231 The'first-line supervisor (who differs from higher levels of

management in-that he does not supervise Otherinanageis) has
many problems. He is expected to carry out policy, but he is
rarely asked to help make policy.3
1.2311 First-line ,supervi'sors view their lack of.voice in policy

decisions as one of the main factors reduoing thelf
effectiveness and lowering their morale.

1.2312 This has often been ahlind spot management practice,
-for the first-line supervidor is in a strategic position to
express opinions important to policy formulation.

1.232 He may be told by higher .supervisors what he can of cannot do,
or how he should do something.
1.2321 Because. of'his singular role in the organizational hierarchy,

the first-line supervisor has been termed a "Marginal man."
He seems to be on the periphery of the main stream of
events in the organization. He is often bypas. sed.

1.2322 is told he is part of management, but he does not really
feel accepted as such by others in the organization, for he
is always subject to being told what he can and cannot do. '

1.233 Ho is expected to be, a leader, but is limited by organizational

J-Douglas McGregor, The Human Side of Enterprise (NewYork:'
McGraw-Hill, 1960), 'pp. 191-192.

2Joim W. Gardner, Self-Renewal: The Individual and the Innovative
Society .(,New York: Harper, & Row, 1964), p. 76.

3Much of the material in Section 1.23 IS based on Scott, 1962,
op. cit. , pp. 2Q4 -321.
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policies and rules.
1.2331 To determine the leadership haracteristics of an effective

.supervisor, a study.Was madle of first-line supervisors,
their subordinates, arid"'higliii3r management. All three .

group's agreed. that iniportant characteristics were: ability
to develop subordinates, practice of tact and discretion,
-ability toplan, "proper" behavior, and willingness to
assume

1.23n Higher management added tomthis list ability to think for
oneself, attention to detail', and adherence to organizational
policy.

1.2333 The first-line supervisorS themselves added ability to
communicate, concernwfor wdrker welfare, ability to dis-
tinguish

v.
between important and unimportant work, and

concern for safety.
1.2334 The subordinates added dommimication with them, willingor

ness to sjipport them, respectful treatment, and not showing
favoritism

1.234 ,The supervisor is expected to motivate workers.
1.2341-As a 'motivator he must perform a variety of activitieS,

ranging from stimulating employees to accomplish objectives
to the specifics of on-the-job training and settling grievances.
Thus it would seem that beyond all'else the first-line super-
visor should be an expert in human'relations.

1.2342 However, his boss often judges him ostensibly oil his huinan
relations abilities , but more important is the amount of
work his department, accomplishes. The supervisor may be
"accused of poor human relations if people are happy but the
job does net get done. And he 'is accused of poor humaii,
relations if an individual or two in his group is unhappy, but
the job does get done. "3:

1.235 He is expected to conform to standards which he has no part in
developing.
1.2351 The function of control involves the supervisor in seemingly

endless detail, and much of his time is spent filling out, records
and reports which will measure his department's effectiveness
against performance standards set by higher levels or manage-
ment.

Study Guide

llbid., p. 317
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1.2352,Functional staff groups in the area olmanpov.,er, quality,
ant long range plarwilg require the supervisor to reliy
quantitative data on _performance to them as well.

1. 353 The supervisor must act as a policeman In seeing that
standards.are met, but he has very little if anything to say
about setting the standards.

He must respond.todemands imposed on him from above and to
expectations from his Workers."
1.2361 He has more face-to 7tace, contact with lower ranking

employees than other' levels of management, but'often does
not receive a sympathetic hearing.from higher management
on employee problems. ,*

1.2362 Higher management expects him to have human relations
skills in working with subordinates, but also eniects hirato
police organizational policy and see that Workers perform

atheir jobs.
1.2363 His 'employees expect him to syinliathize with their problems

and stand up for their rights.
1.2364 This situOtioh, creates a leadership dilemma adilereana of .

'0

role conflict: It is a:problera not to overidentifY with-either :cis
group, and the supervisor often 'responds by comprornift
with both groups.
1.23641 Thosewho insist on the supervisor's. unequivocal

identifiCation with manageMent fail to realize wbat
a paradoxical situation such' insistence- created;

1.23642 The, supervisor is asked to identify, with a group,
which appears to have .a different outlook on tife
from his own. He is asked to elagainst the nature
of his role as interrnediaryl3etween two diverse
groups.

1.23643 Often the response to role conflict i6 compromise.
1.23644 It should be noted that role conflict for higher'

levels of management,as well as for the first-line
supervisor., is inescapable, for there ds ho vay
that one can harthonize perfectly all the pressures

s, from within and from without. .
1.23645 Further, the magnitude of role conflict is likely to

increase, for the enviroumentof the modern
manager is becoming more dynamic ancrturbulent. I

'Douglas McGregor, The Professional Manager (New York: McGraw-.Hill, t967), p., 55.

Mi
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1.237 , The supervisor often feels management does ,not maintain
good commUnidations with him.

1 1.2371 Supepisors tend to feel that their effectiveness and
morale are undermined by poor communication from
above. Communicationpertaining to policy matters
is often weakest at the supervisory level'.

1.2372 The supervisor ought to be fully apprised of policieset

that directly affect his job, and he-must see the sig-
nificance of the policy he has to enforce in relation to
the overall objectives of ,the organization.

.1..2373 Failure of the supervisor's immediate superior to keep
him apprised of his job perfoirnance is another commun-

,

ication lack superyisors ofto cite. They sometimes
feel they get little praise for things well done, and that
they don't hear soon enough .about their weak points. 1,

1.238 The supervisor's job responsibility is often seen,one way by
him and another way by his superior. f
1.2381 In studies, considerable disagreement has. been found

between what the supervisor thinks his job responsi-!
bilitg is, and what'his boss thinks it is. .

1.2382 The real issue often seems to be not 'so much what the
supervisor is supposed to do, but how much authority
he possesses in darrying,it out.

1.239 Managers at all,jevels are faced with role conflict and the
pressures of new knowledge'. Finding,a w y to correctly
assess one's abilities, cope with tension,' confront and grow

, from conflict is a genuine and-major ch lige. 2
1.24 To examine some management assumptions about human nature and

how these assumptions affect managerial strategy.
1,241 Most:people are generally untrustworthy, irresponsible, out

make More money and motivated by that goal alone. They
are incapable of self-discipline and must be organized and con-

e trolled 'on the job by management. This set of assumptions has
been referred to as rational-econ9mic mate 3 It was the basis

1Scott, 1962, op. cit.., p. 309.
2McGregor, 1967, op. cit. , p. 55.
3Much of the materiel in Sebtion 1.24 is based on Edgar H. Schein,'

Organizational P'Schology (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1965),
pp. 41-:65; and DouglaS McGregor, The Human Side of Enterprise (New
York: McGraw-Hill, 1960), pp. 33-57.
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of Adam Smith's ecenomtic doCtrines in the 18th century and of
Taylor's scientific managdment in the 20th century.
1.2.411 Man is primarily motivated by economic incentives and will

do whatever results in the greatest eco omic gain for him.
He is essentially a passive agent who c be manipulated,
motivated, and controlled by the organiz tion through its
system of rewards and punishments.

1.2412 Man's feelings are considered irrational nd unpredictable,
and they must not be allowed to .sgerfere with hiS work.

1.2413 McGregor describes the same a sumptions,slightly differently
in his Theory X. The average worker is lazy, will do as '

little aipossible, lacks ambition, and N..47 a n t security above
all.else. He dislikds responsibility, prefers to be led,
resists change, is interested only in himself and does not care
about the goals f the organization.

1.24C. These aSsumptions are based on an elitist theory of human
,

mature, what McGregor calls the "mediocrity of the masses.' 4
Most people are mediocre and inus.te controlled b the
mote broadly motivated moral"elite:

41..242 The effect of rational-economi.c-eaii assumptions on manage ent.
1.2421 Management alone is responsible for organizational per-

formance. Employees are merely expected to respond in
prescribed ways to the incentive and control systems man-
agement establishes.

1.2422 Workers must not be allowed leeway to make choices on the
job. Their work must be carefully prescribed by management.

1.2423 Management's 'main emphasis is the work people do. Their%
feelings and morale are not considered important.

1.2424 If work is substandard or morale is low, Management will
try to inailrove it by experimenting with the structure of the
organization; it will re-examine the organization's incentive
plans and control structure. Does the systeM identify 'and
punish adequately the man who shirkson the job? Are
supervisors putting enough pressure on thd workers ?

1.2425 Management must control man's tendency to avoid work.
Workers will continually demand more money, and only
threat of punishment will make them!' work toward achievement

-4_ of organizational pals.
1.2426 These assumptions tad to by self-fulfilling. If employees

'McGregor, 1960, op: cit. , p. 34.
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are expected to be indifferent and hottile, motivated to work
only by economic incentives, and fear of punishment, they are
very likely to feel this way and behave accordingly.

1.243 Most men have not been able to find meaning in their work since the
Industrial Revolution, and they must seek it instead in social re--
lationships on the job. Man,is primarily motivated by his social
needs, and b basic sense of identity stems from his relationship
with others. This set of assumptions has been referred to as social
man;
1.2431 Man 14,more responsiVe to the social forces of informal

groups than.to the incentives and controls of management.
If management creates a situation in which Workers feel
frustrated,, threatened or alienated, they will form into
groups whose purposes run counter to the goals of ,

management.
1.2432 Workers are responsive to management whethupervisors

meet their social and'psydhological needs. '

1.2433 The social man assumptions developed as the behavioral
science's became important in,management thinking. Studies
such as the Hawthorne experiments showed that man's
motive's, needs, and expectations were more complex than
previously assumed,

1.244 The effect of social man assumptions on management.
1.2441 The manager must take into consideration the social and

psychological needs'of the people working for him.. Concern'
for only the quality and amount of Work is not enough.

1.2442 The manager must, act as an intermediary between his
workers and highenanagement, listening and attempting
to understand workers and conveying their needs to higher
management.

1.2443 Unless management can meet the social and psychological
'needs of the workers, they will become alienated from- the ,

formal organization and will commit their efforts to the
informal Organization.

1. 44 Management mutt devise ayariety of group incentives and,
not'rely solely on individual economic incentives.

1.2445 The, manager becoin9s more of a facilitator and sympathetic
supporter instead Of the person who lands out work,, gives
orders, and controls.

39
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4.

th1.245 People havel a basic need to use the capacities and skills in ma re
and constructive ways. Man's m fives are complex ant based on a
,hierarchy q needs: simple-need for survival and safety, social and
affiliative needs,, pe,114steem eeds; autonomy and independence
needs, and self- actualization'needs in the sense of maximum use of
all-his, ources. As low -leVel needs are satisfied; man seeks
to sat' higher-level ne ds. This set of has been

i6

refer/red to as self-actu zing man.
1.2441 Employees seeI to be mature, on the job. The ;worker can

; exercise .a cirtain amount of autonoray and independenad
7 and develop/his capabilities'and.Skjalp.
1.2452 Worker&,zieed opportunities to bp-ovative Eird creative'

On the job.
1.2453 Manes primarily selfrmotisated and Pelf-contiolled;

externally imposed incentives and controls are likely to
have negative effects on his performance. 1Ve all know
instances where =individual was regulating his own be-
havior toward a certain end, .but when re-quired by an
external set-of controls to work toward that goal, perhaps in
a different way, came to feel less pe'sonal concern about
meeting the total objective. His energies haie' been diverted
into coping with the organizational controls in an effort to
regain control over his own activities. "1

1.2454 If given a chancre, man will voluntarily integrate hip own goals
4with those of the organization.

1.2455 McGregor's Theory Y
The

this set of 4ssumptions
slightly differently. The average man does riot inherently
dislike. work, fqr work is as natural as play or rest. He
learns to accept and seek responsibility, andiwill exercise
-self-contol and self- direction working toward objectives to
which he is cominitted. Imagination, creativity, and in-
genuity are,widoly distribUted among people, :and under the
conditions of modern life, the intellectual potentialities .
the average person are only partially utilized:i

1.246 The effect of self-actualizing man assumptions on management.
1.2461 The manager worries less about being nice to' mployees

and more about how to make their work challenging and
meaningful.

1.2462 The issue is not whether the employee can fulfill his social

Dalton and Lawrence, op. cit. , p. 16.
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needs on the job, but whether he can find meaning in his
'work which gives him a sense of self-esteem..

1.2463 The manager may find himself more in the role of inter- -7,,
viewer, attempting to find out what will challenge a
particular worker.

1.2464 The mitnaget must delegate authority to his subordinates in
accorddnee with what he and they feel they can handle. He
must give up some of his traditional prerogatives in the areas
of decision making and control.

1.2465 The basis of motivation is no 'longer seen as extrinsic
(coming from the organization), but as'intrinsic,.(man is
self-motivated). Management must try to create a climate
in Whicl the -individual can activate his already existing
!motivation and direct it toward,the achievement of both his
own goals and those. :of iheOrganization. -\

1'.2466_ Management must create "an environment which will encourage
commitment to organizational objectives and which will pro
vide Opportunities for the maximum'exercise of initiative,
ingenuity, and-self-direction in achieving thAm. "1

1.247 Con.tinuedresearch has.shoim that the individual is vastly more
complex than the oversimplified concepts of' rational-economic,
social, or self-actualizing man. "It has always been difficult to
generalize aboufman, and it isfbecoming more difficult as society

,

and organizations within' society are themselves becoming more
complex and differentiated. "2
1.2471 Man is not only complex, but highly variable. He has many

motives, which,are arranged in some sort of:hierarchy of
importance to him, but thiq hierarchy is subject to change.

1.2472 Man-is capable...A learning new moves through his organi-
zational experiences. The work situation provides a. unique
path for personal growth.

1.2473 The nature of the work to be done, the abilities and experience
of the person on the job, and-the nature of the Other people In
the organization -- all interact. to produce a certain..pattern

Hof work and feelings.
.1.2474 Man responds to many different kinds of managerial strategies,

depending on his own motives, abilities, and the nature of the

.e,gc7r, 1960, op. cit., p. 132.
2Schein, op. cit., p. 60.
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work. There fs.neone correct managerial strategy
applicable for all men at all times.

1.248 ,'_The effect of complex man assumptiOns on man gement.
1.2481 The successful manager-must be a kee observer and-must

welcome a spirit of inquiry. He must be sensitive, to
. variability of worker's motives, abilities, 'and needs

1.2482 The manager must value. the existence of individual dif-
ferences, and must have the personal flexibility and the
range of skills 'necessary to vary his own bhavior. /He
must be prepared toaccept a variety of interpersonal

'relationships and patterns of authority.
. 1.2483 The manager must be' willing to act in accordance with the

demands of each particular situation. He may be highly
1 directive at one time with One employee and highly non-

directive at another time with another employee.
1.2484 Intelligent maiiagementaction'is impossible without skillful

situational, analysts. Each problem must be approached in
terms of its particular circumstances. The manager must
consider his own behavio and motives as well as those of/

, thoviorkers. .,

1.2485 The manager ,must try to learn'the hopes and aspirations of ,..

each individual worker, and then address hiinself specifically
to that individual.

' 1.2486 The manager's authority is still largely based on the position
, he occupies, but he does not use tit simply on a man-to-man

rhais. 'Rather, he uses authority to specify for the group
t its Objectives should be, or he works, to help, the group

specify its own objectives He leaves the group leeway about
-how'to accomplish the obje dyes.

1.2487 In the past,-the typical man gerial view of emotion has been.-,
too limited. Emotion includ s loyalty; enthusiasm, drive,N,_
commitment, acceptance of r sponsibility, and self-con-
fidence. Motivation,is an em tional force, and eviddnce is
growing that intellectual creativity also involves emotional
factors.
1.24871 Man is. an Inseparable mixture of rational and

,emotional components and he cannot act in completely
1_

rational ways like a machine.

.1

1.24872 Many times it appears that.management is glad to
have certain emotions expressed --loyalty to the
organizaikon, enthusiasm and\ commitment to work--
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aiut would like .to suppress other emotions, such as
antagonism, hostility',* resistance, defiance, etc.

1.2488 Management must see that the employee receives opportunities tot
fulfill some of his important emotional and sociatteeds through
participation in the organization, for' then the organization can
expect a greater degree of loyalty and commitment.to its goals.

"S.
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Argyris, Chris. Integrating the Individual and-the Organization. New York:
,Wiley, 1964.

Argyrispresents a theoretical framework for redesigning
organizations so they will take into account more fully the energies.
and competencies that human beings have to offer. He be,liestres both
the individual and the org4nization must 'Wive a.little1.0% in orderto
profit from each other, and in answering the question how much each
'should give, he constructs his now well-known mix model in which he
attempts to illustrate the kinds of characteristics an organization
must have if the, individual is to have opportunity for growth and
development. .The first four chapters present a revised view of his
earlier work, Personality Or zatiman

,

Per "sonality and or nuatri;econflici Between s stem
Tid the Individual. New York: .Harper, 1957.

After summarizing the nature of the individual and his person-
ality, Argyr 8-finds...that there is a severe lack of congruency between -
the needs o healthy individuals and the.demands of formal organiza-
tions and s es this as oneof the Most serious problems in our,,
society toda . All the tragic essentials of the individual's relation to
organization are fully recognized. Using this situation as a starting
point, he develops a.,coherent framework, or fusion process, between
the individual's need system and formal organization. This work is
a landmark for three reasons.

1. Presents a thorough research of the recent literature up to-
the time published.
2. Trys to synthesike into one model what was before,'two
sepagate models: (a) self esteem (personality of the individual);
(b) the organilational system.

The author gives us conceptAl tools for analyzing and
establishing fusion between two group6. r-
3. Analyzes the problem of relationship between the individual
and the organization.
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Babbage, Charles. On the Econom of
3d ed. London: C. Knight, 183

Some early 19th century t
merit thought and work motivation.

f.tudy G
Machiner and1VInufactures.

king on, the problems of manage-
'

Bakke, E. Wight. "Concept of the Social
ed. , ModernTOsr anization Theo ; A
1969.

takke attempts to define the concep
after specifying rigorous criteria for test
adequacy of such a concept. He is particula
processes which hold individual and organiza

ganization," in Mason Haire,
osium. New York: Wiley,

of a social prganfZation
k the usefulness anck

ly interested in the
ion together, barriers

threffectiveness, and factors'*hich destroy the organization. His
definitiop. is theoretical and complicated, subject to criticism from
those Peking simplicity, but as Bakko himself states, "I am not
nearly so impressed. by the impraOcality involved' in, the magnitude
and complexity as by'that inherent),in oversimplification. f"

111` 4
and Chris Argyris. Organizational Structure and Dynamics;

X Framework for Theory. New Haven: Labor and Management
Center, Yale University, 1954.

The original source describing the fusion process developed
by Argyris and Bakke, which attempts to integrate the needs of the
individual with those of the organization.

Barnard, Chester I. The Functions'of the Executive. Cambridge: Harvard
University,Press, 1938. ,

Discusses management as a process of cooperative endeavor.
Focuses on the problems of managing people to obtain results as
opposed to managing organizational process as proposed by Davis.

Bennis, Warren G."The Leader of the Future," Palle Management,
52:,143-19, March, 1970.

Bennis believes bureaucracy as we know it is coming to an
end,, and that new social systgrns will replace it, more 'suited to
20th century demands: adaptive, rapidly changing systems organized
around specific problems to be solved by coups of people with n:
variet3 of skills. in this article, he deYdlops a new concept of
leadership appropriate to the "complex, ever-changing, free-form,
kaleido§copic" organization of the futures The leader of the future
must be other :directed-and comptetent in interpersonal skills. He
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must actively produce .conditions "where people and ideas and resources
can be seeded, cultivated, and integrated to optimum effectiveness and
growth."

Bennis, Warren G. "Revisionist Theory of Leadership," Harvard Business
Review, 29:26ff. , January-February, 1961.

Bennis summarizes' in admittedly 'oversimplified fashion the
main differences between scientific management and early human
relations managethent with respect to leadership and authority, and
then goes on to discuss a newer appkoach which attempts to reconcile
and integrate the'two. He concludes with a quote from Leckie which
rather well sums up his own point of view: "And 'whoever would think
truly of Stithority must think reverently of freedom."

, Kenneth D. Benne, and Robetrt Chin, eds. The Planning of
Change. 2d ed. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 19Q9.

A book of' readings by a variety of well-known authorities
focusing on planned change: "the application of systematic and

``appropriate knowledge in human affairs fon the purpose of creating
intelligent action and change." It covers Such areas as theorifs of
tange and influence, change strategies, new kinds of training to
facilitate planned change, resistance, and the ethical dilemmas
confronting the ,change agent.

Cleland, David I. "Understanding Project Authority: Concept Changes
Manager's Traditional Role," BuAness*Hoilzons, 10:63-70,
Spring, 1967.

The author" sees the concept of authority in a period of trans-
formation, changing from the'bureaucratic hierarchical model to a

'participative and persuasive one. Participation and,persuasion are
relatively new phenomena in organizational life, and reflect the
influence of the democratic and scientific revolution in contemporary
society. This is an interesting article that disAses the meaning of
power, authority, and influence in relation to the matrix organization,
or as Clel d calls it,, project management,which means that the
organizati n takei,its shape around specific tasks or projects rather
than along the traditional Pyramidal lines. 'The article includes a
detailed comparisoft of functional.and project viewpoints:
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Dalton, Gene W., and Paul R. Lawrence, eds. Motivation and Control in
Organizations. Homewood, Irwin and-Dorsey, 1971.

A book of .readings and case; studies used'at the Harvard
Business School on the process by which goals are established and
performance is measured. and rewarded, with an interesting intro-.
ductory chapter summarizing the major concepts involved in
motivation and c6ntrol in organizations.

Davis, R. C. Industrial Organization Man ana ement. New York: Harper,
1940.

Presents the thinking of processes as the means of managing.
Discusses management objectives and the various functions of
management in running an organization.

Drucker, Peter F. "Fifty YeargAanagement -7 A Look Back and a
Look Forward, " Journal of Engineering for Industry, 83:366-370,
August, 1961. (Transactions of the American *Society of Mechanical
Engineers, Serie-Al)

A. discussion of the development of management in Ole 20th
century with particular emphasis on the 1950's. Drucker points out
with considerable enthusiasm that management has become a world-
wide phehomenon of great importance to the human race. Deploring
fragmentation of the discipline, he makes a plea for the development
of. a unified theory, "From now on management science and scientific
management, managerial econoMics and human relations will have to
be made one in the theory as well as in the practice of management. "

Durkheim, Emile. The Division of Labor fn Society. Trans. from the French
by George Simp.son. New York: Free Press, 1964. (original work"
published 1893.) a

Gardner, John W. Excellence:Can We Be Equal and Excellent Too?
New York: Harper & Row, 1961.

A thoughtful discussion of some of the confusion surrounding
American values, in which Gardner emphasizes the importance of
creating opportunities for continual individual growth. "The sad
truth is that for many of us the learning process comes to an end
very early indeed... Perhaps many men v.ill always 4all into ruts.
Perhaps many will always let their talents to to waste. But the
waste now exists on such a massive scale that sensible people cannot
believse that it is all inevitable." Every histitution in our society

I
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should contribute to the fulfillment of the individual. Over and above
whatever else it does, Gardner believes every institution should
foster the development of the individuals within it.

Gardner, John W. Self-Renewal: The Individual and the Innovative Society.
New York: Harper & Row, 1964.

This book has become a recent classic; which although not pri
mailly written for a management audience, has much in it of value
for them. Managers and personnel administrators are too often
preoccupied with policies, procedures and rules which may stifle the
creative and the ,innovative opportunitiesofor self-renewal which an
innovative society or organization requires. Gardner observes:
"Someone has said tLat the last act of a dying organization is to
get out a new and enlarged edition of the rule book." He warns
against managerial techniques becoming the means of "processing".
human beings. He firmly believes that the impact of the organization
on the individual requires continued st9dy and research. If the
individual has a commitment to self-renewal, Gardner believes the
organization can remove some the obstacles and even provide the
opportunities, but the emphasis remains on the self. "The ultimate
goal, is to shift to the individual the burden of pursuing his own
education." Further:4"ln a society capable of renewal, men not

, only welcome the future and the changes that it may bring, but
believe that they will have a hand in shaping that future. Not all
people are creative, but there are 'many kinds of\creativity, and
many more individuals could realize creative potential which would
Contribute to the success of an organization if the roadblocks wert
re roved. in.summary, if the educational system prepared the
individual for an accelerating rate of change, and the business
organization gives him opportunities to gain versatility and respon-

. sibility in a variety of jobs and assignment situations, that individual
will not be dragged screaming into the future. He will welcome it."

.

Gellerman, Saul W. ,Motivation and Productivity. New York: American
Management Association, 1963.

Gellerman effectively p'esents the leading motivation theories
developed by behavioral scientists.

The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc. (5615 Fishers Lane,
Rockville, Md.) has developed a series of five films bringing out
some of-the material in Gellerman's book. The introduction to the
series is by Gellerman, and there are individual films on the
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motivation theories of Herzberg, Argyris,.Likert Mcdlelland and
McGregor,. 'BNA also -has a series of six tape cassettes done by
Gellerinan and his business partner Emanuel Kay, which supplement
and to some extent duplicate the Material presented in the films.

Gilbreth, Lilliad M. The Psychology o_ f Management. New York:
Macmillan,. 1921.

Presents, the thinking of brie of the leading exponents of
scientifiCmanagement, It discloses a concern and a philosophy
toward the worker, frequently ignored by the,critics of scientific
management.

Haire, Mason, ed. Modern OrganizatiOn Theory: A Symposium. New York:
Wiley, 1959.

The papers in this book contributed by a variety of well-known
authorities on organization theory and behavior such as Bakke, Whyte,
A rgyris and Likert, discuss from different points.of view such sub-
ject? as conflict between personality and organization, structure of
organizations; decision theory, ecology of' organizations, viability
and forces tending to destroy organizatiods, and interdependence
among the'social sciences with respect to Organization th?orY.

Herzberg, Frederick,. Bernard Mausner, and' Barbara Bloch Snyderman.
The'Motivation to Work. 2d. ad. New York: Wiley; 1959.

This book reports the findings from a: study of job attitudes,
and was the first presentation of Herzberg's motivation thepry.

Joeckel, Carleton B. , ed. Current Issues in Library Administration.
Papers Presented Before the Library Institute at the University of
Chicago; August 1-12, 1938. Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1939.

This work represents a major contributiOn to library manage-.
ment. It presents a series of papers delivered originally at a unique
conference in which library administrators participated with leaders
in managementfrom related areas. The introduction t-3, Joacke]
Makes five signifidant propositions which are as true today as When
they were written:

t
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Ka.sti Fremont E. "Planning the Strategies in Coin ex Organizations,"`
in Lanore Netzerandethegs, Os. Educati Adminibtration,
and Change: The Redeployment of Resources. 'New York: Harper
and Row, 1970, pp. 103-134.

An excellent clearly-written article whioh first summarizes (
the evolution of organization theory and then. elaborates on an
integrative, systems view of organization. Particularly good dis-
cussion of planning.

Koontz, Harold, and Cyril O'Donnell. Principles of Management. -4th ed.
New York: .McGraw-Hill, 1968.

A textbook which summarizes the principles and, techniques
of the managerial functions of organizing, staffing, directing, plan-
ning, and controlling. 1

1(
ft`

Leavitt, Harold J., ed. The Social Science of Organizations: Four
Perspectives. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1963.

A collection of four paper.3 resulting from the 1962 Seminar in
the Social Science of Organization sponsored by the University of
1ittsburgh Graduate School of Business: "Problems in the Develop-
ment of a Social Science of Organization, " by George Z. Strother; .

"Some Notes on 'Power Equalization, " by George Strauss; "The
Rationality Model in Organizational Decision-Making," by Henry, A.
Latane; and "Some Considerations in the Methodology of Organiza-
tional StudVs," by David Mechanic. The paper by Strauss is 'a
critical diussion of participatory management in which he points
out some of its weaknesses and suggests areas for further research.

4 f .
Likert, Rensis. The Human Organization: Its Management and Value.

New York: McGraw-Hill,, 1967. 1
This book, based on studies conducted by the University of

Michigan Institute ,for Social Research, of which Likert is director,
is testimony of his conviction that today the art of management can
be based on verifiable information derived from risorous.quanti-
tative research. In discussing faux. systems of management
(exploitive, authoritegke, beneyolent authoritative, consultative, and
participative), he emphasizes the need for a systenis approach to
organizational change. Every aspect of a managerial system is
related to every other part and interacts with it. e. To introduce
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change, the most influential causal variables must be altered first,
followed by consistent, coordinated change in the entire management
system. Likewise, training-to-bring about cognitive, attitudinal and
skill changes must be compatible with the system.of management
in which the new kmowledge is to be,used.

Likert, Bensis. "A Motivational Apppach to a Modified Theory of
Organization and Management, " in Mason Haire, ed. , Modern
Organization Theory. New YOrk: Wiley, 1959, pp. 184-217.

Based on substantial research findings, Likert presents a .
theory emphasizing the necessity of a highleVel of motivation.
thpughout the organization and an efficient system to coordiriate
and focus the efforts of individuals,* if the goals of the organization
are to be achieved. He derives a form of organizationkl structure
based on overlapping groups rather'thanthe usual man- to -nian
pattern a more complex form of organization which'demands more
learning, derstanding and practice than is now usually expected
of worke , supervisors, and managers.

-1
r

McGregor, Douglas. The Human Side of Enterprise. New York: McGraw-
Hill, 1960. I

In this influential work, the author presents his Theory X and
Theory Y. He discusses motivation in relation'to a hierarchy of needs,,
explains why traditional rewards no longer motivate, conceives of the
manager as a "gdower" of people, and stresses the importance of
organizationliinate. Throughout, he emphasizes his'firm/.
conviction that every managerial act rests on theory.

: The Professional Manager. New York: McGraw-Hill,
1967.

McGregor discusses the importance of theory and assumptions
aboutflife, how these influence the way we see the viorld.. He
emphasizes that man is more than a rational being and Inust come to
terms with his emotional and human side. Power and influence are
discussed-in terms of mutuality and transaction 'rather than as
win-lose struggles. The final chapter deals with the dilemma
posed by the necessity'of managing diversity and incongruities as
well as collaborative efforts and teamwork.

1
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March, Janies G. , and Herbert A. Simon. Or New York:

Wiley, 1958.
The authors survey the.-literature of.organization_theory,_

starting with theorie's that viewed the employee as a physiological
automaton,proceeding through those conceded more with motivation
and emotion, and conc4xling with theories pPacing,more emphasis
on cognitive.processes? Their aim is (1),- to eliminate one by one
the artificialities of the classical description of the employee as an
instrument; and (2). to replace this abstraction With a new'one
re-cognizing that individuals in organizations 'have wants, motives,
Strives, and are limited in their knowledge and problem- solving
abilities. Chapter 2 'presents a-very good' critique of scientific
management. An important book on organization,theory often
quoted in management. literature.

Maslow, Abraham H. Motivation and Personality. 2d ed. New York:
Harper & Row, 1970.

The author is considered tabe onel'd the major theoretical
'thinkers in the area of personality.

Chapter.4: A Theory of Motivation.
Chapter 5: The Role of Basic Need Gratification in Psychological

Theory.

Mayo, Elton. The Human Problems of an Industrial Civilization. 2d ed.
Boston: Graduate School o,f Business AdministrationkHarvard

. ,

University, 1946.
First issued in 1933, this book describes the pioneering work

done in the HaWthorne plant of the Western Electric Company. It
was the first real, assault on the pur4ly structural, hierarchical
approach to organization. The experiments showed that people do
not respond in predictable ways as physical and environmental
incentives are applied. The work place is a social institution, and
man's social and psychological needs have considerable effect on
his work.

. The-Social Problems of an Industrial nivilization. Boston:
2. Graduate School of Business Administration*, Harvard University,

1945.
In this report, published 12 year's after his earlier one, Mayo's

emphasis changes somewhat, "not to exclude the individual? but to
stress the importance of groups and methods of understanding the
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behavior of groups, whether formally organized and recognized by
management or self-constituted, informal' organizations." His tone
differs, too, reflecting the cumulative impact of the depression and
the second world war. This book contains further comments about
the Hawthorne experiments and the importance of clinical research
in the area of human behavior in industrial organizations.

Mee, John F. "Profiles of theFuture: Speculation about Human Organiza-
tions in the 21:st Century, "' Business Horizons, 14:5-7, 10-16,
February, 1971.

This article takes us .on a speculative trip into the future, where
the author visualizes an organization with the nature and character-
istics of a total systems concept, an order and array of interdependent
subsystems.

Moore, David G. "Human Relations in Organization, " in Sidney Mailick,
and Edward H. Van Ness, eds.. Concepts and Issues in Administrative'
Behavior. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1962, pp. 187-201.

A discussion of the human relations approach to inand.gement
in which the author makes it clear that by human relations he does not
mean the 'Golden Rule or a "happiness" school of employee relations,
but rather the application of behavioral science concepts.and methods
to the analysis of organizational and administrative behavior. He
concludes by presenting two organizational models which he terms
(based on a modification of Riesman's concepts) inner-directed and
outer-directed.' The latter according to Mb-ore results in more
mature human relations and better results in terms of organizational
aims.

Nash, Paul. Models of Man: Explorations in the Western Educational
Tradition. New YOrk; Wiley, 1968.

A pres6btation of some of the more influential views th roughout
history of what constitutes an educated man.', Included among others
are the views of Plato, Arist0e, Freud, Skinnei, and Buller.

N ational Planning Association. committee on the Causes of Industrial Peace
Under Collective Bargaining. Fundamentals of Labor Peace; a Final
Report. Washington, D. C.: National PlanAing Associatidn, 1953.

The final volume of a series of '14 case studies based on detailed
surveys of companfes and unions' experiencing successful and peaceful
industrial relations.
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,Owen, Robert. The Life of Robert Owen, Written by Himself, with.
Selections from his Writings and Correspondence.iNew York:
Augustus -M. Kelley, 1967. 2 vols. (originally published 1857)

Planty, Earl G. , ed. "Management Methods of Improving Human Relations:
A Report of the 10th International Management Congress," Personnel,
30:507-516, May, 1954.

Leading personnel directors, general managers, psychologists
and students of management from 13 countries prepared papers on
human relations' for the International Maiftement Congress held in
Brazil in 1954. Planty briefly summarizes all thirteen papers in
this aFticle. One example: the Canadian- paper "dresses above an
the necessity 'of reconsideringlhe worker as an individual, recog-
nizing his essential rights and his human needs, It emphasizes also
that the development Of better human relations has now become an
end in itself in industry."

Rodfhlisberger, Fritz J. "The Foreman: Master and-Victim of Double
Talk," Harvard Business Review, 23:283-298, Spring, 1945.

Commenting on the increasing receptiveness of foremen to
unidnization in the 1940's, the author says management's chickens
have come home to roost, as the fOreman'sodissatisfaction is a
result of management actions, "the result of our ignorance and of
our failure to pay as much explicit attention to the social* organizb.:
tionof teamwork as to the, logical organization of operations in our
modern industrial enterprises." Although this article was written
nearly 30 years ago, when times were very different,, it is not
difficult to seetsome parallels with the resurgence of unionism in the
public sector and among the professions in the 1970's.

. Management and Morale. Cambridge: Harvard, University
Press, 1941.

Observations, concepts and an overall view of the author on
management based on the Hawthorne studids. A volume that'sbotiid
by read by all students of management.

, and William J. Dickson. Management and the Worker.
Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 11)39.

Discussion of the findings of the famous Hawthorne studies,
which led to management considerations of human relations prob-
lems. 'A classic for the field of management.
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Schein, Edgar H. Organizational Psychology. Englewood Cliffs, N. J. :

'Prentice-Hall, '1965.
An unusually clear, jargon-free discussion of organizations,

the problems of allocating and utilizing human resources, and the
problems of Survival, growth, and capacity to.adapt to and manage
change, this book is short, easy to read, and highly recommended
for practicing managers. Schein emphasizes throughoutthe
importance of the'sy,stems approach: "Organizational psychology as
a field is intimately tied to the recognition that organizations are
complex social systems, and that almost any questions one may
raise about.the determinants of behavior within organizations have
to be viewed from the perspective of the entire social-system. "

.
Scott, William G. Human Relations in Management: A Behavioral Science

Approach. Homewood, Ill.: Irwin, 1962.
An excellent overall treatment which emphasizes that the new

directions ,in management thought demand treatment of human moti-
vation and organizational behavior on higher conceptual levels than
previously recognized. "This demand requires more extensive con-
sideration of research and generalizations in the behavioral sciences
plus more 'penetrating analydis of the ethical implications of adminisr
trative practice in the management of.human relationships." Scott
considers human relations a combination of practices, policieS,
scientific theories and philosophies necessbry to solve "people
problems" in organizations. In this work he successfully combines
basic concepts from classical and neoclassical organization theory
with emphasis on the modern concept that every organization should

-be viewed as a system, of relationShips.

Organization Theory: A Behavioral Analysis for Management.
Homewood, Ill.: 1967.
: cott presents ts thesis that since 1962\a new management
move ent has emerged with a distinct ideology. -This he labels
industrial Humanism. He believes the main thrust of this movement
has been to strengthen the sovereignty of organization participants
with respect to the dominant hierarchy.. "This`means that other
dimehsions of satisfaction must be achieved in addition to the
economic." He feels it is doubtful if these satisfactions will be
meaningfUl outside a constitutional framework.

The slibject is organization theory,t which is presented in its
historical setting, but the main thrust is a conEeptual scheme folldwing
a systems model.,
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Simon, Herbert A. The New Science of Management ciSion. New York:
Harper, 1.960. . ,

.

Simon treats decision-making as synonymdus- with managing.
The ,whole process of decision comprises, according to Simon,
three principal phases; finding occasions for making a decision
(search activity); finding possible courses of action (design activity);
and choosing among courses'of activity (choice activity). Also he
classifies decisions into programmed a.ncrnonprograrnmed. Decisions

k...,..1.,-,. are progratamed to the extent that they are repetitive and routine.
Pecisions are nonprogrammed to the extent that they are novel,
unstructured and consequential.. Each of these has a different
technique to reach them. In the last sectionie bookhe talks
about the organizational design of the futdre and predicts that
organization willcontinup to be hierarchical'in form and will be
constructed in three layers: an underlying system of physical
production and distributdonprocess; a layer of programmed (and
probably largely automated) decision piT:cesses for governing the
day7to-day operation of the physical system, and a layer of non-
programmed decision processes (carried out in a man-machine .

i; system) for, monitoring the first level processes, redesigning them,
and changing parameter values. Simon comments on this organiza-
tion of the future: "The automation and rationalization of decision
making will, to be sure, alter the climate of organizations in ways
important to these human concerns... On,balance, they seem to be
changes that will make it easier rather than harder. for the executive's
daily work to be a sigaificaint and satisfying part' of his life."

Sinclair, Upton. The Jungle. New York: Viking, 1946.
A novel depicting the goals of an employer as one who used his

workers for the purpose of making as much money out of them as he
possibly could. (First published in 1906).,.

. .. .

Smith,' Adam. An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of
Nations. Copied from' the 5th ed. New York: Modern Library,
1937.

______ ...--/.
A classical work in, the field of economics. Reflects the

philosophy of the author in relation to man as a worker and
participant in the economic process.
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Strauss; George. "Human Relations -- 1968 Style," Industrial Relations,
7:262-276, Mv.y,, 1968.

A good discussion of the human relations approach to manage-
ment which contrasts contemporary human relations with its prede-
cessor of the 1940' and 1950's

Tannenbaum, Robert, 'and Sheldon.A. Davis. "Values, Man, and
Organizations, " in William. B. Eddy, and others, eds. Behavioral
Science and the Manager's Role. Washington, D. C NTL Institute
'for Applied Behavioral Science; 1969, pp. 3-24.

Two behavioral scientists; Tannenbaum, an academician,
.and Davis, a manager; discuss the changing 'value system they see
emerging in our society today, and its implibations fonmanagement
and organizations. As they see it, our values are in transitionsalon moirtg

.
away from a'view of man as essentially bad, untrustworthy, and
unchanging, toward a view of man' as essentially good, trustworthy,
and constantly in process of change. "For those concerned with
organizational theory and with organizational development work, this
is an exciting and challenging time. Probably never before have the
issues at the interface.between changing organizations and maturing
man been so apparent,, so compelling, and of such potentially ,
critical relevance to both."

Tannenbaum, Robert, Irving R. Weschler, and Fred Massank. /f.eaders
and Organization: A Behavioral Science Approach. New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1961.

A behavioral science approach to the problems of management.
The book contains a particularly good chapter on human relations in
which the authors devote considerable effort to sweeping away the
confusion surrounding the term. In their view, human relationq. is
an integrated behavioral science discipline.

Tailor, Frederick W. Scientific Management. New York: Harper, 1947.
A volume containing 3 of Taylor's Works: Shop Management

(1903); The Principles of Scientific Management (1911); and
Taylor's Testim6ny Before theSpecthilloteem (1912).
As the "Father of Scientific Management, " Taylor'd thinking and ,

views are important to all serious .students of management.
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Towne, Henry R. "The Engineer as an Economist," Transactions of the
American Society'bf Mechanical Engineers, 7:428-432, May, 1886.

Towne cal-id-it-Ea ion to the importance ott management in .
industry and urges that a science of managemeritbe developed. He
suggests that managers from diffeent companies should exchange
information and share their experitnces, and that ASME should
take the lead in this exchange creating a special management
division. Delivered in 1886, this speech has become a classic in
the literature of American management.

lire, Andrew. The Philosophy of Manufactures, London: Knight, 1835.
Some early 19th century thinking on the problems of

management thought and worker motivation.

Walton, Clarence C. Ethos and the Executive: Values in Managerial
Decision Making. Englewedd,Cliffsi N.J.: Prentice -Hall, 1969.

A thoughtful, philosophical exploration of the kinds of values
involved in managerial decision making, those that are and those'
tliat ought to be.

Woodward, Joan: Industrial Organization: Theory and Practice. London:
Oxford University Press, 1965.

Woodward reports here on a ten-year survey of the organiza-
tional structure of 100 firms, which was followed by a number of
intensive case Studies. The principal finding was-that considerable
variation exists in organizational structure and the same principles
can produce quite different results in different cases. Woodward is
particularly concerned with the pkoblem of building a valid theory of
management based on solid research, and she makes an eloquent
plea for practicing managers and academics in the management field
working more closely together. ,
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THE WORKER-:-HUMAN I3EING/
PERSONALITY: A SYSTEMS
PERSPECTIVE AND APPROACH
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OVERALL
OBJECTIVES

UNIT 2

2.1 To present and explore ow ofmodel ohunian behavior, based on,
dynamic theory, in order to i#ovide participants a deeper under-
standing of aomeq)f thclactorsnderlying man's behavior.

2.2 To examine individually the key elements of the frustration-
aggression model of 'human behavior.

2.3 To provide an awareness of some different theories of personality
and their)possiVe relevance to undetanding employees in the work
situation,
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OBJECTIVES

UNIT 2
SECTION1

2.1 To present and explore one model of human behavior, based on
dynamiC theory, in order to provide participants a deeper under-

. standing of some of the factors underlying man's behavior.

2.11 To briefly examine flupan behavior in terms of its
biological determinants:

7

2.12 To develop in brief form a frustration-aggression
model of lan behavior.

2.13 To consider both the usefulness and the limitations of this
. Model as dconceptual tool.
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Unit ?: Section 1

Model of Human Behavior

t

2.1 To 'explore one model of human behavior, based on dynamip theory, in
order to provide pa,Vipants a deeper understanding of some of the
factors underlying man's behavior.

.

. "hen a human being goes to work for an organization, he brings with
liim all the characteristics of a whole man -- motivations and emotions,
knowledge, and intellectual capabilities. Although placed in a different
environment, he is the same man whom the individual psychologist has
been studying in the laboratory. We should expect the same laws to
govern his behavior. "1.

The primary purpose of this unit is to explore in the perspective of
dynimic theory some of the laws that both govern manes behavior and
account for his individual uniqueness.

he way an indivi5lual behaves and thinks, according to dynamic theory,
determined by his needs and drives,, and how he manages consciously

wand unconsciously to satisfy the Dynamic theory is based on the
that an adequate understaiding of an individual's behavior in any

given situation requires understanding of the whole person. It differs,
therefore,from other orientations of psychology such as behaviorism
which focuses onsbservable behaviort, gestalt psychology which is
concerned with perception, or social psychology *hich deals with
human social relationships.
2.11 To briefly examine human behav or in teranaof its biological

determinants. -

2.111 Biologically, every organism has two necessities or
purposes: individual survival and preservation of the

iTimothy W. Costello, and'Sheldon S. /alkind, Psychology in Adminis-
tration: A Research Orientation (Englewood Cliffs, N.J. : Prentice-
Hall, 1963), P. iii.
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species. On these necessities are based man's most elemental
physfologicalneeds for air, food, `water, sleep, shelter, sex,
etc.

2.112 , A corollary biological determinant-is-avoidance of-pain. The
physiological drives are aversive, they are states from which
the organism tries to escape.'

2.113 Viewed physiologically, man is a homeostatic system; that is
a self-stabilizing system. When a vital physiological condition
changes 'significantly, certaiybo,dily mechanisms are set in
motion to help restore the system to its optimal level.2
The human body, for eximpler maintains a constant tempera-
ture regardless of the temperature around it.

2.114 To understand human behavior it is essential to understand
the central importance of biological needs and drives.

2.12 To develop in brief form a frustration-aggression model of humart
behavior.
2:121 Frustration refers to circumstances which interfere with or

block goal-directed activity. It is an essential part of life as
no person can ever have all his needs met. There-is nosuch
thing as a continuously- completed grittified person.3
reactions to frustration are complex4and highly individual.
2.1211,..Thi most basic reaction is-direst aggresision against

the frustrating object or person, acCompanied by
feelings of intense hostility.
2.12111 Aggressive behavior arouses anger in the

pe1'son toward whota it is directed, and that
person may in turn retaliate to punish the
aggressor. Such action would be counter-
aggression. A \.,-.

2.12112 Anticipating puniihment or counter?
aggression,. the original algreersor will *ant
to avoid it, and therefore, any behavior 474.`

- "Ernest H. Hilgard, and Richard P. Atkinson, Introdnc to
Psychology, 4th ed. (New York: Harcourt, Braes & World, 1967), p. 127.

2WilHam N. Dember and James J. Jenkins, General PsychoN6 -

Modeling Behavior and Experience (Englewood Cliffs, N. J. : Prentice-
Hall, 1970), p. 606.

3Lewis R. Wolberg, and John P. Kildahl, TheM amics Personalibr
(New York: Grune & Stratton, 1970), p. 285.
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his part which is likely to bring puzlishment
on himself he contemplates with feelings of
anxiety.

2.12113 Anxiety is a distressing condition,and man
does all h can to alleviate it for himself.

2.1212 Main's more matur reactions to frustration include
4 a wide variety of problem-solving attempts to obtain

mastery over his environment, forcing it to'yield the
satisfactions he desires. .

2.1213 In his attempts to deal with frustration on a more
mature level, man seeks adjustment by searching
and experimenting on a trial and error basis.

2.1214 In most instances, there are many ways of meeting
problem situations, and as a result human behavior
is complex and unique in its development,

2.122 The frustration-aggression model of .human behavior is based ,

on the hypothesis that,41 behavior originates in response.to
4.

need's within an individual. A man's personality, his ways of
thinking and acting, depend on how he manages to adjust tp
frustrations and conflicts resulting from his needs and driJes.
Individtiafactors within this model are dealt with separately
in the next sections of the outline. They are: adjustment,
needs and drives, frustration, aggression, punishment, and
anxiety.

2.13 To consider both the usefulness and the limitations of this model as
a conceptual tool.
It must be stated at the outset, that this 'model of human behavior
does not purport to give an entire picture of human personality.
It is an'abstraction and,as such,provides a framework for discussing
certain importantlacets of human personality. It providesta less
satisfactory framework for discussing other aspects of hunik.:ri
behavior, such as creativity, innovation, or curiosity. In Unit IV,
some of these other aspects of human behavior will be examined
in detail.
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:OBJECTIVES

,UNIT 2
CTION 2

2.2 To examine individuall3 the key elements of the,' frustration-
aggression model, of humanbehavior. /

,2.21 Adjustment

2.22 Needs and Drives
e

2.23 Frustration

2.24 Aggression

2.25 Punishment

2.26 Anxiety
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Key EIements of.theJrustration-Agg ession Model

2.4 To examine individually the key elemepts of the frustration-aggression ,
model.
2.21 To describe and discuss adjustment as one of the factors involved

in the dpiamic theory model Of human, behavior.
"All behavior, successful, unsuccessful, wise, foolish, flexible,
rigid -- is an attempt by. the .organisin to meet the demands
facing it, or perceived as,facing it., The requirements we try to
meet may stem primarily from within (demands for food, rest,

self-ebteem, achievement) or from without ((emands
for cooperation. from others, obedience to 'ail", adherence to
expected role behavior). Depending upon.the nature of,the
demand and our resources foi'coping'with it, we May solve the
prca;olem easily and effectively Or we may experienbe, considerable
strain....
2.211 Adjustment can be seen as a process of adaptation to the

realities Of life. kis the procesd by which an organism
attempts-to meet the demands iMposed upon it by its own`
nature and by its physidal and social envifeament.
2.2111 It is a continuous process. Living things never.

cease. to, adjust.
2: 2112Adjusthre beiravior may be more or less' success-

ful depending on how adequately. it satisfies the
inner needs of the organism.2

2:212 All human behavior can be viewed as an effort to adjust.
Adjuetieent is the characteristic way in which a person
perceives, relates to, and solves the main problems
of his life.3

.t
"James C. Coleradn, ,psychology and Effective Behavior (Glenview,

Ill.: Scott, Foresman, 1969), p. 199.
4 2Ibid., p. 4. t.. ,

3Percival M. Symonds, 'The Dynamics of Human Adjustment (New York:
Appleton:-Ceptuf)1.946), p. 6.
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2.213 Adjustment is an involved, individual process. As each
individual differs, so too the requirements of his adjustment
differ.
2.21$1 it is a continuous process of adapting to change, a

developmental cumulative process. Adjustment in
adult life is most often based on patterns established
much earlier 1)1 life.

2.2132 The adjustment an individual achieves at any given
time should be seen as the result of his' cumulative
experiences.

2.22 To describe and discuss needs and drives as one of the factors
involved in the dynamic theory model of human behavior.
The nature of the various needs and drives and the relationships
among them are subjects that psychologists have debated and
theorized about for years in their attempts to understand human
personality and motivation.' These subjects are of central importance
in dynamic theory which is based on the hypothesis that all human

'behavior originates in reispCnse to needs and drives within the
individual.
2.221 Npeds drid drives an, generally be divided ititwo categories:

those pertainin obiological maintenance of the individual,
and those pertaining' to his psychOlogidal well-being.
2.2211 Among our requirements for optimal biological main-

tenance arer4air, food, water, sleep, stimulation and
activity, safety and sexual expression.

2.2212 Among our rec$irements for psychological well-being
and efficient functioning are: having some understanding
about our ilYorld and seeing order and meaning in it;
feeling adequate, competent and secure; experiencing
love and affiliation; feeling that we have self-worth,
a sense of direction and hope for success in our efforts.2

2.222 Drives are central to survival, and they are closely related to
needs. They serve to arouse and activate behavior to satisfy
a particular need. ,
2.2221 The relationship between needs and drives is 5'

N. Dember, and James J. Jenkins, ...General Psychology:
Modeling Behavior and Experience (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-

: Hall, 1970), p. 621-622. ,
2coleman, op. cit. , p. 173.
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compliCated. Not every need apparently gives rise to a
drive. For instance, we need oxygen in order to survive,
but,this does not give rise to an oxygen drive. The struggle
for air that normally occurs in oxygen deprivation seems to
be a response to excess of carbon dioxide rather than to

, . oxygen lack. 1-
2.2222 The strength of a drive. is geperall; in proportion to the-

intensity of the need.. There it evidefice ;to indicate that
if a strong need'reknains unsatisfied, other needs tend to
remain unrecognized.

2:2223 Needs andctrives tend to combine with one another so that
in trying to explain a particular piece of behavior, tine"
usually finds the motives highly complex and inter - related.

2.223 Needs and drives have been conceptualized inlvarious ways by
psychologists and other students of Inman behavior.
2.2231 Freud, for instance described ego and libido needs, the

" former being need for self preservation, and the latter,
needs for species preservation.

2.2232 Murray conceptualized drives in terms of the viscerbgenic
and the psychogenic, the former being dependent on bodily
heeds, and the latter deiivative drives of an emotional

. nature.
2.2233 MaSlow conceptualized a hierarchy of needs, beginning with

the most basic physiological needs. When these needs are
satisfied, other needs appear and they, rather than-the
physiological needs, then dominate the organism. The basic
human needs are organized a "hierarchy of 'prepotency. "
Maslow' described five levels of,needs.2
2.22331 First are the elemental physiological needs. 'these.

are the most basic. If a man is hungry, for
instance, he must find food. Until he finds food,
the need for food will be of primary importance.

2.22332 When physiological needs are satisfied; the safety
needs arise. .Man must protect hitaself from
outside dangers, from sic4ess; murder,
tyranny, and so forth. In our culture, the healthy

1DeMber, op. cit., p. 622.
2Abraham H. Maslow, Motivation andpersonalt, 2d.ed. (New York:

Harper and Row, 1970), pp. 35-47.
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and:fortunate adult is enerally satisfied in
his safety needs most-of the time.

. 2.22333 .Next are the needs for love and a sense' of
belonging. We need to give and receive love.
warmth, and affection in our -1retfons With
other people. These needs will arise as we
are no longer preoccupied with physiological
or safety needs.

2.22334 The fouxt1i leVel, which- arises as the previous
levels are largelyt satisfied, is the need for
self-estaein and esteem from others. Maslow
divides esteem needs into two categories:
needs for ichievement, adecivacy, mastery,
and competence; and needs for reputation br
prestige, status,, importance and appreciation.

2.22335 At the fifth level are the needs for self-actu-
alization, to become what one is capable of
becoming. "What a man t ante, he must be...
The clear emergence of these needs usually
rests upon some prior satisfaction of the
physiological, safety, love, and esteem
needs. "1

fp
2.23 Todescribe and discuss frustration ad one of the factors involved in

the dynamic theory model of human behavior.
Ainearly evelyone who has worked would agree, frustration on the
job is a very familiarbhuman experience. It is important that the
administratoitry to understand the kinds of behavior that result
from frustration so he can minimize its negative influences for the
individual and the organization. "No one should expect the adminis-
trator to be a psychiatrist, but an understanding of the ways in which
people in his organization respond to-their tensions will aid him and
Ids employees. "2
2.231 The sources of frustration are many and varied. Some

frustration comes from the environment, some originates
within ourselves.
2.2311 Environmental frustrations are innumerable and

Maslow, op. cit., pp. 46-47.
2Timothy W. Costello, and Sheldon S. Z'alkind, 'Psychology in Adminisr

tration: A Rese rch Orientation (Englewood Cliffs, N.J. : Prentice-Hall,
19635, pp. 125- 27.
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seemingly all-pervasive. Some are of major consequence
such as war, famine or earthquakes. Others are not of a
life-and-death nature, but they can be extremely annoying.
2.23111 Consider, for instance, a hot smiamer day in your

library. !The stacks are not air conditioned, and
you are re searching for an important book
which ii&sperately needed. No one on the
library staff has been able to find it., ,

2. g3112 Perhaps your library has the only copy intown,s
and the mayor's office has asked to borrow it.

2.23113 You can't find it.
2.2312 Inner sources of frustration are not usually so obvious, for

they depend on how an individual interprets what happens
both within and outside himself.
2.23121 Suppose a subordinate employee feels he has

worked'effectively land his gobd performance has
not been adequately recognized.

2.23122 He has just summoned sufficient courage to, come to
you and ask for a raise, but he hears you repri-
manding another employee in a loud voice.

2.23123 From past experience he knows that you tend to be
abrupt and not very, generous or thoughtful when
you sound angry. He decides not to approach you
today. His frustration arises not because you.have
denied him the raise in fact, but because he antici-
pates that you Will do so if he asks you.

2.23124 From his point of view, you have denied him the
opportuLdty to ask for the raise. From your point
of view, 'you probably have no idea that this event
has occurred. -

2.232 Internal and external frustrations are interdependent, and frustr-a-
dons in one area may contribute to increasing or decreasing.'
frustrations in other areas.
2.2321 If a person feels incompetent or inadequate in some aspect

of his life, he will tend to act In incompetent and inadequate
ways, and thereby. his chances of satisfying his needs with
regard to that 'aspect of his life will be reduced.

2.2322 Internal frustration may be caused originally, by external
sources. For example., ,frustrations imposed upon us'by
parents and teachers in early life we may adept and con-
tinue to impose upon ourselves. This phenomenon is
referred to as ibtrojection -- accepting the values or
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attitudes of someone else..as- °nets own.
2.233 The ways people react to frustration depend to some extent on the

strength of the nerds or goals being frustrated. The stronger ti(e
need, the stronger the reap ion do frustration is likely to be.
Somehow,_the obstacle must be removed or circumvented, or the
goal must be mod ed or abandoned.
2.2331 The most P mitive reaction is direct agicressfon and anger

against the strating person or object.
2.2332 Frustration ay also be handled by displaced aggression,

that is,' aggressive actionagainst an innocent person rather
than against the real cause of thefristtation. A person ,

who is reprimanded by his boss inay react vithout.mtich
emotion at work, but later on at home may take out"his
unexpressed resentment on his family.'

2.2333 Frustration may also be met by apathy. When resistance
seems futile, "the frustrated person may become sullen
and detached instead of 3rigry and defiant. Apathy often
indicates that aggressi%& tendencieS are being held in check
or inhibited, but qey may express themselves indirectly. "2

2.2334 If frustration bed'oraes toodifficult to hapdle, the Individual
may try to escape by working out substitute satisfactions in
fantasy. Instead of receiving satisfaction on.a realistic
level, he works out alternate solutions ii a dream world.

2.2335 On amore.realistic and mature level, response to frustra-
tion takes on the character of proikem /solving. Man is
capable of rational problem solving. He can face a problem
and weigh alternative solutions in terms of their probable
consequences, taking action as is. appropriate.

2.2336 Most human behavior that appears rational and activatedby
conscious reasoning is, however, very likely to be activated
by unconscious motives as well.

2.24 To describe and discuss aggression as one of the factors involved in the
dynamic theory model of human behavior.
2.241 Aggression has been defined by psychologists as destructive activity

of any soft; or activity undertaken in order to do harm to another
person, either through some kind of belittling or malicious f,idicule.4

A

Ernest H. Hilgard, and Richard C. Atkinson, Introduction to Psy-
cholou, 4th.ed. (New York:Harcourt, Brace & World4967), p.' 512.

2Thid.

3Ibid. , pp. 521-522.
4Ibid. , p. 618.
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2.2 Human aggression is sometimes admired as an indication of
personal strength, boldness and superiority.' Other times it is
seen as a personal liability, an indication of cruelty and ruthlessness.

2.243 Aggression has an evolutionary basis. It is essential for survival,
and is a prime human charaCteristic. To be aggressive is normal
human behavior.
2.2431 Psychologists are not in agreement as to the origin of human

aggression.1 Some have, tried to show thai it is an inherent'
characteristic of man; that man ha's a need to inflict pain on
others.

2.4432 According to dynamic theory, aggression is the result,o
frustration. Man has many needs and drives, and when they
are frustrated, he becomes aggressive in his attempts to
satisfy them.

2.244 The ftinctions of aggression art primarily three: to obtain satisfaction
from the external world, to avoid pain, and to en)iance the ego.
2.2441 Aggression can also be seen as an attempt to gain possession,

to attack or destroy, to control, to dominate, and/or to.,
assert oneself.

2.2442 Aggression tends to become stronger as one's drive to
satisfy a particular need becomes stronger; for instance,
the hungrier a person is, the more aggressively he will
search for. food.

2.245 The f9rms aggression takes vary considerably from persin to
person. Aggression may be physical or verbal, active or passive;
direct or indirect.
2.2451 Verbal responses, such as shouting, screaming or swearing

may serve as substitutes for more active forms of aggres-
sion, and often provide release for accumulated tension.,2

2.2452 Aggression is frequently displaced, directed toward an
'innocent personior at the world in general, rather than at
the actual source of frustration.

2.2453 Sometimes it is turned inward on oneself. In such cases the
individual may "engage in .exaggerated self-accusations and
recriminations and may feel severe guilt and self-devaluation
...turning One's hostility inward gains feelings of safety at
the expense of feelings of Self-reapect. "3

, pp. 148-149.
2Syrnonds,' op. cit. , p, 101,
3Coleman, op. cit. , p. 226.
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2:2454 Aggression may al, take the,form of resistance, negativism
and defiance. There is evidence that it is more likely to be
expresSPd'in.such negative form when the desired goal is
perceived as unattainable.'

2.246 C ols for aggression are established by society and by individuals
emselves.

2.2461 Every society makes some provision for control of aggres-
sion through its institutions (schOols, churches, unions,
etc: ), laws and customs.

2.2462 Every society also makes provision.for the controlled
expression of aggression..
2.24621 Competitive sports, for instance, provide con-

siderable outlet for gtession. We no longer
have gladiator-type sp s i which the opponent is
killedi(although killing is still considered
sport in most parts Of the world)',,but we have
fietce competitions' within boUnds prescribed by
the rules of the game.

2.24622 Competitive pressures the need to win
sports, in school, on the job, are the source
great frustration as well, since' obviously not
everyone can win. 2

2.2463 In addition to external controls, it is also important for the
dell -being of society that each individual build up Within
Eiinself a system of self control.
2.24631 If carried too far, self control is stifling and the

individual becomes inhibited and unable to express
himself.

2:24632 The individual must learn to balance self discipline
and self control with self expressiveness and
creativity.

2.24633 The task for society and for each individual is not
to inhibit aggressive impulses, but to channel and
direct them toward the accomplishment of positive
goats whenever .possible.

2.25 To describe and discuss pinishment as one of the facets involved in the
dynamic theory model of human behavior.
2.251 Psychologists define punishment as a negative incentive, capable of

'Ibid. , p. 216*"I'N,
p. 184.
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producing pain or annoyance. A.negative inceative muqtte per-
ceived or anticipated in order to have effect. It is to be avoided,
because of the Pain it might cause.'

2.252 Punishment is used as a form of control in all societies. It is an
attempt to prevent 'certain behavior.
2.2521 The child is spanked when he throw s his oatmeal across the

room. Not liking to be spanked, he learns not tcrthroiv food.
In this sense; punishment is intimately connected with
learning.

2.2522 But the relationship between punishinent and learning is not
so simple. Many times the child who is punished in school
may take a defiant attitude toward,the teacher, ttus devoting'
his energies to.outwitting or punishing the teacher rather
than to the curriculum..'

2.2523 Punishment is often Unsuccessful as a m eans of preventing
a behavior. Many psychologists now feel it is less effective as

. as a Means orsocial control than rewarding "good"
behavior. 2

2.253 Punishment is not synonymous with discipline, for discipline refers
to any method used to guide or control behavior, and often it may
take the form of encouragement rather than punishment.3

2.254 Punishment takes many forms, some obvious, and others less so.
Common forms are: deprivation, bodily injury, insults or jeegs,
injury to one's family or possessions, incarceration, exclusion, ....
discrimination, ostracism, threats, neglect, scorn, ridicule.
2.2541 Punishment is a form of aggression. The person irho

administers the punishment is acting aggressively.
2.2542 It may be 4eserve'd or undeserved. Consider the phenom-

enon of displaced aggression in the context of punishment.
The parent who spanks his child may be reacting chiefly to
humiliating circumstances he was forced to undergo on the
job. ,s

2.2543 Punishment can often be viewed as .a form of -counter-
aggression.

2.255 Responses to punishment vary depending on the individual and the
circumstances.
2.2551 The mod direct response to punishment is aggression. The

Y.

1Hilgard and Atkinson, op. cit., pp. 134, 634.
?Ibid., p. 357.
3Symonds, op. cit. , p. 113,
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person who is punished is f strated because certain behavior
on his part has been prolibi d. He becomes angry with the,
prohibition and tries to strik back at the. punisher.

2.2552 The person being punfshed m y not have adequate power to
inflict pain on the punisher, or the latter is often in a
much stronger position (child in relation to adult; worker
in relation to, supervisor). In such cases aggressive
behavior is likely to take less-direct forms such as apathy
and negativism, sullen defiance, or attempts to outwit the

,punisher.
2.2553 If carefully and wisely adMinistered, punishment may result

in the individual's renewing his efforts to find alternative
behavior which will not only satisfy his needs but also, avoid
prpvocati9n of punitive responses from others.

2.2554 It is possible too that punishment may allow release of
tensions and guilt: A person who is punished may feel that
he has paid the price for-his act and now has a "clean

,.slate."
2.256 Punishment is risky as a form of control, for it often has negative

effects.
2.2561 It may reduce a person's self' esteems.his initiative and-

interest.
2.2562 Punishment must be associated with a specific act rather

than with the person himself; and this distinction must be
k made clear to the person being punished. Otherwise, the

punishment will tend to create feelings of inadequacy and
--;:t insecurity.. .

2.25'63 Perhaps the most serious limitation of punishment is that it
can stop an action, but does not help the individual find a
more acceptable way of satisfying the'needs Which led to
the undesirable behavior in the first place. 1

To describe d discuss anxiety as one of the factors involved in the
dynainic the model of human behavior.
"The evidence is overwhelming...that men and women of today live in an
'age of anxiety.' If one penetrates below the surface of political, economic,
business, professional, on domestic crises to discover their psychological
causes, or if one seeks to understand modern art or poetry or pkilosophy
or religion, one runs athwart the problein of anxiety of almost every turn.
There is reason to believe that the ordinary stresses and strains Of life

1Symondt, op. cit. , pp. 126-125.
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hanging world of, today are such that fet'V if any escape the nc,ed to ,

t anxiety and to deal with it in some Manner."'
Anxiety has been defined as a diffuse apkehension, differing from
fear in that fear is a reaction to a specific danger while anxiety
is more general, more persistent, -an4quispepific. 2
2.261IAnxiety is closely related to feelifts of incompetence,

helplessness, and persOn'al inadequacy. If a person feels
confident of his ability to deal with a problem, his anxiety
is likely to be at a minimum.

2.2612 Man's, existence is' limited, and he is vulnerable to natural
disasters, sickness and death. Realization of these
limitations gives rise to much anxiety.

2-.2613 Although it is defined as more "vagtie" and less spedific
than fear,- anklety,i8 not less painful, for it attacks the

. 'very essence of one's personality. The person is afraid,
, .but uncertain. of what e fears.

2.2614 By rep.cting adequately to:specific dangers, a person mini-
mizes anxiety. If he cannot meet specific dangers adequately,
he will be 'threatened on A:deeper level. 3

2.262 Anxiety is olosely related to frug&tion, hostility and aggression,'
according to the dynamic theory, model of human behtkior.
2.2621 When e. perton is blocked in his attempts to satisfy his

needs, he is frustrated and tends to react with aggression
. and hoStility toward the source of the frustration.

42.2622
Fearing the consequences Of his own hostility and aggression,
the personill feel anxiety.' Anxiety is thus related ti

,.anticipated future dangers. 7,--
2.2623 Anxiety is a painful experience, and the anxious person tends,

tb feel angry and resentful toward those lie feels are respon-li
stible for hisianxiety.4 This anger, in turn may gilte rise toa - . t

. more anxiety.
2.26 Anxiety may be expressed physically through such b3nuptortis as

rapid breathing, rapid heart beat, loss of appetite or compulsive
eating, inability_ to move, sweating, headaches) insomnia and so cT.

2.264 Feelings accompanying anxiety may include uneasiness, helplessneSs,
loneliness, isolation, pessimism, anticipating the worst, gloom,

1Rollo May, The Meaning of Anxiety (New York:Ronald Press,1950), p.
72Coleman, 4p. dit., pp. 406:407. ,

`3May, op. cit. , pp. 192 -195.
, p. 222.
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,,, and, so. forth. 1 . .

2.265 Constructive ways of dealing with anxiety must begin with the
recognitionthat both fear and anxiety are normal and permanent
parts of the human.condition. 2 . .

2.2651
A

It is important
I

for each ri e r s o n itt o try to distingdsh betw6 n
ealistic and unrealistic fear and anxiety. Is there real

idlingei? Is my reaction realistic in terms of the degree of
..danger ? Is my reaction related to actual problems or to

pervasive feelings ofianxiety ?
,p 2.2652Making such distinctions is not-alwais easy, but 4t is useful

F

to try. , Oily by recognizing and examining one's feelings
can a person gai,ria degiee of mastely Over them.

2. L653 If certaimklnds Of situations provoke anxiety; we can-
s ti,somett e take measures to modify our.reac on' ''.s or we I

,can lea t apfrOeed in spite, of the fear26we become
accusto ed o factikafng in fear - producing situations, we
gmay find our fear lessening.,.. t?-3-'-. , ,p s

2.266 The way a person juts to hifeawdety determ' es in large part
the uniqueness of s p sonality. Anxietk is ondition of personal
development. . \

. t

2.2661 People vary considerably A their ability,to to rate anxiety.
2.2662 For some people, anxiety can be a positive rn tivating force,

and for others, It can be a destructive and de il4atifig) , "force. r .f. .

1Symonds,oPt cit., pp. 152-156.
2Coleman, op. cit., p. 407.
3Ibid. p. 408.
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2.3 To provide an awareness of some different theories of personality
and their possible relevance to understanding employees in tjie work
situation.
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Other Theories of Personality

2.3 To provide an awareness of some different theories ,cf personality
and their ptissible relevance to understanding employees in the work
situation,
2.31 Personality has been defined as the arrangement of personal. ,

characteristics and ways of behaving th t determines ,an individual's
unique adjustment to-his environment. A theory of personality,
then, is an attempt to expliin an individual's unique adjustment to
the world he lives. in. There are many cliffe'rent theories of
personality, and each, to soine extent, reflects different
emphases.
2.311 For years, students of human behavior have debated such

questions as the relative importance of conscious and
unconscioub determinants ot'beh.avibr21vhether or not
man's behavior is primarily purposive, whether or not
man is.priinarily hedonistic, seeking pleasure and
avoiding

2.312 Does man have freedom of choice in his actions or is all
his' behavior determined? Is it legitimate to isolate for
analysis one aspect of human behavior or does isolation
of one aspect do violence to the integrity of the whole
organism ? Should more emphasis be placed on homeo-
static mechanisms or on man's ability to grow and change 72

2.113 Accurately interpreting and understanding human behavior
is not at all a simple task. For this reason, it is useful
for the administrator, in his attempts to understand
human behavior in the work place, to have some awareness
of the wide variety of theories and concepts that have been
devised for interpreting personality.

2.314 The brief sampling of personality theories that follows is

lErnest Hilgard, and Richard C. Atkinson, ,T.ntroch Jct PS-,
chologyl 4th ed._ (New York: Harcourt, Brace & Wor1d-4967), p. 462.

2calvin S. Hall, and Gardner Lindzey, Theories of Personality
2d ed. (New York: Wiley, 1970), pp. 19-27.
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intended to show something of the range of personality theories.
No.attempt is made to discuss their relative merits.

2.32 Psychoanalytic theories of personality, both Freudian and more
contemporary adaptations,

in
had tremendous impact on 20th

century thought; not only in the medical and social sciences, but
4 in philosophy, art, and literature as wel1.1
'2.321 Most of our knowledge about the unconscious determinants

of human behavior comes from the psychoanalytic method.
2.322 According to Freud, the persdality is made up of three,

systems: the id, the ego, and the superego. Humaii behavior
is nearly always the result interaction and conflict among
these three systems.2

L. 323 Freud emphasized the developmental aspect of personality,
and he stressed the importance_agarly childhood years in
determining adultdpersonality.-

2.324 He recognized the significance of dreams, .and theorized that
dreams are an expression of the human mind in its- most
primitive state. He believed, dreams 'to be a valuable source
of information about the dynamics of human personality.

2.325 Freud has been much criticized for his over-emphasis of
Sex and aggression, and his theories have been modified and
reinterpreted by more recent theorists.

2.326 In addition, many people feel his theories areof less value
today, because they are based on clinical experiences with
patients in Vienna some fifty years ago, thus reflecting'
causes of neuroses and psychoses in a society that no longer
exists.

2.327 Yet Freud's ideas are challenging, and one need not subscribe
to them all in order to realize the tremendous contribution
they make toward our understanding of personality.

2.33 Rogers' self theory prcvides a somewhat different focus on person-
ality; although similar in the sense that Rogers' theory too, is based
primarily on his therapeutic relationships with troubled patients.
2.331 Rogers believes that the basic drives of dinunan being are to

realize one's potentiality. The individual Strives to make his
life complete: this striving is the driving force behind his
behavior.

llbid., p. 32.
2Ibid., pp, 27-72
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2.332 Humap beings are vibrant, changing, and unpredictable.
"Life, at its best, is a-flowing, changing process In which
nothing is fixed... when life is richest and most rewarding
it is a flowing process. "1

1,2.333 For Rogers, life is always in the process,of becoming. He
sees the same trend' in all organic and human life: "the
urge to expand, exteird develop, mature -- the tendency to
express and activate all the capacitieS of the, organism, or
the self. "2

2.33,r Rogers believes that each person is trying to find the answers
to two questions: "Who am f ?'"and "How may Ihecome
myself?" The person who 'has the inner freedom to-be him-
self becomes more open to all the elements of experience,
and he learns to liVs fits life as a participant in an ongoing
process in which he-is continually discovering new aspects'
`Of himself.

2".335 Man is "a continually changing constellation of potentialities,
not a fixed quantity of traits. "3

2.34 Maslow, like Rogers, conceptualizes a self-fulfillment model of
human behavior.
2.341 Maslow distinguishes between deficiency motivation (needs

for food, safety, love and esteem) and growthmotivation
(needs for self-actialization).

2,342 He is interested in studying fully-functioning healthy individuals
and believes psychology has been' handicapped by its tendency
to study malfunctioning, less healthy individuals.

2.343 "Contemporary psychology has mostly studied not-having .

rather than having, 'striving rather than fulfillment, frUstra-
tion rather than gratification; Seeking for joy rather than
having attained joy, ,trying to get there rathe'r than being
there. "4

2.344 Maslow's studies of 'self-actualized individuals show them to
be realistically oriented, accepting of themselves and others,

1Carl R. Rogers, On Becoming a Person (Boston: Houghton-Mifflin,
1961), p. 27.

2Ibid. , p. 361,
3Ibid. , pp. 122-45.
4Abraharn, H. Maslow, Toward a Psychology of Being, 2d ed.

(Princeton, N.J.: Van Nostrand, 1963), p. 73.
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2.35 Kelly's consistency theory of personality is based on the fundamental
postulate that "a persontsTrocesses are psychologically channelized
by the ways in which he anticipates events. "1
2.351.,He emphasizes the importance of information or.the emotional

experience a person gets out of interacting with the external
world. 2

2.352 It is Kelly's view thattht feedback a person gets from his
interaction.with his environment is more important to
personality than inherited traits or, characteristics.

2.353- This theory takes a position that personality develops as a
result of learning. It is a result of getting.feedback by inter-
acting with one's environment.

2.354 The core of Kelly;, personality theory is that mah is con-
tinually attempting to control and predict the' events he will
experience.

2.355 In his interaction with his environment, man evelops
constructs.
2.3'551 Construct are interpretations of events.
2.3552 Froniitkinterpretation of these events, man will

antiapate and attempt to influence those,-cents which
have not yet occurred.

2.3553 Constructs provide man with a setof expectaliOns
which can be used in considering what similar "
experiences may be like.

2.3554 The individual changes his constructs if his anticipa-
tions turn out to be inaccurate.

2.3455 Constructs are the bases of personility action.
2.356 When expectations fail to be confirmed by events, there iso

inconsistency, which then leads to anxiety on the part of
the individual.

2.357 Constructs are organized into construction: systems which
make up one's personality.

2.36 Skinner's operant reinforcement theory represents another approach
to understanding personality.
2.361 Skinner's theory is based on precise laboratory

'George A. Kelly, Psycholo of (New York:
Norton; 1955), Vol. 1, p. 46.

2Salvatore R. Maddi, Personal. Theories: A Anal sis
(Homewood, Ill. :Dorsey, .1968), p. 110.
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expe-rimentaton.1
2.362 his work represents the molecular ,approach to studying

behavior: that is, fodusing on simple behavioral events. Only
through studying simple events can more complex events be
-understood, according to 'Skinner.

2.363 He is interested in operant conditioning: that is, strengthening
a response byl;ewarding it when it ocours. Reward learning
is synonymous with operant conditioning.2

2.'364 Major assumptions in Skinner's theory include the follOwing:
behavior is goverided by laws, it is orderly and deterministic;
behavior is determined by scientific variables which can be
isolate& and identified; behavior can be analyzed in terms of
cause and effect relationships.

2.365 Skinner as experimented extensively with modifying behavior
through operant reinforcement. The hungry rat is placed in a
box. He moves around restlessly'and occasionally presses a
bar. Eveity date he presses the bar, he receives food. Soon
he learns to press the bar in order to receive food; he has
then learned an operant response that works.

2.366 Skinner's theories have received many applications in clinical
settings --both in individual and group therapy; in the training
of animals; and in education. The whole trend toward pro-
granimed learning and use of teaching machines stems from
Skinner's work.

2.37 Other theorists hftve attempted to classify phrsonalities according
to certain types. There are a nitmber of such type theories.
2.371 Sheldon classified'humans into three b&ly types - endoinorphs,

ectomorphs, and mesoMorphs, and tried to show correlations
betwerenphysique.and temperament. He believed that a
person's physical make-up has considerable influence on his
personality.

2.372. Jung divided personalities into psychological and social types:
' introverts and extroVerts. RiesmEin referred to inner-,
citsected and, other - directed pexsonp.

2.38 There are many other theories of pei'sonality.- In conclusion it
must be said thitt no one thepry is'likely ts.) meet the needs of the.

o.

Halr-7Ir1.4hidzey, op. cit., pp. 476-514.
2Hilgard and Atkinson, op. cit. , p. 631.
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adm istratCr, woo: ust work with a wide diversity of human beings
effectively, The purpose of examining personality tlieoriee.here is not to
suggest that.the administrator adopt any, one theory; rather it is to
suggest that he or she gain some underStanding of the variety of concepts
that'have been devised for interpreting the complexity of human
behavior.
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General Sources:

Annual Review of Psychology. Palo Alto, Calif., Annual Reviews, 1950-,
An annual publication reviewing contemporary psychological

literature in such areas as personality, perception, attitudes and
opinions, personnel, motivation, learning, etc. Each article con-
tains extensive bibliography and an assessment of trends.

Coleman, Janies C. Psychology and Effective Behavior. Glenview,
Scott, Foresman, 1969.

This book is a revision and amplification of the author's-1960
work, Personality Dynamics, and Effective Behavior. It represents
an eclectic approach to psychology, presenting humanistic, behavior-
istic, psychoanalytic, and existential models of man. Although
directed to college students rather than adults, it is clearly written
and useful as a ready-reference source of general information on
such subjects as the'psychological models of man, ways of viewing
motivation, problems of adjustment,reaCtions to adjustive demands,
the individual in the group, resources for persozial growth and change.

Costello, Timothy W. and Sheldon S. Zalkind. Psychology in Administra-
tion: A Research Orientation. Englewood Cliffs, N. 3:: Prentice-
Hall, 1963.

(A useful book for administrators, designed to bring them into
contact with the writings, theories, experiments, and problem-
solving efforts of today's behavioral scientists. "It makes avglable
for modern management one means of meeting the growing pjessure
to find more scientific approaches toward the solution of organiza-
tional problems. '' The book contains sections on perception, needs
and motives, reactions to stress, frustration, anxiety and conflict,
the learning process, attitudes and attitude change, and problem
solving, decision making and creativity. Allsof these subjects are
related to human behavior in the work place.
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'Amber, William N. and Jafnes J. Jenkins. General Psychology: Model-
ing Behavior and Experience. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-
'Hall, 1970.

The authors of this comprehensive overview of the field of
,Archology emphasize the importance of theoretical modelsand_the
close f.drationSEip between theory and empirical data in psychology.

Hilgard, Ernest R. and Richard C. Atkinson. Introduction to Psytology.
4th ed. New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, 1967.-

An introductory textbook which presents both classical material
and more recent developments in theory. Provides a broad survey
of the field of psychology. Clearly written, easy to follow.' A

,=+

Wolberg, Lewis R. and John P. Kildahl.. the Dynamics of Personality.
New York: Grune and Stratton, 1970.

The authors, a clinical professor of psYchiatry,and a pastoral
.......psychoogist, devote the firSt half of the book to a discussion of the

development, structure, and adaptation of pe`rsonality in our society.
The rest of the book is h discUssion of some of the problems and
opportunities now confronting us a nation.opportunities

Dynamic Theory of Personality:

Allport, Gordon W. Pattern and Growth in Peisonalit . New York: Halt,
Rinehart and Winston., 1961.

This work constitutes' the niajor'statement of Allport's position.
In Chapter 2, he eiines the key conceptsi,of his definition of per-
sonality: "Personality is the dynamic organization within the
individual of those psychophysical syqtems that determine his
characteristic behavior and thought."

Coopersnith, Stanley. The Antecedents of Self-Esteem. San Francisco; .

Cal.: Freeman, 1067.
What :are the conditions that lead an ifidiVidual to value himself

and, to regard himself as an oliject.of Ai;orthi To answer the question
the author undertook a study of self-esteem in preadolescenboys.
He reports the resultscin this bock along with'implications they hold
for the process and study of personality development.

9 k
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Eriks'on, Erik H. Childhood and Socieq. 2d. `ed. rev. and ea. Nevi
York: Norton, 1963. .

In this book first published in 1950, Erikson examines .the 6

social significance of childhood from a psychoanalytic point of view.
A comprehensive treatment of the subject of personality growth,

Iwith emphasis on normarhealthy,developme4 r ther than pathology.
In Chapter 7, he proposes eight psychosocial staes in terms of Which
the growth and development of the human person can be viewed.

'
. Gandhi's Truth: On the Origins of Militant Nonviolence.

.
,New Yoe:: Norton, 1969.

Here Erikson applies the insights of psychoanalysis to an inves-
tigation of Gandhi's development as a man, a thinker and a political
strategigt. Ile discusses ways in which Gandhi's personal history
may have p.rephred him for the role of 'revolutionary innovator
militant nonviolence.

Ferguson, Lucy R. Personality Belniont, Cal. Brooks-_,
Cole, 1970.'

A volume that is helpful in understandifig.how one's personality
develops.

Sarnoff, Irving.', New York:
Wiley, '1962. .

. .
* .,

A discussion of the various mechanisms described in personality'
theories and how they functicih. The iguthor attempts to trace per-

,' sonalilY formation from infant through old age.
, , . ,

Singer, Erwin. lie Concepts Psychotherapy. 2d. ed. New York:
..,

c

Basic 1199k.si 1970.
.

t. The use of psychotherapy and its relationship to dynamic, theory
of personality.

SyMonds, Percival M. The Dynamics of Iuman AdjusfMent. New Ybrk:
Appleton- Century, 1946.

44,

A comprehensive view of human behavior fromThe point of view
of dynamic theory. A detailed presentation of the frustration-
aggression model of human behavior. i

".* k..
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Arkoff, Abe: Adjustment and Mental Health. New York: McGraw-Hill,
1968. , %

A textbook approach to how people adjust and howadjustment
affects mental health.

Festinger, Ledn. ,ATILnce.,. Evanston, Ill.:
Row, Peterson, 1957. ,

A discussion of dissonance -- defined' as psychologiCal tension
with motivational characteristics -- and its effects-on behaVidz.

Gor107, Lean and Walter Katkovsky, eds. React s in the Psychology of
'Adjustment. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1959.

Articles and excerpts from a wide range of scholars and
theoriSts. Included among many dtbers are Freud, Maslow, Rogers,
porney, Dollardt Skinner, Mowrer, and Riesman.

4 .
Hilgard, Ernest R. and D. G: Marquis. Conditioning and Lear nin i2d. ed.

Neiv York: Appleton- Century- Crofts, 1961. *'
An attempt to deal with personality and adjustment in terms of

contlitionih concepts. This volume is an updating of 1940 work."

Homey, Karen. Our Inner Conflicts:'A Constructive Theory of Neunosis.
f

Adjustment according to Homey developS from a harmonious and
flexible style of interacting with others. Maladjustment arises from,
a person's a i alence about the role he wishes to play with others.
Sic stres 's th importaiceof human relationships, Which she says
waresd crucial that they are bound to mold the qualities we develop,
the goals we set for ourselves, the values' we believe in."

New York: Norton, 1945.

Hull, -C ark L. principles of Behavior; An Introduction to Behavior Theory.
New York: Appleton-Century, 1943.

A scho7ar13.7 work based upon the experimental researclitf the
author.

e_.e . C

$
L zarus, Richard S. 'Patterns of. Ad'astment and Human Effectivenes

...-, .New YorkMcGra.w-Hill, 1968.
An updating of his earlier work Adjustment and Personality. 'A

discussion of adjustment and itseffects on personality.

4
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Miller, Neal E. and Jolln Collard. Social Learning and limitation. New
Hayen: Yale University, 1941.

the authors show how anxiety operates in learning situations.
Considered a significant contribution in the field of learning theory.

4

L.

Wells, F.) L. ','Social Maladjustments; Adaptive Regression, " in Carl
Murchison, ed., Handbool Worcester, Mass.:
Clark University, 1935, pp.' 845-915.

A study of regression as a form of adjustment. The: author
discusses the -importance of values as they affect the adjustment
process.

Woodworth, Robert S. Adjustment and Mastery; Problems in Psychology.
.Baltimore, Md.: Williams and Wilkins, 1933.

A discuaionof the meaning of adjustment in terms of one's
..mastery and success.

Needs tand Drives:

Adler,' Alfred. The Neurotic Constitution: 'utlines of a Comparative In-
dividualistic Psychology and Psychotherapy. New York: Dodd, Mead
1926. .

Adler provides the concept of then 61p.,s1 for human adequacy as a .

fundamental goal of man. First publish4d in 1917.

Alexander, Franz. Our Age oie Unreason: A Stud of the Irrational Forces
In Social Life. Philadelphia: Lippincott, 1942.

The author presents a dYnamic theory of personality.
.

Campbell, Byron A. and James R. Misanin. "Basic DriVes," Annual
Review of Psycholog,, 20:57-84, 1969.

According to the authors, few if any psycholigistp nowtelieve
'that those conditions. olioe labeled basic driyes are predominantly
governed by some common underlying generalized drive state.
Specific behaviors are controlled by a vomplex of interactions among
environmental stimuli, .hormonal states, physiological imbalance,
previous experience, etc. , and the basic drive concept is of little
value in unraveling these' complexities:.
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Doltard, Jo lin and others. Frustration and Aggression.. New HaVen:
Yale, ,1939. .

A pioneer study which has provided the basis for much subsequent\
research in the area of frustration and aggression.

Fredd, Sigmund. A General Introduction to Psycho-analysis. New YOrk:
7 Liveright, 1935.

Freud's systematic presentation of his theory' of psychoarialysis;,.
in 28 lectures delivered at the University of Vienna.

/ Haber, Ralph N orman. Current Research in Motivation. New York: Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, 1966.

A recent volume 9n studies and research taking place in the
field ormotivation. "

,

Homey, Karen. Self-Analysis. New Yo,rk: Norton; 1942.
The author has challenged a number of Freudian concepts and

made a,significant contribution:to the field of personality.

McDougall, William. An Introduction to Social Psychology!. 20th ed. enl.
London: Methuen, 1926.,/

A classical work odinstincts as the basis for human behavior.

Maslow, Abraham H. "A Theory of Human Motivation," Psychological
Review, 50:3'70-96.1943.

Maslow's now famous list of a hienarcliy of basic needs are:
physiological, needs; safety needs; love needs; esteem needs; need
for self (realization. As soon as one leirel 9.,f needs is filled, at once
other and "higher" needs emerge anddo frate the organism.

Murray, Henry A. and o ers.. Explorations in Personality. New York:
Oxford, 1938.

A major source book on dynamic personality theory, based tin a
clinical and experimental study of 50 college-age men (some college
students and others unemployed workers ) conducted by 'the` staff of
the HarvarcliFsychologic0 Clinic during the Depression.- Murray
introduced Ae teem personology which refers to complete 'Study-of
the individual personality. He emphasizes the organic whole,- with-
out understanding of which no single piece of behavior, can be under-

- stood.
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Allaort, ;Gordon W. "The E o in=gontemporary Psycholo " -Psycho-
logical lievrew, 50:4b1 478, September, 1943.

,
Allport.believes tlat..ego involvement is an important consiilera-

.tion in deterraininehow'frustrations are-met. 'What a different -

outlook.there would be do our ;conomic lite if we took firiir hold on t? the issues of status and'self-respect s industry, and're-planned our , - .
.. 0

industrial society-in a manner-that wou s r cue the worker's ego
from oblivion."

\ `.. 0 . s. s

. . ..
Buss, Arnold H. 'Physical Aggression in Relation to Different Frugtra-

Lions, " Journal- of Abnormal and `Social P'syiholop674.=7, July;
1963. ,. . of: .

Research by Busy showed that frustrationdoes not always lead
to aggression. !'FriOtration may, resultin the -seeking of other
means of reaching thegoal, at leastitemPOrarily; or it may elicit
emotional reactions such as anxiety or depreqsion." Overall thiss.
study fuggests that when attack Idt no Value as: a means of coping
with frustration, aggression is not likely to b aroused.

l
Dollard, John, and otlitre Frustration and Aggression.. New Haven,

Bonn.: Yale, 1939. `,

The work of these authors is considered pioneering,and s cholar-
.
ly. In this influential monograph, aggressioh is treated as a re-
spolise to frustration, andfruatation is defined as a th4rting or
lack of reinforcement of some drive stimulus such as hunger or
thirst. This work hag probably stimulated Inore-empirical re-
search than an4 other theory,of aggression, although.it has.been,
subjected to; oinsiderable moclificatiovver iheyears.

00.

Lawson, Deed. Frustration: The Development of a SCientificCElepl
New York: Macmillan, 19654

A discussion of-frustration and its on behavior, ,
which inchidep a survey of research and pre, ntation of various
theories.

Lazarus, Hichard-STAPsychological Stress and the
York: McGraw-4-11H, 1966. ,

. How.man meets stress and pressure and

Coping Process. New-

attempts to adjust to
them. Taking:a broad point of view of psychological stress,

98
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t_Lazatus makes the point that threat or frustration produces many
types of coping processes, the choice among which depends upon
many stiniuluq characteristics. -.1.

-. ,
Levi art. Stress:. Soarces, Management, and Prevention. Medica*.-

sychological Aspects-of the Stre's'g of Everyday Life. Neyia.nd

York.. Liverigtti, 1967. r'' 7: k. .
oughtfur presentation-of some ofthe relationship betwe,en

phy iological and psychdlogical processes-. Chapte 6 deals Vith

N
: the kinds of stroll man is apt to experience in his work situation. -. , .

... . , t.. .
Lewin,- Kurt. A Dynamic Theory :it,Personality. New York: McGraw-

.Hill, 1935.: 7

This book contains a collection ,of articles Lain wrote in the
1920's and 1986.1,s. Although it presents the modern reader with

-"language problems -- some due to .th fact that the articles *Lye .
been translated from the origins rman,. and others due iC the...i

- . tisage# now 'outdated terms - -.the book is yerthe'less interesting
A becau e of the influence 'Lewin-140 'hadlon c ni temporarypychplogy.v' f" In Chapter 4, SOrrie of his cont ibutions in e area of defining s '..

. frus2 tration-producing barridr be seen. ..
.

Rosenzliteig, Saul. "A GALelgal 'Outline of Frustration, " Character aid
Personality, 7:151,--1601_,Deceinber; 1938. ;

, - . An
eexcpllent analysits of the-problIms of frustration.

. 4. \-
-Aggi4s5io, n:

Berkowitz, Leonard. Aggression: A Social Psychological Anaiirsis.
New York: McGriaw-Hill,,:1.902.

Aggression examined from a social point of view. According to
- Berkowitz, a personts reaction to frustration is not necessarily
aggression, and depends to some extent at least.upon his inter-

,pretation of the thw2rting situation.

, ed. Roots of Aggression: A Re-Examination of the
Frustration-Aggression HyRothesis. New York: Atherton, 1969.

The editor has assembled a number of articleswhich together
present a comprehensive review and critique of the frtistration-
aggreseion hypothesis.
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Deutsch, Helene. The Ps eh off- bf Women: A Ps Chaanal is te
.:., 11 tion. Vol. 1. New YorlsyGrune . Stratton, 1944.

Studies of the psycliblogy of women and their mechanisms in
.ra ting- aggression. . ----s. .

P. r i ...

o Freud;, S und., civilization an Its Didcontents. 1st American ed.

reta-

, New York:,blortont 190P
Written in the 1920's, this is an essay.on vtar and its donsequences,

an elaboration of the problem; of aggression arkPits resting effect
in war.

Homey, Karen.
analysis,

C

"Culture annitig \'essibn, "
20:130-138,, November 1960.

Some considerationsjt aggression, and some objections-to.-
Freud's theory of in5-inctual drives toward cleath and destruction,
originally pre'sentedin 1931 Rt the University of Leipzig.

)
American Journal of Psych -

d . McNeil, Elton B. "fisychology and Aggression'" J6urnal.d Conflibt'Re-
solution,- 3:195 -293, SepteialSer, 1959.

-This article is abridged in Titilqthy W. Costello-and Sheld9n S.
Zalkind, Psychology in Administration: A Research Orientatioitt
Englewood Cliffs, J.: PreipAdoe-Hall, 1963, pp. 139-147.'

Mead, ,Margaret.. Sex and Temperament in Three Primitive Societies.
New. York: Morrow, 1935.

A comparison,of aggreglive behavior in three prizpitive
societies.,

Megaree, Edwi9 I. and Jack E. Hokanson, eds. The Dynamics of Ag-
giession: Group, -and Internatia, al Analyses. New York:
harper, 1970.

1,A collection of reprints of studies on aggression in huniaii
interaction, by a-variety of theorists such as Lorenz, Freud,
Collard, Berkowitz, and Etzioni, ,-tlntains an excerpt ,from the
famous Dollard monograph, Frustration and Aggression..

,

Montagu, M. F. Ashley, ed. Man and Aggression.. New York: Oxford,
-. .

1968. .
,

A collection of articles on man and his aggressive behavior
foodsing, on and questioning the views of Robert Ardr.ef(ahthoi of
African 'Genesis and The Territorial Imperative) and Konrad Lorenz
Aggression), both of whOtn argue that man is by instinct an aggressive
creature.
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StUrr, Anthony,. HumanAggression: Nqw York: Atheneum, 1968.
Asi up-to-date discusPion of the problems of aggressionzin human

behavior,' DescritCes aggression from various perspectives anc.
points out soRe of the problem areas that malap,,,otir understanding
of aggressiqp madoquateamplete. r.

Anxie
I -

.

Aspects of Anxiety. 2d, and enl ed. Philadelphia: Lippincqta 1968.,
A 'currnt volume-on many aspects of anxiety with emphasis on'

pathology. Chapter 18 cbnsiders anxiety in relation to work.

T

Atkinson, John W. "Molivational Determinants of Risk-Taking Behavior,'
Psjchological Review, 64:359-372, November, 1957.

What makes a person choose one pathsof action from among a
set of possible alternatiAs,and what accounts fo1 the vigor' and per-
sistence of the action once:At is initiated? The author attempts to
deal with these questions through exploratign of the relationship of
achievement motivation' to risk-taking beltavior._.

Birney, Robert C. , Harvey Burdick, and Richail C. "iyeve. Fear of
Failure. New York: Van Nostrand-Reinhold, 1969.

An exploration of failure motivation which the authors see as
closely related to achievement motivation

.o .
. -Cannon, Walter B. Bodily Changes in Pain, Hunger, Fear and Rage: An

Account of Recent Researches into the Function of Emotional
Excitement. 2d. ed. New York: D., Appleton, 1934.

A pioneer work and a classic in its field. First published inl)
1915. 1

eDollard, John, d Donald Horton. Fear in Battle. New Haven: ThP In
stitutg of uman Relations, Yale University, 1943.

A study of 300 volunteers and their reactions to battles in the
Spanish Civil War.

4

Farber, I. E.' "Anxiety as a Drive State, " in Nebraska Symposium on
Motivation, II. Lincoln, Neb.: University of Nebraska, 1954,4pp. 1-46.

The author attempts to,defend the assertion,that anxiety is a
drive. To demonstrate the point, exainiles of anxiety caused, by ";
:response to stimulus cues and by answers to a questibnuaire are used.

)
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,Fischer, William F. Theories of Anxiety. Ne'v./orkl: Harper, 1970-
b Some theories on anxiety Ind its, impact on behavior.

Henry, William E. "The' Business Executive: The Pschodynamics of a

t
Social Roy, " 'American Journal.of Socicilogyt 54:286-291,. , -,,

t Jarkary, 1,949. ' j- ' 4 , ..
A discu$sipn of the personality characteristics the success- .

ful exedutiveis gezierally.expected to Pave in our society -- Such
as acquisitiveness, achievenient, seltrdirec,tion and independence.

- --and some of the problems this role bau,ses -- the resultant
uncertainty, continual fear of losing ground, fear of failure, and
artifieiatAtaitations on'errietionallife:%

Hiltner, Sew*d and Karl Menhinge,r, eds. Constru ctiv Aspects -of
4nxiety. New York: Abil:m-cicm,.. 1963.

A group of working paPerti that explore an xiety frpm the
perspectives oDpsychology,,psychiatry, .and religion. q'he
Otliors are psychia,tOts and theologians who participated in a

1
genninger FOundali.bn mposium on anxiety in 1954.

4,
Homey, Karen. Self-AzialySis. New Yo,rtc Norton*, 1942:

A discussion of anxiety' from a non:Freuilian point,of view.

May, Volt). The Meaning of Anxiety. New York: Ronald, 450. A

Chapter 6 presents a summary and synthesis of theories .-.

4.4
of anxiety which includes a discussicin of the nature of anxiety
and its relation to fear, aniiety 'andIonflict, anxiety and cul-
ture., anxiety and hostility, methods of de`aling with anxiety,

ecand anxiety, and the development of the self: * '. -
r: --

Presthus; Robert. The Organtzatiopal Society: An Analysis and Theory.
.4. , , , '-' , NeW York: Knopf, 1962.4.. - . .

.3

. 'Chapter 4 pia/nines hilinan behavior in a bureaucratic set-
d' 'it tiiigfrom the pefspective of Sullivan's theory o-i interpersonal'

- psychiatry, which assumes that men is a social product, that
. his values and behaviot are largely determined by the dominant
'values of Society., Mudh of Human behavior is seen as attempts
to escape the painful effects of anxiety.

,

.

to

,

Schaffer, Robert H. "The Psychological Barriers to Management Effective-
ness: Ways to. Overcome Invisible Mechanisms," Business
Horizons, 14:17-25, April, 1971.
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. Some of tht ways a manage'r's
selves at wprk are disbnSsed alow
how*thesir might be overcome.

Study Guide,

ieties may manifest them-
some suggestions as tb

. .
Spielber&r, Charles D. , ed: Anxiety and Behavi rj.

Press, 1966 N .
.

.
.

NewYork: Academic

"va ety psychologists and psychiatrists have contributed
uted-to this`4.4flume-presenting a number oftlifferent perspectives
on anxiety. The aim of the book is to facilitate a more compre-
hensive- understanding of anxiety and its effects do behavior.

Punishimert:
Barbour, Richmond. "What's, Wrong With Corporal Punishment, " Nation's

) Schools, 33:2546, June, 1944.
Djscusses the arousal of hatred as a result of corporal

punishthent.

Boe, Erling E. and Russell M. Church, eds. Punishment: Issues and

'I

Experiments. New York: Appleton-CentUry-Crofts, 1968. ,/Abcollection of a4cles reprinted from journals and ex-,
cerpts from books which form an up-to-date discthion ofexperi-

`inenes in Olt area of punishment and its effeCts. Extensive *.
bibliography included. r'

Campbell, Byron A. and Russell Ivl. Church, eds. Punishment and
Aversive, Behavior. New York: Appleton-Century-CroftsvI969.

A book of -readings on punishment.

At.
Church, Russell M. "The Varied §ffects of Punishmerit ou Behavior,'

Psychological Reinew, '7Q:369-402, September,' 1963.
An investigation of punishment and its effects on behavior.

Describes conditions under which varying effects of punishment
are observed, and attempts a summary of theories of,.
punishrnent.

Leland W. 'and Ralph.W.: 'lbert. "The Effect of Punishment Dur-
wing Learning Upon Reken Journal of Experimental PsychoI-
oibgy, 17-773-64, FeSimary;1934.-

Report of an exptriment with college -student volunteers
in which electric shocks were used di punishment kir errors
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A

Made in maze learning. The authors cdnclude.puniShment for
error is advantage1pus -for both learning and leakning retention.

Hallowell, A. Irving:. "rear and Anxiety as Cultural,and Individual Varij-
ables iz a.Priinitive Society," ,Journal of Social Psychologyt
,9:25-47;' feb ru a r y, :1938.

A study of Berens River Indians in Canada.
, . .

Lewin, Kurt. A Dynamic Theory of Personality. New York: McGraw-Hill,
1935) .

01?

1
l..4(.. Some of the early worklof Lewin. Chapter`4 presents a

good analysis of the psychological meaning of reward and
.. .punishment C f

.

. -

O

Thorndike, Edward L. -`,The F y_choloiy_of Wants, Interests, and Attitudes.
t.

: New York: D. Appleton-Century, 1935. .

. The author4xamines.the role of piislunent in affecting
learning. ,

. ... . (4. .

"Other Theories of Personality:
Allport, Gordon W. Becoming: Basic Considerations for a'13's cly_iol2gEof

Personality. New-Haven: Yale, 1955.
Allport can be considered` a theoe'Qcof the fulfillment '

model of personality. He emphasizes the need for and importance
of the study of personality from a qualitative point of yiew..

. ,

. Pattern and Giowth.iii3'ersonality. New York:.
%Rinehart andWinston, 1961: ,

In Chapter 22, Allport diecusselyarious approaches to the
study:of jOrsonality: positivist, psychVanaly"tio, personalist, and
existent ist formulation's are tonsideted, and also p. Hindu/,
formulatil3h. He believes, the best hops for understanding pAson-
ality is to approach it as a system, a total functioning slfucture.
Within a systems framework, one approach hel to corredt the

3 bother. All that is valid in each approach can be 1. it C e ci . ';It is
not fruitful to argue for` one approach to personality afthe ex-

' pease of all others. Personality ,is many - sided, and needs Many
aVenues of approach:"

- 16'4

4
4
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"C.

Hall, 'CalvitS. and Gardner Lindzey. Theories of Personal* 2d. ed.'
-New York: Wiley, 1976. .

-7 I t
Probably the best single.volurhe- available oRpersonality

theories,. In the first ch'aplq, the auttis propose a series of
dimensibis for comparing persondlity theories,. and in 'succeed--
ing Oliapters they present 13 major tpes of theqies. A. discus7

-sion of its oukrent status, an evaluation .and a bibliOgraohy
accompany each theory, 'The book -ends with a chkiter on per- .
sonality te/orif din perspective, in which the authors .discuss
gerieral,tiendS: and some' of the weak points in current personality.
theory. A mostimportant"volime for-anyone interested, in
learning about the range, diversity and influence of personality

4° theories. The aut.horar analytical, objective and evaluative.,

Hilgard; ErnbSt R. and Richard, C. Atkinson. Intrioduotion to Psycho logy.`
,4th ed. New York:Glinrcourt, Pzrace and World;1667. ;

Chapter 18 presents a general 'Overview7of personal,'
theorieS whip is helpful to_read before examining the various,
theories in,m re depth. Annkoductory textbook presentation.

, JaniS, Irving L. and others. Personali,y: Dyharnics, Development.and

An introductory volume to t sciintific study of personali0 . ,s4

Assessment. New YOrc:.Haria9urt, race and World, 1969.

which attempts to show thewrelation between, outstknding,thltoret-
.ical contribut)ons and empirical ihvestigations. Chapter.9.on-
tainth,ta concise description' of the limitations, of the frtlgtrat1on -*
aggressionmodel of human behavior.

Kelly, George A. The Psychology of Personal onstructs. 2 vols. ',few°
York: Norton, .1955.

Kelly emphasizes the importance of the learningeperienee
of the person interacting with his environment. individual '
personality is developed as a result of learning from.one's ex-

. perience. Personality is developed from the feedback obtained,
from the interaction procesS far more than as u,sult of in-
herent attributes.,

V

105

/

1,

Salvatore R. Personality Theories,: A Comparative Analysis.
Homewood, Ill.: Dorsey, 1968.

A boOk which attempts to-clissify various personality
theories under categories: conflict models) fulfillment models
and consistency models. The' author makes comparative

4, 105,
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analyses of these various models. its a very lielpftzl volume
in terms of 'understanding similarities an_ d differenCes of various

(. theorists.

Maslow,. Abraham H. Motivation and Personality. 2d. .ed. New "gork:
Hirper,'1970-.

e
efoiexceljence. He believes that h an life.

Maslow emph0.zes the importanpellt growth,
zation and yearning
will never(,b e understood unless its highest aspirations are taken
into acpount. fie discusses Bis theory ol motivation,in chapters ,

9 . toward a Psychology of Being. 2d. Prliccetoin,
'Van Nostrand, .1968.

Here Maslow stategome basic firbpo sitiobs.of self ;actuali-
zation psychology and his research on peak experiences.

)

.

4
*4,

%

it

1.

J.

'Neff;,Ws.alter a Workland Human Behavior.
. , . -.The author considers work a

sets, A variables:the worleenviro
'Out of various personality theories
of die work personality.

.. . ,
.> - .

.. -
A. A. HisterY of American Psychology. New rev, en New York:

Collier - Macmillan; 1964. V
CL

. ?/iiis -book devotes separate chapters to the .development and,
history of yariotis origntationS of psychology -- behavidrist, '
ge.stAlt, dynamic', neo-tscholaatic, and so forth. '.

Roback,

Rew,±prk: Atherton, 1968
function of twojnterlocking

nirlent, and the.york-riersonality.'
he deriyes a general theory

ROgers,

c

Shelilort,

. s. ,

Carl R. ,On BecqmIng a Person. Boston: Houghton-Miffiln, 196?..
A;17.C.Fler 14mself. states, "...the purpose of this book is

to share'with you Omething-of my experiences -r iomethingpf 4
me. Here Vat 1 have experienced in the jungles of mOdern
life, iii the 1 gelyunmapped territory of persoial relaticinshipe. .

h ereis what I have'seyn. Here is what I have come to, believe. .
Here are the wNrg ITave tried to cheek and test ,my beliefs. ,Here)
are some of thWperplexities, questions, concerns and uncertain-
ties which I face. I hopethat out of tVis sharing you may find
solhething which speaks to you."

W. H. and S. S. 'Stevens. S. The Varieties of Tem efament: A
Ps cholo3 of Conaltutitmal Differences. New York: na "er 1942. .
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k I ating his theory of constitaional Psychology and its effect
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'. .
,..' 11 Wepmatt,: Joseph M. and Ralph W. Heine, Os. Conce4s;of Per8onality.
).. ,,, ... ',` Chicago: Aldifte,.1963. ,'''..1. ,'

% . This -1 .e , , ris another useful volume thich desCribesvaribus
th cries or personality. The aim of the editors is to show,

.

tliroligh the diVersity of approaChes included-pi this volume,'.
thatpersonality theory is in a constant state of change and has .

,),.f reached no level Of final solution.
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3.1 consider management as m. aa system its integration into

the worker system.

,, . .
. , , . f./ -

3.2' To consider the librakianLworker as a system and its integration
into the management. sysVm.

..-.

3.3 'To consider interaction and, response' of the managerial sysin's.
go,als and the worker system's'goals.

A

b.

Ns
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OBSECTLIVES

uriitY,5&_
SECTION 1

3.1 Management as a system and its integration into the worker system:

3.11 To examine the,exteinai forces and 2uences on the
-,., management 'systeni. - .5

,3,.12 To examine .the sources of power and authority of the

..
-,,, management system and their impact on the employee
"°' worker system. \

4 le,
3.13 To examine clientele pressures on the maitagement systeM, . ,

and theirimpact on theemPloyee system. , i

I'

3.14 To examine how the vesting of authority andpower leads to
' the functions of manageinent, . . .

.\
., ..,

\e,
3.15 To,examine how the investment-of authority in-management _. i

. *
establishes performance requirements on management.

3.16 To sho'w bow the librarian's role affects, management ; .performande requirements;

3.17 To examine the manager's capabilities and incentives to
affect the employee's,performance. .

4.

:

I
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.dn it 3: Section 1

ManogemeneAS a System and Integration
Into' the Worker-System

y

rl

. .
3:1 To/consider manageraent as a system and its integration into the-

worker system:
3.11 To examine the external forces and influences on the management

system.
The.library'ai objectives and responsibilities depend utiOnthe .

social, politiCal, and economic environment in which i
located. Library objectives are dependent upon society's
tbjectives.- As:Shernas saidi,'"the-true frame of reference
for the library is to be found in the coeval culture. irl .

3.1.110 Ttie social environment-of the library. .

Lacy observed a few years ago that the "two'niost dynamic'
force impelling the social changes that affect the library.
are probably the chanking population patterns and the
radically increased social investment in scientific and
technical resdarch and development, ,

3.1111 Increase in educational erirollinent; broadening
,

and deepening of the education4curricultim at all
lettsrs;-the 'highly organized charaCter of contem-
porary life; growing numbers of disaffected youth
turning to :drugs; increasing,deterinination among
'minorlW groups and wtomen for equal treatment;
the, return home of thousands of,war'Vet'erans,
-many .of them facing unemploynrent -- all of these
developments have impact on libraries, today.

3.1112 The library's responsibilities must change in A

, accordance with societal changes.; Library re:
, sponsibilities today must include: support of

1-Jesse H. Sher, Foundations of the Public Mara (Chicago:
University of Chicago, 1949), p. 248. .

2Dan Lacy, "Social Change and the Library:,1945-1980," in Douglas
Knight and E. Shepley Hourse, eds., Libraries at Large: Tradition Inno-
vation, and the INfational Interest (New York: Bairker, 1969), p. -3.,
Section 3.111 is based primarily on this article, pp. 3-21. ,

111
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I

formal education at all levels.; support of continuing self-
eddcation and retraining"; playingea role ip the reintegration
into society ofsroupS now largely excluded by lack of edu-
cation said training; proViding resources fol informed'public
opiniqn and for personal, cultural' and intellectual.growth.

3.1113 Communications and technological advance tremendous
impaCt on libraries, as evidenced by such developments as
the widespread distribution of paperbacks; new techniques
for organizing and administering programs of great com-
plexity; and storage of huge data banks of information.

3.1114 As society be.comes more information-based, the library or
iliformationcenterimust become a more essential operating
cOMPonent of society; theibrary must become a part of
our essential ma;Chineryfor dealing with society's basic
concerns.

3.1115 The library's fesponsibility is to -use the new technology-to
.raise""and broaden professional standards, to_dev.-elop broad'
and imaginative patterns_of-national-Poo-Peration, and to
express in daily-operations a-keen and pervasive sense of

-the-library's enlarged: ocial commitment.
3.112 The political environment of-the library.

3.1121 The library actninistratpr ispolitical when he helps to shape,
legislation at the outset; he is political in his dealings. with
pressure groupalliat constantly try to influence. him. He is
political when he evolves astrategy, when he determines
whom he Can rely upon and to what extent, or who has the kind
of influence he needs. All such adMinistrative action is action
in the political sense. The librarian is often engaged in
activities that are political whether they are recognized as
such or not.1

3.1122 Lib;aries need to participate much more' effectively in
decisions that influence their capacity tb serve their users.

or example, Fazar has said that if federal special libraries
are to be effective they must "enter the institutional decision-

, .making process in the establishments where they are frequently
buried as A good thing, with little or no role in decisions...
for executive program actions, and re7ource. allocations. "2

.-Marshall Edward Dimock. and'Gladys Ogden Diknock;PubliC Adminis-
tration, 3d ed.' (New York:Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1964),pp.101-113..

2willard Fazar, "Ptogram Planning did Budgeting Theory, " Special
Librarie, 60:422, September, 1969..
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\ .3.1123 The library administrator, no matter what type of library he serves,

. .:- inust be willingto enter the,maelstrom of community or institution4#
t

;
decision-making and.defend the legitiniate cliaimsi of the library.

- "He must'lmow his Coniinunity, its oganization, its leadership its
I

v processes, its opportunities as.well as its constraints. He mu t
have the professional eelf -confidence to do more than respond t,
spontaneously expressed service demands from The commmity;'he
must be willing to take risks by telling the. community wht his pro-
fessional judgment tells hini the community. needs. He should not
withdraw from the task of mobilizing support for his prograins
and, when;necessary, *assi.4 in creating 4emands for them.

3.1124 Areas far political.action include planning, budgeting, cooperation
and communication with the governing authority in order to increas
bargaining power for approtoriations.

3.1125 The librarian must.master the politics of planning, the politics Of
budgeting, the politics of cooperation, and the politics of communi-
cation..
3.11251 Consider as an example the relatively new .development of

CATV (community antenna:television). It is now estimated
that more than 2,700 CATV systems in the U.S. are
presently transmitting programs into 5,500,000 homes.
The potential of CATV is only beginning to be realized. 2

3.11252 What effect will CATV haveonlbraries ? The answer to
that question depends largely on librarians: ."....Vve must
mayenur case now :. There are only sotmany channels;0

and many, many interestedparties fare clamoring for
them.. g we don't participate in franchise negotiations;
we are Sure to be left out, probablyforever.

3.11253 Librarians Mist learn the meaning Of true/long-range
coinprehensive planning, and must make sure they are

§, part of the community planning team. PVic library
programs must be integrated with other piubliC service
pro'grams. Special library-programs must be integrated
with.othe,r organizational programs and th otheiIii;rary

SI 7

1William R. Monat and others, "The. Public Library nd Its Community,,"
stquoted in Neal HarloW and others, Administration and r ian e: Continuin:

Education' in Library Administration (New Brungwick, Ni. 3. :Rutgers, 1969), p. 37.
2Brikitte L. Kenney, and Frank W. Norwood, '"CAilV: Visual Library

SerVice, " American Libraries, 2:723, July-August, 971.
3Ibid. , p. 726.
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programs in the community:
3.11254 The politics of communication is public relatio9s.

The librarian Must make sire thatan effective and-

i continuing public relationsrprogram is .developbd as
- a concomitant part of ank action program. A special

plan shonldtbe developed ttro keep' significant official,
informed at all times, of the activities of the library.

3.1126 The necessity for politicgadtion is clear. The price oft
, political neutrality.haS.been public indifference and neglect.
The librarian can no longer avoid polite s, and must fight

, for the library'S share of the budget and influence.
3:113 The economic environment of the library.

3,1131 Attitudest4ward librartfinancing usually become clearest
J

o rat budget time. It is then that the library sees where the '
faxpayek waiits to spend his money, where,he places the
library on his lisfof prioilities;loiit is in the allocation of
funds, the ranking in dollars and cents, that the true value °
of 'aViiblic agency in the mind of the public is measured. ,

p '3.1132 In 1969, when the city of Newark found-itself short of funds,
the 'library wast one of two institutions :deemed expendable
by government officials. Only 'crisis action restored it.
In'Washington, D.C. in 1970, when public school adminis-
trators complained of unsafe conditions in the city schools,
police protection was readily,sent. When library adminig-..
trators did the sape, official censure was quickly forth-
coming.

3.1133 'Ile taxpayer today demand's. to be shown what services the
librarY renders that entitles it to his support. The relatively,.
recent dependence of libraries on federal funds has increased
pressure on the library to justify its expenditures to the tax-
payer. In general, the library has not met these deniandg &
very well, and the situation is a grave one.

3.1134 The nature of the library costs is such that they will continue
to rise:overall, in spite of improved effidiency and cost-
reduction effortS. .Some of thephenornena that cause rising
costs are:3-

J 0
3.11341 Theilmowledge explosion, which has greatly added

to the number of volumes a given library must be
, .

d-"The Costs of Library andfInformational Services," in Knight and
Nourse, op. cit. , pp. 168-192'.
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proared to carry if it is to continue, in; some sense, the
level of service it has provided in' the past..

3.11342 Innovations in technology, many of them related to the com-
puter and automation, ate available, but the full utilization
of these innovations almost always :increases costs:

3.11343 Salaries for trained librarians, library technicians and
other employees have beers' constantly rising.

3.11344 Increasing cost of operation results in increasing pressure
for more funds. Over a period when inflation was relatively

15

s
:small, library operating expenses were found to be doubling
or more every 10 years. This implies*seriotiS long-run
financing problems.

3.1135 Library costs are going up: Even with no improvement in library
service, "the amount which suffices to support our libraries today
will prove inadequate tomorrow, and. the amount which is enough
for theidqaainteriance tomorrow will be insufficient the day after
that; This is no ftrtuitous manifestation of theburrent sta of the

economy, but is ther a result inherent in.the technology of
o library Operation:ill

3.11351 In libraries,as in colleges, ditect service's, of trained
/personnel (librarians, professors) play the central

Any subkantial reduction in the amount of labor time
supplied by these persons is likely to cause a deteribration
of service. In short,. library services "require 4ubptantial
amounts-of time of skilled librarians, for whom tfiere is
really nosatisfactore substitute. "2 .

3.11352 The technology of thrlihraky makes it difficult to dibpense
with the librarian's services. In manufacturing, th
situation is quite different, 'for the consumer neithe knows
nor cares about the quantity of lebor that goes into the final.
product.

3.11353 If library incomes try to keep up with the rise of incomes
4n theemainder of the ,ecoribroy, the costs of library .

operations.will rise year after year in relation to the costs
that characterize the economy as a Whole. -

3.11354 Statistics show that library costs per unit have gone up at a

111.A.n Analysis of Library Cost Trends," in Knight and Nourse, op. cit. ,
p. 194. Sections 3.133R and 3.1136 are based primarily on this article,
pp. 193-203.

2Ibid:, p. 194.
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. .s
substantially fabter rate than those in the economy.
as a whole.

3.1136 Library cost trends indicate that the sources supplying
library funds must be re-educated to the nature of thelong-
term obligation they assume iflhey are willing to allow the
nation's libraries to deteriorate. They must be Ina& to see
that.a fixed level of support, no matter:howlenerotis, will

O.

notidtrthe jobver any long period: They must be, made to :
' spa that rising costs are not a matter of inflation alone, nor
l'' are they the consequence of.inksman4ement or inefficiency,

but that they -stem from the technology of the librr
3.12,To examine the sources of power and.authotity of. the manage 1 system

and their impact ou the employee worker system.... - ,
3.121 'Every library organization must have a system oçath6rity,. whereby

the central purposes or objectives of the organize okcan be trans'
lated into reality thro gh the combined efforts of many specialists,
each Working in his own field at a particular time and place.
311211 A simple definition of authority is written or expressed

- pdrmission and/or responsibility to act.
-,

3.1212 Authority gives the organization its formal structure; it en-
'., . forces responsibility of the individual to those' who wield' the

authority0t secures expertise in decision making, and it <

G,

/ permits:-OOorclination of activity.'
31/4122 1 The authority' structure of the public library.

3.1221 The head of the public'library has authority, because he is
%the offiaiallead of the institution, he has power giyen him

by legislative mandate, he is an employee of an official
body, and he is an agent orthe public.

3.1222 A gradual.,but drastic change in the relationship between ..,

public libraries and their governmentarauthorities has l'
been taking place in the last thirty years or so. Four ...

majpr trends in,public administration, tave caused these -

,

changed relati nships.
3.12221 The c ncentration of authoritrand responsibility

for ci.Y and coupty adminiitration. in a single
executaive; ,

3.12222 The Installation of more sophisticated budget and
,..

'Herbert A. Simon, Administrative Behavior, 2d ed. (New York!
Macmillan, 1957); p. 135.
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s accounting, techniques.
.3'.12223 The spread of civil service and progressive per-

sonnel practises; and
3.12224 Th'e growtlf-01centralized purchasing. 1

'13 . 1223 As, these practices have developed, it has become impossible
for the public library to enjoy the smite measure'of freedom
from central administrative control that was pOsible in
the Past.

s
,*

3.1224 A more recent trend which is likely to #1ter the authority
structure, of Ow-public libqrye4en further isagrowing

0' unionization of both professional and nonprofeisional-ea-
ployees'in th4 public sector. " . 1 ,

3.125- The authoility 'structure of the. university library.
3.12311Up to about 1950, the usual pattern in university libraries

.vat the president-director relationship in which. the librarian
svasNresponsible.directly, to the president, and depended a
the president to present the library's needs for funds and
space to the unikersity-trustee2

1232 ,Since that time, however,- efforts have been Made to decrease
the number of officials reporting tothe highest university
administrative authority, and increasingly college and wit--
'versit37.officials have become directly responsible to deans
or vice - presidents. 3

E 1233 While this trend toward 'a narrower span of control at4he
top is in accordance with sound adminisiratfon theory, it-

does, place the librarian at a distinct disadvantage and a
less-favored position-to promote the. overall objectiv s- of
the library and develop a far- reaching library pro ram. A

Igor 3.123'4 Unionizatfonhas taken plade iiiuniversity libraries a14,wiell
as public/libraries, thusmodifying- and delineating more
sharply the authority structure of Ouch libraries.

Study Guide

0.

a

1E.W. McDiarmid, and John McDiarmicl, The. Administration of the
American Public Library (Chicago: American Library Association and
University of Illinois, 1943), p. 16.
;Karl 0. Burg, "Governing Authprities of.\.T.:oday; " Library Trends,

7:379, January, 1959.
3John Dale Russell, "Changing Patterns of Administrative Organization

in nigher Education," The Annals of the American /Academy of Political
and Social Science, 301:26-27; September, 1955,.
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O

3:124 Souges of power and authority,in federal libraries.
.

3.1241 Federal libraries exist in a legalistic climate, and each
library *Lust be prepared tot state what authority it has for
doing whatever, it is doing.

3.1242 Congres4is anxious to control potentiakrousjirooming of
_governmental functions, the Office..of Management and
Budget is charged with the responsibility of seeing that those

t, things which fire legally:authorized are efficiently done, the
General AccountinP)ffice guards against misexpenditures
of' federal funds these and other agencies continuously
questidnthe statutory and regulatory, authority under which
the libraries and-their parent agencies operate.

3.1243' Federal libraries are governed by: public laws, executive
OrderValthough legally applicable only in the Exedutiye

N, Branch, they are often follolved for the sake of uniformity
by atencises in other branches), decisions of regtilatory
offices, departniental regulations,ibureau.regulations.1

3.1244 Federal libraries are alscksubject to security regulations`
which limit their authority. "",

3.31245 The power of the federal.librarian is to-a greatcexteiat
. determined by the organizational arrangement of th agency
in which the library is locited. The librarian may report
directly to the,head df'the agency, IA much more- likely, -1B

he will, report or more steps beloW.
1246 Federal apncies 'are faiquently reorganized, and consequently

federal libraries are inevitably subject to ceorganization,
amalgamation and dissolution. .

3.125 Libraries receiving federal or private grants are 'subject to the .

Aecisions,-Xules and regulations of the granting agency. Their
authority With respect to expenditure) of grant funds is ths...mited.

3.126 the introduction aLnew technorogy into'a library has considerable
impact on the libratios authority structure, as Prestuius has pointed.
out in his recent study of librarians and technologiCal change:
"Authority centered in hierarchical Toles may becpm.e merely
symbolic, as practitioners of the new science change the conditions
of'pkrticipation and the currency of prestige. "2.

a

ti

. 1Verner Clapp and Scott Adams, issue -eds. "-Current Trends in
Libraries of the ,United States- Gdvernment, " Library Trends, :3-170, July, 1953.

21(nbrt Presthus, Technological C afannaResponse: A.
Studs of Librarians (Washington, D.C. : U.S. Office of Education, 1970),PA.

Te
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N3.127 The authority structure of the library has gat influence on the
* .

(4
employee workeesystem. -7

f. ' . A
3.1271 people behave differently as members of organizations than i ..

they do as private individuals outside organizations.
3.1272 "Just as a steersman may permit his moment-to-moment

decisions to.be controlled by a coursetaid out beforehand
. . on the map, so .a member of an organitation submits his .

behavior to the control of the decision-making portion of,(
the. organization: "1 . . '

3..1273 "Acceptance.of authority by the employee gives the organi-
.zationa povierful means for influencing lthn--more power-
ful than persuasion, and comparablelo the evoking processes`(

that call forth a wholeoprograni:',4 behavior in response to
a stimulus. "2 v 4.,- -*\ . . :.

..,- 7
3.1274 The division of authority within.the library makes important

difference's to members of the eniPIOyee worker sYstem. T9
*bat extent is the authority structure hierarchical, based on
rank? To what extent is it divided along functional, or i

4 -subject specialty' lines ?'
3.1275 1e the authority structure of the'library such that there is a/

,. continual struggle for influence_ and.authority among workers.?
If so, does the power struggle detract from thee functioning of. ..'.) t \ the library? Or does this-kind of competitioii result in

. better work? . 7
3.1276 Is the authority structure so rigid that there is little room

for new ideas and new .hpproaches to be heard, "debated ,
tried? . . t

8.1277 Is- decision making spread throughout the 'organization, or
1 is .it all concentrated at the top?

3.13 To examine clientele pressures :Oh the management, system and their impact ,

/...

1

on the employee system.
3.131 The National Advisory Comm ission on Libraries made a study of, s

.) user needs.a few years ago and found many inadequacies existing
in all linds of library service. Pervasive problem areas were
manpower, financihg; inadequate accessibility of library materials,
and fragmentation of library programs, goals, and systems.

1Simon, op; cit.,, pp.. 134 -135.
?James G. March, and Herbert A. Simon, Ortanizatioris (New York:tc,

Wiley, 1958), p. 90.
%!
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Unit .3, Section' 1 ,

3.132 The Commission recommended that the following Objectives be
purs ed on a nationwide basis to overcome the pervasivpproblem

t '" 'are s: re
. , s.

3.1321 Provide adequate library and informitional services for
./41

4

1 ': formal education at all levels. 1
.

3.1322 Provide adequate library and informational services for the..
,

..
-z . public at lark?. .

. . .
3.,1323 Provide material's to support tesearchtin all fields at all

..,...

levels.
' t A 1 : 3

1
e

4

3.1324ePrIVide adequate bibliograpthiAecess to the nations
i, research and informational resources. .' ,
3.1325 Provide adequate physi41.access to required materials or. .

their texts throughout the nation; .

3:1326 Pyovide adequate trained personnel for the varied and changing
demands of librarianshik. 1

3.133 Users' demands upon libraries have implications for library workers
,', in many areas. . .J , .

. ...9 '3.1331 A good example is the hours the library is open. Are the N

employees of a given library expected to'work nights; are
they expected to work Sundays_ and holidays?

3.1332 The technical and subject expertise required of library
employees depends upon the library tigers.

3.1333 Does the library serve prinfarily children? Or doesit serve
prima,rily space engineelis? Is the library located in the
inner city or in the suburbs ? Is it expedted'to.serve the
public at large, or only a select group of persons ?-

3.14 To' examine how the vesting, of authority and power leads to the functions of
management.
3.141 Management, within t1e authority structure of a given library, must

set and carry out library objectives to meet the needs" of the`spcial
political and economic environment in which the library is located.
If the library is to survive, it must provide the kinds of services
its users, both actual and potential, *require. It must provide the
kinds of services society needs.
3.144 In order to provide, adequate library'services, management

must hire qualified staff, opportunities must exist for
employees to grow and develop on the job.

3.1412 Staffing requires coordination, direction and control.

1-E. Shepley Nourse, "Areas of Ingdequacy in Se'rving Multiple Needs,"
in Knight and Nourse, op. cit. , pp. 162-167.
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Management mist,perforni these funs ons so/that all e m-
ployees will be contributing to the ,pverall.lihrary` objectieS.'

3.1413 Management must gairi tlfe support of those whoefund the
library, making sure that the fufiding, sources are aware
Of the.%services available and arwillind to Pay for them.
,3,.14131 Writing about public librariesin the Library

Inquiry of1949, Ghrcvu stated that "the ftwida- 11.",
Onmential

fact... about bCcitd, and librarian dealings '
with government is the profound ignorance of .

library'bu-siness in city hall. 7'1 The sane hold's
true today not only for-public libraries, but for

. other kinds of librailleg in relation to other kinds
of fuiding agencies. ' -

3.14132 Traditionally, the library as tended to.function
in isolation and has remai d relatively aloof
from active and effective power groups important

) .7 to ts survival.
3.14133 Ho ver apolitical in nature the lihrary may be,

fife political decrsio aking process involving
ntthe li rary admitustr inorust.-become involved in

e
', distribution of funds. Librgry nianageTentimust
'establiskas a high priority/ a. political power baseA

for support.
3.1414 In order to carry outa purposive, comprehgn4ye library

program in abcordance-with users' needs and society's
needs, library, aciminis,trators must engage in planning on
a long-range basis.
3.14141 With the present trend toward larger and,more

inclusive library systems- and networks.come
-larger and more complex libraryadministrative
probleinS. . .... .., ,

3114142 Library administr,atorS have been criticized 'upon
occasion for not using tlieirtime Very fell. "It

/ is liot unusual for the chief .administrator o? a
mediunI brisM4.1l public,# academic, or school
library... to beinvolved.in activities which should

V

.Study

, .

loliver Gaiiceau, The Pubith IDrD= iii the Political Process (New
York: Columbia University, 1949), p. 88.
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ttlcleaill be handled by staff... ,
3:141A3 LibiarY adMin.latrators\taust constantly look 4

to theluture. They must be Planning for
L . ., . change\ rather than simply reacting to present

) crises. .

, . -
.-Ica

, .a 1 3.142 The librarian must realize that his political and administrative
,base a support is. constantly changing. It is not static, but .

dynamic)" evolving from the local,social systeta, the nature of
the local economy, tlp central compOsitiOn of local Vanes,
beliefs,tand attitudesioward the .role of government and4he
role of service drginizationf bothpublic and private. ..' /-. a

3:143 It is gridually being recognized that library administrators
-nkust utilize more sophistic6d-adMinistrative skills, and

V that the library profession must generally seek the, aid. of

1
other disciplines such as political science and public

. .
administration in.achieving this gba\2 ,.

3.15 To examine how the investment of authority, in manageinent establishes
performance requirements on management.
3.151 Whether in nonprofit orianizations, industry or goirernment,

.
managers in this country can almost always-be replaced. it

% Political officials'Oan be defeated in elections,, organizational
administrators an be fired by boards .of. directors or higher
governing authoritieiw supervisors can be transferred Or .

terminated by higher management. If managers are not ,

considered to be,performing adequately, they can be removed

`Within
office'. N.,

3.152 `Within the authority structure of ,any given organizOtion, man- ,

agement is entrusted with carrying otit the .organization'sr
. objectives:.

3:1521 In industry, management's overriding objective is to
* ' make 'a profit. In service Organizations, management's

...prinivaii objective is to provide needed service.
3. 152.2 If industrial management consistently fails to make IL

profit, the enterprise will go bankrupt. if service
organizations do'not provide services Which are needed,
or it their services are not accessible to those who need

lErnest,R. DeProspo, "Contributions of the Political Scientist and Public
Administrator to Library Administration, 'tin Neat Harlow and others,
Administration r_rzonand Chan : Continuing EducaticL________________in Library Administration

.... (New Brunswick, N.J. : Rutgers, 19Q9), P. 31. )
2thici. , pp. 29-33.

.
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theni, they will have trouble receiving the financial
support necessary to continue.

3.1523 Manageant must succeed to, ateast samedegree if
1 the organization is to continue ap. all.

3.16r To examine how the librarian's' role affects management performance1/requirements. 4

'3461 To, say the-library'shour give efficient service is wworthy
goal, but is not specific enough to serve as a guide to action;
in determining performance' requirements any given library,
management must consider the following:3;"
3.161,1 The library's mission. Whabis the mission? What are

the reasons'for the ?library's existence -'What are the
ultimate program expectations and Ads? The library
adininistrator should have a mission, statement to serve .

a,guide for program goals. and objectives.
3..1612 The internal organization system: a positieff audit of

the resources at hand.
ti 3.16121 What are the resourcesavailable to accomplish,

/the mission: personnel? money, 'materials;
machines, methods, supervisory skills ?

3.16122 Where does the -library stand in relation to
the 'parent organization? What are the,
strengths and weaknesses of .the parent.crgap-
ieationNhat are the capacities of the library .'

and-of the parent organizItton?
3.16123 What is/the .natare of the perchonnel? What

are the library's ,standing plans, policies, .
procedures and methods, rules, budget ?

3.1'613 The environment Systearenvirqnment research.
3.16131. What lies ahead in the environment for the

library ? What type of clientele 'Should be
served'? What is the state of technology ?Whit

) economic factors and trends must be Con-
sidered?

. .

.16131 What regulatory problems and constraints
exist? What opportunities are ay.ail5ble for

1Section 3.16 is partially based on Fazar, op. cit., and 'Donald J.
Smalter; and Rudy L. Ruggles, "Six Bpsiness Lessonsfrom the Pentagon,"
Harvard Business Review 44:64-75, March-April, ;1966.
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2. government and/or private funding:
3.16133 What are the main environmental influences.that

. affect this particular library ? ,

3.1614 Cooperating and ocimpeting library systems....
3.16141 What services are offeied'by othei,libraries in the

area ? What iervice13 are adeciitately, met by tether
libraries:that-need not be duplicated ?.

3.16142 Whal are thepay 'scale and working conditions of
athgr libraries ?

3.16143 How can codPeratiotr and-information networks
be worked out with other library systems and/or,

tt

-

information centers ? _

3.1615 \Forecasting over.a multi year period: five-year plans.
Mat are the Uncontrollable premises ? What are the semi-

"'controllable premises ? What premises pan beeontrolled?
3.162 - Based %tench data collection, the, librarian should be able.to state

thelibrary's mission, determine the problems, formulate hypotheses,
classify, ,analyze and interpret all this information into conclusions
which can be translated into propOsed programs.
3.1621 What priorities should be assigned ?What criteria are relevant

in judging priorities ?
3.1622 Specificiproblems, needs; threats, opportunities, and con-

straints should be as clearly recognize as ,possible.
3.1623 The librArian must then invent and develop alternative,

feasible eourses of action to Meet specific programgoals.
3.16231 'The library's goals must be integrated with the

goals of the parent organization.
3.15232 All program goals and plans should be set forth in a

, . broad systems relationship and should be consistent
with each other.4

8.1624 Feasible"hits programs should be proposed. What
approaches a e feasible; what is the costing and funding of
each proposed program alternative ? .

3.1625 The programs proposed should be evaluated and compared.
What tests of preference ,shoilldbe used ? Is, the program
really needed ?Nwwill it affectthe library'system? How
will it affect the sisternof the-parent organization ? How
will the new program compare with coraparOle activity
being donein other libraries ? `.

3.1626 All possible consequences that flow from each proposed
program should be listed, and each proposal should be
weighed in terms of the library's goats.

O
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3.1t.3 Based on such weighing and evaluating of alternaturoposals, the
librarian should be able. ti-select the objective and the program
best suited to Meet thobjective. Each decision becomes a guide
to future actio9,.

3.164 Once a program has been selected, a sequence of programming
activitieb has to be delegated, to the library staff. If it is to be

;effective, the action plan mutt be formulated and implemented by
library employees.*
3.1641 How is'the progranrtobe carried out? Who is to do it Why

do it in"a particular way? Where is it to be done ? When ?,
Thew questions must be 'answered.

3.1642 Management must workputways and means of getting -the'
peration of everybody vkals affected by the new program..

3.1643 Management must decide who is responsible for carrying out
the .new program, and must make sure.that those-'assigned
responsibilities are capable of carrying them out.

3.1644 1Vi-easurements and standards must be developed in connection
with the new program.

3.1645 Pl'ans affecting the iew pregraM must be communicated to
all employees; alI activities related to the, new program
must be Coordinated and integrated throughout the system.

3°.165 Once the plan is 44...action, it is necessary to get feedback. t How is
it working? What are'the.problems ? E ,
3.1651 Feedback should be solicited from library users, .from

library staff, and sometimes from reports and surveys as
well. It should include -actuakobservation on thevrt of.,

I management to make sure that performance requirements
andriteria have been met.

3.1652 Provision for feedback should be. built into the plan of action.
3.1653 Adjustinents must be planned based on the feedback received,

and actual results should be compared with planned results.
3.1654 The program must then be re-evaluated. It may need to be

modified in some way, redesigned or dropped altogether.
3.10 -The'process of determining and tarrying out Management performance

gequirements in any library is a continuous cycle: meeting.the forced
and pressures of the environment and utilizing all resources available
to help create library programs that will accomplish the library's
inission: As the environment is constantly changing, both within and
outfide the library,, and the resources available are also changing,
thillprocess of determiningmanagement performance requirements
is a continual challenge: it never ends&.

. 12,
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3.17 To examine the manager's capabilities and incentives to afact the
emplpyee's. performance.,
3.171 Top management has the power and authority to regulate,

control, direct, reward; punish and discipline employees
with retsipect to the carrying.out of organizational ObjectiVes.
In any Oiveresiination, the libraryap.ager must decide -which
techniqties and strategies on his part will be most effective in
maximizing the efforts and work of all employees toward
achieving the library's objectives;

3.172 Management may try to obtain optimum output.ind cooper ation
from,the library .staff by offering financial rewards, promotion,
improving working conditions, offering special identification,
or status symbols, allowing independence, encouraging
achievement, and/or creating a 'climate conduOive to partici?
pation in decision making.

3.173 Management decisions onwhat incentives to offer. are limited
by pressures on management for productivity; service,
effective retinas, quality and quantity, effactivenes's and
effidiency, accountability, organizational control; and so
forth.
3:1731 When tight deadlines have to be met, kir example,

participationin decision making is an inappr-opriate
technique because it is-too time;-consuraing:

3.1732 Likewise' the library has been forced to take a
budget ,o,4i financial rewards will be very mall or
they may not be possible at all.

3.174 Management's capabilities for affecting,employee performance
depend on the resources available at any giv9ntirae and on the
imagination and perception with which individual managers
view employee potential.

So
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U r1 IT 3
SUTTON ,2

The librarian-worker as a system and its integratiOn into the
worker sySteni.

3.21 To.examine fi.o worker as a system of personality, attitudes,
abilities, knowledge, skills.

3.22 TO examine the worker as a need and goal system.

3.23 To examine the worker as a decision system.

'3.24 To evaluate worker decision making and its impct on
management goals.

'3.25- To examine management perspectives of the worker.

3.26 To examine the workels perspective of the job and management.

.
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3.2 The librarian worker as a-system and its integration into the
worker system.

.3.21 To examine-the worker as a )system of personality, attitudes,
abilities, knowledge, skills.

3.22 To examine the worker as a need and goal system.

3.23 Ti examine the worker as a decision system.

3.24 To evaluate worker decisionmaking and its. impact on .7::
management goals.

3.25 To examine management perspectives of the worker.

3.-26 To examine the walker's perspective of the job and management.
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Unit 3: Section 2:

The Librarian-Worker As a System and Its Integration
Into the Management System

3.2 The librarian-worker as a system and its integration into
_

the -management,
- i sistern. . A--

3.21 To examine the worker as a system of personality; attitudes, .

ability, knowledge, skills.
3.211 The library employee enters the library as a complex,
. unique personality with feelin , emotions, ideas, attitudes,

, values, hopes, fears, anxieties,xperience, expectations,
knowledge, skills, abilities, motivations, goals, various

%
degrees of maturity, various-needs or security, dependence

. and independence, needs for a serT) self-worth, achieve- .

.raent and recognition, and a varietyOf orrieis, frustrations,
. ,.

. ,. prOblems and uncertainties..
3.212 The library worker is more that' a person. C,1136 comes to the

' library- offerpg skills,, knowledge and aliities. He is a
whole person*-- a system -- and he come 'to his job as a

.. total entity affected by outside,7externalintluences as well
,as by internal influences._ " \ ,

3.22 To examine the worker as- a need 'and foal syitem. -

'3.221 Each library employee can be viewed as -a complex system
of needs and goals some' of which are job - related 'and others.
Whiolisre related to his life outside of work. Many of his
needs and'goals may conflict and overla in complicated-Ways.
3.2211 Consider lor a minute a hypothetical librarittn. ',He,

must work idorder to make money. Me is paying,for. .

a'house and-Wants to send his/children to college.
3.2212. He is a-professional libiaritin, and hie,work Contrib- ,

utea to his awe of self-identity. In our society \
great importance is attached to work, and who we ,

- are maybe judged'in part, at least, on what we do.
3.2213 Our hypothetical librarian may have been happiest

cat work when be was, senior 'reference librarian, .

but then he accepted a higher administrative position
with more pay and more prestige.

(;>
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3.222 An individual's needs and goals are subjeCt to change and
N modification, and should .not be viewed as fixed in time. As

the individual is always in process, changing rather than
statici so t o Ms needs and goals should be viewed `in -a con-,- .text of procesS.

3.23 To examine the worker as a decidion system. , ,

3.231 Most adults in our society like to' think of themselves as auton-
omous individuals who make their own decisions`with.respect - .

4Irto their eWn lives,.
3.232 When an individual joini an organization as an employee, he

has to give up cert ain decision - making prerogatives. His
behavior on tfie job must contribute to the objectives of the
organization. -His decision-making powers are limited by the
authority structure of the:organization. .

3.233 Research has shaft that a principal source of JO satisfaction
iis autonomy and indep.endenbe on the job.' Thins it is 61Yar,
that most workers do not like to give up all decisida.making .......

...

when they go to-work.."
3.24 To evaluate workeedecisiollmaking and its impact on management

goals. - .
,

0

3.241 MarcE and Simon speCify two types of decisions employees
must make. "The first ia the decision to participate in the

r
. organization -- or to leave the organization. "2.

t - 3.2411 The greater the difference between the indiVidnalt-self
`rof-Whht-he-wants to-be-and do -and-mthat he israoncept

actually deing,lhe greater will be his dissatisfaction
and his dedire to leave if conditions permit. '

3.2412 In general, an individual will decide to. participate or '

continue to participate in a syStem if he feelsthe*
inducements Awarded him are it least equal to the
the contributions he has to make. If inducements fill
below contributions, 'the individual will, probably decide
to move if he feels he has the opportunity to find more
satisfactory work:3 ,

,

-1Timothy W. Costello, and Sheldon S. Zalkind,ys c1,..y1(o01.2_Admin-
istration: A. Research Orientation (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall,
1963), p. 79:

2James,G. March, and Herbert,A. Simon, Organizations (New York: ,
Wiley; 1958), p. 90.

3Ibid.,, p. 84. / ...i 4
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3.2413 This-deCision, whether or not tolparticipate, is a continual
,one; for at any point an employee may deiae .to-leave the
organizations, -

3.2414 ifanagementisalwaYs faced with the, possibility, that em-
ployees(will leave and that there will be a high rate of
,turnover:

3.2415 It is a continual challenge iorthanageraent to try to influence
employee deCisions With-regard to ,paiticipation by offering
adequate incillceinent. The challenge is,_complicatefty the
fact'that what Is seen as anca:dequate*indrceittent by. one
employee may be.SeOn asinadesquate:by another.

3.242. The second type ordeciSion employees must make, according to
March'and Simon, is "the decision to produce or to refuse to
produce ,at the rate demanded by the organization hierarchy. "1
3.2421 In order to influence adequately the ,employee's decision to

produce, the manager-mustiunderstand something about the
employee's motivation.
3.24211 Eachindividual reacts somewhat differently depending

; on: his particular frame of reference.
3.24212 Each individual base a set of expectations. and Values

which influence his,cdurse of action in any situation.
Some alternatives Will appear more attractive than
otliers,

3.2422 The prohleni of influencing employees, decisions to produce '
is somewhat complicated in" libraries by the fi'ctlhat.librdry
worlis dependent upon_a_large numbe* of clerical workers
whose-duties are largely routinized.,
3.24221 In almost every library, clerical workrs outnumber

trained-librarians. they tend to be much younger
than career librarians, with lower educational
achievement and little commitment to. a library career.
Yet there is not always avery clear distinction between`r'
the work they do and the work bf'trained librarians:2'

2422 Library management must devote consiiderableetime
and effort to providing oppOittmities for the library
clerical employees to grow on the job. As recent
article in the Harvard Business Review points out,

, p. 48.
2Flobert Presthus, Technological Chan e and Occupational Response:

Altayl of Librarians (Washington, D.C.:U.S. Office of Edugation, 1970),p. 24.
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"unless managemenfhegins to act now;
e Clerical discontent will increase in the future. Sri

3.25 To examine management perspectives .of the worker.
3:251 In considering whether or not to.hire a particular employee,

management perspectives are weighted heavily in terms of the
applicant's-skills, knowledge, abilities experience', and
a pacity to perfOrm.
3.2511 Management will probably make some superficial

judgment's about.the applicant's personality, stability,
and.motivation:

3.2512 But rarely is much consideratioti given to how the
applicant as a personality willfitinto the dynamics of
the .work group

3.252 Once management and 'applicant agree on aceeplance of the
which he or she will be "working.

position, the applicant becomes a regular employee, within
the constraints of management's conditions. lyfanagement's
pefspeptive-then becomes heavily-oriented in. terms of 'the
individual's productivity.

3.26 TO examine the worker's perspective of the job and Management.
3.261 The)worker may see his job as an-opportunity for personal'

growth. H6 may see it as an opportunity -- potential, if not
actual -- for influencing library programs 'and policies. Or
he may see his job as a boring routine, a nine-to-five duty --..
what he must do in order to make a living.. He may see his
job as a way of getting away from home, as something; to dO
in the daytime. He may feel his job is completely beneath
his capabilities and.dignity. He may see his job as providing
a needed service. '

3.262 The worker can respond to his job by optimum performance.
and productivity; or he may simply choose to Meet standards
at whatever level is generally acceptable to management, Making
no attempt to excel beyond that level. He max cooperate with
managetnentwillingly, or he may cooperate minimally. He may
resist'management directives, he may stall and put things off:
He may cooperate in some ways and attempt to change manage-,
ment in other ways.

lAlfred Vogel, "Your Clerical Workers Are Ripe for Unionism,"
Harvard Business Review, 49:54, March April; 1971..
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.263 Whatever techniques the worker uses in his relationships with
management, they will reflect in,some rneasurp.both his own self-,
concept with respect to his job and the treatment he receives from
individual managers.
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OBJECTIVTS

UNit,3 .4/
SECTION 3

Inteiaction and response of the managerial system's goals and the.
Worker systliWs goals.

3.31 To examine management's goals and employee goals.

3.32 .Torexamine how these sets of goals interact.

3.33 To examine management power and its use to obtain manage-
ment goals.

3.34 To examine employee power and d its impact on management
goals.

3.35 To consider the concept of integration of employee and
management goals.
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The Goals of the Management System
and the Goals o\f. the Worker System

Interaction and R'espons'e

3.3 The goals of the management system and the goals of the worker
tem -- interaction and response.

31 To examine management goals and worker goals.
3.311 Library management 'goals.

3.3111 Goal of effectivenesti. Management strives to make
the library system effective.. It has been estimated
that in the next two decades particularly, the library,

field-is bound_to experience an unusual degree of
`technological and organizational change.1 'How can
a library system beeffective in:times f great
change. .Bennis2 has suggested three criteria, of
organizational effectiveness that are: plicable to
library organizations today.
3.31111 The first is adaptability the'organiza:-

tion's ability to solve problems and react,
flexibly to changing enyiromnental cotidi-
tions; freedom to change in accordance with
changing internal and externs: circumstances.

3.-31112 The second has to do with- seuse, of identity.
An organization` must have a clear sense of
its mission. It must know what its goals are
and `what it must do to accomplish them.,

3.31113 The lait,concerns capacity to test reality,
e the ability to search out, adequately, per-

. calve and correctly interpret the real
properties of the environment, focusing on

'those conditions which have relevance for

1Robert Presthus, Technological Response;
A Study of Librarians (Washington, D. C. :U.S. Office of Educationt 1970), 13.3.

2Warren G. Bennis, "Towards a 'Truly' Scientific Management: The
Concept of Organization Health, " General Systems: Yearbook of the Society
for General Systems Research, 7:277-278, 1962.
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the organization.
3.3112 Cog' of grokh. Management strives to make the library system

grow. The' size and 'shape Of the library, organization are dependent
upoit the environment in which it is located and upon the problems
it must solve in order'to survive in that environment. An organIza-

,

t'on's growth is not adequaiely measured in terms of the number of
employees or the number of people served. Deutschl has subested
four.dimensions for measuring organizational growth.
3.31121 An increase in openness to- the, outside world, in receptivity;

4 to the environment.
3.11.22 An increase in the organization's inner coherenbe, in the

efficiencyVith which information,iq transmitted and responded
to from one part of the ortanization to ,another.

3.31123 An increase in power, in the ability to change the environment
in accordance with,the organization's projected plans, policies,
needk

3.31124 An increase.in learning capacity, in the ability of the organi.r
zation to learn rapidly, originally, and creatively, and to
change its goals rather than remaining prisoner of some
temporary goal or ideal.

3.31125 In considering the'growth of library systems ..today, it'is
.usefulfor library management to examine reasons why
organizations tend to stop growing. Boulding2 has
suggested two fundamental reasons'.
3.311251 The first is what he the.principle of in-

creasingly unfavorable environment. A public'
library, for instance, finds.it relatively easy to
serve users who -like libraried and wane library
services, 'but as the library continues to grow
it meets much more' resistance from'others in
the environment who have different experiences
and lvho are not naturally inclined to the library's
ideas. If it is to continue groWing, the library
must adapt its services to the needs of these'
people as well as ,its traditional users.

'Karl W. Deutsch, "On Communication Models in the Social Sciences, "
= Public Opinion Quarterly, 16:380, Fall, 1952. .

2Kenneth E. BOulding, The or.: 'zational Revolution (New York:
Harper; 1953); pp. ,2-24.
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3.311252 The second he calls the principle of increasin6i
unfairorable internal structure. As the size= of
an organization increases; it becomes more and
more difficultato miintain ad adequate system of
Communicition,andeventuallY information from
the environment essential for the adaptability and
growth of the Organization no longer reaches top
managethent. Or iftit does reach top management,
it is likely to be in the form of misinformation.

3.b,c113 Goal of stability. Management must seek stability as well as growth
in the library system.- The two goals are clbsely related:. Ike must
not "be infatuated:witli everythilig new and_ reject everything old. We
have seen change that does senseless damage to significant conti-
nuities -- natural neighborhoOds'ilestroYed by the highway bulldozer,
historic landmarks razed to make-WaY for comingrcial.developthenti
In all groirth there is a complex interweaving of continuity and'ohange. "1
3.31131 The organizatior0 stability, its continued existence, may be

dependent upon the-facility Wittwhichlt ea% adapt to change, q,

Adaptation require's the modification of organizational
; f

- relationships.
-3.31132,1f it is to continue to exist, the system must be able to allow

for constructive change even though such change may deviate
from established nprths.

3.3114 Goal of Interaction,. Managementzaust strive to create an organiia-
tional climate which endourages individual and group interacgon to
further, rather than detiact frcrm,the overall' orga.rizational °Wee-

. tives. Argyris, McGregor, Blake and Mouton and others have
emphasiz,ed the importance of integrating personal and organizatibnal
goals.

3.311 Organizational conditions necessary for effectiventhagerial goal-.'
setting include: the ability to take hi and communicate inforination
reliably and validly;internal flexibility and creativity to make the
changes demanded by the information obtained; integration and
commitment to the goals of the organization; an internal climate of
support and freedom from threat.2

1JohnY.V. Gardner, The Recovery of Confidence (New York: Pocket
Books, 1970), p. 8.

2Edgar H. Schein, Organizational (Englewood 'Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentice`-:Hall. 1965), pp.. 103-104.

-a.
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3.116 Guidelines for obtaining these conditions include recruitment,
selections and training practices which stimulate rather than
demean people ;maintaining realistic psychological relationships
with all employees; making more effective use of group action;

. exerting leadership in the direction of goal-setting and value-
definition. 1 .

3.1161 Leadership has a Unique obligation to manlike the relation-.
ships between a systein,and its environment, espedially
wit.h.reference to the key function of setting goalkfor
the organization. and defining,-the values, or norms on
which the organization must develop its sense of identity.,

3;1162 Leadership should be viewed as a ftiriction in-the'organi-
zation rather than the' trait of anindividual. This function
must be filled by those-members who are in contact with
the organization-erivironment boundary and who havepower
to set-policy for the orgeniiition.

3.1163 If the organization does not have clear goals and a well
developed sense of identity, there is nothing tb be
committed do and nothing to communicate.

3.1164 Although the leadership function usually falls to top
management, there 'g ne reason why, the organization.
cannot developiltrioals and identity collaboratively,
engaging every member down tothe lowest'echelons. Top

. c." management must make sure that-goals, are Set, but they
t... may choose a variety of ways ofiloing so. 4-,

%..

3.3117 Sydebas will work better if these conditions are met. "The argu-
ment is not based on the assumptipn that this would be nice for
people or.makedhem feel better," Schein has stated. "Rather,
t gerielt,iii that systems work. better if their parts are in

- .

good communication with each other, are commiited, and are
c. creative and flexible. "2p

, 1
3.312 Employee goals. .

3.3121 The individual has self-goals with respect to his,,Wozic and with.
. respect to his life. He is an individual continually changing and

ln.process; his goals too.are subject to change. -
3.3122 He has economic riegds, psychological and social needse needs for

dependence and independence, needs for achievement. At different
. . times in his life, certain of his needs take precedence over others.

3.3123 hierarchy provides a convenient way of viewing individual

Jbid:
2113id. , pp. 104-106.

s
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needs and_goals:
3. x.32To.e amine-IOW thes?., sets of goats interact.

3.321 The relationship between organizational goals and individual
goals is a subject of much importance today. Bakke has
stated the problem.thus:
"H&xcan. we strengthen the group, upon wilose stability and
efficifncy the in vi'duatraust largely depe d for the realiza-
tiorrAhis perso al aspirations; without des roying the
initiative, inventiveness, personal skills, d character of .the
individual, upon whom the group must ultimately depend for
its strength?"'
3.3211 In attempting to answer the question, Bakke developed

a model wb he named the fusion process.2
3.12111 The fusion process is the simultaneous attempt

of the organization to make the individual over
in its own image, and of the individual to make
over the organization in his own image.

3.32112 Both the organization and the individual are?
modified in the course of the fusion process.

3.3212 Bakke summarizes the model. as follows: .socializing
process combined with personalizing process equals
fusion process. s
3.32121 The socializing process referb to attempts oti

the part of the organization to make the indi-
vidual an agentlorthe achievement of organi-
zational objectives.

3.32122 The personalizing process refers to attempts
on the. part of the individual to make the
organization an agency for the achievenient
of his personal objectives.

3.32123 The simultaneous operation of these two
processe-s, he calls the fusion process.

3.3213 Organization-and individual are mutually dependent on
each otper, and both must change in the fusion process.
"The organization to some degree remakes the individual
and the individual to some degree remakes the organi-
tation. "3

1E. Wight Bakke, The Fusion Process: A Map for the Exploration of the
Relationship izationsan (New Haven: Yale University
Labor and Management Center, 1953), p. a.

2Ibid. , pp. 1-22. '.-s 3Ibid., pp. 12-13.
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3.322 Simon analyzes the interaction of indiiridual and organizational
goals in terms of the phenomenon of idaitification, 'the tendency
of individuals to evaluate their own position in relation:10 the
values of others andto accept others' Values as their own.'
3..3221 Identification is the, process whereby the individua sub-

,

stitutes organizational objectives for his own aims.
Gradually the individual absorbs organizational goals.

3.3222 ','The organization assignsto him a role: it specifies the
partimilar values, facts, and alternatives upon which his
decisions in the organization are to lakkotaill;i"2

3.3223 The stronger the individual's th a group,
the more likely that his individual goalwwill conform to
his perception of grow goals. Simon states five basic
hypotheses in this ared.3
8.32231 The greater the perceived prestige of the group,

the strcinger.the propensity of an individual to
identify with it; and vice versa.

3.32232 The greater the "extent to which goals are perceived-
as shared among members of a group, the stronger
the propensity of the individual to identify with the
group and vice versa,.

3.32233 The more frequent the interaction between an indi-,
vidual and -the membeirs of the 'group, the stronger
the propensity of the individual to identify with the
group; and vice versa.

3.32234 Tie greater the number of individual needs satis-
fied in the group, the stronger the propensity of
the individual to identify with the group; and vice
versa.

3.32235 The le'ss the amount of competition between.the
members of a group and aikindivjdual, the stronger
the propensity of the individual to identify with the
group and vice - versa.

1James G. March, andsperbert A. Simon, Organizations (New York:
Wiley, 1958), p. 66.

2fierbert A. Simon, Administrative Behavior, 2d ed. (New York:
Macmillan, 1957), p. 198.

'March and Simon, op. cit.-, pp. 65-66.
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,
3.33 To examine management power and its se toobtain-management goals.

3.331 The dilemma management face today has been well summed
up by Beckhard:1"How can we optimally mobilize/ h
res ices and energy to a hieve the organization's miss`Fon and,
at th same time, maint n a growing organizatiOn of people
who e needs.for self worth, growth, and satisfaCtion are _sig-
nifiy aptly met at wor /1" *

3.332 While in the past ra, agement could and did use fits power and
uthority to force orkers to comply with managerial goalS,a

Society today h changed,significantlY. In recent years we
/ have witnesse /considerable erosion of authority and it is . .i i . very difficult if not impossible today tQ successfully Three ,-

, / people to do' things. .., .

3.333 Writers :s(zch as Beckhard think* t there is n1 longqr a, real
choice to whether manageria goals can be p)irsued at The
expense of individual goals. oth must be facd and dealt

. , with/--,tlie gOals of the individual employees .as -well as the {,
gozds.of Management. The two are interdependent.

3.34' To examine employee power and its impact on int(naglment goals.
3.341, 'Many people today feel that current changing conditions -- the

e knowledge -technOlogy-ooraninnitation eiplobions, the rise of
affluent 'societies`, the values held by youth, ethnic,,gnd otherr minorities -- have produced a completely new 'set of expecta-
tions of the contract between employer and eniployee from
those that existed a few years age.2 , 1

*3.342 Some values in relation to man and his work plate that are
becoming increasingly recognized are the foll.i4ing:
3. a421 Man has a right to be free and independent. He wants

'to be a whole person in relation to his Job, and does
not wish to be considered just an extenSion of someone.

, else. 1

i3.3422 Man should have choices as to where he works. He is
not bound try any one organization. 1

.,,
Rithard Beckhard, "McGregor Revisited and Reaffirmed, " BNA :

Films Projector:2:3, January,1971.Sections 3.34 and 3.35 are based
primarily on this article. ,

2For example see Warren .G. Bennis, "The Leader orkthe Future, "
.., Public Management, 52:13-19,March, 1970; Clarence C. Walton, Ethos and

the Eiecutive:Values in Managerial Decision Making (Englewood Cliffs,'
.N. J. :Prentice-Hal1,1969); or Beckhard, op. cit.

.
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2.3423 If hi's needs are in cOnflict with Organizational require-
ments the organization's mission, it is- appropriate
for him to irk to meet his-own needs before moving to
meet organizational requirements. -

t 3.3/424 The employer-must not only provide economic incentives
and good working Conditions. He alsolasrrepponsibilitY
for collaborating actively in meeting the individual

tr employee's needs for achievement, self-esteem and
growth.

3.3425 Organizational power need not-be-viewed-as a fix,1
.,- quantity, but rather it is susceptible of Indefinite

growth as it is shared: ParticipatiVe management is
emerging in which administrator and worker sharp
powers of decision on the matters that Airectly affect
the employee, not only with respect toshis welfare,
but also with respect to the use of his talents.

3..$5 To consider the concept of integration of employee and management
goals.

A 3.351 If management today is not tuned in to changing values, it is
° very likely to find itself having difficulty attracting new talent

to join the organization. Inaddition, it is likely to have
trouble in dealing with many of the younger employees.

.3.352 Increasingly middle -term employees, particularly professionals,
may opt for 'amore meaningful job elsewhere, for organization
Joy'altris becoming less and less of a norm. in organizations.

3.353 Beckhardl has raised some critical questions for management's
consideratron.
3.3531 How much' is management willing to re-examine work

and move it toward being primarily concerned with
meetingindividual' needs for achievement, recognition,
and satisfaction, while at the same time the worker is

.doing useful organizationaltasks ?
3.3532 How, much is management willing to re-examine organ-

. J izational structures .and to replace them as needed ? -

How much is management willing to experiment with
new, temporary systems,. to operate in a matrix, with
shared responsibility ? Hew much is management willing

4o let form follow function?
A 3.3533 ow much is management willing to work toward a:

1Beckhard, op. cit. , p. 3.
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climate of openness,,'In w kalt,omplo s' are free to s
express-feelings as well as aiecuAfacts

3.354 These and otho'r,questions'are no iOnger \they represent
real and pressing problems for 'n-inagelks in\rgar ions.
Satisfactory anpwers to such `questions are a Matter,
priority today.

,
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"An Analysis of Library Cost Trends, " in Douglas M. Knight, and E.
Shepley Nourse, eds. , Libraries atLarge Tradition, Innovation;
and the Nationalinterest. New.York: Bowker, 1969, pp. 193-203.

Library costs are going up rind will continue' to do so' even
without Improvements in library services. Rising, costs are in- .

herent in the nitureotlibrary technology. This .article,. which
analyzes, the cost trends of public and college ,and 'university
libraries over "the' years 1951-1966'3 .explains wliyi

I
Anderson, John F. "Trauma and Trump in Tucson; "'in Kate Coplan,and

Edwin Castagna, eds. The Library Reaches Out. Dobbs Ferry;
New York: Oceana, 1965, pp. 43 -62.

The consequences of political expedien6y,.,inadequate city
planning, and Ineffective library leadership fell upon the Tticson
public librarrin the early 1960's. This article describes the
problems and what the libriry did about them.

Bakke, E. ight. The Fusion Processt A M: for the E loration of the
Relat arilzationa. New Haven:. Labor and

. Management Center,. Yale. University, 1953.
A systematic exploration of the behavior, of people, within and

in relation to-organizations as they;attexipt to achieve both organi.-
`zational and personal objectives, this .boCk is a report of research
undertaken at.Yale!s Labor and Management Center in the 1950's.
A very important work for anyone interested in the problem of the
integration-of individuals and the organization.

Barnard, Chester L zal-M a Selecteded P ers.
Cambridge, Mass.-: Harvard University, 1948.

The author was a vice-president #fix the Bell Telephone System,
and analyzes his operational experience inthinvolurae. His dis-
cussions of power and authority fro ..transactional view were
first gi4en emphasis in thif J.
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Beckhard, Richard. "McGregor Revisited and Reaffirmed, " BNA Films
Projector: 2, January, 1971.

Neier before has there been 'such need for managers to pay
attention to bOth organization requirements and individual needs.
In this brief article.Beckhard considers changing values and their
implicatiOns for management.

Study Guide

Bennis, Warren. G. "Theo Leader of the Future, " Public Management,
52:13-19, March, 1970.

Tomorrow's leader mist be other,directed and competent
in interpersonal skills. He must actively seek conditions where
people and ideas and resources "can be seeded, cultivated, and
integrated to optimum effectiveness and growth."

-,.. 0

"Toward a 'Truly' 'Scientific Management: The Concept
of *Organlzation Health," General Systems: Yearbook of the Society
for General Systems Research, 7:269-282, 1962. N

The main challenge confronting the modern organization,
according to-Bennie, is that of coping with external stress and -

change. In this article, he attempisto establish criteria for
evaluating organizational l ef tiveness on the basis of dynamiceed
problem-solving process rather than static output characteristics.

Blake, RgertR. , and Jane S. Moulton. The Managerial Grid: Kay Qrieoi
tionfor Achieving through Pee le. Houston:Cu lf,1964.

Managerial competence can be learned, according to Blake and
'CMouton, and the Managerial,Gria provides a framework for acquiring

some of this knowledge. A training and development approach to 1/4
managerial style.

Boulding, Kenneth E. The Organizational Revolution. New York: Harper,
1953.

.

This book is about the great rise in number, size, and power
of organizations in our society and the impact of this trend on our
.st*lards for pkdgIng econonc policy and personal conduct. Chapter
2 discusses some of the reasons organizations grow and somesOf the'
reasons they atop growing. ..

, , .

Burg,.KarI O. "Governing Authorities of Today," Library Trends, 7:378-
-3 87, January, 195.
,
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A discussion o °venting authorities in both institution-
sponsored libraries su h as college and university, and .special
libraries within a corpo structure; and autonomous libraries- -
public and independent re parch libraries. .

Clapp, Verner W. and Scott Adat, issue eds. "Current Trends in
Libraries otthe United States ernment," Library Trends,
2:3-170; July, 1953

'4
VA

This issue of Libra Trena s is devoted to the libraries of
'the federal government. It.is out sf -date, needless.td say, but

4 many of the problems dieussed he are still iiith us today.

"The Costs of Library and Informational Se ices, ".in Douglas M. Knight
and Shepley Nourse, eds. Libraries a Large; Tradition, Innovation

I

a

and the National Interest. New York: Bowker, 1969, pp. 168-227., A .general discussion, of library costs, and a report of.a study
commissioned by the National AdvisoryCommissicin on Libraris
concerning the,economiCs library operation.

4
,

Crum, Norman J. "He"ad ad Librarian and Manager; Dynamics of Creative
replationship," Special Libraries, 61:186,491, N6vember, 1970:

An analysis .cf the relationship between head librarian and
his manager in pusiness and industry, in which the author makes
several suggestions on how the librarian can make the jelationship
more creative and beneficial for both library and 'organization.

Dalton, Gene W., Louis B. Bat:nes, andAbrahara Zaleznik. ,The Distribu-
- tion, of Authority in Formal Organizations. .Boston: Harvard Univei-

sitY, Division of Research, Graduate School of Business Administra-
tion, 1968.

Case studies in organizational Change, with a helpful discussion
of power in relation to initiating and carrying out change.'

DaSis, Louis E. "Job Satisfacticn Research: The .Postrindustrial. View, "
Industrial Relations_A =Joouu nal of Economy and S'cie , 10:176-193,

' May, 1971.
Evolving technology indicates that we havp to prepare people

to be adaptable, to hold a number ojobs in a lifetime, and to be
%committed to their work situation/ In organized work situations,
current practices are almost always inimical to achiving such ends.
The author calls for new methods pf job satisfaction research.
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DeProspo, Ernest R. , "Contributionsof the Political Scientik and
Public Administrator to Library Administration, " in Neal Harlow
and others, Administration ame:ContrImlin Education in
Library New Brunswick, N.. L : Rutgers, 1969,
pp. 29-38.

The library profession-must seek the aid of other disciplines
such as political.scienOe and public administration. Should there
be any doubt'as to why, it will be dispelled by a reading of this
well-written article.

Deutsch, Karl W. "On Communications Models in the Social Sciences,"
Puiilic Opinion 16.13567.80, Fall, 1952.

Emphasizing.the impar tance of /communications Models in
understanding and studying social organizations, Deutsch explains
very clearly the iunotions of models and suggests' dimensions for
their evahlation. The article ends with some 'suggestions for
measuringlorganizational growth. A well written and clear
'discussion.

Dimock, Marshall Edward and Gladys Ogden.Dimock. Public Adminis-
f tration. '3d. ed. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1964.

A beginning textbook approach to public administration, its
history, its relation to society, to the political economy and tor
ptlblic policy, in which the authors attempt to outline what ,the
practicing administrator should know in order to continue his
education throughout a career in public service. .

Fazar, Willard: "Program.Planning and Bkidgeting Theory, " Special
Libraries=. 60:423-433, September, 1969:

Libraries have a great need to participate more effectiv ly
indecisions that influence their capacity to serve their users.
Fazar believes program planning and budgeting theory can serve
as a mean's, to that end. This article includes examples of results
needed for debision-making by managers, and basic guiding
principles for PPBS applicati co:

Garceau, Oliver. The Public Library in the Political Process. New York:
Columbia UF;;;Tity, 1949.

A discussion of the governing authorities of public libraries
and of the political potential of the public library in the community.
Part of the Public L6rary Inquiry of 1949.
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Gardner, John W. The Recovery of Confidence. New York: Pocket
Books, 1974.

A discussion of social change in America today, some of the
challenges we face as members of organizations and as individtials,
and some of the dangers. "There are luny ways a nation can die!
It can the of internal Arlie, tearing itself apart. It can die of an
unwillingness to face its problems, an incapacity to respond to the
suffering of its people. Or a nation can die of old age, not chrono-
logical so much as psychological old age -- a waning of energy, an
incapacity to learn new ways."

Haire, Mason. Psychology in Management. .2d. ed. New York: McGraw-
1964. .

Chapter 2: The.Nature of People
Chapter 3: Leadership and Supervision
Chapter 6: Productivity and Wage Payment Plana
Chapter '7: Organizations.

The above chaPterit are well written, and elaborate on some of the
problems considered in this course. In Chapter 7, Haire discusses
the concept of.authority and he makes the point that the amount of
influence a superior has with his subordinates depends on the degree
to which they can Dif1uence him.. Effective authority often comes
from mutual confidence and trust between organizational superiors
and subordinates.

Hanan, Mac "Make Way for the New Organization, Man," Harvard Busi-
ness Review, 49:128-138, July-August, 1971.

Men and women who work in organizations today are often
motivated by values which in many respects are polarAopposites to
those of the past.half century Today people place far greater'
emphasis on self-fulfillment at work, and they want to shaye in
leadership. In this Article the author outlines what hp terms the
minimal response that management must make, the smallest num-
ber of major adjustments necessary to accommodAe the now organi-
zation man. He suggests 14 strategic adjustments in the areas of
personal involvement, collaborative leadership and self-fulfillment. '
His emphasis throughout is on helping management _to understand
new techniques for getting, today's employees involved, new methods
of leading them, and new ways of allovrIng them to achieve self -
fulfillment.
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Harlow, Neal, and others. Administration and Change: continuing Educa-
tion in Library Administration. New Brunswick, N. J.: Rutgers,
1969.

Dry garloW in his introduction to five excellent papers. which
show what several academic disciplines have to offer the library
administrator, states the authors' Convictionthat the continuing
education of:library administrators is-the most critical "new
need" in the education of librarians. The solution suggested:
only the discipline of formal education -- systematic, questioning,
interpretive; operiended, and demanding can hope to keep up

', to date with today's growth :and chariget "Continuing Education for
the Library Administration: His Needs, " by Ernest A. DeProspo,
Jr., and Theodore S. Huang (pp. 21-28) reports on a survey of
library administrators. It was found that the administrators most
urgently needed continuing education in three areas (1) application
of machines; (2) personnel administration; and (3) evaluation of
library problems.

Hodge, Billy J. andHerbert J. 'Johnson. Management and Organizational
Behavior: A Multidimensional Approach. /New York: Wiley, 1970.

A systems approach to management and organizational be-.

havior. Although written primarily for beginning, students of
administration, chapter 10 presents'some useful concepts or role
behavior, the way people behave as members of organizations and

Howard, gdward N. "ToWarci PPBS in the Public Library, " American
Libraries, 2:386-393, April, 1971. .

A highly readable article Which discusses how a public
library in Indiana combined plthming with budgeting, and what has
happened as a result. A perEivasive account of PPBS in the public
library. Includes suggestions for further reading.

Joeckel, Carleton B. The Government of the American Public Library.
Chicago: University of Chicago, 1935.

A discussion of the public library and its position within the
structure of government in the U. S. as it existed in the early
1930's. Provides historical perspective.

Kenney, Brigitte L. and Frank W. Norwood. "CATV: Visual Library
Service, " American Libraries, '2:723-726, July-August, 1971.

Librarians are urged to learn about community antenna tele-
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vision and get involved yw in community planning. If they do not,
they will be left.out to tie deteriment of both libraries and the
community.

Knight, Douglas M. , and E. Shepley Nourse; eds. Libraries at Large:
Tradition, Innovation, are the National Interest. New York:
Bowker, 1969;

The major resource bopk based on the .naaterials of the
Natidnal Advisory Commission on Libraries.

Laey, Dan. "Social Change and the Libra7: 19457198W," .ira Douglas M.
Knight and E. Shepley Nourse, eds. Libraries at,Large: Tradition,
Innovation, and the National Interest. New York: Bowkar, 1969, .

pp. 3-21..
A thought- provoking discussion of social and technological

change, emerging library &sponsibilitles and challenges.

Lombard, George F. F. "Relativism in Organizations, ''' Harvard busi-
ness Review, 49:55-65, March - April, 1971.

The profession of ,,alinistration has been slow to:develop con-
ceptually in the 20th century according to Lombard,, and' this has
contributed in no small Way to the severe problems we are experi-
encing in race relations, in schoolsi, in cities and elsewhere. .The
underlying theme of this article is that the administrator xnustcwork
continually for new values and an open society. In 'Sider to 46
this, he must take a relativistic approach,to 'decision making, re-

.
cognizing many different goals and needs for his organization, such
as economic, individual, group, and social goals, always tilting to
keep them in some ,sort of workable balance. .

Long, Norton E. "ThelPublic Librarian's Boss, "-in J. Periam Danton,
ed. The Climate of Book Selection: Social Influences on School ma
Public Libraries. Berkeley: University of California School of '
Librarianship, 1959, pp. 27-34.

The public lilharian must be willing to fight the battles of
potcy and politics in his community. The price of political neu-
trality has been public indifference and neglect. .

McDiarmid, E. W. and John McDiarmid. The Administration of the,
American Public Library.. Chienci: American Library Association
and University of Illinois, 1943. .

Based On a study of 135 municipal libraries (as nearly as
I
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possible the same libraries Joeckel studied and reported on in
The Government the American Palle Library), this book des-
S^ribes the organization and management of Araeloan public
libraries, summarize the experience of libraries in dealing with,.
various management problems,__andoompares library administra-
tion with public and business administration. The material for .

the study was collected in 1940-41. .

March, James G. and Herbert A. Simon. Organizations. New York:
Wiley, 1968.

A most worthwhile and important volume to students of
organization and management. Should be read by all serious
students of the subject.

Chapter 1: Organizational Behavior
Chapter 3: Motivational Constraints --,Intraorganizational

Decisions
Ohapter 4: Motivational Constraints --' The Decision to

Participate.
Chapter 7: Planning and Innovation in Organizlitions

Maslow, Abraham H. Motivation and Personality. 2d. ed. New York:
Harper, 1970.

Maslow's theory of human motivation provides a convenient
perspective 'for viewing individual needs and goals.

Maybury, Catherine. "Performance Budgeting for the.Library., " ALA,
Bulletin, 55:46-53, January, 1961.

,Mrs. Maybury discusies the advantages of performance
budgeting.; and how to make a performance budget in the library.
She states that with its use, budget making can become an adminis-
trative tool rather than `an annual itaconvenionce.

Miller, Delbert C. , and William H. Foi.m. Industrial Sociology: The
Sociology of Work Organizations. 2d. ed. Now 'ork: Harper,1964.

0ne of the best books in the lipid of indgstrial sociology.
phapter,6: Top, Middle and First-LinesManagerial`Roles
Chapter 8: -Power and Union Organizations
Chapter 12: Status and Prestige in the Wort Organization
Chap 14: The Will to Work in Industrial Society
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Nouri, Clement J. "JhaUenge Not Security," The Personnel Adminis-
trator, 14:30-34, July-August, 1969.

What environmental,_ personal or job-related conditions
determine-employees' attitudes toward their jobs ? What changes; .

if any, should-top-management-introduce-to-attract and retain its
employees ? To answer thesb.and other questions, a study was con-
ducted at Oklahoma City University in which over 400 students.
participated. The results are diseased in this article.

Nourse, E. Shepley. "Areas of Inadequacy in Serving Multiple Needs, "- in
Douglas M. Knight, ana E. Shepley Nourse, eds. Libranies at
Lar e: Tradition Innovation and the National Interest. New York:
Bowker, 1969, pp. 161-167.

The nation's library inadequacies are discussed and-objec-
tives proposed foi,overcoming them.

Presthus, Robert. TecliChime and Occupational se: A
Study of Librarians. WaShington, D.C.: U. S. Office of Education,
June, 1970:

The reporp of .a study conducted as part of the Maryland Man-
power Research Program on the library occupation anti its capacity
to accommodate to the pervasive changes now confronting the library
field, including moves toward piofessionalization and unionization,
reorientation of its service role toward.working-class clients, and
prepapng itself fa epmputer-inspired automation..A very interest-
ing report wharoh librarians would do well to read and ponder.

_

Russell, John Dale. "Changing Patterns of Administration Organi4tion in
Higher Education," The.Annals of the American Academy of Poll-
tioal and Social Science, 301:22-31, September, 1955.

A discussion of the changes that have taken place in the ad-
ministrative organization of colleges and universities as enroll-
ments have increased and subject matter expanded at tremendous
rates.

N.- .
Salisbury, Robert H. "Trends in Urban Politics and Government: The

Effect on Library Factions," in Ralph W. Conant, ed. , The
Palle Library and the City. Cambridge, Mass.: M. I. T. , 1965,

----.0'p ; 143-154.°
Recent trends in urban a.nd political patterns and their im-

plications for 'public libraries. Emphasis is on the' library's po-
tential role in the political process.
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Schein, Edgar H. Organizational Psychology. Englewooil Cliffs, N.J.:

Prentice-Hall, 1965.
- An unusually clear, jargon-free discussion of orgertizations,

the problems of allocaW and utilizing human resources, and the
problems of survival, gThwth, and capacity to adapt to and manage
change, this book is short, 'easy to.read: and highly recommended
for practicing managers. Schein emphasizes throughout the
importance of the systems approach: "Organizational psychology as
a field is intimately tied to the recognition that organizations are
complex social systems, and that almost any questions one may
raise about the determinants of behavior within organizations have
to be viewed from the perspective of the entdre.social system.'"

Scott, William G. Organization Theory: A Behavioral Analysis for Manage-
ment. Homewood, Ill.: Irwin, 1967.

Scott views management from a behavioral point of view.
Chapter 3: Personality Dynamics and Motivation'
ghapter 8: Status and Role Concepts
Chapter 9: ConCepts of Social Influence **

Chapter 14: Pioductivity Dynamics
Chapter 18: Executive Roles

'Shera, Jesse H. Foundations of the PulicUry)ra. Chicago: University
of Chicago, 1949.

the origindof the public library movement in New Digland,
1629-1855, with emphasis on the direct relattonship between the
public library's objectives and the objectives of the society in which
it is located.

Shirley, David. "The. Politics of Budgeting," ALA Bulletin, 55:815-817,
October, 1961. . 1'

Public librarians must educate their funding sources to the
needs of the library. Dr. ,Shirley suggests several ways this educa-
tion process can be initiated. He also' sizes up the political
strengths and weaknesses of the public library vis-a-vis city hall.

Simon, Herbert A. Adminiztrative Behavior. 2d. ed. New'York:
Macmillan, 1957. -

The key to organization; analysis according to Simon is to
develop a careful and realistic picture of the decisions that are
required for the organization's activity', and of the flow of premises
that contribute to these decisions. Man does not act in completely
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rational ways, ,selecting the best alternative from among,all those
a.vailablecto him; rather he looks for a course action that is satis-
factory or good enough. He "satisfices," to use a word Simon
coined, rather than maximizes. The central concern of adminis-
trative theory -then-is -with-the-boundary-between-the -rational and-
non-rational aspects of human social behavior. Administrative
theory is the theory "of the behavior of human beings who satisfice
because they have not the wits to maximize."

A

Smelter, Donald J. and Rudy L. Ruggles. "Six Business Lessons from
the Pentagon, " Harvard Business Review, 44:64-75, March-April,
1966.

The authors claim that six lessons the Pentagon has learned
are also applicable to other organizations. They are: (1) top
management's.primarylob in any organization is allocation of
limited 'fesources for selected mission purposes; (2) short-term
planning must be integrated with longrterm planning; (3) manage-
ment should apply operatiens'research and systeras analysis to
complex strategy ptobiems; (4) planning is best done through'logical
systems; 15) task sequence diagrams are useful in planning; and (6)
decision making centers are useful devices for expediting review
or approval of programs in complex organization,. ',An excellent
article that includes diaglarns and charts.

Tannenbaum,Rbbert, and Warren H. Schmidt. "How t6 Choose a Leader-
ship Pattern, " Harvard Business Review, 36:95-1Q1, March-
April, 1958.

The authors discuss first the range of poSsible leadership
behavior available to a manner, and then the types of leadership
that are practical and desirable. in deciding how to manage, the
manager must consider forces operating within his own personality,
forces affecting subordinates' behavior, ana 'environmental
pressures.

z.

Tuttle, Helen W. "Women in Academic Librasies, " Library Journal,
96:2594-2956, September 1, 1971.

Is there discrimination against women in academic libraries"
today ? The author claims yes. She says that women in libraries
make up the majority, of professional personnel (four out of every
five) yet top opportunities go to' mentand there appears to be a
growing trend toward inequality between the sexeslin the library
profession. "We do riot want to eliminate men front librarianship, "
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she concludes, We simply want to teach them to take minutes,
to type, and to make coffee. "

Vogel, Alfred. "Your Clerical Worker8. are Ripe for Unionism,"
Harvard Business' ReVieW,49:48-54, March-April, 1971.

Management- clerical relationships can be improved if the
clerical work is made more challenging and if management becomes
more responsive to needs of clerical employees to be heard, to
contribute to planning, and toknow what is going on in the organiza-
tion. Unless management begins, to act now, Vokel concludes,
clerical discontent will ,increase in the future and the result may be
-unionization of cleribal-WOrkers.

Walton, Clarence`C. Ethos and the Executive: Values in Managerial
DecisionMaking. Englewood Cliffs, N. J. : 'Prentice4lal1, 1969.,

Chapter 7 concerns the administrator and the worker: how to
share income, how to share jobs, and how to share, power. .

Wheeler, Joseph L., and Herbert Goidhor. Practical Administration of
kieblic Libraries. New York: Harper, 1962.

A guide to management principles and their prabtical applica-,
tion in public libraries.

Whyte, William Foote. Men at Work, Homewood, Ill.: Dorsey, 1961.
A scholarly and analytical study of man And his work and the

factors that influenc6 his situation. -

Chapter 3: The Individual in his Organizational. Environment
. Chapter 4: The Work World in Intercultural Perspective

Chapter 7: Impact of the Economic Environment
Chapter 23: The Man-Boss Relationship
Chapter 31: The Individual
Chapter 32: The Group
Chapter 33: The Organization
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4.1. To introduce the concept pfierception.

ti

OVERALL
-01B -SECTIVES,

UNiT, 4

4.2 To examine some motivation theories and concepts, particularly,
as they relate to the work place.

.
4.3 To examine the theory and methodology involyed in Organizational

Development (OD).

A

Y.
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4.1. Perception

OBJECiIVES

UNIT 4
SECTION 1

4.11 To show how perception affects our behavior.

4.12 To shoW how perception affects one's interpersonal behavior.

4.13 To show how perception affects one's impressions of others.

4.14 To show how perception sets' up defensive reactions to others.

4.15 To examine some of the factors that influence perception.

4.16 To analyze how one's personal norms or standards are used
to judge others.

4.17 To evaluate the influence of perception in the work situation.

a
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Unit 4: Section 1

Perception

4 a- A

4.11 Introduction to-the concept -of perception and how it affects our
behavior.

Perception flab been a subject of. study for centuries but
there is stilt-no formally accepted definition. In general
terms it can bes'agreed that:
4.1111 Perception involves an interaction or transaction

between an individual and' his environment.
4..1112.4 The individual receives information from the ex-

- ternal.world which in-slme way modifies his,ex-
perience and behavior.

4.112 An individual's behavior in any-given situation depends on
how` ie sees things.
4.1121 , Perception is selective. What a person sees is

influenced by. his background, culture, experience,.
expectations,. needs, values.

4.1122 We are c'oni3t9tly shaping and reshaping our pic-
tures of the world. From person to person there
may be great differences in what wetsee and how
we see it. 2-

4.1123 As Likert has stated, "an individuals reaction. to
any situatilbn is always a function,, not of the abso-
lUte character of the interaction, butof his percep-
tion of it. It is how he sees things that counts, not
objective' reality. "4

1Peter B. Warr and Christopher Knapper. The Perception of,.
People and Events. (New York: Wiley, 1968),pp: 1-2.

Mason Haire. Psychology Management, 2d. ed., (NewYork:
McGraw -Hill, -19641,p. 56. .

3Reneis Likert. "A Motivational Approach to a Modified Theory of
Organization and Management, " in Masa Haire, ed. , Modern Organiza-.
tion Theory. (New York: Wiley, 1959),p. 191 -
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4.12

4.13

I

How perception affects one's interpersonal behavior.
4.121 To establish mutually satisfactory and effective interper-

sonal relationships, an individual' must have a generally
.acct ate view of himielf and of others.
4.1211 ,Common-sense-suggeits that being able -to -size up

other people accurately facilitates smoother and
more effective interpersonal relationships.

4.1212 - It is-importantthat an'individual underitand insofar
as possible his own motives in establishing rela-
tionships with others.

4.1213 In his studies of lelf.-actualizing persons Mas
. determined that such perscins are far more apt to

perceive what is there rather than their own wishes,
hopes; fears, anxietiel,. their own theories and
beliefs or those of their cultural group. "The eon-
sequence is that they live more in the real world
of nature than in the man-made mass of concepts,
abstractions, expectations, beliefs, and stereo-

, types that most people confuse with the world. "1.'
How perception affect8 one's impressions of others.
4.131 When we first meet a perspn we perceive him as a unit, a' '

whole. "We do not see his specific traits and then fit them
together to form a general impression; we get an almost
instantaneous impression. "2

4.132 Such instant impressions are very likely to be...wrong. We
make up theorieeto explain people's actions, and we .make

. predictions and assumptions based on our"theeries.
.,4.1321 r One's basic view of human nature influences- con-

siderably his initial perceptual Judgments of others.
4.1322 If we-believe that people are gentrally not trust-

worthy, we -will tend to perceive them that way.
4.133 Fo"rniing impressions of others'is a complex process that is

always susceptible of error and distortion.
4.1331- StereotyPing is a common form of perceptual dis-

tortion., 'It refs s to generalization about a group
of people which i falsely attributed ,to individual
members of the gr . A common stereotype of

lAbraham IL Maslow. Motivation and 'Personality. 32d. ed. (New
York: Harper & Row, 1970)

2H. C. Smith. "Sensitivity to People, " in Hans Tech and Henry
Clay Smith, eds. Social Perception: The Development ersonal
Impressions. (Princetbn, N.J.: Van Nostrand, 1968), P. 10.
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librarians has been that they are spinsters, meek
and mousy.

4.1332 Another type of perceptual distortion .is referred.
to as the halo effect -- the tendency to perceive a

..person who rates Algtk in one respect as .superior
in all respects. The same type of distortion-works
also in reverse. We may believe that a person
with an unpleasant voice,: for instance, has nothing
IntOesting or important to say.

4.14 How pekception sets,up defensive reactionsto others.
4.141 To protect ourselves from threat and anxiety, we rely on a

variety of so-called defense mechanisms. For the most
'part, these mechanisms lead us to some kind of perc9,pfual
distortion.
4.1411 A defense mechanism has heen defined as an ad-

.-justrnent made, often&conaciously, either through
action-dr the avoidanae of action in order to escape
recognition by oneself of personal qualities or
motives which might lower self-esteem or heighten
anxiety. 1 .

4.1412 Perceptual efense allows us to avoid: unpleasant
or seemingly dangerous 'aspects of reality.

4.3,42 Projection is a common form of perceptual defense. It has .

been defined as a readtion in which we blame others for
our own mistakes and shortcomings, or ascribe to others
our own unacceptable motivations.

4.143 Rationalization is another common perceptual defense. In
rationalizing, wee justify our behavior by attributing it to
logibal and admirable' motitvation. "By rationalizing, we
can usually justify ablout everything we have done, are
doing, or propose to do, and hence can alleviate the devalu-
ating effects of failure, guilt, and irrational, behavior. "3

.4.144 In repression, threatening thoughts are dealt with by ex-
cluding them from consciousness.; It is an unconscious de-
fense mechanism and thus more difficult to handle, as we
cannot solve a problem, if we' do not see and understand it.

E est R. Hilgard and Richard C. Atkinson. Introduction to
Psychology. th ed. (New York: Harcourt, Bract. and World),1967,p. 622.

2James\c. Coleman. Psycholoeand Effective Behavior . (Glen-
view, Ill. : §cottForesman, 1969), p. 223.

3Ibid., p. 222
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4.145 Escapism.ar,antasy are other forms of defense
mechanism.

4.15 Some of the factors that influence perception.
4.151 Perception is influenced by one's perceptual set: the frame-

work or system- of categories that the perceiver brings toi the process of perception.
4.152 Status of the other person 'Era variable that often influences

our judgments. Visibility of the traits we are judging is
another important influence on our perception:'
4.1521 Research has shown that we are often more accu-

rate in our judgments of people who like us than of
people who dislike us.,

4.1522 The suggested explanation is that most people in.
our society db not freely express their dislike; thus,
it will :be less visible.1

4.153 Our percep&tt 44fluenced by our needs and goals, and
4 by what is foremdslin our minds at any given time.

4.154 The accuracy with which we perceive others is also influ-
enced by the accessibility of other people. As Allport has
pointed out, people differ greatly in their accessibility:
some are given to self-disclosure, others to secretiveness.
Some personalities are1n their inherent structure relatively
open, _other enigmatic.2

4.16 How one's person norms or standards are used to judge'others.
.161 Generally those characteristics in ourselves that we con-

sider important we will tend to apply as standards in opr
judgments of others. If, for instance, a person is consist-
ently.ptmctual and takes a certain ptide in being on time,
he Will tend to view others and rate them in terms of their

`,punctuality.
4.162 Research has shown that our own characteristics tend to ,

affect the characteristics we are likely to.percehre in others.3
4.163 The person who accepts himself is more likely to be able

to see favorable aspects of other people.

1Timothy W. Costello, and Sheldon S. Zalkind, Psychology in Administration:
A Research Orientation (Englewood Cliffs, N. J. :P rentice-Hall, 1963), p. 47.

2Gordon W. Allport, Pattern and Growth in Personality (New York: Holt, .

Rinehart, and Winston, 1961), p. 521.
3Sections 4.162 through 4.165 are based on Costello and Zalkind, op. cit. ,

pp. 45-46.
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4.164 If we like a person, we tend toperceive the ways that per-
son resemples us more accurately than we do the ways in
which he differs from us.

4.165 Accuracy in perceiving others is not a single skill that some
people have and others do not. Rather the level of accuracy
depends on how 'sensitive we are to differences among those
we are judging..

4.17 The uen0e of perception in the work situation. *.

4.171 %vs pric situation, research has shown that people tend
t to perceive themselves in terms appropriate to their poi-

ton in: the organizational hierarchy.
4.1711 Porter's study of the self-perceptions of upper7

tritel managers, first -line superVisors, and line
workers illustratesthis tendency.

, 4.1712 He found that first-line supervisors viewed them-
zelves mofe 'conservative and cautious as compared
With those above them In management and more
oargul and restrained Compared with operative

tiveiker1.1
4.172 Likert has pointed out tha iu study fter study it has been

shown that how the supervia perceives his subordinates
has considerable influence on the attitudes and performance .
goals of the .subordinates. Treating people as human beings
rather than as. cogs in a machine "is a variable highly re-
lated to the attitudes, and motivation"' of the subordinate at
every level in the organization."2
Each °Kis interprets interaction between ourselves and
other:members ofthe organiiation in the lighttpf our own
exporiende ancPpgaectation's. Fronlihis basis, Likert
proposes the following formula:

4.174 "The organizational structure anct its,manner of etiOning
inustinsure aMaximum probability that in all ante actions
each of the individuals involted will, inAhe light of his
background,. experielyz* e, and expectations, view the inter-
actioi>ras supportive and one which contributes to his sense
of personalworth. "3

lLyman W. Porter. _"Self-Perceptions of First- Level Supervisors
Compared with Upper-Management Personnel and with Operative Line
Workers, " Journatof Applied Iltsychologw,443:183-186, June, 1959.

2Likert, op. cit.,. p. 187.
p.
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4.175 The supervisor must perceive subordinates as unique

'individuals, and must avoid categorical Judgments' and
stereotyped views of them. What one employee perceives
as supportive action on the part of his supervisor, another
may view quite differently.

4.176 Increased. accuracy inperception is a continual challenge .

to the supervisor; he must strive to perceive kdenly and
accurately both himself and others with whom he is working. I

41.

t

r

'For further material on perception' see Enrichment Modules
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Allport, Floyd H. Theories.of Eiu srtheConc t of Structure.
New York: Wirey, 1955.

In this hook the author presentS an-exposition and critical analy-
sis of the major psychological theories of perception, pointing out
their achievements and limitations: He is' particularly interested in
the structural' implications of the various systenis and attempts to
conceptualize a dynamic structural theory,oI f behavior.

, 4 . )1
z

i
. .

Allport, Gordon W. The Nature Of Prejudice.' Reading, Mass. : Addison-
Wesley; 1954. ,

A comprehensive, clearly-written alysis of prejudice.

Pattern and growth in Person '. New York: Holt; Rine-
.

hart and Winston, 1961. .
.

Chapter 20 deafs with person per4ption: openness of the other,
I first impressions, the ability to judgel, qualifidations of a good judge,

sex differences; and other considers ons of the perceptual processes.,,......--
Coleman, James C. Psychology and,Effective Behavior. Glenview, Ill.,

ScOtt, Foresman, 1969. // .
So,me common perceptual- dPfenses, /such as denial of reality,

fantasy and ptojection, are expfdined on pp. 220-231. The relation-
ship between perception and soc al competence is discussed briefly .

on pp. 418,423. Textbook appr ach to psychology. 0

Costello, Timothy W. and Sheldon Zalkind. pacly211ig)
A Research Orientation. Englewbod Cliffs, N. 3.: Prentice-

Hall, 1963.
The first part of this book deals with perceiving people and situa-

tions aliskIncludes,discus@ion of: (1) nature of perceptual processes,
(2) forming impressions of others, and (3) other interpersonal factors
in perception, Throughout the authors relate the findings of behavioral
science research to administrative practice4
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Demberi William N. The Psychology of Perception. New York: Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, 190.

Forgus, Ronald H. Fesce tion: The Basic Process .in .Cogni#lve Develop-
- ment. New York: McGraW-Hill, 1966. \ .

The author 'defines perception as theprocess of information ex-
' traction, and focuses on different kin's:Is:of perception such as space

perception, form identification, motion perception and event percep-
tion. Chapter 12 de-als wiih'socialdperception, motives and

,personality. .

Haire, ,Mason. ElyclologinMit. 2d. ed. New York: McGraw-
Hill', 1964.

Chapter 4 on communication, Haire discusses some of' the
effects of perceptual defense' on.organizations. Chapter 1 on the
nature of people also deals with,perception.

s.
, . "Role- Perceptions in Labor-Management Relations: Anx-

Everimental Appf.oach," Ladustrieview,
8:204-216, January, 1955.

Managers were asked to deicribe themselves and/union men, and
union raen were asked to describe themselves and managers. It was
found that the men were described to considerable extentlon the basis
of stereotypes associated with their social role, and that management
and union men, tend to interact on the basis of these stereotypes. Nn
interesting study of the influence of social role on perception.

Hilgard, Ernest R. and Richard C. Atkinson. Introduction to Psychology.
41.h ed. New York: Harcourt, brace & World;a1967.

A textbook approach to psychology. Chapters 8, 9,*-and 10 deal
with perception.

Hochberg, Julian E. Perception, Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice -Hall,

An introductorY4discussiontf perception which treats how 'We per-
ceive' simple physical phenomena, how we perceive the world, and
social perception.

Likert, Rens'is ' A Motiarational Approach to a-Modified Theory of Organi-
zation and Management, " in Mason Haire, ed., Modern Cirganization
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Theory. New York: Wiley, 1959, pp. 184-217.
Likert makes the point that an individual's reaction to any

situation is always a function of the way he perceives it.. Some
of the implications of this for management are discussed here.

Maslow, Abraham H. Motivation and Personali. 2d. ed. New York:
Harper, 1970.

Maslow is interested in the perception of healthy persons,
particularly self-actualizing persons.

Por:ter, Lyman W. "Self-Perceptions of First-Level Supervisors Com-
pared with Upper-Management Personnel and with Operative Line
Workers," Journal of'Applied Psychology, 43:1837186, June,1959.

The study showed that first-line supervisors saw thethselves
as more conservative and cautious than upper levels ofjnanagement
and lower levels of line wprkers, thus reflecting their low status
in the managerial; hierarchy and the special problems it causes
them.

Smith; H. C. "Sensitivity to People, " Hans 'Toth and Henry Clay
Smith, eds., Social Perce tion: The Development of Interpersonal
Impressions. PrincetOn,,,,N. J.: Van Nostrand, 1968, pp. 10-19.

A discussion of how socialperception occurs, how we form
impressions of others.

Tagiuri, Renato. "Person Perception, " in Gardner Lindzey and Elliot
Aronson, eds., The Handbool4lof Social Psycholo6. 2d. ed.
,Reading,, Mass. : Addison - Wesley, 1968, pp. 395-449.

,A revision of the earlier article by Jerome S. goner and
Renato Tagiuri, "The Perception of People, " which appeared in
the first edition (1954) of The Hatidbook of Social Psychology. The
article explores the question: how does one come to have an im-
pression of another person -- his traits, his intentions, his feel-

- ings ? It includes discussion of recognition of emotions, the
ability to judge others, process. of knowing others, and _current
perspectives. Extensive 'bibliography.

Warr, Peter B. and Christopher Ipiakiper. The Perception of 1:292215-and
Events. London, New York: Wiley, 1968.

The book focuses on the way people and events are judged,
and is based on research findings of the authors. It includes a
38-page bibliography.
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4.2 Motivation theories in theAvork place.

OBJECTIVES

UNIT 4
SECTJON 2

4.21 To explore the question of why man works.

4'. 22 To-- review s Oine- earlier concepts of motivation in terms ofMcDougall's instincts, Murray'.s psychogerlic needs,Tolman's purposivism, and Maslow's hierarchy of needs.
4.23 `To examine some motivational determink.nte of effective' jobperformance.

4.24 To examine and discover practical applications of Chris 7Argyrist' theories of motivation in the work place.

4.25 To examine and discover practical applications of DouglasMcGregor's theories of motivation in the work place.
4.26 To examine and discover practical applications of'RensisLikert's theories of motivationdn the work place.
4.27 To examine and discOver practical applications of FrederickHerzberg's theories of motivation in the work place.
4.28 To examine and discover practical 'applications of David C.McClelland's theories of motivation in the workplace.
4.29 To examine and discover practical applications of SaulGellerman's theories of motivation in the work place.
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Motivation Th'eories'in the Work Place

4.2 Motivation tbenries and concepts '
4.21 Why does man work? v k4.211 It has beenestimated that most adults in the United',States spend .one third to one half of their lives inwork and work-related activity -- mores time than theirdevote to any other activity. 1 For centuries, workhas been essential for earning allying. Yet it nowappears in this country that soon a sizeable portionof people may not need to work in order to make

money. In an affluent society the meaning of workmust be re-examined. Our views of work have changedconsiderably over the years as societal conditions toohave changed, although earlier views are still muchin evidence.
4.2111 The economic vie* of work. According to

this view, man works to make money. He
would not work If be had enough money to
feed himself and his family and to providefor his other wants. ,Man works because heis paid for it. Taylor's scientific manage-ment was based on this concept of work.4.2112 The moralist view, sometimes referred toas the Protestant-work ethic. According tothis view, man works because work is aduty and a virtue. He who does not work is

considered lazy, shiftless., and shirking
' his duty.

4.2113 The social view. 'With the application of be-
havioral sciences to studies of work,

1James C. Coleman. Psychology and Effective Behavior (Glenview,Ill.: Scott, Foresma,n, 1969), p. 330.
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Unit 4, Section 2
beginning with the Hawthorne Studies in the late 1920's; 'it
was found that money is .not an exclusively effective motivator
to optimize work behavior.
4.21131 The Hawthorne experiments called attention to the

importance of social organization in the work
plabe.

4.21132 "'rhe environment is at once physical, chemical,
biological, psyChological, economic and socio-.
logicia.". Often the mostImportant are the
sociological properties of the work environment
the Hawthorne researchers believed, and they
urged that management study, weigh modify and
use them. 1

4.2114 The self-fulfillment view.. Today it is more widely recog-
nized that an individual's work carsbe a source of personal
Satisfaction and fulfillment; it can/provide him an oppor-
tunity to do siamething in whieklie believes.
4.21141 The self-fulfillment yiew of work implies that

man works because/he enjoys it. That work can
be enjoyable is syrelatively new concept.

4.21142' As John.Gardner has obseived: "The best-kept
secret in America today is- that people would
rather work/hard for something they believe in
than enjoy,a pampered idleness ...Every man
knows, that there is' eXhileration in intense effort
appliedieward a meaningful end.

4.212 Motivation is generally considered a core problem of management
in all types Of organizations.' Theluestion of why man works is
a fundamental issue that management must ebnfro nit and- attempt
to understand inithe light of our fast-changing society.
4.2121 Motivation has been defined as a general term referring

to the regulation of need=satisfying and goal-seeking
behavior. 3

1L. J. Henderson, T. N. Whiteheadand Elton Mayo. "The
Effects of the Social Environment," ,in Luther Gulick and L. Urwick,
eds. Papers on the Science of Administration (New York: Columbia
University, Ins tate of Public Administration, 1937), p. 158.

. gJohn W. Gardner. Can We Equal and Excellent
Toa7 (New York: Harper and Row, 1961), p. 148.

3Ernest B. Hilgard and "Richard C. Atkinson. Introduction to,
Pfty21210 4th ed. (New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, 1967),
p. 630.
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4.2122* "Motivation, as we commonly use the term, is

-our speculation about someone else's purpose,
and we usually expect to .find that purpose in some
immediate and.obvious goal such as money or
security or prAtige. Yet the particular goks - -.".

that people seem to be striving for often turn out,
7 on analysis, to be instruments for attaining an-

, other, more fundamengoal. Thus wealth,
safety,. status,. and all the other kinds of goals
that supposedly 'cause' behavior e only para=
phenalia for attaining the ultima purpose of any
indlvidual, which ip to _be himself."' .

4.2123 What makes one man put forth his full effort on
the job, and what makes another approach hip
work with indifference or resignation? Although
we are a long, way from being able to fully. answer
such questions, it is useful to look first at some
earlier Ideas of motivation concepts, for they ------

provide an interesting perspective.
4.29 A review of some earlier conceptiof motivation. '

4.221 1VrcDougali (1908) believed that all motivation could be
...

explained in terms, of instincts. ..," I

4.2211 As he himself said,' ''directly or indirectly the
1 instincts are the prime thovers.of all human

activity... The instinctive impulseSidetermine
the ends of all activities and supply the driving. .
p%ver by which all mental activities are
sustained. "2

4.2212 McDougall defined an instinct "as an inherited
_ or innate psycho physical Apposition which de-

termines its possessor to perceive, and to pay . \..(
attention to, objects of a certain class, to exper-
ience an emotional excitement -of a particular
quality upon perceiving suChnn object, and to
act in regard to-it in a particular manner, 'or,
at least, to experience an impulse to such
action. "3 ..

4.2213 Fo'r McDougall, in order to understand the

'Saul W. Gellerman. Motivation and Productivity. (New York:
American Management Association, 1963), p. 290. .

2William McDougall. An Introduction to Social Psychology.
20th ed. enlarged. (London, Methuen, 1926), p. 38.

3Ibid. , p. 25
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'complexity of human motivation, one must
first be able to distinguiM and describe each
of the principal human instincts: He attempted
to do just thiy. *

4.222 Murray 11930's) also believed it essential to classify
human needs, and his classification influenced a great
deal of later motivational theorizing. He listed 12 .

physiological needs (which he termed viscerogenic
needs) and '28 psychogenic needs. -He viewed the physio-
logical needs :as primary needs "engendered and
stilled by chara.cteristip period).co bodily events," and
the psychogenic `needs' those havingto do with.
"mental or emotional satisfactions. "-k,
4.2221 According to Murray thesviscerogsni2. needs

areznan's.basic needs,.-and the peyclibgenic
needs ,are secondary, derived from the primary
needs..

4.2222 Mihray's 'classification resulted in along and
detailed list. of needs. The. value of such a
long list May be questioned today, but it does
serve the purpose of helping us to s the
many kinds of behaviors a complete theory of
hurn9 motivation must encompass.

4.223 Tolman's (100's) conCeptA motivatioriwas based on
his extensive laboratory -research with rats. 2
4.2231 Calling himself a "purposiVe behaviorist,"

Tolman argued that a stimulus-response'
analysis was not sufficient todxplain human or
sub-human behavior.

4.2232 Hebelieved that purpose (goal-seeling activity)
and cognitive perception were essential
element's of behavioral nalysis. He empha-
sized that purpose and-cognition-were not
"mentalistic" concepts, however, but could
actually be observed in behavior.

4.224. Maslow's (1'943) concept of motivation hinges on his
theory of deficiency motives and beingmotives. 3
4.2241 Deficiency motives (D-motives) are those

lower on the Maslow hierarchy, aroused by

J-Henry A. Murray and others. Explorations in Personality. (New
York: Oxford, 1938), p. 77.

2Edward Chace Tolman. Pu Osive Behavior in Animals and
Men (New York: Appleton-fCentury-Crofts, 1932).

3Abraham H. Maslow. "A Theory of Human Motivation,"
Psychological Review, 50:370-396, July; 1943.

-
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deficiency. They are urgent deterniineri of
behavior when they are not satisfied. Once
satisfied, however, a pa'rticular heed becomes
unimportant in the current, dynamics otthe-
individual.

4.2242 Being motives (B-motives) arp higher motives
in the sense thathey are located higher,.on
the hierarchy of needs. They come into play
chiefly when the D-motives have been
satisfied.

4.23 Motivational determinants bf effective job performance. What
affects motivation in the work place ?
4.231 The nature of man.

4;2311 Individual differences vitally affect motivation
in the work place. Each individual has his
own needs that must be satisfied.

4.2312 An frndividualts. needs vary in time. As one
need is largely satisfied, another tends to
emerge.

4.2313 Allport has emphasized that adult motivation
must be viewed contemporaneously. What
originally motivated a person to become in-
terested in politics, for example, may have
nothing to, do with what motivates him to con-

, tinue the interest today. Allport developed
the concept of functional autonomy to explain
this phenomenon of adult motivation.'

4.2314 Motivation is essentially an individual problem.
It is therefore important that each employee
be viewed as a whole person in the work
situation.

4.2315 For the manager to be optimally effective, he
must have a way of thinking about the nature ,

of people which will enable him to bring
,realistic order out of the mass of obsems-aiOns

s'

of individual behavior he is continuously
accumulating.

4.232 The nature of supervision.
4; 2321 How the nianager manages, his leadership

style and the standards he sets -- all of these
considerations have effect on employee
motivation.

'Gordon W. Allporft: Pattern and Growth in Personality. (New
r'York; Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1961), pp. 226-229.
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4.2322 It is not so much what the manager does or how

he does it,' 'but how each employee perceives
what the manager does thit haajrnportant
effects on employee motivation.

4.233 The nature of organizational decision making. f
4.2331 There 'is some research evidence to indicate

that including people in decision making results
in their funationingmore effectively In their
Work. .

4.2332 There is also some evidence that under certain
conditions, autocratic methods will result in
'greater productivity.

4;2333 The classic study. of the importance, of parti-
cipation to motivation is the Coch and French
study, which has been described at some length
in Human Relations)

4.234 The work' group.
4.2341 The Hawthorne Studies showed the influence of

the work -group on the motivation of group
members. As a result of these studies, man-
agement began to realizethat productivity is
tied to social interaction.

4.2342 The Hawthorne reseatchers considered the.
questiont-Oes high cohesiveness of a group
result in greater productivity ? Research
findings tend to indicate little evidence to
support the 'concept. It has generally been
found that in addition to a sense of cohesive-
ness, group members must alao beienthus-

, iastic about the' goals 'of the group if 'high
productivity is to ensue.2

4.2343 Collaboration vs. coup etition must.be con-
sidered in relation to the work group. Some
have suggested that.high productivity 'in the
work groups is the result of
Others_ have stressed that the work group is
most effective when members feel. and act
collaboratively.

FLester Coch and Jobui R. P. French, "Overcoming Resistance
to Change," Human Relations,. 1:512-532, August, 1948.

2Timethy W., Costello and Sheldon S. Zalldnd. Psychology in
Administration: A Research Orientation (Englewood, Cliffs, N.J. :
Prentice-Hall, 1963), p. 444.
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4.235- Job content.

4.2351 The content of a job or task may have consider-,
able bearing on the strength of -the worker's
motivation.

4.2352 The job content is-dietated to a considerable ex.-
tent by the requirements of the organization. and -
the requirenients of technology.

Theories of motivation An the work place: Chris Argyris.
4.241 Argyris' chief concern is the effect of the organization

On the worker.1
4.2411. His, thesis, eloquently.presented in his writings,

is that there isa basic incongruency between the
needs. of mature individuals within our culture
andhe conventionally designed work setting.

4.241A Most organizations have some sort of forinal
structure in which individuals must work if the
organization's objectives are to be achieved.

4.2413 Jobs tend to create child-like roles for
employees which frustrate their normal motiva-
tion for more adult roles. A common reaction .4

is withdrawal of interest from the job.
4.2414 Employees want a sense of pride and accom-

plishment from their work, but instead they .
find their work is usually neither stimulating
nor dignified.

4.2415 The results of this incongruency are frustra-
tion; failure, ,conflict and short-term per-
spectives. .The nature at the formal organiza-
tion causes workers. to 'experience competition,
rivalry, and inter-subordinate hostility. In
addition, it causes them to focus on parts
rather than the whole, a circular process
which increases the-dependence of
subordinates.'

4.2416 Both the organization and the employees suffer
from the basic incongruency.

4.242 Argyris' conceptualization of human perSonality.
4.2421 Personality is thought of as "an organization of

parts where the parts maintain the whole and

1Sectibns 4.241 through 4.2444 are bttsed on Chris Argyris. "The
Individual and the Organization: Smile Problems 'of Mutual Adjustment*, "
Administrative Science Quarterly., 2:1-24, June, 1957.
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it the whole maintains the-parts:1

4.2422 The individual is constantly seeking internal
balance -- adJustment, and external balance--
adaptation.

4.2423 The individual is propelled by psychological\
energy as well as physical energy.

4.2424 Persoliality is located within the needs sistera
and is expressed throtigh abilities.

4.2425 The personality organization may be called
"self," Self colors all an individual's exper-
iences, thereby causing him to live in a
"private world."

4.2426 Self is capable of defending (maintaining) it-
self against all types of threats.

4.2427 The self in our culture can be viewed as develop-
ing along a continuumtoward self-actualization.
That is, the growth of the individual can be
measured along a multi-dimensional process,
the basic dimensions of which are:
4.24271 Developmentoward a state of in-:,

i
creasing activity -- self-determina-
tion.

4.24272 Development from a state of de-
4 pendency fo a state of relative

independence.
4.24273 Development of the capacity to be-

have in many ways -- flexibility.
4.24274 Development of more and deeper

interests.
4./4275 Development toward longer-term

perspeotives. Adult behavior is
more affected than childhood be-
havf6r by the past and the future.

4.24276 Development from being subordinate
to equal and/or superordinate in
relation to peers.

4.24277 Growing awareness of self; devel-
opment o feelings of integrity and
self-worth.

4.243 The individual's frustration within the ormizatioh Is'
caused by three major variables: the form,a1 organiza-
tion (including technological adaptations); direotivo

S

p. 3
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leaZ:filithip and managerial controls.
4.244 Resistance on che part of the workdr to theselvariables' is shown

by such adtivities as :. .

"4.2441 , Leaving the situation abnteeism, withdrawal,
turnover.

4.'2442 qlimbing the organizational ladder.
4.2443 ...Becoming defensive (daydreaming; aggression,

grievances, regression, projection, low sense of self-
worth). .

4

.4:2444 Becoming apaticwc, disinterested, non-ego-involved.
4.2445 Creating infornAl groiips to sanction the defense re- /74

actions; formalizing informal uoups.
4.2446 ,pe-emPhasizinehe, importance of self-groWth .` reativity

\ ,and actualizatiOn, while emphasizing thejm ortance of
material factors..

4.2447 Accepting this emphasis on the importance of material'
factors` nd joassing* it Ph to,../offe's children.

4.245 It is Argyris' hypothesis that the basic ipcOngruence between in-
dividual and organization can be the foundation for increasing

f the effectiyedess of both.1
4.246 Exploring possible combinations of individual and organizational

needs tp find the begt possible mix, Argyris defines- th essential,
properties of any organization and:then uses the:nto *Id a.
model based on si2f dimensiOns in terms of which the ganiza-
tion's effectiveness can be measured.2 '
4.2461 11e bases the model on the following essential Properties

of any social organism:
g

4.24611 The organization ischaracterized by a
patterning of parts.

4.24612 The whole is maintained through the inter-
relatedness of all the parts.

4.24613 The organization 'achieves goals or objectives.
4.24614, The parts and their interrelationships change

to cope with and adapt to new stimuli infltenc-
ing the internal organizatioli.

iChris Argyris. Integrating the Organization
(New YOrk: Wiley, 1964), p. 7.

2thid , pp. 146-163
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4.24615 The organization has sufficient controlpver
its. environment to maintain its own diecrete-:
ness.

4.2462 Each of these essential properties of organization
implies certain conditions,. For example, the first
property assumes that idstead of a plurality of parts,
an organization is characterized by a patterning of parts.

lee,d of the whole being created or directed by the
actions of one part, it is created through the interrela-
tionship of the parts.

4.2463 This leads to.the possibility ithat each property may 136
conceptualized as a dimension. One end-of each dimen-
sion would be a point of maximum possible expression.of
the property (for example, plurality), and on the other v,
end would be a point of maximum possible expression of
the opposite situation (for example, patterning).
4.24631 Each dimension is seen as mutually dependent

on the others, so that if the organization
changed along one dimension it would .also
change with respect to all the others.

4,24632 The model can be used to plot a profile of an
. organization.

4.247 Argyris specifies three core objectives whip any organization
must fulfill if it is to exist. These are: achie mg objectives,
maintaining internal balance within the 'system, end adapting, to
the environment.1

4.248 Argyris' experiments to find solutions to incongruency between
needs of individuals and organizations have emphasized:
4:2481 Job enlargement.

4.24811 The number of employees who can he 'success-
fully motivated by upgrading"their responsi-
bilities is much larger than most managers
would suspect.

4.24812 Making the")0 the central focus of the
employee's efforts, imagination, creativity,
and ambitions is important because it is on
the job that the worker experiences his major

llbid., p. 31
2Chris Argyris. Personality and Organization (New York, Harper,

1957), p.177.
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satisfactions.
4.2482 Improvement of interpersonal relationships -- that is,

the characteristic ways people have of perceiving and
dealing with each other.
4,24821 Argyris believes it is important that people

develop ways of improving "interpersonal
L competence."

4.24822 The chief method -he has experimented wilth
has been laboratory training (t -grow; s).

4.2483 Use of a staff- training special*. 1
4.24831 The trainer can help people in the Organiza-

Lion to define their own programs and their
own objectives.

4.24832 Instead 'of directing, he focuses on serving
the group, helping individualS to bring out
hidden feelings, summarizing, defending
others' needs to'themselves, keeping the
program withhi.the'amits.of reality.,

4.24833 The staff training Specialist must continually
strive to help those he is working with to
become independent of him,

4.2484 Reality - centered leadership.2
4.24841 Leadership shouldAevelop along a whole

range of patterns.
4.24842 Effective leadership varies with the situation

as well as with the personalities of thcse
involved.

4.24843 When a leader is reality-centered, he is able
to diagnose any given administrative situation
froth the point of view of all involved including
himself.

lrbid.., pp. 227-228.
2Argyris, 1964, op. cit. , pp. 214-215.
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4.25 Theories of motivation in the work place:.Douglas.McGregor
4.251 McGregbr teases the iniPcirtance of the relationship be-

tween managient theory and the manager's behavior.
"Every managerial act rests on theory."' .

4.2511 Theory an practice are inseparable. "It is
impossible have more or less adequate theoreti-
cal' assumptions; it is not possible to reach a
managerial decision or take a managerial action
uninfluenced by assumptions, whether adequate or
not. "2

4.2512 McGregor argues that theories about management,
,whether they are spelled out or not, have apro-
found effect on the relationships that management
has with .employees and even on the future of man-
agement itself.

4.2513 When he wrote .The Human Side of Enterprise
(1960), McGregor was deeply concerned about the
need for managers to take a realistic, scientific;
and hunianistic point of view toward the Manage-
ment of hunian effort.
4.25131 His major thesis concerns human nature.

Man is basically an active, potentially
creative, autonomous, growing organism,
and V.tch of his dysfunctional behavior
in o' anizational settings is the result of
the environment's rules, rewards, and
management styles rather than an out-
growth of man's basic character. - ,.

4.25132 McGregor proposed a set of assumptions
..

about human nature which he labelled
Theory Y, and he shows how managerial
actions predicated on Theory Y assump-
tions will be very different from'those
predicated on traditional management
assumptions of what workers are like.
McGregor refers to traditional

tDouglas McGregor. The Human Side of Enterprise (New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1960), p. 6.

2Thid. , p. 7.
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assumptions as Theory X, partly to
avoiding indicating whether they
aregood or bad, and partly,for
convenience in contrasting with hia
Theory Y.

X and Theory Y.1
Theory X assumes that: ,

4.25231-- Mani-oeti-noffike- to work and will try to avoid
it; heworks only to seek security.

4.25212 Theaverage man would rather be told what to
do than to think for hiniself. Man prefers to
be directed and has little, ambition.

4.25213 Therefore, the-average man must be forced-,
controlled and clearly directed in his work.

-Some kind of thieat has to b,/held over his
heacl;to make sure he works.

4.2522 Theory Y holds thtat:
All people do, not inherently dislike work, but
they develop attitudes toward work based on
their expekiences with it. Theory Y assumes
that man considers4ork as natural as leisure.

4., 25222 ,While authoritarian methods of dement
can be effective in getting thine done, they
are not the only effedtive methods. Man-will
exercise self-direction and self-control if his

4.25221

ego .and' self-actualization needs are met.
4.25223 Man will use imaiination and ingenuity when

he is self-directeid and. self-controlled and not
externally controlled by superiors.

4.25224 , People select goals for themselves if they see
the possibility Of some kind of reward, be, it
material or purely psychological, and once
they have selected a goal therwill pursue it
at least as .vigorously as they would if their
superiors were trying to pressure them into
doing the same thing.

4.25225 Under the right conditions, people do not shun
responsibility but seek it.

4.2523 Relation of Theory X to Theory Y.
4.25231 Theory Y is a plea for-flexibility in manage- ,

menf practices; it aims at a true integration
of the individual's goals with those of the

, pp. 33-76.
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organization, rather than subjugation of one
by tie other.

4.25232 In the traditional organization, McGregor felt
the contract between employer and employee
usually meant the acceptance of external con-
trol in exchange for money and other rewards.
fie felt that control often set the stage for con-
flic't in the work place and Brasted tie poten-
tialities of both worker and organization.

4.25233 McGregor firmly believed that when people
are positWely motivated they can actually be
much more cooperative and efficient without
tight controls than they can be with them. H4
maintained that tight controls Were not neces-
sary to. keep people \in line or to prevent mas,-
sive inefficiency.

4.25234 McGregor was not advocating unregulatpd.
work, blit self-regulated work. Theory Y is
an invitation to innovationoot an4ntritation
to disorder.

4.25235 ',Theory Y does not deny the need for authority,
but it recognizes authority as merfAy one of
several ,,nethoda of managerial control.
AuthoritSr is seen as appkopriate some; but
not all, of thejime. .,

4.25236 Authority may be called for -when the .external
pressures on management are urgent, or when
the worker is not likely to exert the necessary
self-discipline, but according to Theory Y
`authority is an inappropriate managementtot
when employebs feel committed to attaining the
organization's objectives.

4.2524 The manager's job under Theory Y.
4.2641 The manager must resolve the problem of how

to optimally integrate the technical and human
resources in the organization,. and, at the
same time, so manage the wprking arrange-
ments and work relationships so that,people'5
needs for self-worth, growth and satisfaction
are significantly met in the organization.

4.25242 The real task of management under Theory Y is
to make the job the principal factor on which
increased competence, self-control, and a
sense of accomplishment can occur.

4.25243 Ultimate authority does rest on the manager

192
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and he therefore~has veto poWer;
according to Theory Y assumptions,' he
should- exercise it only in cases of
extreme necessity.

4.25244 Managers must have a great 'deg of L.

faith in the potential 'of their workers;
the manager must learn to make people
feel free to decide things for them-
selves. Often their decisions will not
be the same as his.

4.25245 In effect, the manager has to use his
personality as an instrument for'
developing other people's personalities.

4.25246 The manager substitutes guidance for
dominance.

4.26 Theories of motivation in the work place: Rensis Likert
4.261 Likert's research has centered on organizational theory and

practice, especially the characteristics and variables that
distinguish four types of management systems which he has
identified as:1
4.2611 Exploitive authoritative (Systein 1)

4 4.26111 This system is characterized by, an
arbitrary coercive, highly authoritarian
Management style seldom encountered
any longer l pure form.

4:26112 Leadership has no confidence or trust
in subordinates.

4.26113 Subordinates are not invohed at all in
decipion making.

. 4:261.14 Goal Setting is 'accomplished by issuing
orders from the top.

4.26115 Under this system of management in- /

formal organization flourishes, opposing
the goals of the format organization.-

1 4,26116 Productivity is mediocre.
4.261,2 Benevolent at.4oritative "(System 2)

4.261,211 Likert has found this pattern to be
quite prevalent in organizations today,
and throughout 1iis work he contrasts
it with System 4.

4.26122 Leadership.has condescending confi-
,

deuce and trust in employees; as in
the relationship between a master and

IRehsis Likert. The Human Organization (New York: McGraw-1
Hill, 1967), pp. i.14-24.
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a servant.

4.26123 Subordinates are neVer involved in decision
making, but occasionally they are. consulted.

4.2C124 Goal setting is accompli ed by issuing orders
from the topiand the employees may or may
not have. opportunity to comment.

4.26125 Informal 'organization is usually present and
resisting.formal organizatioirsoals at least
in part

4.2613 Consultative (System 3)
.

4.26131 This represents an intermediate stage of man-
agement, between. Systems 2 and, 4.

4.26132 Leadership has substantial but nOt.complete
confidence and trust in employees, but sti.11:
wishes to keep control of,decisions.

4.26133 Subordinates are usuailly consulted, but are
notordinarilY involved in decision making.

4.26134 Goals are set or orders issued after discussion
with subordinates aboutproblems and planned
action.

4.26135 Informal organization may be present, and
r may eithei*esupport or partially resiat goals *

of the formal organization
4.26136 Productivity is good.

4.2614 Participative group (System 4)s
'4.26141 This system of management is based on team-

, Work, mutual confidence, trust, and a genuine
respect for the individuals within the organiza-,
tion. In pure' form it 'is relatively rare; but
Likert feeld the future belongs with organiza-
tions that are practicing or can convert to a
management style approximately System 4.

4.26142. '_Leadership has complete confidence and trust
in all employees.

426143 Subordinates are fully involved in all decisions
relating to their work.

4.'26144 ExcePtkin emergencies, goals are usually'es-
- tablislied by-means otgroup participation.

4.26145 Informal 'dnd formal organization are one and
the same; hence all social forces support -

efforts to achieve the organization's goals.
4.26146 Productivity is ,excellen't. Likert has 'found

System 4 the most prodttctive over a long
time span.

1.8394
1
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4.262 The bisic concepti of System 4.

4.2621 The integrating principle.1 Management must strive to
have interactions between members of the organization
of such nature that each member of the organization
feels confident in his potentialities and believes that his
,abilities are being well used.
4.26211 Research on personality development has

shoWn that subordinates-react-favorably to ex-
periences which they feel are supportive and
contribute to their sense of personal worth.

4.26212 Managers theiefore must use this principle
in developing highly motivated cooperative
organizations..

4.26213 ,The challenge for management is to see that
T3 each employee, in the light of his background,

values, ',desires, and expebtations, will view
experience-v(ith management as supportive

and contributing his sense' of personalworth
q and importance. \\

4.,2622 The central role of the worlgro\up in decision making and
aupervision.2 (A work group is defined as a superior
and all subordinates who report to him.)
4.26221 At each hierarchical level,. all subordinates

in a work group.who would be affected by the,-
outcome of a decision are involved in_ making

tte

the decision.
4.26222 It is essential that the group method of decision

1 making and supervision not Ili confused with
committees which never reach any decisions
or committees that are wishy-washy. In the
work group, decisions can be reached promptly,
clearcut.responsibilities established, and
tasks performed rapidly and productively.

4.86223 Thegroup's capacity for effective problem
plving.is maintained by examining and dealing
tii group processti when necessary.

4.26224 The group method of supervision holds the
supervisot fully responsible for the equity of
all decisions and their implementation.

4.26225 The superior is responsible for building his

rRensis Likett. New Patterns of Man
McGraw -Hill, 1961), pp. 102-103.

2Likert, 1967, op. sit. , pp. 49-51.
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subordinates into a group that "makes the best
possible declaims and carries them out well.

4.26226 System4dependa on an overlapping group
structure, with-each work group linked to the
rest of the organization by -means of persons
who are members 'of more than one group.
The individuals holding overlapping group
memberships Likert refers: to as linking pins.

4.2623 High perf§rmance aspirations. 1
'4.26231 Superiors, as well-As every other member of

the organization, should have high performance
aspirations.

4.26232 High performance goals should not be impOsed
on employees. There must be a mechanism
throtth which they can help set high-level goals
in accordance,with their own requirements and
needs: System 4 provides such a mechanism
through; its use of group decision making and
an-overlapping group structure.

4.26233 In this way System 4 organizations are able to
set objectives which represent optimum inte-
gration of the needs and desires °Thoth. -,

members of the-organizationand those outside
who are served by the organization.

4.263 Likert's use of causal, intervening,, and end-result variables.2
4.2631 Causal variables.

4.26311 1iese are independent variables which deter-.
mine the course of developments within an

:organization and the results achieved.
4.26312 They include only those independent variables

c Which can be altered or changed by the organi-
zation; i. e; , they are neither fixed not ca -

'trolled by external circumstances.
4.26313 Causal variables include the strucjurWof the

organization and Management's policies,
decisions, leadership strategies, skills, and
behavior.

4.26314: MO causal.variables are changed,. they cause
changes in other variOles, hilt they are not
as a rule directly influenced by other variables.

4) 26315 When an organization is seeking to make a

,pp. 51-52.
2Ibid., pp. 26-29, 128-145.
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shift toward System 4, its efforts to change

;should first be focused on the causal variables,
especially on: applying the principle of sup-
portive relationships,' handling work pkobleins
by group decision making, structuring the Or-
ganizlation in terms of multiple overlapping ,

groups, and 'setting high performance' gills.
42632 Intervening -variables-:

4.26321 These reflect the internal State and health of
the organization.

4.26322 They include such variables as loyalties,
attitudes, motivations, performance goals,
perceptions of all members. and thekrIcollective
capacity for effective interaction, communica-
tion and idecSioi making.

,

4.2633 End-result variables.
4.26331 .These are the dependent variables:
4.26332 "They.reflea the achievement's of the organiza.-

tion, and include service rendered, costs,
'Aroduetivity,-losses, etc.

4.264 The importance of a systems to management.'
4.2641 Likert stresses that an organization's management

system.must havt compatible component parts if it is to
function effectively. A systeMs approach must be used
and system integrity maintained in organizational change.
4,'26411 Any change in the management system should

start by changing firstthe most influential 4
causal variables.

4.26412 Systepaatic plans are retiea to Modify in
`cobidinated steps, all of the operating proce-
dures which now anchOr the organization

. firmly to its ppsent management system,
4.2642 Management training must be based on, a single system.

Development programs willnote effective if their
, content is derived from more than one system of

management.
4;26421 Research shows thaYfew managers can achieve

effective perf6kmance when they attempt to
.use, principles and procedures which 'flagrantly
disregard th'e system's approach.

4.26422 A violation of the systems approach-in a-
managemept development course would be the
inclusion of prtnciiples and procedures drawn

Ibid., pp. 116-127.
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,. from more than one system of management. -

.....-
4.26423 Training to bring about cognitive t attitudinal

and skill changes must be compatible with the
system of management in which the training - N .

is to be used. For example, managerial grid
training is essentially System 4- in character

t and is incompatible with 9jrstem 2. If this
.kind of training isgiven, all components of
the system should reflect System 4 philosophy
and practices; otherwise the organization will
not,be making use Of the training and will fail
to benefit Sully from 'it.

4.27 Theories of motivation in the woripIade.: Frederick Herzberg.
4.271 Herzberg's basic thesis isrthattiie fabtors involved in producing

job satisfaction' and high motivation are separate and distinct
from the factors leading to job dissatisfaction:1
4.2711 .Job satisfaction is not the oppOdite of job-dissatisfaction.

Two different sets of needs are involved.4:2712 The opposite of job, satisfaction is no job satisfaction,
and similarly the opposite of joli' dissatisfaction is no
job dissatisfaction. -

4.2713 The distinction is thana playon words. .It is the
basis of Herzberg's dual theorry of motiVation.

.4.272 The'classical approach to motivation focuses oh the environment
in which )e employee works, the circumstances that surround
him *'-e office, well.Ijghted, air.00nditiorsed) and the things he
is given in exchange for Work (status, money)..
4.2721 Management must continually be concerned about

environmentaliantors.
4.2722 But environmendil facprs are not dough to stimulate'

effective motivation on the part cif the employees.
4.273 According to Herzberg, effective motivation is dependent on t)

another i
,r4 set of facors;--:- experiences -that are inherent in the workjised

4.2731 The potential of the wigriCitself serving as a motivator
has-been ob'scured in the p'ast because most=joba were
po't very stimulating and it was a9aumed they could wit
be changed. External pressure was .applied to get people
to do them.-

. r
4.2732 When a job provides opportunities foryersQnalsatisfac-

tion and growth, apkerftl new motivating rce is
t introduced.

lyredeiriek Herzbeiik." "Orie More Time: How Do You Motivate
Employees,Z" Haivard Business Revic451 '46:56, Ja,ndt-February,1968.

s Section- 4.2'7 is 13asediprimarily on this article, pp. 6.3-61.
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4.274 Hetzberg distingu ishes between motivators and hygiene factors.

4.2741 The motivators (content factors) are based on the fob
itself: on doing the job, likirg- it, ,success in doing the
Job, recognition, moving upward' aivan indication of
profetsional growth.
4.27411 Herzberg uses the term motivation to describe

feelings of accomplishment, satisfaction, pro
.fessional growth, etc., that sre experienced
on the. jobs

4.27412 The motivators or growth factors that are
ti intrinsic to the job are: the work itself,

achievem.ent, recognition for achievement,
res onsibility, growth, advancement (not-

o y in terms of promotion but also includes
opportunities to groviand develop in the'
present job).

4.2742 The hygiene factors (context factors) include all those
management has traditionally tried tS\manipulate to
achieve motivation. This traditional Approa.ch on the
part of management cotisisted ofpreventive actions taken
to remove sources of dissatisfactiqnlwthe work
environment.
4.27421 Herzlierglas defined.the hygiene faetors as:

administration company policy, .superviSion,
Interpersonal relationships, 'working condi-
dohs, 'salary, status, security.

4.27422 The hygignefa,ctdrs are'eXtrinsic to the job.
Solving hygiene needs is a never ending 'pro-
cess:, The feeling of .deficiency recurs.
Empfoyees continually expect mere benefits
from employers. . .

4.27423 If hygiene factors are not taken-care of, they
will cause inefficiency at least. But no matter
how well these factors are taken care of, they

efficiency; they not serve 'as motiJf4tors.
will not sustain a higher than usual level of

y

4.275' An evaluation Of Herzberg's theory.
will

In commenting on it, r
4cGregcr states that Herzberg's theory hs profound implications
for mapageria1 strategy:
"The factors th3eled idistatisfierk, operate to.pr ee both
low performance and negative attitudes when they are not
equitably administered. tioWever, when employees feel they
are fairly rewarded with respect to these variables,,, Increasing
the rewards further has only a, modest effect on either satisfaction

499
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or performance. The suggestion is that these 'extrinsic
(controlled from without the individual) rewards are highly
important, but primarily in a negative sense. What they
will produce as motivators is essffntially a fair day's work
for a fair day's pay (along with negative side effects if they
are not equitably administered), and not much more...

"The 'satisfiers; on the other hand, are associated with
high satisfaction, high motivation, high performance. The,
'work itself' variable refers to the way the job is structured.
Does it offer the individual opportunity to use his training,
his skill, his talents ? Or does it limit him, force him to
operate below his leyel of competence ?"1

4.276 Job enrichment.
4.2761 Herzberg suggests job enrichment as a means of intro-

,
ducing more effective motivation into jobs.

4.2762 He distinguishes between job enrichment and job
enlargement.
4.27621 Job enrichment refers to enriching the job.

It provides tie opportunity for the employee's
psychologib al growth.

4.27622 Job enlargement merely makes the job
structurally larger.

4.27623 Herzberg has referred to job enlargement '
'as horizontal job loading, -and job enrichment,
,as'vertical loading (or providing motivator .

"factbrs).
4.27624 Job enlargement merely enlarges the meaning-

lessness of the job; it consists of adding
another nieaningless task to the existing one.

\,./ 4.276.25 Job rotation is often used as a substitute for
job' enrichment, and Herzberg points out the
fallacy of rotating the assignments of jobs
that need to be enriahed. .

4.2763 Through job enrichment Herzberg tielieves that. effective
utilization:!can be made of personnel; their potential can
be tapped, and they cat have opportunities for creative
work.

4.2764 Herzberg,sums up the argument for job enrichment
forcefully and simply: "If you have someone on a job,

. 1Douglas McGregor. 'Leadership and Motivation. Essays of
Douglas McGregor edited;by Warren G,, Bennis and EC;;ar H. Schein.

) (Cambridge, Mass. : MIT, 1966), pp. 257-259.
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use him. If you can't use him on the job,. get
rid of him;Ather,via automation, or by selecting
someone with lesser ability. If you can'tsuse
him and you can't get rid of him, you will have a
motivation problem. 111

4.28 Theories of motivation in the work place: David. C. McClelland.
4.281 McClelland has concentrated his research on one particular

kind of motivation, which he haS called achievement
motivation.
4.2811 According to McClelland, only about 10- percent

of the U. -S. population is strongly motivated for
achievement. _...---7

4.2812 He gives achievement motivation a special and
precise definition. The- mCst convincing sign of

. strong achievement motivation is the tendency on
. the part of a person;to think about w?.ys to-accom-

plish something difficult and significant during
times when he is(not being required to think about
anything in particblar, during idle, moments."

4.2813 An inclividuil with strong achievement motivation
is likely to surpass the accomplis4ments of an

. I equally 'able but less strongly mottvaterson.
4.2814 McClelland sees achievement related to certain

kinds of entrepreneurial performance, andlie
finds that -achievers are particularly successful---
in the-occupations of sales sand marketing,
management, andandependent businesses.

4.282 Characteristics of the self -rhotivated achieier.
44821 He likes to set his own goals, and likes to be

( . fully responsible for attaining them if possible.
If he wins, he wants t credit; if he loses, lie

laccepts
the blame. ,

4.2822 The, achiever tries to avoid extreme difficulties
in selecting goals. He carefully selects the goals
he thinks he can attain. . :,

4.2823 As the achiever tends to work at peak efficiency,
monetary rewards do not make him.work harder,

kr but additional income serves' as a kind of feedback,
a way of measuring his success. For this reason,
monetary incentive is 'important to fiim.

illerzberg, op. cit., p.,62
2David.,C. AcClelland and others. The Achievement Motive.

(New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1953)
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'dneed for achievement by means-of what he.calls:a Motive evelop-,Meta prograni, a- trainingVrograpa tB-bring.about motive change.. lie-leas set forth sevefal.propositiOnabased on This research. 1-. ''4.2851. The mete reasons an individual has in advance to believethat he' 'can,: will; or- should deVelop a motive, the more,..
educational Attempts designed te develop that motiiie are

.Unit 4 SietiOn. 2
3:4.283 McClelland believes that here is untapped achievement motiva-

'

s t ,

4.284..

tion niot\tstOrganizatiolts Which could be utilizedby building -achiverdent ClAkraoleristics into more jobs by assigning More..personal allowing individual participation- in thespIection of tilrgets',1;sptting moderate goals, and providing fastspecific feedback on; the retrultalhe individul is 'attaining.
Mcdlellantibelievesith* standard supervisory practices arelargely, inappropriate f4r the, achiever. " .4.2841. Wdrk goats slac.zild not lie imposed on the achiever;, he ...Wants to set his own.i

A i 44.2842., Highly specific., directions' and controls are unnecessary; ;.0general-guidance and cicasio follow-up'will be more ... ; effective. ' . . .
-4

. ,4.2843 If.there is not automatic feedbAckwi thelOb, detailed. ,
appraisals should be providedlreiluently..4.285 McClelland has experimentedwithteaching people to acquire A

to-sueceed.
4.2852 . The mere 'an; individual perdeives that developing al motive.i0ousiatent rth-the demands of -reality (andrgason), the\rapre educational attempta.cleSigned todeVelOp_that motive are likely to succeed. .4.2853 "The more thordukhly In individual detrelops and clearly

conceptualizes the aSsoclative,networkliefining4the. 4 motive, the moie.likely 461s to develop the motive..4.2854 The more an individual can link the newly_developed: net-work to Feiateli," actions, -the more the change in boththought p.ncl, actions 1a likely to occur 'and, endure. ).4.2855 The more the ipdiiidual Can link theileirly Conceptualizedmotive ,to evenis in.-his everyday life, the more likelpthemotive compleX will influence histhoughts' and actions -outside -the -training experience."4.2856 The more an'individual can perceiveand experience the,newly conceptualized motive as an improvement in hisselfz-iniage, the More the motive is-likely, to .influencehis future thoughts and actions.
rsections 4.285 -and 4.286 are 15a-ied'orr,Dairid McClelland," ?Toward a Theory of Motive Acquisition, " Atherican Psychologist,20:321-333, May, /965.

'Po
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4.28ff7 The-more aindividuitcan perceive and experience

conc rete 'go als irk file related:to-the :newly formed "v. s' ...,

motive, and-thi:more.he. keepa . a 'red ord of his .
( ._ . progress-tOwarti-achieVing his gcials'ethe More the 4

Nnewly lormed -motive is likely-to itfiluence his $

\ ,- -

1 3 .. t> 1-awe-thoughts and_actions. "" '---\, -
' 4.286 'McClelland has discovered 'that 'changes in rhotivesare more. .

'likely- tbAcur whilathe setting dramatizes -the iMportance
of selfratufEad-lifts it out of ;the routine of everyday, life.
`Likewise, changes &Atmore likely to occur and persist if N

the nevi motive is a sign of anerobership- in i_neWreference
It -

41)(-- grOup. . . ,
# r

4.29 Theories of motivation in the workplace: 8aul.W. Gellermah.
44 1, Gellermants main emphasis' has been on showiiiiimithagers

ie. and organiations how 6ehav1orld,sc nce researchcan,help ,

, 'their. He -st essepthekfadi that be vioral rsearph-fial4
.

provided Man gers witha-more re stic way of analyzing% e
-4. what happens ineide,organiiations than has ever:before been

.-available.1 ; - . 1 i.

4.2911 .-'11.0e.basiic strategy of behaViiiral- science -is to ' ,.
itudAtibii-th assumptions on whidh managerial

I
. pradtices are WOO and to test them ;against_ reality.. ,

4.2912 Accorainato Geller, ah, the' skeptidisin of the be- - ;
havidral scientist in teatinghess.assumPtions has

J already paid off significantly f4:4-mah rs and%be ^
. , haVioral scientists alike. . -

4.292 _GelleimwbelieVes there'is nothing inevitable about the lack
, .

of effective work mdtiVatfon; 'rather, if is,,the result -9f poor,,
ahtiivated, or unrealistic'rekistic Management practiceS.. Behavioral

4 science, he stresses, has already 154;O:vided-he4spftilinsights .

ihthe area of motivation. ' . ,

4.2921 Motivational problems Etc-cording td Gellerman are.
.

: =More likely due to the -way, the organization is
managed than to unwillingness 'of the employee to
work lAard. , /..

lik ''
1Sal W. Gellerman. Management by Motdatpion..(New York:

`American Management Association, 1968)(p. 17. . .

of
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4.2q22*He feels that modern managementte-ndito,,Ov.eranianage,
define jobstoo closely and make loo m y decfsionsio ..

.. - c\ r for the worker. c . .,.
4.,4.293 In order to understand, th*feaahs a -worker 'acts n a given man-....

ner, the manager m esarn-tl.i ook at the sVorke;41,s environment
,4 ,L the way the 'worker atle .. ,.-,

4.2931 Twunderstand another person's attitudes doeah hot require. . ,
agreeme?it tithlim, but it does require the possibility

1 that one's ol.vriAdeas may have to be .,re,examined../
s- 4.2932 Often it'is easier to ignore'the fact that *other person,.

.
..alindst certainly believes his) own 'attitudes are Justified.

N% It is easier to, say he is_motIvated by greed or hate,for
toUnderstand'hfic true radtivitienrcight rewire alter,,,.., I . I

in4 one's own idea4 "and for many people this is'too )
disquieting a prospect-to be risked. "

4.2933 ,Gellerman suggests-that managers must i3E3 walling to
V 're- examine ancroften to change their own ideas. They

must leiarn to recognize thrat-they ae-inuch more , capable
...

of-changing their own.i'deas than of changing those of
the people whcirork for them. .. . .

... 4.'294 Therefore, ,managers should concentrate on improving'
1 4:- . or 'their own effectiveneeis rather than persuading

lk
. employees to limp rove 'theirs . 1A -",

.,. '' . 4:294 " Gellerman feels that Lost people regard their own behavior as4
sensible and justifiable. , 4.
4.2941 One's motiv#tion foaCtion, positive or negative, is, a

. roduct of the-world he thinks he Him& in. .

4.2942 'People are motivated not so 'much by what other people
i want thenlio do as by their Own desire to get, along as. \ best they can in the world they inhabit.-.,
\

'it 4.2943 cellerman refers to this tendency as the principle of.
I

,

psychological advantage, pith means that people rend
.4.- td seek the-values they consider important to the,eiit-grti

s'4,they believelt is safe-and possible for themlo do so:2. i ,,-4, .
*

! :-\- 'Saul W. Gellerman. Motivation and Productivity (New York:.
American Management Adsociation, 1963), pp. 192-293. .

.. 4 2thid. , 'p. 199 -203. )i
. \ ,, 4 ,.-
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4
...4.295 Behivioral`science research has not produced a-simple -list of

process of,managernt-is raucl/ too qmpl4i-tojhanciled_
do's and,46/1-tiQor-mahage'r:g; rathet; it bus shown that the

effectively' by.apl)roaches that do not pfitiire,palysis and ,

*creativity on the Part of the manager.1
4.2951 ft Is upto the individual manager to dis'Oovethe ,

Ipecificsprobleme mbtivation with_whielite is faced
at a,given time. He must take adtion thatdeals with
causes, not justaymptomi..

4.2952 Gellerman cites three'laroad prespriPtiois that he feels 4

have,positive.mptivational_effeet. They should -be used, ./

f ' selectiveljr. - -- ..-4.29521 gtretching.2 This refers to assigning tasks
that are so'mewhatinore demanding Than the k.

_

, alter thinks the eraplcryee- can handle. It

will, experience the sa oftisfaction achieve-
creases the'pessibpityAliatthe 'employees'

went and ,Frill . deVe lop - a-desire. fo r. m die.
4.09520. Management-by objectives. ..

4. 295221 This refers -to giving the employee
rather broad: discretion over the
details: of he '0,411 handle his/
work-to' meet precisely defined
targets providing he stays within: .... '' :budget limitations. -.

-4.295222 Management by objectives,is likely
to increase the employee's comniit- -
ment to his work, because the
Pesults he achieves become more al -4,
rne'asnrenient of his pwn-74ilities
than of the manager'f4\

4.2 _Participation.'Participation. Thi6-is the genetal strategy of
seeking employee comments and stiggestions
before decisions are made affecting their

-,

work. Even if their suggestions are not ac-
-Vepted, the fact that haisPe been consulted

,-,' is likely to make management decisioii making
,si i

more understandable to employees and less
. lGellerman, 1938, op. cit., p. IV

i 2Ibid., p. 107. :...t....
a 205
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Selection as' an aspect of,motivation is emphasized by Gellerman.
"The-aspect of motivation over which most organizations can
exercise the greatest control, yet which=ia typically left largely
to chance, is The selection of their people. "1
4.2,961 A great deal of an individual's potential motivationls

already inherent intim when* is hired. 'In this sense,
'. Gellerman says "motivation can-behired.." .

-.-

4.2962 The quality of reetivatienthaf Appears,,in a person's work
is essentially elicited from hire by his job.
"Tlie individual is-lis, own reservoir, of whatever motiva-
tionhe is capable of; he ,may d * upon it extravagantly
or sparingly, but _in any-case.h_ erives it from within
himself( and net frqre the people the pay his .wages. "2

4.2964 Selection-1,S importanttecause it determines the kind
and caliber of motivation that will be. available to the

, 4:2963

$
4.2965

4.2966

organization.,
Gellerinanemphaiizes the importance of the logic of
seleatiort rather than the techniques of selection.
4. 29651. . Basically selection -is an attempt -to predict

an individual'S job performance in a given
work environment.

4.29652 Selection is the relating cif one set of variables
(the various ways of measuring an applicant)
to-another set oryariables (the variousways
in which an individualls performance might
be rated if he were put to work in a particular

, job):
4.29653 Successful- selection systets, depend on the

diversity of available candidates and on the
extent to which the system measures factors
actually related:to job Performa,nce.

FallanieUe assumptions that jeopardiie a selection
system.1 , .
.4, 29661 The her," fallacy -- the' idea that somewhere,

someone fits the job perfectly. ,I 4

, p; 57.
2Thid. , p. 58.
311511. , pp. 79-87.

.
V
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.
4429662. The -descriptive fallacy -- the idea that if an individual's 2 ''. r wPs

qualities ban.be.deEtcribed precisely,and'completelY 4. . olikji, he fan bit matched= against the requirements of
e--a ob, and a decision Can-then beyiade .whether or not

.., h -shod be giyen-ri specificjobV .
4.29663- The permanence-fallacy -:-- the-idea that"op.ce a man-hitri

--.. beenevaivated:by the selection system, then everything. 4.
that needi V) blis"knowir about hird-in. all future selection
deciaional* been establiighed-.'

449664 The-fallacy of determinism -...- the Idea:that a person's
success or failtire-in-a giveri job is wholly-determined
by -his.PoEisessiori' of certain'qualities which' can be
adequately assessed' at the,time.of initial selection.

4.297 Problems ficed:,by an 'organi401-on- In- f9P,t2r1Nr.a growth:._
-.producing environment.

4.2971 Programs must-be established to encourage the develop-
ment of employees.. ,.

4.2972 Employees-must be convinced that a real shift-is being
made froM the status quo. toward a growth-producing
environment, and that the orgardzation-interids to follow
thrmigh.

Study G ui e

a
4.2973 A coniincing comraitment to personal growth as an,

organization-4 goal must come:from top management.

fo:

.
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Allport,_ Gordon W.. Pattern and Growth'in Personality. New York:.
Holt, Rinehart and--WhiStOn, 1961.

Some contrasting views.of motivation are briefly presented
beginning-on.p. 84, but motivation is discussed in moo detail in
Chs. 9-10. Allport.Proposes requirements for an.adequateitheory,
ofmotivation and-pointa out wealmesseErin 'cOntributions of earlier
theorists such as /sfOougaltand.FreudiHe also. discusses -at W1.1

some length -his own concept' of functionallantonordy. ,e
Argyriii, Chris. '',-"The Individual andlhe Organization,:" Administrative

Science Quarterly, 4une, 1957.
Argyris;discusees theiricongrU.ence between the needs of a

mature personalty and the needs of a formal-organization by de,7
lineating a model, of each and predicting on the basis of their inter-
action the problems twill. tend to arise.

Integrating the Individual- and the -Or gOzation. N ew York:4 Wiley, 1964.
The author believes both the- individual and the organization

must."giv a little" in order to profit from each other, and In
answering ',question how much each .should give, he constructs
a mix' model which he:attempts- to illustrate the kinds of charac-
teristics the organization muit have if the individual within itis to
have oppojtunity for growthaad development. The first four
chapters present a revised-v124 of his earlier work; Personality
and Organization:

. Personality and Organization: The Conflict Between
System and the Individual. New York: Harper, 1957.

A discussion of the individual's neediystem and that a the
organization, the resulting incongruence and how 'it might best be
minimized.
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Bass, ,Bernard.M. Organizitional Psycholozr . Boston: Allyn ana i : ).
4 ...,Bacon, 1965. -- ' ...... - ,

, I -.
A systems approach to organizational behavior in Whiehthe .

author examiies individual job satisfaction 'studies then disc asses
more complex organizational phenomeha. According to.Base, %
waste is a pioduct of the organizationarsystem, and be urges that 4
the wastage of human beings be greatly reduced. t.t. c I

Campbell, Joifn' P. and; others. /4.nagerial Performance,,
and Effectiveness. NeW.York;,McGraw-Hill, 1970. ,

Chapter 15 (pp. 340-384), "Managerial.Motivation," gives -a
concise yet coOprtnsiVe reViewcemotivational theory and .a

rit-ique of available empirical research,' comparinxthe "fit of the
research questions-that have been asked sSith those hlat should -be
asked.:" This hook has been called outstanding:and "by fax the'
best and most imputant book ever written." on the subject of man-
agement development: (Personnel AdrainiestratOr, 15:49, November-.
Decembei, 1970).

Coch, Lester, and John R. P. French. "Overcoming Resistance to
Change4 Human Relations, 1:512-532, Atigust,/ 1948.

,:Classic Study In which the authors found that participating
in decisions, usually reserved for management (designing a new job,
setting price rateS,' etc. ) increases worker motivation and effev-
tiveness. Through involvement in decision macng in areas Where
the outcomes involve. employees as a group orin ividually, the
authors -brilliantly-show, a "failure group" can be ransfornied
into' a "success group."

4 1.-

Costello, Timothy. W..; and Sheldon S. Zalkind;* Psycholow "n Administra-
-tion: A ReSearch Orientation, Englewood Cliffs, N. Prentice-

1963.
kt'Motivation in the wor place is discussed in Ch, 4

Particularly ihteresting-ar some- of th research finding,t otwern-
ing.motivation in -work grou s'.. / ,

%

Drucker, Peter F. "Increasitig Executive EffeCtiveness, " AdVnist a-
tive Management, 28 :40-42, April; 1967.

The nianager-must develop his' own effectiveness. "Organh,
zations are noteffective becaUse they have betteripeople. They
have better people because they motivate them to Self-development
through their climate. Andthese, in turn, result from systematic,
fobused, purpoSeful self-training of the individuals,in beef:idling
effectiVe executives. "
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CiarcineilsJolni W. ,,Excellence:. Can We.Be _Equal and EAcellent Too ?
< s, . \-N3w-Yorkt Harper .and.Roiv, 196f., . r---,s. t . ' ....

A thoughtfut disaisSiOn of AMerican values in whickGeicineri
I

\ 1 1 c,

e phasizeOlie importance_ of ckeating'opportunities for continuat-/
4,s."'

1
_ .' individual growth. He believes strongly teat every institution in- #v4 s.

-.;-.-i our society should contribute -to -the- fulfillment of. the i
. -

1 ;,..
. ...$

34,

'..' Self-iaenewal:The Individual and the Iiin five Society. oi .0-
.

.

i
0

, New York: Harper and ROW, 1964:ss,

"Someone has saiithat the -last act of a dyingiorgani5ation
. Is to get out a new -and enlarged edition of the rule book, " (Viler

Warns against managerial techniquei becoming the Meant; of-pro-, .
. ceasing human beings.. Not all-people-are creative buttherekre

many kinds'.ocreativity and, many More itilividuals-couldregize
creative potential which would contribute to the success of an organi-
zation, if roadblocks were removed. This book is.not directed
especially to' managers but-the entire discussidn is orvalue to them.

Gellennan;Sal W. Management by Motivation. 'New.york: American
iVianagem ,nt AssoCiatien, 1968:

'A f flow- so of his earlier bocik,Motivation and Productivity,
in ithich liie evnined motivational theory, ,Gellerman here applies
motivatioln theory to-actual management problems. His.inris i

A to help Managers look,at problems- the -way the bekavioral scientist, .
. does. Of partigzil interest Is a section in-which he concentrates

on the seleCtion process, one "of-the most powerful and yet most
rnisupder*Aoct sources, of leverage upon the kmotivation that
actually beomes- available to an organizatioh

,..

. . Motivation and Productivity. New York: American Man.-;.,..,
: agement Addociation,4963-: t.- It

' GeOrman liresents in brief form a number-of motivation
theories, such as those of Argyrit, Whyte, McGregor, and- so
loll. 'In the last section of the book he discusses from a ;lumber
of perspectives the Meaning and implications of motivation in the
work place.,

,-. .
N c " " , / , ,

.

- Gomersal1ii Earl R. , and M. Scott Myers. "Breakthrough in On- The -Job
Q Training," Harvard' Business Review, 44:62.-72, July-Aug-tie:4966.

,
4 A gnificani article stressing the importance of Q xp e i i m ent - -.1

4 ;ding iii t work place-with new bekivioral science theories. Spe6i-
%, Really, t e article reports on a study. opiiducted at Texas Inttrii-

4=5
-4.. s-nients ,Inc st g which dealt with-the relationship betWeen organs on'i . climattand kill perfOrmande. .
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drVgory, Carl. '!Management of Creative Perennel, ft Journal of

`Creative 'Behe.Viot,-3.:271-276; Fall, 1969.
ManagerS must "demoth" their conceptual thinking about '

organizational theoky and:get rid .olobsolete concepts based on un-
. verified aisUmptions. The author believes the success of an organi-.

zatiOn.cluring thii next decade will,-to considerable ektent, positively
correlate with-management's ability to reappraise its beliefs and
"thereby separate reality,frttc.'fictiono", He emphasizes-the impop-lance diclose cooperation and collaboration between managementanci:ficulty in institutions of higher education.

.; el1-.1eltimian; James S. and Curtis H. Jones. 'Put People on Your Balance. , Sheet, " HirVard Business ReView '45-105413, january-FebrAry,9 - -1967.
',

This ;article-urges that eraployees.:be looked upon as assets
rather than: 41s, expense items.

. .
.....,/,,

.
ryaHenderi, N., Whitehead; and Elton Mayo. "The E s of

theSociailiivironment;," in LiitheiGulick and U ek, eds.
-12:ger121§.1.the cience;of\AchLiinistratioi4 New York:' blumbia

. University; "-Institute Public. Administration', 1937, pp..142-158.
The -authors.emihasize the importance. of .sociologicalaspects otthe1/4work environment; akthe_tinae qUite_a new ideabrought to lighi by the Hawthorne Stiidies.

,

.. ,
,

.. .

.1 P, . .,, 1 .' Herzberg, Frederick., "One IViar,e Time: How Do You Motivate , :.Employees ?, 'I'. Harvard Business Review,146:53=61, Jailuary-.Fegritary, 1968.
1

Herzberg' 'KI.TA Odckinithe pants) 'article in which lie ex-Aplabisin very clekr terms his/I:111'0 theory, of motivation." ' -. ,, .
Work and The Nature of Man. Cleveland: Worlds 1966;. Man has two differenesets .of need, according to Herzberg?and therefore motivation-in the work placemust be approached intwo -ways through the 'environment 'and through the work itself.The first he labels tietygiene approach, .the'4conii; he calls .'motivation. 'He heltev s there is.no conflict betWeerpthe 'two. Both

4are inapb.rtant, and both are explained cleatrly &this book.
...

i -

.i f 4

Hiliard,:Ernest R. and.Richa.rd.e. Atkinson.. Introductai to Kchology.ik

*.

9 . 4th ed. New York; Harcourt, Brace and:World, 1967.
,% - Chs. 5;?7 present a survey, view of motiyated andemotionarbehavior.

.%
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Homme, Lloyd.. "A 14ndern Concept of Motivation, " in Education, A
'Ministration and CliaaarIe:ThikRecie lament of-lirces.

, New York: Harper, and Row,, 1976, pp. 36-54. :
An article about motivation based on the theories of B. F.

Skinner, in which the author discusses the importance of beg-
., . management in-a free society and.suggestS a nuhiber.of motivitional

techniques fan teaching self-Management, some of which. are 1

directed especially to administrators. /
. , .

4
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I

Katz, Daniel and Robert L. Kahn.' The Social sychology of..Organiza-
dons., NeW;York: Wiley, 1966.

A scholarly and systematic approach to organizationg, based
on systems theory.

.

Likert, Rensis. The Human Organization: It Management and Value.
N w'York: McGraw -Hill, 1967.

4.,ikert outlines four systems ofdlanagement, originally
presented in his earlier book, New P,atterds of Management,- th
emphasis on System 4 (partippative), whichis more complex hart
other systems' and rquiresgretiter learning and skill to use but
as Likert's researIchhas/shown, "it yields impressively better
results, which are evidctnt whenever accurate performance measure-,
month are obtained." The focus throughout is onthe systemic
nature of organizations; -the necessity of a systems approach to
change, and the impertance of motivational forbes operating within

'the organization. I,

. "A Motivational pbroach to a Mo ed Theory of Organi-
iation and Management" -Mason Haire, e.,, ,Modern .Or

edrv. New York: Wile '1959, .pp. 184-217.. .
A high level of moavation.throughout the ,organization,and. an

effici44 systein to Zoordinge and fodus -the efforts of individuals
,within the organization -- these are riecessiV if the gdals of the
organization are to be' achieved. On this Ikasi Likert derives a
form of organizational structtire relying oh overlapping groups, a -
more complex form of organizktion which, .he says, demands more
learning, understanding and practice thifn is now usually expected
of workers, supervisorS, and manages.

. NeW Patterns of ;Manage New York: Me'draw-Hill,
1961.

Here Likert first:presented-Els, to* syStems of management:
the exploitive authoritative, the benevoleht authoritative, the cone-
sultative,, and tpe participative. They described in detail,
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.althouglthe. materiqr,has:been up-dated on the kaSis of rnpre TA

. . ,. . researclr'iri his laterbook,1Che Hunitui.Organization. 4. ,.
. .,

.Livingston-, J. -Sterling.; iTygnalion-in Management, " Harvard Business
. . '',Review;. 4't:81-89; JulY,Augtist; .1969. , .. . . ' 7 .' ----" .Emphasizes the-impertance of.Managerial expectations(ion inr 1 ,...a dividual and group'performance. The authprie research shOws

!that: Clywhat a-manager,expects of enbordinates and the way he' treats theth =largely determines their perfOrmance and, career pro-
gress; (2) the best managershavethe ability to create"..high pbr-s,

e

formance -expectationsthet subordinates' fulfill;and (3) subordinates,
more often than note appeaff-to ***What Ihey betieyethey are ex- -t,

. - Reefed to do... 9
s

\
. .

MCCIeflituad-, DaVid C. The Achie-vink SOdiety. Princeton, N. J.: Van
Nostrand, 1961.

r
0

A report of research undertaken to `study relationships
throighout history between achievement motivation and economic

a develolment.

"Bus less Drivean' d\NaliOnal. Achievement," Harvara
Business Review,- 49:99-112,, July- August,' 1962:

Beforeanaudieice otbusinessmen McClelland identifies
three -characteristics of the -achieVer that- management`-would do
well to take note pf: (1).the achievikr:llkes situations in whiciithe
takes personal responsibility for finding Solutions to problems;
(2)1,1e has a tendency to set moder4 achieveMent goals ipd take

risks; and (3) he wants concrete-feedback ds to how
well heis doing for fie has a compelling interest in knowing
whetherhe'wag right or wrong.

. "Toward' a-Theory of -Motive\ Acquisition.'" American
May,-1965., .

McClelland has experimented With/motive development
programs-for training people-to acquire a need for achieiement.
In thi articly lie,sets forth 12 propositions on motive change,

0
based:on his &research findings. .

r
McClell d, David ,C. , and others. The AchievementMotive c New York:

Ap leton-Cenry.Crofts, 1203.
The basic source. for understanding McClelland's research in

achievement motivation:
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Mcpb4gall, William. Introduction to= SoCial PsYcholou. 20th ed.
.'1 old. LOP±O zi Methuen,

A classical: work onAnStin,cts- as the bdsis for human be-21
-t

. ?.,:havier, this bOok_hai3 been:described,ai.havinginfluenoed a whb e. ge ieratIkn,of psycbologiiitFi.
. ,

McGregor bouglasi The .Human Side otEnterprise 'Neye4'oric:
1960.z

Pi this:influential work the author presents his 'Theory X;and
Theory Y., Be discusses niotivation in relation to a hierarcliyrof
needs, explains Why tmditionarewards-no longer Motivate, cone 7,
ceives of,the manager as.a "grower" of people., and,..atresses the .

importance of organiqatiOnal climate. Throughout he emphasizes
his film conviction thatavery managerial act bests on theory; .

.

k
't

iF . Leaciershl MotWation. Essays Of Douglass'
*Gregor edited by Warren G. Bennie and Edgar
Oambridge4 MaSs.1: MIT, 1966. - .

A,groip of essa.ys by MbGregor,,,,most of whickhas beenxie-
livered,as speeches. during hiss lifetime and were published post-;
humousJy. ,

t,

. The Professional Manager. Nei, York: McGraw -Hill,1967.
McGregor; disctiabee the importance of theory and assump-

tions about life, how these influence the way we see the world. He
emphasizes that roan is more than a-rational being and must come -1

to terms withhis emotliinal side.

Maier, Norman R. F. Frustration: The stop of Behavior 'Without a
.

_

Goal. New Y McGraw -Hill,cGraw-Hill, 1949. , A
A

Maier develppecl,on the baals _of his research,an aggression-
.

regressiongixation-resigaation theory of motivation.
.

Maslow, Abraham H. Eupsychian Management: A fmirnal. Homewood,,
Ill.: Irwin,

Masl w coined the word Eupsychia which he defined as the
culture tha would be generated by 1,000 self-actualizing people
if they we4e to li mveuninterfered with,cn so,e sheltered island.
Using a d ary format, this perceptive theorist in the area Of
motivation focuses on the human Problems of being a person in a
small technological fikm. Stimulating and beautiful work.

I

.

,Y Motivation and Pe rs onality..2d. ed. New ;York, Harper
and IOw, 1970.

Considered onespf the major theoretical thinkers in the area
216
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such men as,Maslow, Herzberg and Myers, they show how-the o

meaningfa,work approach to motivation had been used at Texas
instruxnenth Inc. 'T,heir thesis is that "the'motiv-4ted Worker
Characteristically can assume a part-of the. managerial .functions
absociatedvith MS job; he can share in the Planning, d_ rgzing
and controlling.of the work he does."

.
,

a
, .

`Roethlisberger FritzJ-.; andWilliam J.'Dickson. Management and the
', WOrker. Cambritigei, Mass. :" Harvard, 1939.

, Discussion of thee findings of the famous Hawthorne Studies
'which led to- management.consideritions of human relations
eroblems. A cI4ssin_for the field of management.

Sterner, Frank M. "Motivate -,- Dont*Mmiipulateg Personnel Journal,
48:623-627, Ankitst, 1969. . k

. Eveiy manager should ask himselfwhetherle has been
motivating othanipulating his subordinates. Manipulation is de- _____t_

ji. ,
P

fined as "an:intent,on the part of a manager to deceive, take aclyan.,-.'
:,.

O

4age of, contra or use people-to his oWn:fadvantage.' Pkthe other
hand, %motivatiOn.Yrefers4athe opposite of this: that is, a don-
structive rnanagerial2appreach-Which'intraVeS working with people
fOrtheir-osirn and the organizationideneftt." The-, authOr' reviews
recent respareh'findigdin motivation theory and suggests ways
and. means of motiVation.open to the manager.

Stone, Elizabeth W. "Adminigtraters Fkcidle,While Employees Burn --
Or Flee,1' ALA Bulletin, 63,~181-187, February, 1969.

'Libraries Will-probably lose their-most talented, professional
staff at an increasing rate unithis they encourage opportunities
for career development that will enable the individual librarian. to
-experience a sense of achievement through the development-of
his unique talents.

. Factors Related to the Profess ional Develo ment of
Librarians. Metuchen, N. J.: Scarecrow, 1969.

The pr1mary purpose of this book is to answer the question:
what motivates and deters librarians in their participation in pro,
fessional development activities ? Its contents _also Identify the
activities that librarians themselves consider mostlimpoetant for
their professional growth, and prepenta profile showing,svhat
libra.riaris, are actually dbing in this area. A research based study
which' deals specifically with the relation of motivation to profes-
sional development.
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Surace, Cecily J. The if n Sidej.of 'Libaries. Santa Monibah Rand

'Corporation, Janu 1969.',:(ED 025 -297)
t,

'-' 'This pafer ,(o,ri ally given .as a 'short course,on fundamentals'
of company libra Management for the Ainerican ManageMent

?. . Association) puts special emphasis qnp_erformance standards and

.
employee evaluation. The 'author points out That work measurement .

_ and lob,desoription methods for establishing standards and evaluat- 4,\ ing-employees are being discarded iirfavor of management-by ob-
jeCtives.: Performance-appraisal by resueis also disotissed iiitli

sx
examples. to show that this appraisal:technique is well suitedtO .

. personnel and departmental management in-special libraries.
t..

.Sittermeistert;ildbertA ed. People and Pro_ . .2d. Dd. Nei,.
York: McGraw-Hill, 1969.

This book is organized around a comprehensive diagrAn
which shows the major factors affecting employees', job performance
and productivity. The first chapterp.expIain the diagram, and the
remaining chapters present readings by Outstanding behavioral
scientists, management theorists; and practitioners, related to the
diagram.

A.

Tannenbaum, Robert, and Warren H. Schmidt. "How to Choose a Leader-
ship Pattern," Harvard Business Review, 36;95-101, March-April-,
1958. 0,-

In deciding hoW to mitnage., the m anagerpust,conside.r forces
operdting wittull his own personality, 'foices affecting the' behavior

, of subordinates, and environmental pressures. The authors dis ,
miss the range of possible leadership behaiiior available to a'man-
ager, and the types of leadership that are praCtical and desirable.

Tannenbaum, Robert,, Irving R. 'W eschler, and Fred Mastarik.
Leadership and Organization: A- Behaviokal Science Approach. New

.Vbrk: McGraw-Hill, 1961. 1 .

. Outstanding work on patterns of leadership', emphasizing the
situatiOnal,approach to leadership: Material is based on, extensive
research af the Jnstitute for Sobial Research, the tniveiiiir of
Michigan.

/

Tingex, .Shernkan. "Management Today, Hospital Administration,
32-41, Spring, 1969.

The manager, should, according to the author, provide an_

organizational environment supporting the in ividual's fulfillthent
of his personal needs. The role of the supportive manager is
contrasted with that 6f the autocratic manager.

4
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such men as"Maslow,- HerZberg andWyers, they show,how the,
meaningful7york approach to Motivation has been used at Texas

.,,,, Instruments Inc. Their thesis is 'that "the motivated worker ,-°:' ..

. t . characteristically cakassuree apart 111 the managerial functions
t associated with his job; he .can`share in the.Plaruilng, Organizing,

* ' and controlling of the work hedoes. " .-- .

.
. *

# .,..
. 415." ,

. . Roethlisberger, Fritz J. , and-'William J.

..

DickSon. ,1anmerae_..1=an Ile 1.

S. Worker. Catabri.dge, Mass: Harvard.? 1939.
: ;Discusiion oft the'findings*of the famous H&wthorne StUdies

l' . which Ted toimailagqaet conSiderations of human-relations
, ,,#. problems. A' Classic for the of management.'

Sterne Fra.nkfM. "Motivate -- Don't ManiOUlate47,,,,Pelsonnel Journal,
48:63127; August, 1469. . r ..

4 ?Evexy'fikanagershoula*ask hiMSelfvliether,he has been
motivating-6r manipulating his subordinates. Manipulation is de-
fined iSman'intent on the part of a manager to de'oeives take advan-
tage of, control or use people to his own- advantaged.." On the other
hand, motivation "refers to the oppothite of. this: that is, a con-

o- structive managerial approach which involves Working with people
for their own and the oriapizfitionts,befiefit. " The author reviews
recent research findings in motivation theory.and suggests ways ...
and means of motivation-open to the manager.

Stone, Elizabeth W. "Administrators Fiddle While Employees Burn '
Or Flee,," ALA Bulletin? 6318a-187, gebtuary, 1969.

Libraries will probably lose their most talented prpfessional
Staff at an increasing, late Unless they enconrage'oppOrtuilities

, for career deVelopthent that will enable the individual librarian to
experience a Sense of achievement through the developmeift of
hisunique talents,

. Factois Related to the Professional'Development of
Librarians. Metuchen, N. J. Scarecrow; 1969. .

The primary purpose of this book is to answer the question:
what motivates and deters librarians in their participation in pro-
fessional development activities? Its contents aldo identify the
activ:ges that librarians themselves consider most important for
their professional growth, and present a profile, showing what
libralians are detually.doing in this area. A research-based study
which deals specifically with thri3lation of motivation to profes-

o sional development. ;

9
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Surace, Cecily J. The Human Side of Libraries. Santa Monica: Rand

Corporation, January, 1989., :(E11025 297)
Thrs paper (originally.given. as a short course on fundamentals

of Company fibrary management-for the Americalf-Management
Association) puts special emphasis on performance atandards.afid
employee evaluation. The 'author points out that work measurement
'and job- description.Methods tor-establishing ataidards and evaluat-
ing employees are' discarded in favor .oi management -by ob-
jectives. Performance appraisal by' results is also discussed with-

. examples to show that this appraisal technique is well suited to
personnel Nti&departmental management in special libraries.

,.
Suterraeister, Robert A. , ,ed. People and Productivity.i'20. edz New

York:-McGraw4li1l, 1969. /
This book is organized around a comprehensive diagram

which shows:the 'major factors affectingeraployees!,job performance
and productiVity. The first chapters evlaitithe diagram, and the
remaining cha.pters present:readings by outstanding behavioral
scientists, management theorists and practitioners; related to the
diagram.

Tannenbaum, Robe4i, and Warren ILtSchmicit. "How to Choose a Leader-
ship Pattern; "" 'Harvard BusinessReview, 36:95-101, March-April,
1958.

In deciding how to-manage, the manager must consider-forces
operating withlin,his own personality, 'forces affecting the behavior
of.subordinates, and environmental pressures. The authors dis-
cuss the, range .of possibleilleadership :behavior available to a man-
ager, and the types of leaderslip That are practiCa/ and desirable..

Tannenbaum,. Robert Irving R. Weschler, and Fred Massarik.
Leadershi and Or anization: A Behavioral Science A. 'roach. New
York :Ate Gr avi- Hill; 1961.

Outstanding work on patterrts of leadership, emphasizing the
situational approach to leadership. _Material is based on.extensive
research at the Institute for Social Research, the University of
Michigan: .

Tingey, Sherman. "ManagemeniToday," Hospital Administration,
32-41, Spring, 1969.

The-manager should! according to the author, provide an
organizational envikonment.supporting the individual's fulfillment
of his personal needs:, The, role of the supportive-manager is
-contrasted with that cif the autocratic manager.
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Tolman, Edward- C. Purposive Animals and Men. Nev,' York:
Appleton-CetituryCrofts, 1932.

Tolman developed, expectancy, or cognitive, t ries of
motivation. As a result of his experiments, largely th animals,
he believed that it was the anticipation of reward ;tha motivates

\ behavior. He spoke of a 'belief value matrix" that specifies for
eachlitdividual the value-he places on particular outcomes and his
Irlief that they can be attained:

* . .
Vroom Victor H. Work and Motivation. New york4:. Wiley, 1964. '

,
I A comprehensive recent summary based an fiver. 500

1

research investigations: . .
, , \

Wells, Harold C. Achievement Motivation. (Project 662,-411). Detroit:
donsortitim. of AtIvanced ;Educational Thinking, 1969. \

The achievement motive Is defined as "the diSposiiien to i"';:r;

strive for success. It is very mud' concerned with standards of
excellence; success and failure, doing: better, competition, and
'aceornp' lishment... achievement motivation is one of"the many
possible motives which people have." Although primarily a result* .

P ` of early childhood experiences, achievement motives can be in-..
creased in training courses and according fo Wells, eY4Serience
totaate hasibeen,good in achievement training situations.'

.

t\tet William Foote. Money and Motivation: An Anal siaof Incentives
in Industry. New York: 'Harper and, ROw, 1955.
/ An alunination _.A the effect -f Money incenti'es on the bp
'havior ofworkers, and theproblema of morale and motivation.
ThiS book, which is based.onthe research,of several social
scientists, focuses 'first an the worker relation to his own group
and in relation to management, and then on intergroup - relations
within the organization. Whyte emphasizes throughout that the`
organization is a social system and the impact of incentives will be
felt not only by those 'directly affected but by neighboring depart-
meuth and 'possibly the enti Organization! ,

. 221
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. 4'.3- ,Qrganiziition.-Development (OD)

OBJECTIVE S

4
SEtTI ON' 3

, . .

° 4.31 .TO establish a worldndefini ion of OD.'

.
V

4.32 To.exaMinelkiefly-the history of OD, /
. oz

4.33 To swains briefly the objectives of.OD.
- ' ti4.34 TY.OD'with other tybeeof chgige efforts.,compare

4,35 To consider thounderlying ,asSumptions, of -OD.

4.'36 To donsider>briefly- some types- of OD-Interventions.

4.37 To examine-the Managerial .Grid as a specific devicc.jor,
. organization develop:4mA.

4.38 To consider some conditions,for,failure of 011efforts.

4.34 -To con der some conditions for success of OD efforts.

223
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Aectik 3
.

Organ.itAtio`roi D.eve lop ment

4.3 OrtanizationtDeveloprnent (OD)
4.3,1 Some definitions .

4.311 OD standit for'orgruAzation developiyient, itself a t.,

4 .j
.(`

SJ

short title foi A. way of looking at the whole human and
NI p' ri on side of orginitationallife:u cti*
. .

4.312 OrganizatiOn,deVelopinent haiubeen,defined as an. ir
/ 'effort that Is planned,' organization-wide, anenianaged' ,N.

-.. from:Atte top.; its purpOse is to inorease.organization
.. , effeItivenesii*health through planned intervention

in the orgartizatioxiis_proiesses,, using knowledge' -
,, fronlhe behavioraticiences. I -

4.3121 OD calls for a.strateglo plan for imprhe-
'initnt, and the',mobililatIotoft-resources to f ,

s. carry-but the-effort. It is a way of plaini4g.
.. change and'a::iiity-of-focusing human enerit f

, towartr,Speolfic desired,outcOmes. 2 . % '.. .
4.3122 ' it emphasizes i systems approacht6 oigani' -

- : bzalkional prOhlpms. OD is- concerned 'with
, the development, 'change, and Improvement

....e.-
, of organizatiOnal systems- and Subsystems.

f

4.3123 '`Top- management must actively participate
. in any OD.effort, and Must have commitment

. . . to the goals of the' program.....

. 4.'3124 OD is a" strategy for moving into an organiza-
., tioti and lelping it to examine its.present

t" ways of work, norms, and values, and to
, consider alternative ways of,'Workitig. ,'

A. 313. "Ideally OD is' a tOtal organizational effort to _improve-,, ,

team effectiveness -- decision-makingprocessei, in%

, ..
?.Richard -Be4khard.:OrIM-zation Deve lopment: Strategies and, .

Models (Reaxiiit,g, Mass: Addison- Wesley, 1969), pp; 944. .;4

' 20"ackt. Fordyce and ,RaymondWeil. Managing with People! A ,''
Man eris Handbook of Or anization Develo ment Models (Reading,
Map. : Addison-Wesley, 1971), V. 15.

.

-
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d .Section 3
% ir

. .particular r- irnollaboriition with behavi,nritir scientist
s consultants ; "1 .

4.314 OD.-is a response to change, 1.plannad effort focused

.,
.priinaribt on-changing attitudes and:behavior ofpeople ',

within theorganizatiom It is a watof.kelpiniorganiza:-
. .. s..

-; tionato nopevtth a rapidlynhanging environment thrdugh
. planned, managed, ,pUrposive change.

4.32 History bf -op.. , ... . - ,

4.321 In 1950, John Paul Jones was hired by Union Carbide to
. work_onraanagement motivation problems, and with the

help' ot,DoUglas McGregor he setup an "organization
. .

Douglass.

. development"' group based-primarily-on McGregor's -

4 .). ideas-02 ' sr, ,.... . - , , .,,

4.322 Alsoli.thelate 1950's, a4eadquarters human relations
, resemph group.atHumblebil and Meaning Co. began to -sf

offer Ice siervineaaa an internafconsulting group to field I

., ' managers.. Out of this and other training efforts,"-*-the
- Managertat-Grid concept was sdeveloped by plake-and

_ss Moutori.3
4.323 A third origin of OD stems4rom thesSurve.V Resefaeh

Center-at the' University of Michigan white researchers) /

nsed,attitude surveys and feedbitck of sin results
efforts to change organikatiotu3.4 '` :I'

_

Is i,,

.4.324 'Today OD is being need in-highly industrialized countries
-"'- all over-the world, in .& wide range of organizations sunh

4 . as business firms, schools, police departments, and ii .

hospitals. It is- involving ;many categories' Of employees:
prOfessianals,_ scientists, engineersi technicians,

' secretaries, and factdry workers. .

4.33 Objectives, of OD. 4 '

The.nveriall objective is tn.increatie organizational effectiveness.
Sub objectives include the following:5

.. . .,,,. ,
. .

tM

lweixiell L. French. "Organizational DevelOpment: What 1t Is and
"Is Not, Personnel Administrator, 16:2, ganuary-Februaty, 1971.

.
2Gilbert Burck. "Union' Carbide'S Patient SchEyners," Fortune,onalDecember, 1965. See also Douglas McGregor, The Professional 1,,,

Manager, edited by"Caroline Mnqiegor and Wairen G. Bennie' (New
York: McGraw -Hill, 1967), pp. 106-110, 172-174. .

. 3Roliert H.1. Blake and Jane S. Mouton. The Managerial Grid:
Orientations for Achieving Production Through Pe 1 (HouSton, Gulf,
1964). .

4French, op. cit. , 'p. 4.,
.

5ibid. , p. 6. ,,,,
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`4.331

4.332

v StAidy'G-uide
To create an open, problem-solving cgmate throughout

. the organizatiOn.
To supplement the authority associated with -Foie. or
status with the authority of knowledge-and competence.

4.333 TO locate decision-making and problem -solving
bilities-as)close to the - information- sources-as

4.$34 To build trust am- ong individuals and-groups throughout
. the .organization.

4.335 To make' compeAtion more releirant to w. ork goals and
to maximize collaboiative efforts. .

4.'336 To develop a reward' system which recognizes lzott the
achieveraent of the organization's mission (profits or
service)- and organization development (groWth of people
within the organization).

4.337 To increase the sense of""ov,inershtp" of organization
objectives' throughout the workforce.I.

4.338 TO help managers to inlanage) according' to relevant objec-
-. Lives rather than according to past.prp,ctices or-objectives

whikh do:.not make sense for mie's,area of responsibility.
4.339 TO increase self-control and self-direction for people

within the organization.
1:34 Relationship of OD to other types of,change efforts,'

,4:341 OD and manageMent development.
4.3411 Management development focused on the manager

himself, in an effort to upgrade his
abilities and capacities., .

4.3412 OD's focus, is enImproying the systems that makeA
up the total organization. The emphasis_ -is

though.not exclusively, -on-training of
groups. OD concentrates on intergroup relation-,

ships;,communication sy0emS; organization
structure and roles; improving goal-setting pro-
cessf assessnient of how workgroUps are
operating,

4.342 OD and management training.
4.3421 , Some organizations have tried to initiate an over-

! all-training_effort to upgrade illanagerial effec-,
tiveness by sending entire management groaps to,
university programs or training laboratories.

4.3422 OD differs,frem such training in That it is speci-
- Really related to tie organization's mission, and

it is action-oriented in the sense that it connects
training with organizational action planning.

1Sectron 4.34 is based on Beckhaxd, "op. cit. , pp. 20-25.
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Unit 4, - St c.tion

4,34;3 Whilernagementraini .ng programs/cps not
necessarily prixiude organization change, tD is
lipeogibaliy 'designed to produce. change..

4.343 'ODand- opetationS research.
4.3431 OD and OR..ari similarjn tnany waYsrboth are

-*4 -recent developikent's.,both are problem-centered,'
.`, and:both emphisizeim:provementend optimization

Of performance.. Both emphasize a.'systems .

aPproacli to problems," and beg seem:most effe44-
tirt!in coinplex, rapidly.changing-syStems.

4.3432 OR;. however, tends to work' with economic,.
,eugintering variables such as

sequencing,' routing, .etc. It is a quantita-
. five platined=chazie effort.

4.3433 OD, on,the other hand, lends to select hu
variablesi.identification of znissionund value
human cooperation and Conflict; control and lead-
ership, coping With and resisting change, utilize-

tion of human resources, 'career development,
integrating and .coordinating.

4.3434 The similarities and. differences Indicate a need
t'for-cociperative OR and OD efforts at operating
levels throughout the- orga1nizatiol, not just at
the very top.

4.35 Underlying- assumptions of-OD. 1
*44351 Organizations are Composed of work groups;, therefore

. the basic units-of change are groups, not individuals.
4.352 -Groupe work more 'effectively when competition is re-

duced and collaborative action is enhanced.
- '4,353 Decision making iebest located 4-the sdurce of the in-

forraati,n rather- than at a partiouLat l'eyel or role in -the
organization,

4.354 Organizations, :Sub-units of organizations, and individuals
4 (continuously manage their affairs against goals; controls

should not/be the basif.of managerial strategy"fOr,they are
''Andy intenimmeaeUr9netits

4.355 Open commuttidatiox4 i4niktual trust and-confidence are
characteristids of an'Otective and healthy organization.

-4.-356 People' 111113t be iiiolt,red in the changei that take place
within the organizatio ,They 'must have- a sense of

14 participation and o ership .in the planning and conduct
of ,change.

lsections 4. 35 through 4.364 are based on Beckhard, op. cit. ,
pp. 26-42.
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4.36 Some usual types'cif.OD interventions:, .

4.'361 Worldnt with teams onteamdevelopment.
4.362 Worldnun intergroup relationehips laetween\oiganiza,tionak

subsystems. .

4.3 Worldngen planning and goal setting piccesses for
IndiViduals;leams, 'and 'larger systems.

4, 364 Working on ecludational activities for upgrading the joicw,
ledge; skills, and abilities otkey,personnel at all'levels.e . . .

4.365 OD teclaniques include team building, =intergrcup collak%ora-
tion and problem, solviiig,,; confrontation meetings, orgaitt-

. - zation mirroF,7and life-ca:reer.planning laboratory. 1: ; . ,

:1, .366' Although usually carried out'.with,thelelp Of outside con,- ...
Sultants, some.OD efforts can :4864)e initiated and, carried
put fremiTithin the erganization.:4 , 1

4.367 All OD efforts are designed-to find" whatia going on In
the drga.nitation..; Seine ,methods for:gathering information
include;-questionnairet interviewing, "sensin.g,..polling :
collagen, .drawings,,and physical 'representationa;, of 'the-

,organizatien.2
4.37 Ode approach, to Qt):.The Managerial,Grid:3%-

4.371 The underlying-assumptionef the grid is that a dichotomy
d,oesrtot exist4in organizations between people problenis
and production problems. Cencern,for'people and-concern
for prdduction are: complementar rather than separate

.9N ,
probleniaf .

.4.372 The grid wairdeveloped as a training prOkrana forinanage-.
Inca: :It providesa *ay of. identifying ,raanagerial -styles.
, The theory is that once a, manager. is able to locate.his
style a Management on"the grid, he can ,then work to.
change,.it by t:scaminingthe consequences of his behavior

. in,relation to people or production.
1.3721 'There aie some ninety -one positions of manage-

... C Mont style that one can-locate On the grid.
4. 3722 . scales shown on.the_grid-are -concern for

'people -atifIconceril for production."'
4.3723 At one extreme is the manager who is totally in,

terested in production. At the other extreme is
, the manager who is solely concerned with his

i employees. BetweBetween these extrs.rnes are many
- other variations of managerial styles.

4.373 In the training process, five positioilen the grid are used;4.

4

J.

Fordyce and Weil, Op.' cit., pp. 894).
2Ibid. ,

?Blake and 1Ciouton,op., cit.
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.. ° 4.3731 The autociatiOpodition -.... high oonoern kr production,

.
`little (Kneen for people. ,

,. 4.9732 ,. The-people naanagor -==- high concern for barmony,_
. litileiloneals-ippi3tioduOttbe .

'4 43793 Thelaisrex4Faire position -- indifference to peop le and
..- production. ,

4.9734 The: oompiomise Manager-- moderate- concern for
',people isidikoduction,

,1.3735 High for productivity and peOple.
tu4.374 The plpose. of the grid is to giVethir.manager. an ineight into , ,

his 4tirle -oftsupervieinet and to_ give him 'a 'means for evaluating , ,, . ....
. Ihis progress _ae,he,,Itrives-tolimprove. ,

4.375 The :grid-training program ledesoribed as a sic -phase approach
to orgailiation develcipmeht.11 4s Beekhall has pointedout, all
six part/ areessentiallo,the prOgramfOr Ain -organizational
payoff does not oome:until theskills.snd- abilities learned in the
educatilcnalchase are appligiciby the work teams and by the or-

,. ginization itinagement"tegun. "2 .. .. ;
, =

4:3751 Phase--4 Is designed.to make the manager aware of his
snit± managerial behavior and the organizational climate.

1 N. Thiaphise.takes the form of laboratbryseminar
to training. ,.

..
4.4752 The second phaie.0onoerne team development. Back-

grinmd knowledge giined from the first phase is applied .'

....
t, by menagertito,their own - particular work group - ''"

.operations. a - ir

.,;; 4.3753 Next, comes 'identification: of problenui....reas and likely i
sources of conflict between work groups4 ..4,Otivitien''in ,
the third phase are deligned to achieve lcetter, inter-
group-problem. iolving. ;

,4.3754 The fourth ph'ineis concerned with goil, setting, short ---'
= and long-term; orpniiatiOnat 04114.0)am:end individual

goals must be Identified and diiouseed.
.

t4.3756 The fifth phis/ impleMentiag planned chap --,

.

by attaining the established goals. .Itinvolvei-oon- " :
. orate solutiowand assigning responeibilitifor

., achievingthem. *,. ,

4.3756 The final pits' is &period of stabilizingthe =changes
. broUght about in the prior phase's. The effort in this=

phase is to make lure that champs achieyed are ableto
. withstand the pressures toward regreision., X,
Ibid., 285 -286.

28eckhard, p. 22.
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4.3757 Blake and Mouton eatimate thatdepeilditigon
.orianizaticeal.siie.and complexity, the first four
phases of thisprograrn-inaytake two 'years. of
longer to; cOMPlete, and that actually implementing

-4,ite.chailgeS'inconcrete manner may take up
-444,to.two years Mre.

.4:38-Sorlie conditfonsior failure of OD efforts,..''

4

4.381 Discrepancybetweenlop,management,s statements of 4
values and actual performance of 'top manitteraent.

4.382 A lot of organtiaitenal activities thout any solid base of
changed-goals.

4.283 Impatience -thud-desire for quit change. .(Three to five
yearf..is a realistic time frath -in which-an OD effortinay.

. begml tolitheyi. real results..).. .

4,384 Too. mudh. dependence on outside _consultants 'or on inside
'spedialists.. .

4.285 Gad bgliveenehingeefforts at the top and at the middle

tc

of the organization.
4.386 TrYing;te lit change into old 'structure.

.4.387 Applying, strategies not appropriate -for a particular
organizaticinal-situation. .

4.39 _Some, conditionslor,sucCess of 01) efforts. 3
:391 To13.managenlent exerts pressure for action.

4,392 Some intervention-takes place at_the top.
4.393, 'Problem-areas are diagnosed and specific problems

analyzed.
4.394 EXperimentation takes place with new solutions to'

problemi.
4.395 Some new solutions are invepted, which result in some

.# commitments,tolnew course.s:of action.
4.396 - The system is reinfofced by the positive results attained,

and-this produ2es acceptance of the new practices.

B e and Mouton, opt cit., pp. 274-275.
2 hard, op. cit.., pp. 93 -96.
3Larry E. Greiner, "Patterns of. Organization Change," Harvard

Business Rei, w, 45:122-125; May-June, 1967.
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,Arg3rris,, t.nterven.tion Theory and Method; A Behavioral Science
'Ariew. Reading, Masi. : Addiion-Wesley;: 1970.

Some recent ideas, otArgyris- on organization-intervention and
changes.. .

a)

Beckhard, Richard: Organization -DeVelopment: Strategies-and-Models.
Reading, Mass.':, Addison-Wesley, 1969.

Systematic-description.rotstrategies and-Models in different
types of OD efforts; coMprehentrive-discussion of op. -059d.ctn-
parison of'OD With-othierorganizational IMprovement 'efforts.

- .
. Bennis, Warren G. C Development

and Evolution of Hunian:.Or anizatiOns.- New YOrk:_McGraw-Hill,-196,6.
The- evOlution-Of 'orginiiiitiona is making: the burea4ratic -form-

obsolete; according-4o lkinniS,'and:nevi patterns-are, emerging,'
"which promise drastic, changes in .nianagerial practices _in.
gen'ertd-.",

/
. Or anitatDe t: Its Nature, Origins 'and

Prospects. Reading, Mass.: Addison - Wesley, 1969.

k
Broad survey,; of history andipres.ent.practice-of-QD:

"Theory-and-Method in-Applying:Behavioral Science to
Planned Organizational Change, " Journal, of Applied Behavioral t'

Science .1:3377360, actobert-NoveMber-pecember, 1965.
Noting that-behavioral-scientists- are -nwre- and more being

called on to take an action role in efforts -to kipkove'human Organi-
zation, Bennis discusses some ,offthe implications -of this emergent
role And defines the 'qualifications he feels a professional chr-Ige.
agent -must have.

Bennis, Warren G. , ermeth D. Benne, and Robert.Chin, eds, The
Planning of Change. 2d. ed. New York:. Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, 1969. Y

A book of readings about planned change written by a wide
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-Variety- of beha.Viord science theorists and.pradtitioners. Collabora-
tion-and conflict, -resietan': to- change, valugs and gbais, maniputa-
tion, andapproaches to organizational chang :are but a feirotthe
Many topics covered. °

Blake; Albert*. , and others. "Rreakthrough'in Organization Development, "
Harvard Rosiness .Review, 42:1394575;-NoVenther715ederaber,1964.

"This--article describes -briefly ,the- six _Ohms s, of the Managerial.
Grid program, amithen-,:evaluat- efj-,an, actual gridArainini'Prograin that
was carried-outlivan organiiation.,

Blake, Robert and Jane S. .Mouton.- Building -a Dynainio Corporation.
Thro h tatiOnDever Meat: Reading, Masa.

ddisen-Weeley, .1969.
Detailed-desc#ption.of- one type of-OD-program. Emphasizes,

the'systelpslaspect of op. .

. The rid:Gr id: Key Achieving Pro:
ditatian Throujh People.. Rotiaton, Texas,, Gulf; "1.964.- '

detailed-preeentatien-of the six' -phase ,OD program developed
by the tottitorS.

Burck, Gilbert. "'Union Carbide's Patient Schemers, t," Fortune, 72:
-147-149, 251-254; December, 1965.

A report of Union Carbide's 15-year program of gradual and , I

sometimes stormy organizational change. One. of the results-was-
st the evolution of grOu decision making.at Union Carbide. An early I

and largely success OD effort In which Douglas-McGregor seryed
as a consultant.

4,

Burke, W. Warner and Warren Schmidt: "Management and Organize-
.. Lion Development:-What is the Target of Change ?" Personnel

Administration, 94:44-56, March-April, 1971.,
The authors compare management deVelopinent and OD:, they

conclude 'that -ther"are-not oWy-highly compatible, bid, more
ImPortantly, they are complementary. n According to their analysis

i

management develapment is the "educative slice"-of the "OD pie.
(p.,. 55) A detailed chart, "Relationship of,Management DeVelopmenti

. and-Organization Development, " (p. 47) efficiently sums up the
f ,comparison presented in the. text.

, .

Crockett, William, Jr. "What's So Odd AbOut OD ?," Administrative Man-I
agement-SocietY.Report: 4975.0; -November, 1970.

Identifies, OD as a process of diagnosing blocks which prevent
the release of human potential

1

within the-organization. . i
7.. . %
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Culbert, Samuel A. and- Jerome Beisel. "Organization Developnient:.

An Applied- philosophy for-Managers of Public Enterprise, Public
Adininistration,ReVieW,.'31:169469,March-April /971.

TheauthOrs-prediot'thatinthaseventlegii -due to many and
extensive oultural,Olutnies, public-and,priciate enterprises Will'have
to deal with - challenges -to survival, .consolidation and groWth.fil a
manner quite different frcimMethodssused,previously. In order to ,

effectively integrate: the. and the teohnical-ayetems
organization,. the Manager,, according to the authors, would-do well .

to utilize OD-concepts andnietioas, which are described in some
detail and illustrative examples prOvide4.,

,

Davis, Sheldon-A. "tin Organic Problem-Solving'Method of Organizational
Change," Journal ,af, ApPlied:Behavioral:Science, 3:341, January-

'Februitiy-March; 1967. ; 'T

The _author believes confrOntatton.la the missing element.in
the literature otbehirdortitscience, and he describes an extensive
OD effort atTRW:Systerns-whichplaces heavy- emphasis on con-
Irontationzand the use-o*:seneitivity training: ReactiOns to this
article suit some.criticisni_folloviln two brief commentaries by
John Paul Jones and F. J. ItOethlisberger, pp. 22=28.

, .

Eddy, William B. and others, eds. BehinitoralSnd- Manager'ss
Role. WasMngton,13. C.: NTL Institute foApplied Behavioral -

Science, 1969. ,

A-book of readings on-human behavior in_ organizaticnatlife,
the interactienhetWeen people and the system, and the impact of
each upon-the-Other. The last sectioni'"Action:Steps-and:Inter7
yentione, " contains Beveral-atticles, on organization development._ c
The entire book - should prove helpful to managers.

e Fordyce, Jack K., and Raymond.Weil. Managing With people: A Man er's
Handbook ot Organization 3Dev ment Methods. Reading, Mass. :
Addison-Wesley, 1971.

A detaileddiscuasion:of OD methods. Sheldon Davis _refers to
this book as anOD toolbox.

. French, Wendell L. "Organizational Development: What ItIs and Is Not,"
Personnel Administrator, 16:2-8, 46, January-February, 1971.

A,definition and brief history of OD, some of its underlying
assumptions, its objectives and a few examples of OD programs --
alDof these 'aspects of OD are briefly discussed in this article.

1
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Greiner, Larry E.. "Patterns Of Organization Change," Harvard BusinessRv*, May - June,, 1967.

Traditional Managerial approaches-to change (decree,
lateral action, andlreplaceraent) are- giving warto,group _decision
-making and,groupvroblem-solVing.0, The author discusseehow
successful organizationarchange,differa-_froni unsuccessful change,
'and- emphabizeslhatthere is -need,for managers, 'consultants,
skeptics -and--researchers to becoMe less -parochial in:their-view-

. points: MiaOh more constructive- dialogue-and joint effort are needed.
if we are-to act wisely in-introducing, organization change.

Lawrence, Pala Rf- and Jay' W. Lorsch. Deve 1°04 Organizations:
Diagnosis,and Action. Reading; Mass.,: Addison-Wesley; 1969.

These two Harvard authors present a perdonalized statement
of ,their particulsx view othow-OD can contribute to organizational

`excellence. Uslig*a-total systems approach, they attempt to show
'how OD .can lead to constructive change.

r

Marrow, Alfred; ,T.4 David "6:Bowers, and Stanley E..,Seashort
Man went b Partici ation: Creatin 'a-Climate for Per nal and
Organizational DeVeloPniene- New York:, Harper and -Row, 1967.

6 Likerteays.in the-introduction'thatOis look "reports.an
extraordinarily Successful improvement if a failing.organization
through 'the introduction of a new. rn.anageliient SyStem. " -It is the
time story otthe'WeldOn-Affg., Co., and,providetr an excellent
illustration of the Systems approach teplanned,,Coordinated 'change.

fr

Schein, Edgar H. Process. Consultation: Itssiole n Organization
Developnient. Reading; : Addison-Wesley, 1969.

-Introcluces and explains, in d_ etail the ctncent of process
consultation.

Schein, Edgar H. and Warren G. Bennis.. Personal -and Organizational
Change Through Group Methods: The LaboratogAptsroach. New
York: Wiley,,1965. - 5 0

AntitrOililetibriTeleberatery training, its uses, the basic
learning-processes itablved, and guidelines for running a laboratory.
The authors are both.affiliated with- NTL.

Walton, .Richird E. Inf.() ersonal Peacemakin : Confrontations and Third
party Consultation. Reading, ,Mass. : Addison-Wesley, 1969.

Walton describes the skills am-Outside.consultant must possess
to facilitate confrontation. "The professional and personal qualities
attributed to the third party-which giVe the'principals confidence in
entering a confrontation- andwhich facilitate confrontation processes
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include: :(a) diagnostic .skills, (b)_behavioral,*sidlls in breaking
impasses and interrupting -repetitive: interohange, (c) attitudes of
acceptance; and (d) }personal capadity to provide emotional( support
and:rea.sanrance."

"Whittle OD Vt NTT, Institute, -2;1-2, June, 1968. ,

brief 4,41criptiokof =OD, its oWeetives, iteteobnciaogy, and
one-example .of anongoing Op program.
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'Greiner, Larry
.
E. 'tPatterns of Organization Change, " Harvard Business.

.:Revie*i. 45:119-13b, May-June, .1967.
Traditional: approaches to change (decree, uni_

lateral actfon, wand replaceinent) are-giving viay, to grqupAecision
makinicand:grOup probleni solving. The - author discusses how4
successf4l organizational change- differs-froMimsUccessful change,
and eniphasizes- that-there-is need-for Managers, consultants,
skepticS and researchers-to become less .idarochial in their view-
paints. Much more constructive,dialogue:aktjOnt effort are-heeded
if we are to act wisely in introducing organization change.

Lawrence, Paul R. andJay W. 1,orsch. Developing Organizations:
kileLOsis and-Action. -needing, Addison-Wesley, 1969. '

These two HarvIr anthOrS,present a personalized _statement
of 'their particular view. of .hbV>IOD can contribute to-organizational
excellence. Using a total syhtenis approach, therfattenipt to show
how Ob can lead.to constructive chahge.

Marrow; Alfred J. David G. Bowers and.Stanley'E. Seashore.
Management by Participation: Creating a:Climate for -Personal and
Organizational_Development. 'New York: Harper- and -Row,

-introductionthat.this book "repOrts,an
extraordinarily Successful improvement of a failing organization,
through the introduction of.a.new-management-Systeln. " It is the
true siory_of4the-Weldon.Mfg. Co. , and.provides are expellent
illustration of the systems approach to planned, coordinatedohange.

-:'
Schein, Edga r Process Consultation: Its Role in Organization

Dmielopment. Reading, Mass. : Addison-Wesley, 1969.\.
Introduces and explains in detail the ccncept of procesS

.
'Consultation.

Schein,, Edgar H. and Warren G. Bennis. Personal and Or
Change Through Grouti.Methods: The Laboratory Approach., New
York: Wiley, 1965.

An introduction to laboratory training, as uses, the basio-
learning,prOcesses involved, and guidelines for running a labOratory.
The author's. are both affiliated with NTL.

;

Walton, Richard E. lute ersdnal Peacemakin : Confrontations and Third
Party 'Consultation. Reading, Mass. : Addison-Wesley,' 1969.

. Walton describes the skills an Outidde.donsultant must possess
to facilitate confrontation. "The professional and personal qualities
attributed to the third party which give the Orincilials confidence in
entering a confrontation- and which facilitate confrontation processes
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.include: (a) iiibrealdng
itapasises'tindinterrupting repetitive interchange, (c) attitudes of
acceptance, and (d) personal capacity to provide emotional support
and reassnranee. "

"%jihad is Op -11 NtLinstitut14,2:1-2, June, 196S.
A brief description of OD, its objectives, its :technology, and

one example of.an ongoing Q. Progrtun.
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OVERALL OBJECTIVESV

7 UNIT 5
'ENRICHMENT MODULES

The enrichment modules have the following obf9otives: (2)-to provide
additional information fbr those participants vilio-mity have special ;
interests, cirmeeds for more inforniation in S. spedgic area than pan be
provided in. the limited time span of. the course; (2)-to serve as -sUpple-
!notary material to, the basic content of course; and. (3), to serge- as
a at,arting pOint for further research in a particular area. They maq be.
used .by the leader as- examples in presenting the basic content, or by
participantp as an- independent study package; equivalent to a type of
progrkinect learntfig.

It is -suggetitedsthat either leader or particiipants might wish to'cjeyelop
their own,modules to 1M:dude-hi tha,course. A task-force might, for
example, develop a module `highlighting major doncepta-which a library
'should consider in order to provide,Or the development of personnel
throughout.* library lioratero. Another possibility woidclbe to develop
evaluative instruments by which,* library system might. measure its
progress in the area of personnel development.

241
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5.1122 Bureaucratic state administration developed because of the
edonomib necessity ,to regulate waterways, particularly the

,.

Nile trade route:1, "'
.123 The highly elaborated admillistrative systemwhich.passed+,5

- from the Piharoalis kith. PtoleMies-,was organized around a
strict coordination of the economic efforts ofthe,Whole
population-to ecure for each member or the community,
and the community as a Whole, the highest possible_degree
of prosperity; the .system was maintained by force.2

5.113 Greece.. ,

5.14.31 'In his.burning,passion to make all the world one, Alexander
proved hiinself an able administrator. He cherished the
vision that all men should live.in brotherhood, and'felt that
they -should shire with him in the administration of the
army. At the scene-of-the humiliation of his_soldi rs, he
said, tvery man of you...I regard as,my. skins , and
from now that is the way I.'shall call you. " In wr ting of
this .Occasion, Plutarch emphasized'Alexandertl oncept
of" fellowship' in rule. 2

5.1132 Plato was greatly concerned with the exact procedures for
selecting and training the gOardians of :the GreVc city-
states: He proposed a rigorous -echication in music'
literature, and gymnastics as-weltas drastic tests in-
volvingthe severinkof all family-tLA. "Prospect/We,
guardians must undergo a rigdrous training and-education.
And in its course, it will turn-out that not all of them can
be devtloped to the full stature Of a ruler.. The guardians
will; therefore; fiubdiiidt in two_ grows: alargeigroup of
inferior statue& the helpers, and a smaller group of-nien
-who.= bo educated todhe paint where they become
guardians Di the pregnant sense. And-the principles's:it
'this-edUcatibn-oannbt-be provided by the hopefuls who have
the gifts, but not the accomplishinents:, they can lie.

Tiax Weber, in: Albert Lepawsky, Administration: The Art and Science
of drganizationand Management (New York: Knopf, 1949); p. '79.) .

2Michael Rostovtzeff, in: Lepawsky, op. cit. , p. 80.
3Andre Bonnard, Greek Civilization: From Euripides 'to Alexandria

(London: 'George Allen and UrIwin, 1961).
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furnished only. by a halper of a superior order, by Socrates
. himbelf.

7*
;1'1 .

5.114 Rome. . .

4 5.1141 CassiodOrus, in his letters, wrote 5' formulae for gdod
administration and statesd," i-hava said nothing-abont,the
qualities of the,individtial-office-holdera,ebUt have made . 1

such explanatiOns.as..Seemed suitable cOnderning,t4s,.
office. "2

. . ' A s .
..

5.1142 The administrative practices that made Rome great'are ,

' deiicribed as well as the oneapat led to first decline.
Rostovtzeff concludes, "ThOltate...4fent on existing just I'
so long as its .culture and. organization were superior to C

. those of its enemies; When that superiority disappeared,
.1 new. masters took control of whathadbecome a bloodliss

snd eflets 6tganism. "3
5.115 Ottoman Empire.. ;..*. . . ..,

Ti a brief, hut-comprehendive article, -Gladden suits up lessons in
public administration' 4uriported. by experience in the,Ottoma4
Emplre.4 . . =

.

5.1151 AdmirdatratiOnlmust adapt itselfto changing social-and
political Conditions,

5.1152 Efficient administration can be-improved`by the IPecial
training of its members. The Turkistvphilosoilhy, in this
respect Is shown in the following -,quotation, "The Turks
rejoice greatly Whim they find an exoeptionalman as though
they had acquired a precicius object, and they spare Ito
labor in Cultivating him, .

/5.1153 Provided opportunities orproinotiOn for hose in lower
classes of service to higher classes.. j

1Eric Voegelin, Order and History: Plato- and Aris otle, Vol.
(Baton Rouge: Louisiana fate University Press, 1957).

2cassiodoins, Containing TWenty-Five Fprimlae, in:
The Letters of Cassiodorus, with an Introduction by Thomas Hodgkin
(Landc;n: Frowde, 1886). .

3Michael Rostovtzeff, Rome (New York: Oxford University Press, n60).
4E.N. Gladden, "Administration of the Ottoman Empireunder

Suleiman, " Public Administration, -15:187-193, April, 1937.

4.
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.5.1154 itteed,.lor cenntiakt sfrapliiication end planning were
Rot proviided"for With Serious consequencies.

5.1155-_AciminIstration- reqtarei,,wmore -dependable- motive .

power-than the-inspired leadership' and hereditary-
grintivampOnwhiclvthe (*Oman system depended.

5.116 Bibliorl referticeii. r
I

The Old Testanient describes the problems -ofMoses-in
Ieedingthe children out oftiondege from' Egypt. It tells how
'ItofosesWas,serily timed, for everyone -mime- to ask- hini..tO
solve various prOblenis, and-he was overwhelmed. Speaking
to.hiefatharfin-lew .aboutthioi PrOblein,4he vealadvised to
diiide- the people up.intn-groUpii4with a-leader from each,
groUP4 These'leaders Would then-report to Mbses. Here.
we see the conespt of,delegation..

5.12 Medieval Period.'
5.11 ChArlemagne diviegithit empire to better manage it, and

Oetabliahed'a system OfinsPeCtors.4to visit the regions to
check going:on. Here we seethe-concept of
control.

5.122 Numerous works .cite example -of administratiVe.canCepts
and practices in the Middler:Ages, for example:
5.1221 Bennett writes-ofManofial Administration and the

adminiltrative pro ortres that deyelopeit to collect, 4rents arid-services.
_5.1222 Fitzneale-explains the administrative practices in the

,lime.of Charlemagne, espeoially'the day-by..7day
'operations of the English_medieval excheqiier. 4

5.1223.An unusually-theiough-analyids. of fiecal administra-'
tion'in Enigland'between 1327 and 13361s provided
by Morris.3

if,g:Bennett, Life on tbe:Sianor (Nevi York: Macmillan,
1937).

.

2Rwhard yttinealet. The Course of the Exchequer, Translated from
the .7.,atin by &tries John on, (Net York: Oxford University Press,
1950).

3Williara'A. Morris, and Joseph B. Strayer, The.English ernment
at-Work.: 1327-1336. Vol. II, Fiscal Administration (Canibridge,
Massachusetts: The MediaevalZ e*rornmnrica, 1947).-
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5,1224 One of the outstanding authorities on adrdinistrative
history-of the English medieval period is Tout.
Included in his studiei ia an account.of the civil
service system in Englandin the 14th century which
"howl that:the bureatoratwes as active and vigorous
in 14th century as in the 20th. 1

5.13' 17th and 18tIruentAtries.
5;131 'Ciuneralism., 406

5.1311 A groupl'of Gerinsuvand Austrian writeiti, _professors,
"public administrators, khOwii as the Ciuneralists,
deVelTed the techniques of administration, starting
ass early ae.1550, but their activities flourished
especially during the 177018.2

5,1312,Canieralismwae en:s.dministrativelechdology which
dealt with- such :subjects as the Igliiinistration of
niedlotilinstitutions, the establishment of-industries;
ielection-of capable recruits for administfatiVe
offices; establishment of the office, of comptroller.
Taken,as.a whole,, the Cameralists developed a
cchereit,civiC theory, corresponding with the German
system of-Administratiou which was develong
concurrently.

5.1313 At-the height of Cameraliam inthei17th century, the
'foremost_scholar Othe movement was George Zincke,
'professor at-LeiPiig, *hp offered courses in the'
"Science -of Law.-and Cameraliam. " His bibliography

. for.the course contained over 2,000 titles, -of which
.509 dealt*itlrfinancial administration. Each entry

f_

.was classified on a soak ranging from "learned"
, through uvehry bad. "3

5..1314 Zinckete chief work was his .Cameralist Library, a
four-volume-work on-the" procedures and principles

Thomas Tout, Chap.ters,in the Administrative History pf
Medieval England (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1920-1933.)

2Albion W. Small, The Cameralistsi 'the Pioneers of German Social
Pplity, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1909).

3LepaV;vsky; op.ocit., p. 97. '
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of political economy,. science and-public:administra-
tion. tincke _defined CaMeralists: "By thisrname. we, Mean
those whopOsisese fundamental and special-knoWledge,abOut
.allor same-pakticularpati of.those-thin s-which.are
necessary- in.Order that4hey May-assist* princelnInain-
laining.gotid manageMant'in the: state. "?.:

5:1315 Cqd0raliet:philelc9hY-dictnof.m.akeinuch eadway 'outside.
German? anAustria, but a parallel tende cy "to promote
the growth of,a.coMmon -European standardl of adMinistra-.
tion amtpublie service" was concurrently developing-in the
major European oountries.2

S.,r"5.132 Napoleon as an administrator.
5.134 Itiunley onsiders bit reorganization of the French goviitrn-

ment-in'finance, law, religion, and in every area of institu-
tional' life:the-most-outstanding five years -of adMinistrative
acoomplislEnent in history. (based on his five-year period

Consulate bifore,he was cOmpletely,dominated,by the
idea- of world conquest).3

5.1322 Some of the-strong administrative _features adhered to by
Napoleon we're: a- clear chain of eonimand; duties, clearly
aritEdefinitelY apportioned between authorities; a firmly
establfshedidministrative hieriuchy with head-at apex;
specialized Corps; authority persbnaliked--anthotity for
every-action should be takenby one man; belief in the need
for general staff and skillful specialists; efficient system of
training promising yourig men from all liacial backgrounds;
derhocratic element in,selection of higher personnel.4

'Small, op. cit. , p. 250-. ,-

2Ernest Barker, The Development of Public ServiceS in Western
Europe, 1660 -1930. (London: Oxford University Press, 1944).

3D.O. L ey,' "Napoleon Bonaparte as-an Administrator," Public
Adminis on 1:127-135, 1923.

tf 4Brian Chapman, The Profession of Government: The Public Service
in Europe (London: Allen and Unwind 1959).
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1Enrith ment Module 1-B

.
Objective: To-re ognize the,prinpiples ,ganization and miniagement

as the,. were deyeloped--pd plied,through major/a-dotal

t ti.ins tione.

5.1 To;show t management *adepts were evolved -in the,Past on the
basis o need, and -withetOtudy, research,orforMulikation; bitt
histe f tally, there is ev dance of attempts:tomtuiageind,organize.

5. a ,flie.principles organizatiokandmanagement as revealed '

through thre major social institutlim4
5.141 ThOtornari catholic-chi**

I

)514411 The administrative conoepts of,pe Gregory the
Groat:in-the 19th,century. .

5.14111 In hiAiumons book, Pitstoral Care,
Gregory laid forth theljuilitiel that are
required-for rulers;of Men. Starting'
with the artnimptiiii:* the right to .

ruielelonge-to the skilled min, he lays
but therules of leacierildp which he
prescribes.l

5.14112 One of the man roles- in -which Gregory

t for,-targini-
showed great cipacitr totiwas that ea
busineilman. He-had, 'talen
zation, an amazing' capacity for detail,
and he managed the Chtrohys-estates as
though he might have spent his whiile

'life studying the bliciget,.2
5.14113 No Pope ever furnishecl more definite

primulas for action. had great ability.
in.personnel administration, for strict
record - keeping; for keorpnizing ,

4

---271----egorius I, The Great, Saint, Pope, Pastoral Care. Trans. by Hairy
Davis, (Westminster, Md. : Newman, 1950):FaZTi es, Ancient Christian
Writers: The Works of the Plethora in Translation.)

F. Homes dde"--1 Great: "Place in Mstor, ands
Thought (New York: Hussell; 1967), 2 vols. 1
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the Churoh. 1 :°
5.1412 The-principles of 'admitistration found within the Catholic Church

. organization.
544121 Mooney ivasthe first person who attempted to Synthesize

- organizational experience 'under general principles. The
Clitirch-ifatilMO of fourtinstitutions_lroru which he felt
many beside principles could be,learned.2

5.14122 Mooney concludes lie 'material on administrative lessor 9
to-be learned from the Church: "Coordination of 'effort,
scalar,-territorial organizatiqn,' and diveksified function-

are all _outstanding features. of Catholic policy, and
each provides. lessons that no organizer in any sphere can
'afford to neglect. "3

5..1'4123 `Another attempt to show the management laser/us that could
be leariied from-the Catholic Church was the audit -under-
takenby'the Anieridan-Instittite-of Management in 1956, and

updatingafithOdoeument in 1960. The audit concluded
with 32 lessons4lich'inodern management could learn
frpra- the Church.4

3 5.14124 In -revising _the AIN audit of the Church, "Drucker praised
the.audit for someof itainsighte, but generally criticized
it for the undignifiedway:the material was presented, and
questioned the authenticity "oftnanY'ef its-sweeping gen-

; . eraliiations. 5
5.14125 Specifically Drucker states:

There is certainly nOs.otganizatiett from which the
. modern student could learn is,muchais he could from

the Roman-Catholic.Chtiroh. 108 the oldest "organi-
zation" in the World...And-it iii,certaitili the most

1Msgr.Pierre Batiffol, Saint Gregory the Great (140ndon:'Burnit, Oates,
and Washbourne, '1929).

2Tames D. Mobney,d Alan C. Reiley, The Principles Of Organization
(New York! Harper; 1 9), -pp. 102-115.

3Ibid. , 0. 115. .
k A

4American Institute of Management, Management'Audit, of the.Roman
Catholic Church (New'York: American institute of Managerhent, 1956), p.60.

-5Peter F. Drucker, "The Management Audit of the Cath6lic Church, "
America; 94:582-4, February, 1956. Fs

.
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successful one IWs ars° the only one that has
saived`thelvery-problems that most deeply concern
the modern student of niantigenient* and organization:
how to-orgaidze, manage,, _administer and.motivate.
...Moredver, the Catholie Church has; developed
and tested. over the ,centuries' the very concepts
that the:modertrdisciplinea, of management and ,
organizations 'consider !basic" innovation's.... .
The Church is-the Most decentralized otinstitu-
tions, ..It is also the '"flattest"' organikational
structure. welkii.. :The Church "discovered" the
staff principle .700 years' ago... It istablished the

4. , first Ittincticinalivice presidents... even earlier.
Andsit formed-the first "general.,ritaff corps"...

4 250 years 'before the concept first became part of
military organlzation,':and0,50 years before it was
first introduced -.T. in such -forms as the U.S.
Bureau of the, Budget--- into secular government.1

.5.142 The 'Military.
5.1421 Mooney and Raney state:

The principal forms of organizations are revealed -in the
institutions 'of state, church, military and industry.'
Through them Alican be' traced the colors of ,a common'
pattern. Differing objectives do'not obliterate,the out-
lines of this universaldesign.2

5.1422 Mooney and Reiley'list the following, principles as being
especially important.

The first iii-a,soimd doctrine. The efficient application
orsuch a, doctrine is morale or confidence.,.. These
are necessities in organized forme of every kind. It is
in military Organization, however, that they seem to '0,

find their most intensive 'expression.3.
5.1423 Under the heading of "Scalar and Ftmctiofral Principles in

Military Organization," Mooney and Reiley discuss decen -
4 tralized operations, delegation in military organization,

and military functional definitigfi. A chapter is devoted to

1lbid., p 582 /
2Mooney and Reiley, op. cit. , p. 133.
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die evOlutioirof the -genera staff. -1
5.143 'Business and Indubtry.g

5.1431'ilistOrical:badkgrOimd-.Of.thodern:inditstry:
' 5.1441 -CrakindUStryl,in-hotneS. #1\

5.'14312 Specigtikill*.othoine -industry.-
5,14313 Adient'of-the',iiterchant.
5.14314 AdVent Ofindustriat.organization

Ages).
4.1431:41 eraft,guilds:

, 5.143142 Organization- Of Graft into mastery
workmen, worgmen stiouiitey0en);.,and
'apprentices. "s'-,

4

5.14315-.01HO began to disSolve In the 15th,eentitryi,tbyy
the inaclibie,age, they bfictpractically-Alsappekred.

5.14316 Grow* of industry ontside. the , guilds.
5.14317 Beglaning.OE.Modern.industriathistorY begins with

the, invention of the porkdriven machine in theif,
13th , century. .,

5.1432 Rise of Mocierninchtetrial organization.)
5.14321 Began viith'brvention,Otpoiver -machinery.
5.14322 Amazing'progress stile-vied through =the- operation of

free.enterpristi. o '
Great-variety of-types of organizations df4veloped.
Industrial problems.
5.143241 Internal: the order of unit within itself.
5.143242 Intermediate: involving Internal and

external.
5.143243 External: organized relatiais with other

.. units--industria1,,social, and goVern-
-mental.

5.14325 Acirdenistrator-nbeds to decide the policie&that
wilt govern these multiple relationships; principles
of organization help-him.

5.1433 InternaLProblems of indlistrial organization'.
5.14331 Coordination.
5.14332 Decentralization.

5.14323
5.14324

pp. 151-7163;
, pp. 157-214. )(Outline based on this material.).
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\

1.14333 Functional correlation .(every.member ingot know his
duties and. his relation ship-te eurrectildingissits).

5.1434 Administrative problems of industry.
5.14341 Econonita probleins
5.14342 Sodial:prOblems. t

5.14343 RelatIons:wittotiter-industrial organizations.
, - 5.1435 The -labor problem.' ,

# -

5.14361. Divided loyalties. -
-,5.14352`511endendy to tyranny. . 4b

5.14353 CoOrdination. , . .
5.14354 ,Functions of associations (labor 1001111. and .management-

associations). . . .

5.14355 Labor tmions,presume to accept responisibility for cont
. -tinuintwelfare-of man. / .
5.14356, COmpeesellie requirements. .

5."1.435t Collective bargaining. ' .

5.14358 Unity sobition to labor problem rather than dOznination.
1436:External-problems of incturtry. .

5.14361 8truggle.fer power.. , k

5.14362 Citizenship -- the final authority.
5.14363 Money.
5.114384 'TivatiOn.
5.14365 Regulatory law.
5.14366 Needed: fearless-application of principles, of organization

.` lu establishing just relations between gOveKnment and
industry. . . .

5

t
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ginerican Institute of Manage nt.. Management Audit of the Renian
Catholic Church. New Yor : AmericaniInatitute of Management,

. 1956.
The'.auditwas tmdertal- n toshow w hat adMinistrative lessas

might-be_ learned -from the' Chia nineteen- centuries of varied
probletal and remedies., "The- a esentatton unrequested, *biased,
and undensored. This. is: the -firs occasion that a _complete statistical.
management study of the ,Church is vailable.!
(See. review under Drucker.)a

Barker, Ernest. The DevelO ment= of Publi Eiervice,inWestern Eur e
Q16 60 -193 . London: Oiford University Press, 1944.

One of Barker's *seals that-the 0%Cularization of the Church's
. pu blic services was due'to the increasing aifninistrative resources
of the .modern'state. .

=

r

101 4Batiffol, Msgr.-Pierre. Saint-Gregory the. Great. London: Burns, Oates
and Washbourne, 1929.;

A small book which on almoit every page beaks some witness
to Gregory's ability as a great,administrator.

"Three wordewere dear to him., ,rectitudo, that is fidelity to
law, to rules, to the canons fidelity which be requkred from
others and which he was -the first of all to practice. We must also
understand by reciatudo.. , an additioial trace of obligation and
-coramand.,,Another weird, discretio;-which means by discretion,
good sense, discernment in the application of the law in the choice'
of-thoright side, and in the -determination of the best possible choice
to pursue (decision making, iri-thelanguage.of today)... The third
word was blsmdimentum -- the art of pleaSing. Rectitudo must not
make itself hated,, and' the leader-who prabtices it most Officiously
.. makes rectitude loved; and,the leader must also make himself

loved, without; however; seeking unduly to please."
Gregory laid clown'the lay-to all, and more 1pf his definite

answers 'have been preserved than of any other Pope: Na Pope
ever furnished more definitiveformulas. for action. Inhis writing
in the Libor Pastoralis, the.bishopf-fotmd the soul that Gregory

wanted to have.

I,
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Bennett, 'H.S. Life on the English Manor. New York:. Macmillan,. 16b.

Beyer, William C. "The,civil Service-of the Ancient World," Public
Administrative Review, 19:243-7, Autumn, 195'9.

Early beginnings of civil.,sehilcei as it was practiced in Egypt,
Greece and Rome. Good example of type of administrative history

.that Can be written from Study of early, administrative records.,

Study Guide'

Bonnard, 'Andre. Greek Civilization: From Euilpides to Alexandria.
London; George Allen's/net Unwin, 1961.

. AIthoUgh many would disagree, with the sharply 'critical evalu-i att= of Plates volitical projects -in the chapter entitled, "The Grand
Political Design of Platoi" all,would'haYe to ,agree.to the compre
hentive picture the author give ,of-Plato the 'man and, the objectives
of his 'life land the manner in which be organized his works. The
style is fluent, concise, and interest compelling. The for-mat of

.1 the book is Veautiful and impreSsive.

Cassiodorus. "Book VI. Containing Twentg-Fiye Formulae, " The Letter's
dorus, with an Introduction' by Thomas, Hodgkin. London:

Henry.Frovide, 1886. ,

Cassiodorus writes of the reason that he lompiledthiformulae:
"I have therefore includedin ray Sixth and Seventh Books, Formulae
for the granting of all the dignities of the State, hoping thus to be of
some service to.myself... and to help my, successors who may be
hard pressoid,fdr time. What I have thus written-concerning the
past will Serve equally well for the future...

an, 'Brian. The Profession of dcivernment. The Public Se ice in
Europe. London: 'Allen .and Unwin, 1959.

Chapman, clearly outlines some of the strong administrative
features. of the Napoleonic state.

Childs, V. Gordon. an Makes Himself., London: Watts, 1936.
Childe's t iesis is.probably slimmed up most clearly in the

concluding paragraphs of this work. "Behavior is not innate. It
is not even imnaytably dedhy the environment. It is conditioned
by social tradition: But jnst because tradition is created by 'societies
of men and transmitted in distinctivelythuman and rational ways, it

259
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is not fixed and immutable; it is constantly ch ging as society deals
with every new cirounistance.' Tradition,m s the man, by circum- I
scribing his behavior Within certain bounds;-tut- it is equally true that
man makes the traditions. And, so, we can repeat with deeper insight,
"Man makes himself."

Throughout the wori; there are clear references -to the administra-
tive skill necessary for advancernent'and improvement.. To cite
an example from the history of Mesopotamia: "Thus the first temple
at Erech reveals, ecommunity raised to the dignity of a city,. disposing.
of a surplus of real wealth accumulated in the hands.of a diety, and
administered by a corporation of priests. Itimplies an organized
-force of workers, specialized industries and some rudimentiry
system' of commerce and transportation. And at this' crucial moment,
the beginnings at least bf accountancy and even writing emerge. " The
story ,st ur13%an civilization iaahoin as a continuous and repeated
pattern of accumulating wealth, improving the technical
increasing specialization of labor and expanding trade.

.

Chi lde, V. Gordon. What Happenee' tn, History. New York: Penguin Books,
1943.. -

Writing of this work.andits companion volume, Man Makes
Himself, Dwight Waldo evaluates these two works from an adminis-
trative point of'view as: "Some of the most stimulating and enlight-
ening history that,' have ever found... The model that Childe uses...
is rational, co-operative action." It is chiefly by imRroving his
equipthent for living thht man acts on and reacts to the external
world: Throughout the work,, Childe emphasizes the importance
of ideology. 'With the aid of abstract ideas; men, have evolved and
come to need new stimuli to action beyond the universal urges of
hunger, security,.anger and fear. And these new ideal motives
come to be necessansr, for life itself. An ideology, however, remote
from obvious biological needs, is found in practice to be biologically
Useful -- that is, avorable to the species' survival. Without such
spiritual equipment, of only do societies tend to disintegrate, but
the individuals composing them may just stop bothering to exist. "

7
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.

Drucker, Peter F. "The Management Audit of the Catholic Church,"
America, 94:562-564, February, 1956. ,.

,,.
. .

Praises anditfOrsome or the shrewd insights shown in the list
of 32 things which management can learn-from a. studY of the Church,
bitt, criticizes article for undignified:iv material ikpresented.
Questions authenticity of.many of the-sweeping generalizations.

Dudden; F. Homes. Gregory the Great: His Place in.History and Thought;
New York:, Russell, 196'4.2 vols.

'.0e/ugh firstpUblished in 1905, this two-olume work by an
Oxford professor is still ctinsideredthkdefinitive biography of
Gregory the-Great. In.the preface, the author at.once states Gregory's
great influence on.the doctrine, organization, and discipline of the
church.

e most
impo

are.foimd in Gregor t the Great. As by far the most
important person of his time, he,probablY diti more than any other
single man to shape the course of European aevelopment, including
the _fact that it was he who was the means of introducing Christianity
to:England.

Dudden reports that one of the most surprising of Gregoiy's
qUalitieti was his remarkable poWer f absorbing himself in the most
divergent interests and.cencerns and of acting at the same time most
'iffectivelY th all of these Afferent activities. Gregory was-one of the
beat cif the Papal landlords. Under his ride, the estates of the church
increased in value,, the tenants were proaperous and-contented, and
the revenues poured in to the-treasury. His essen0a1 princIpleslof
leadership are enumerated in his work entitled Pastoral:Care.
Starting with the assumption that the rightto rule belongs to the
skilled man, he lays out with definiteness the rides Of leidership
to-which he prescribes.- These maxims, Dudden asserts, have
"moulded the church." They 'hays sensibly shaped the conduct and
policy of the church's rulers and have "made' the bishops who have

'made modern nations." Dudden states the basic purpose of his work
is to show in what respects Gregory himself was able toirealize his
own ideal and in what respects he roll abort.

Fitzneale, Richard. The Course of the Exohe t. Translated from' the
Latin by Charles Johnson, New York:-Oxford, 1950.

!-
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Gladden, "Administration, of the -Ottoman.Empire Under Suleiman,"
Public Administration 15:1,87-193.,, April, 1947.,

A brief, but comprehensiVe, article-which sums up .leusons in
public administration Supported by the Ottoman experience.

Gregorius I, The Great, saint, 'POO. Pastoral- Care. Trans. by Henry
Davis. Westminster, Md.: Newman, 1950. (In, series, Any Cient
Christian Writers: The Works Of the lathers is Translation.)
- In his famous book, Pastoral Care, Gregory examinee the
qualities that are required in-a ruler-`of sinep, "for to rule others is
the art of arts: " This work EUrnished-g pattern of conduct for the
secular priests. Indications ,c( its impertance.are emphasized by
thesiactthat in the "9th: century,. KingAlfred the Great translated
the work into West- Sixim and requested that every'bishop be pro-
vided with.a copy to. initiate gt-reforzie,of, clergy-and laity; and-the
fact that Charlemag ,.used It in the Carolingian Church for monastic
reform,' where it-was. made obligatory for all bishops. Later, it
became the Custom te.give copy' to all;bishops at the time of their
consecration.

Hsu, Leonard Shihlien. ThePolitical Ph loscphy of Confuciaoiam: An In -
11gretatien of the Social and_PolitIcal Ideas of Confuoitis HisForerunner Died lesand . New -York: Dutton, 1932.

If one is looking for a fresh approach to adniinistrative .studyi
this comprehensive, preciselporganizedbook on Confucianism
might well be the gnaws'', There is abundant evidence throughout
the work.of the truth of Edward S. Corwin's introductory statement,
"Confucius teaches us that the task of government is that of good
housekeeping. He- at once anticipates the modern 'administrative'
state:and supplies it with a Utopia." ±

It is full of excellent examples of administrative history. The:,
rules of public adMinistration, which he sums up as essential to the
realization of a benevolent rule are:

1. An intelligent understanding of the conditions of-the nation
by the firoverAraent;

2. by the institution of an administration -of "moderatiOn;"
3. by the' public spirit of ruleis;
4.:-by the promotion of economic welfare;
5: by the industry of rulers;
6. by honest and-efficient civil service.
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,,
Isis:An International Revievr Devoted to the History of Soil:tides/4 Its

Culturalinfluende. ,
, -

r Outstanding periodical Which each year, includes a very Com-,
prehenaive annotated-bibliography On each period of history and
includes therein: technology, 'ffedar*PhY, biographir, as well as
science.

n .§Avx!..y -9/ 41-d e
y.

Lepawsky, Albert. Administration: The Art-and"Science of 01,_:ganization
and ManafrenNew York:. Knopf, 1949.

Threzigh the use"-of quotations and readings, a history of
adminittralion is presented-under the following headings:

1. The ancient' Egyptian dynasties and Ptolemaic Egypt.
'2. Andient China. " A
3. The Ancient Greek' City- state 'of Athens.
4. The Roman ROPublic andRoman Empire.
5. Medieval England' and France.
6-; Seventeenth and eighteenth centuries-- Germany and Austria.

- 7. Nineteenth century America:
8. The twentieth-century.

The bibliographical entries, and notes are complete and rich.

Lunley, D. O. 'Napoleon Bonaparte as an Administrator," Public Admin-
istration 1:127-135,'1923.: ,

Author evaluatesNapoleon as one of the gieatest administrators
the world has ever known. He cites the following exanAples of his
genius and ability in this area:

1. Save.in relation toshis elatives, his ability to choose sub-.
ordidittes was unerring.

Z. He brought order out of a Confused tax situation.
3. The Civil Code was revised .order his leadership to include

the best of Roman, French, and Revolutionary law.
4. He insured- civil equality,in all areas of life. He granted

religioustolerance: .

5. The system of local knent devised under his, super-
visionIs still being*,used. -

The author quotes Napoleon. as saying, "We_ have done with
revolution; we must now commence its history. We ninst have eyes
only for what is real and practical in the,licationof principles,
not for the speculative and the hypothetical."
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Mansfield, Harvey C. "The Uses of History," Public Administration
Review, 11:51-8-,Winteri-1951:-

Discussion of what the student of, administration can learn from.
the stud!'" of history. He suggests that three kinds of generalizations
can be derived from administrative theoiy.

I. Philosophifal observations.
2. Analytieal or problem-solvingteohniques.
3.. Administrativetechniques.

Mooney, James D. , and Alan C Reiley. The Frinoi Of 0 zation.
New York: Harper, ;939.

A cording td/theauthors,"the princiii forms of organizations
are r aced in the institutions of state church, army, and industry.
Thro h them all can. be traced the colors of a ()daimon pattern.
Differing objectives do not obliterate the outlines. of this universal
design." (p. 47).

The first edition of this work was entitled Onward Industry .

(New York:Harper, .1931). The authors' main hypothesis was' the
distinction between organizing as a depersonalized prooels and the
day-to-day personalized administration of an organization. Organ-
izing activities, -in the authors' views, takcplace before administra-
tion of the organization. .Mooney and Reiley, haWever, were not .
concerned with teolmiques. They developed a sequential arrangement
-of-broadly applicable principles to demonstrate the meaning and logic)
behind.factional relationships in formal organizations. The first of
these principles, according to them, is the coordinate principle,
which means an "orderly arrangeMent of group effort, to provide
unity of action in the pursuit of a common purpose." Essential to
this principle they listed doctrine, discipline, and mutual service.
(See chart, "Logical Frame of the Principles of. Organization, "p.46) 6

Morris, William A. , and oaeph R. Strayer, eds. FiscarAdministrationLi.
Vol. II of James F. illard, and William A. Morris, eds.' The
En eh Government t Work 1327-1338. Cambridge, Mass. :
Mediaeval Academy of Americi, 1947.

:An unusually fine analysis of the fiscal administration in the
years covered by the volume. Shows the two major' problem's of
those responsible for collecting finances: (1) finding sources of
revenue large'enough to meet the- expenses of government;
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(2) collecting the money as rapidly; efficiently and cheaply as
possible.

Covers the work of the sheriff, the exchequer, the collectors
of customs and the collections of lay taxes and clerical subsidies.

1/44,

Public Administration Service. Research in Public Administration. Report
of the Committee on Public Administration of the Social Science
Research Commit Chicago;.Public Adroliltstration Service, 1946.

Points out the' needfo historical' research in arek of public
administration.

Rostovtzeff, Michael. A La Estird CentualBILthe
UniyersitY of Wisconsi Studies in the. Social Scleices and HiStory',
No. 6. Madison: University of Wisconsin; 4922.

. Rome. Trans. from the Russian by S.D. Duff. New York:
Oxford, 1960.

Administrative practices are described in some detail and
frequency throughout the volume. **

Sheldon, Oliver. ,ThePh_flo New York:Pitman, 1623.
A.classic on the subject. Wiitten,from a broad perspective,

it stresses the Importance Of scientific and-ethical principles, and
gives an exposition of social sid-intinstriakbackground. 4

Shih; Hu.."Historical FoUndatiOni for a Democratic China," in: Problems
of, the Peace. Interim -ProceedNL5'aL4iiwstitute of World Affairs.
21:54-63, 1944-5.

In this article by the former Chinete ambassador to the U.S.
(1933-42), many ideas are touched-upon Which seem remarkably'
current in their approach.. His unusually clear and concise summary
of a long and complex historical period is based-on-his belief that
certain philbsophicai.prineras firmly adhered to during thousands of
y.earsad the effect of develOping a classless 'Chinese-I:moiety where
"there was no aristocracy-m-a class except-that Of learning, and

%learning was always accessible-to all w)m had the intelligence and
the will to acquire IV' In summary, these idetas.were: The essential
goodness of human nature and of the infinito possibilities of education.
"With education there is no class.:' (Confucius); the ruler who

S..
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oppreliee the people -and neglects their interests forfeits the right
to rilleL-the doctrine-of justifiable rebellion against tyranny; a sub-
ordinate has , sacred duty to criticize and oppose the wroug doing
of his superior.

He gives .th 2000+ year -old service competitive system
of examination a great deal. of credit for helping to,maintain a 1

classless-society. "Ina broad sense, the statesmen of China have
seriously attempted to work out and put intO-practice,a system of
civil- service examinations open to all,people, Irrespective of
family, wealth, religion, or race... The, idea,behind these examina-
tions is a desire to work out some objective Sand imparttal,Standard
for the:selectien Of men for-public offiees...ItWas a just system
Which enabled the sonsof the poorest and loviliest families to rise
through a regUlar process cif competition-to the highest positions '
of honor and power in the amp e."

Small, Albion-W. ibe-CaMeralis the Pioneers of German Social Polity.
.Chicago: University o Chi,. ago Press, 1909.

Classic work on the t ameralists.

Tout, Thomas Francis. 2113)ters in the Administrative Histou of Medieval
"- England. Manchester:. Manchester University Press, 19204933.
7----Kuthor an outstanding authority'onadministrative history of the
legat:lnstitutiOnitype. He laid stress on the 9curnentari record,
especially of the wardrobe.

Voegelin,.Eric. Oi or and History: Plato and Aristotle. Vol. 3. Baton
Rouge: Loui State University' Press, 1957,,,,

The material on the opens with a helpful guide to the
organizatiOn of the material covered int the work, so that it is much
easier to find specific material for which one is searching,

Typical of_ the comments in the exposition of the Republic are
the following:

"We have created a "paradigm of a good 'polls' In our discourse;
and Its validity is not impaired' if we cannot offer a recipe for its
realization. The paradigm, thus is a standard (not an 'ideal', but a
historical fact) by which it can be measured; and the reliability of,
the measure is not diminished if thingS fall short of it: or if we
have no means to bring them closer to it.

1
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"Having.this safeguarded-,the nature of the .paradigin as ,a true
--standardindependeht-ofits-realisation, Socratewannou,nces-the
famous condition; 'Unlessreither the:philosephers become kings in
the poleis, ,or thoSe whlkn'ow,are-balled-kings ,and rulers become
philosophers, genuinely tandradequately, so that political power
and philosophy meet inAne,,and-lhe common nature* who now
pursue-the two separately are forcefully excluded, there will be no
rest - from -evil for the 'poleis, nor,' I believe,,,for 'the human race
either. And not until that happeni,. will this pottela of ours have
a measure ofgrowth and see the light-of. the .sun. " (473p,d),

,
Waldo, Dwight, 'Perspectives of History, nPerspectives on Administration.

University,Ala.: University of Alabama Press, 1956,.pp. 56-73.
A provocative- essay-which,opezie up many avenues and methods

of possible research in ,dealing with administrative history. Areas
suggested specifically as needing investigation: '

1. Ancient- administration. N'

2. Administration -of Mercantilism.
3. American-state -and:local-administrative history.
4. 'U1. S. federal administration.
5.t:History of church-administration.

,r6. Historical study-of the- interchange of administrative tech-
niqueabetween America and Europe.

7. Comparative administrative history.
8. Relationships of time and place.,

, Relationships between administrative and politiial them.
Highlights what this author considers the best.historical

writing on administration in the put.

...,11:. The of .Public Administration. Garden City, N.Y.:
Doubleday, 19 5. -,

An,essay which gives the hikorical roots of the study of public
administration and relates public administration to other social

, .'sciences. ,

Weber, Max. "Bureaucracy," in: Hans H. Garth, and C. Wright Mills,eds:
Niax WAIL: Essays IrLoo fo o New York: Oxford, 1946, pp. 2127
213.
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Weber,: Max. "The Chinese Literati," in: Hans IL Gerth, and C. Wright-
Mills, eds Mix:Weber:..Essays,in_Sociolegy.-New York: Oxford,
1946, pp. 417-444.

The Theory of &ataxia Economic Organization. Trans. by
.A.M. Henderson end TaleOtt Parsotur; ed. by Talcott Parsons.
New York: Qkford, 1947.

Writing the Sable Weber in historical administra-
tive-study, says: . .

"A perspective-onAldrniniatrative history -that I' have found very
rewarding... Maio Weberia conceptualization of bureaubracy...
pliCes our POSDCORB thinking inthe .persPeotive of history and
culture. With:theinstrumeiit Weborplapee in our hands, we can get.
outside our own and .look in-upon it. .The bureau...
oratic:model.enables me to see- adniinistratiie systems, or certain
types-of administrative- systems, in meaningful relationships to
belief systems, class systems, economic systems aresUch social
institution as law, faMili, church, suid,the military. What is
asserted by Weber to be' a causeand.,effentrelationship may, be
sometimes, even-often,. wrong;. but at least there area-10st of
hy'potheries tortimulate andio:chailenge. "' (Dwight Waldo,
Perspectives. on-Administration. University, Ala. :University: of
Alabania Press, 1956:)

Wilhelm, Richard: A Short Hirtory of Chinese Civilization. Trans. btx
Joan Joshua. New York: Viking, 1,929.

Gives helpful evaluation. of various administrative techniques
espaCially the examination sy.sitern, which it gives credit for effec-
tively shattering the power of the 'hereditary nobility and substituting
in,its Place a kind, of intellectual aristocracy, but points out its
disadvantages.

"This system ultimately forfeitdd agreapart of its value, in
that. the examination standard became more and more stereotyped,
and that an tbis'account the whole of official Chinese education has
tended toward spperficiality and formalism, for examination require-

. ments invariably govern...the studies and work of those who antici-
pate entering' for them...The examination system...became a kind
of idol, hypnotizing-the intellectual life ofwhole generations by fixing.
their gaze on the glorious goal --an official post -- and the path to
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<41.48 goal -- tha'§tatoekamination.. ,-Rega,rded objectively, this'
foctiing of _interest, onexaminaticnis ...mai. 'prejudicial:to _cultural
progreSB.

Wilson, Woodrow. "The Study. of -Administration, ical Science
Quarterly, S6:481,606, December, 1941. .

Inaubmittingthe.articto for-Obligation inthe Politic Science
Quarterly, Woodrow Wilson sent the following nototditi3-editor,_
Dr., Edivin.R.A: Selig:Man; on November 11, 1886. "fdid=not.pre-
pare it with any thought; of- publication, but only as lieemi-popular
_introduction,to administrative-studies; treatipg of the history of the
Science of Administration, of tbir conditions ofthe study, and of the
needs for -it brthis ootmtxtyr.the methods proper to it, etc.. In other
word's, itgoeioritioallyround about the study, considering it from
various outside points of -view; rather than-entering it, and handling
its proper topics." f

Wu, Yu. "The Evolution,ofthe System of.Chinese,Civil Service 'Exantina,4
tions," Unpublishedlnaster's dissertation, The Department of
Publio Administration, The Americanikiversity, Washington,
D. C. , 1949.
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ObjeCtive: To eiamine the problems that micons_iose_for management.

5:2 Unions: their ninctions ;and effects.. ,

5.21 Unicins andthe employee. .

5.211 The union series as a protective device for worker
against e.xploitatiezid-*\
5.2111 Unionism developed AEI a reaction to administra-

- tors who underemphasized the worker's humanity
and overemphasized the worker's commodity
value.

5.2112 In aneconomy motivated toward profit onone
hand cost-cuttingon the other, -it was- easy
for the 'adminietritora to slip into the_Rica.rdian
tradition which ifientifiediabor as a commodity
the value of which, like that of land and capital,
waso be determined by abundance or scarcity.

5,2113 From secularists like Robert Own-and Karl Marx,
as well;as-from theologians like Pope Leo
came,Proteits against the dehunaanizins process
whiemade the person no more-prized than the-

_ material commodity.
5.2114 "To tie,extent that any rhanager takes a view which-'

'depersonalized the worker, he is culpable of un-,
ethical motivations which lead all to often to
unethical actions."

5.2115 "Shen nineteenth- century businessmen wedded '
SociatDarwinism, with its emphasis on ine5xbrable
competition, to the harsher aspects of classical
eeonomic doctring, the stage was set for labor's
-act of protest. In this protest liesdormant viol nee. "

5.2116 "If workers are now gettin lore and padre of the
social dividend Profs or Lawrence Lockley of
Santa Clara has. w n, 'this general betterment
can be mote realis ly, ascribed to union

'The ideas and quotations in this section are based on Clarence Walton,
Ethos and the Executive (Englewood Cliffs, N.J. :Prentice-Hall, 1969), '
pp.'136-139.
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_ , preSsurt;ttan-to gib yisdoM of management. "
6.-212Workers-feel-they banlightbatkthrOnghTtlomtnion-0 pfotedt-thete

rights.".
5.2121 Theypical union-member regard0 hisimion as a service.

v--/ .5:2122 The Wp. ibalimion.meraberregaids the Union as a protective

.1

agency to-Which dues are'paid-regularly to protect.his
rights and' chi appiOn his-causes.
5.21221, "The union is in businessito-rePresent its Members

to champion-their causes; just 'or unjust. It cannot
say, for example, ''You were right; Mr. Manage-
ment, in re-evaluating thelob and 'reducing the r
rate; because the employees look.t.o thuhion to
protect and fight for them. Iftk,ds union won't,
they will find one that will. The union plays the
role of the' attorney at:Hi-using his client's cause,
not of the judgo deciding right and Wrong; ,or.the.
mediator trying,to -settle differences 'between the
company ankl emplOy0s. Unions-have their in-
ternal politics -- union officers can be voted gut,
and so can unions. Jui3t.as the company must pro-
tectits competitive position, they too must
protect theirs). "2

5.21222 "These principles are the foundation of a union's
.piychology. Thin explains its behavior and forms
the basis for imderstariding and predicting its
moves. "3

5.213' The union is a means for meeting power with power. 5e
5.2131 Collective bargaining: means. of working out solutions ,to

mutual.prciblems.
5.21311 Assumes a rational dialogue between two parties

having rights .to be represented and to be heard;

Spinrad, ""Correlates of Trade Uni articipation: A Summary
of the Literature," American Sociological Review, 25:243-244, Apri1,1969'.

2Richard L. Schiffef,- "tibor Relations: You Make the Important
Decisions, Ameripin Management Asabciation, Leadershi ion the Job:
Guides to Good Supervision (New Yozk: American Management Association,
1966), 317. "

3Ibid.
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representeA higher ethical posVion than strikes and possible
violence-which-result-from-unfair-lr-unauccessfulbargaining.

5.21312 Collective bar ,g is essentially a corapetitive_process. 1
5.213121 he berg: ,er tries to outguess the:other party, to

hide his awn. ,,otivee, to play up concessions he grants
- his' oppctrent, : .d to iilay dawn those .receives.

5.213122, Characterized y "playing one's cards clgse to the
chest:"

5.213123 Real collective bargaining is essentially characterized
.byconillot.2

5.21313 What contributes to successfuntergaining and the maintenance of
, . harmonious labormanagenient,relationdhips ?3

5.213131 Management fully accepts-the collective .bargaining
process and unionism at), an.histitution and considers
strong unions to be assets in, the conduct of the
business.

5.213132 The unions
f4

accept private ownership and operation
of industry and recognize thatthe welfare of their mem-
bers depends on the profitable operation of the business.

5.213133 The uiritins are strong, responsible, and demogratic.
5.213134 The compSny 'stays out of union's' internal affairs; it

does not seek to alienate the worke's allegiance to his
union.

5.213135 Mutual trust and confidence ekistAetween the parties,
,

\ based on a history of responsible?tcnd fair d§alings and
respect for each other's fUnctions.

5.213136 Neither party to bargaining has aclopted a legalistic
approach to the solution of problems in the relationship.

'Douglas McGregor, Leadership and Motivation (Cambridge: MIT
Press, 1966); pp. 88-92. Discussion features the differences between
collective bargafning and cooperation -- real collective bargaining is
essentially characterized by conflict, cooperation by mutual aid.

21bid.
3Nation
\

Planning Association. Committee on the Causes 'of Industrial
Peace under C\ollective Bargpining, Fundamentals of Labor Peace: A
Final Report ,Fashington, D. C.: National Planning Association,
1953), pp. 93-94`.,
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5..213137 liegotiatiomi are "problem- centered" --
. *rip time in npent on'. day -to -play prob-

o leme,than on diming abitradt
5.213138 _Collective ,bargaining it net mereiy an

anUai aff.nir in,theiniontsatlefactpty. and
pnaeOul indUntrial relatiens situations.
There,isivide-spread,Union-management
OeiwnItailoti in admininterinrof he con-
tract andn day4O.-day;relatlime' Griev-.-
ationnire nettled promptly in an orderly
and ..ilextble-prOcedure.

5.2132 The Strike.
5.21321 The strike ifillIkultimate weapon of power used by

the -union.
5.-21322 The 'strike "is a form of 'warfare' ---wach comes.only

after the irorkers'.claims are deethed essentially,
just, ned-aly..after Union leadershipla convinced
that the strike. has 'a %air-chance to succeed. "1

5.2133 The -Lookout.
5.21331 Lookouts by, management are the way ,adininistrators

5.21332 It is gene
'resort power.

conceded- that lockouts should only be
employed as -a last resort and under the same basic
ground ruing that govern-a strike.

5.214 The union is it means to build a better world for the worker.
5.2141 Sharing income:

5:21411 In raining wages, laliOr made its first big thrust.'
5.21 12 Basic principles regarding wage.

5.214121 Workers are persons with rights to a
decent livelihp?xl.

5.214122- In a conflict between return on Invest-
want and return to worker, the latter
takes priority. 2'

5.21416 Sufgeated criteria for a "just wage." 3

Walton, op. cit. , p., 157.
2thid. p. 167. For example of experiments 'to try to establish a just

wage in the U.S.A., see pp. 166-173.
3Michael Fogarty in Walton, op. cit. , pp. 165-166.
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5.214131 Pay should equal the value orthe work each
_viorkerdoesr-and-this-value-should-be-at-the

highest level current technical and social
' conditions perMit. .

5.214132 The pay package must recognize the importanbe
of the- worker's need to maintain his a ouitomed
standard of living.

.5.214133 The wage ,should ..be consistent with the o rall
42.4, resources- of the community.

S.214134 Problems affecting the total economy and.beYond
the conttol of single,enterpriie or industry
involve the government in determining welfare ,

benefits and alloOation of costs.
5.2142 Assuring lobs.

5.21421 With the advent otteutordation, workers have *come to, view
technologicalinnati...as-a potential threat.

5.21422 The taditional t workers, like other resources
in a free economy, s 'tad find their *ay to jobs where'raar-
ket demand shows a need is no longer practical when hundred& ,

(or' thousands) of wcirkets may be laid off at one time.
5.21423 Needs to be `a shift from interest in,produoing goods and

services to-a coordinate interest in producing jobs.
5.21424 Some of the options possible are: retraining programs,

- longer vaattions, changes in th4D6work week, limitations
on the amount of overtime and et( contracting out policies,
early retirement, and probably Morelmpo the creatio,h
of neAjobs to provide new, improved'. services

5.2143 Sha.ringpowert.
5. 1431 Today a trend towfirdtliaring authority within organizations

on a continuing bfisis is: evident.
5.21432 1,3rhat is currently happeniig is. nothing less than a' minor

social revolution aunnitridustriaf parallel to the nineteenth
century struggle for ersal suffrage. The basic concern-
in.this struggle is over the appropriate role of authority
and pcivier in,the hierarchical structures of the business

--communityi!A

Walton,
.1" . (

op. OM I pp. 179 ...180.

4.
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5.21433 The concePtof quantified authority is being chal-
lenged today.
5:214331 Traditionally, it was held thatgranting

power to another reduced one's 'own
pewer bythe amountgranted.

5.214332 .Trend today to fA that power is not a
set quantity, but rather, like capital,
susceptible to indefinite growth even as
it is shared.

5.214333 Mason Hairet (and much earlier, Follett),
presented the 'view that management has
Wrongly stressed power.over workers
rather than participation with workers.

5.21434 "Whether administrators accept the new view and,
as a consequence, lead efforts,to share power with
workers, or whether they will fight to safeguard
their historic position by appeal to 'managerial
prerogatives' will determine the iase or bitterness
with which the issue, already joined, will'be ,
resolied. "4

5.21435 In management- labor' relationships,. the'trend'is
toward participatite management, where adminis-
trator and-worker share powerstin.decision making
on matters that directly 'affect the employee.

5.215 The union le eels looked upon as concerned with the interest of
the worker.3 ,

5.2151 The mainstay of -the local union's life is the sho-p steward
whO, among (tither duties, represents individual members
in grievance hearings as the first step in the grievance
procedure.

'5.2152 Local union officers, who spent about ei hours a week on
union work, reported in a study that
accepting and continuinan office was 41-unity for

ilViaspn Haire, "The Concept of Power and the oncep of Man, " in:
George 13. Strother, ed., Social Soiencelpproaches toy siness Behavior
(Romewcf0d, afoorsey4rwin, 1962); pp. 163-183.

2Waltop, op.' cit. , p. 181.
"William G. Seott, Human Relations in Management (Homewood, Ill. :

Irwin, 1962), pp. 285-290.
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improving the lot of the workers and the policies of the
union, and for following a deep interest in the; labor moire-
merit.

5.2153 In the aerie purvey, it was found that officers felt i conflict
of interest existe between workers and manageMent and that
the union kepi's' management in line.

5.2154 The union member is generally satisfied or dissatisfied with
his union depending on the manner in which theimion, leaders
are achieving basic'union goals of fulfilling economic demands,
and checking management authority..

5.2155 The large proportion of unton-members view their Union as,
EiTiervice2-- as sprotective agency to which dties are'paid
regularly.

5.2156 Through personal interaction among activist union members,
union leaders and representatives, the vorkerfi are able to
bring their wishes and needs to the attention of uniOn officials.

5.216 the Union will take up grievances of worker.
5.2161 An integral part of the supervisor-steward relationship is

the handling of grievances.
5.2162. The grievance procedure provides a systematic method for

coping with many alleged contract-violations that occur.
5.2163 The supervisor who tries to evade a grievance either by

sloughing it off, or by accepting it only in a critical manner,
is missing an opportunity tc; keep his operation running
smoothly. A small grievance not taken care of can-develop
into a full-scale labor problem:. A positive approaoh is
required, considering grievances not as affronts to authority,
but as aids in ironing out problems.

5.2164 One .of the first demands a union often makes is de
establiahment,of a formalized grievance procedure). .

5.217 The right of the foreman or supervisor to fire without hesitation is
gone. Union shops have contractual agreements, anti the foreman
can no longer fire at his discretion. There must be reasons and
procedures.
5.2171 In labor relations, the person who initiates action always

has the burden of proving that his action did not vioiWe

1 Robert Lewis, "A New Dimension in Library Administration
Negotiating a Union Contract, "ALA Bulletin, 63:457, April, 1969.

4
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the contract. Therefore, f the company disc ip es or
discharges an employee, it must, prove that the ac on
was ftsr just cause, for,good,anci 'Sufficient cause, or how-
ever the contract phrases.it: \ .

6.21'72 Three 'basic types of evidepoe .aremeeded-for managenient
to-prove Its base. 1-1
5.21,72t. Direct evidence: testimony 1)4vaii by witnesses:
5.21722 Real evidenee:-defective Work, damaged Oquip-

ment, 'Ott).
5,21723 circumstantial evidencere4dence drawh

'Suirotmding facts. if cirbugistantial. evidence
Is to be used, two-requireraeets must be satisfied.
5.217231 Positive: all facts,.{{ circtinstances, and

\ , reuonable concl ions. point to the
accused-as the lty party.

5li:k17232 Negative: all the acts, circumstances
and reasonable bcniclusions exclude
everyone else as the guilty party.

Union provides security for the worker.
5.2181 Workers join unions to satisfy ne do.
15.218:2 Unions seek to obtain satiSfirti for members in terms

of direct wages and through Job eouilty and Binge benefits.
5.219 Search of.imions for-management-4mi° cooperation. ,

'5.2191 General mutual understandingf the part of the participants
in. the union-management014 onship is necessary for
union- management coopers on.

5.2192 instances cf really succes cooperation are rare, partly
because union-managemen relations are still inthe early
stages of growth; and part rbecause most people do not
realize the requirements or genuine cooperation.2

Schiffer, .op; cit., p. 321.
2For a discussion of union-management cooperation see:

-MeGregor, op., cit, pp. 83 -113; and
M. Scott Myers, "Overcoming Union Opposition to Job Enrichment,"
Harvard Businegs Review; 49:37-49, May-June, 1971.
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may b bifmed far poor administration'when it is not his
faultc.
5.2221 The supervisor must notonly 'mow his employees and

.
their needs, hut he -must also have a clear understand -
ing of the organization's philbsophy,. goals, and
prograins. .

5.2222 The supervisormuSt be4given an effective opportunity
to comment and to offer suggestions about- the contract's

r negotiation. Itis important that manageinent adtively .
seek his -ideas before entering negotiations.

5.2223 After the contract-has hem iaegdtiated, the supervisor
' must be thorcughly'briefed 'on- its provisions. Manage--

ment must continue to maintain two-way aommimica-
tion with him,providin); Whatever training or information
he may need.

5.2224 For advice and guidance in administration, the super-.
visor must have-access to competent specialists in
industrial ,relations.)

5.223 All conditions cannot be covertd con ract; `and -the super-
visor rust frequently .fall back on his own judgment. This,
takes extreme care so that the Supervisor won't give 111:1
important managerial rights on the one hand, or upset the
union members and/or officers, on the other hand. 2

5.224 "Broadly speaking( the cardinal rule- of all labor relations
is that bothvanagement and the union have eertarn pre-'
.rogatives..The right to make decisions management's; the
right to protest these decisions'ig the union's. Whenever
either party attempts to trespass' on the right of the other,
good labor relations have been violated. "3

#

1Dale D. McConkey, "The Supervisor and the Labor Contract, "in:Ameri-
..

can Management Association, Leadership on the Job:Guides to Good Super
vision (New Y.ork:American Management Asso'ciation,1966), pp. 314 -315.

rIbid., pp. 311-312. 3Ibid., p, 313.'
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Anaerican. Management Association. Leadership on the Job: Guides,to Good'
Supervision. New rev. ed. New York: American Management
Association, 1966, pp. 30,5422.

These selected readings from Supervisory Management include
tw,o helpful articles on the supervisor's day-by-day working relation-
ships with unions. Oneentitled "T,he Supervisor and the Labor
Contract," by Dale D. McConkey, snlphasizes pitfalls that a super-
visor should try to avoid.* dealing with unions, and concludes with
ten positive steps to help the supervisoilulfill the spirit and the
letter of-the contract. - The articlepresents the thesis that although
the first line supervisor probably is not present at the negotiations,
"he is the organization's primary and most responsible agent in
carrying. out the labor, contract.

The second article, entiged "Labor Relations: You Make the
Important Decisions," by Riehaid L. 'Schiffer, emphasizes the
supervisor's basic job in relation. to the union contract -- to exer-
cise -his authority as a manager to achieveetitimum operating
flexibility and prevent abuse of employee and union rights, benefits,
and privileges on a day -ay. -days,.

American Society for Public Administration. "Collective Negotiations in
the Public Service; A Symposium," Public Administration Review,
28:111-141, March/April; 1968.

A series of articles on recent developments in management-
employee relations in the public service, and the implications these
new developments have for public administration in general. "The
snood of the times is one of dissatisfaction with: the status quo,
-expressed in action more than words. " Not Only have more gibverm-
ment workers been joining unions, but they have become increasing-
ly militant in their attitude toward their government employers.

.The articles included in the symposium are: "The New Militancy of
Public Employees, " by Rollin B.' Posey; "Collective Bargaining
Concepts: Applications in Governments, " by Chester A. Newland;
"The New Dimensions of the Strike Question," by Gordon T. Nesvig;
"Bilateralism and the Merit Principle, " by Paul M. Camp andW.
Rfchard Lomax; and "The Implications for Public Administration,"
by Felix A,. Nigro.
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Auld, Lawrence W. S. "ALA and Collective Bargaining, " ALA Bulletin ,
63:964, January, 1969. ,

Should ALA join hands with organized labor to seek.collective
bargaining rights for librarians ? In this short article, .the - author
raise's that question and then discussea some of the problems which
complicate the issue.

Blake, Robert R. , Jane R. Mouton, and Richard- L. *Sloma. "The Union-
Management Intergroup Laboraterk: Strategy fir Resolving Inter-
group Conflict," Journal of Applied Behavioral Science, 1:25-57,
January-FebruaryzMarch, 1965.

This ,a441cle describes a systematic approach for confronting
intense.hostility between management' and union, and movjng from the

:traditional win-lose orientation. toward a sound problem-solving -re-
lationfhip. The' authors give a comprehensive presentation of how
a.particular company decided to experiment with organizational
develdpment techniques by holding a union-management intergroup
laboiatory. The techniques used, the reactions of both union and
management participants, and the results are discussed in detail.

"Collective Bargaining: Questions and Answers," ALA Bulletin, 62:
1385-1390, December, 1968. =

The 'Library Administration Division of ALA sent out ten
questions' on library collective bargaining to public libraries`with
union contracts. Toth library administrators and union officials
answered the questions. This article summarizes their responses
to such matters aawh;Cprofessional librarians organize, changes in
public service patterns iegUlting from library collective bargaining,
and the training library personner need to prepare themselves for
effective'negotiating.

Cottam, K.M. "Unionization is not Inevitable, " Library Journal, 93 :4105-
4106, Noyember, 1968.

A plea for more vigor us professional associations as an alter-
.,

native to labor unions in li rarianship.

Fs
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Ladenson, Alex. "The Fair Labor Standards.Aot as Applied to Librariee,"
ALA Bulletin, 62:400-402,-April, 1968'.

The Fair labor Standards Act as amended nov/applies to
,,. school, hospital, college and university library employees-except

those in executive, administrative or-professional.positions. The
act is not legally, anplicable to Public libraries, but the author wane
that "labor unions and employee-groups will no doubt l3ring'presture
to bear on library boards to meet the wagand'hoUr standards fixed
in thelaw. Since theseare Minimum standards, it is difficult in
an affluent society to oppose thein."

Lewis, Robert. ""A New Dimension in Library Administration -- egoti
ating a Union Contract," ALA Bulletin, 63:455-464, /April, 1969.

The author is the lawyer who neettateda:collective
gaining agreement for the BrooklynPublic Library in 1966-67. He
describes in considerable detail from the pointzáf view of-manage-
plenty how the negotiations proceeded month after month, until
finally the first union contract covering-an entire library system in
New York City was agreed' upon. The uniOns side of the 'story is
presented in an article by Martin Lubin and Larry Brandwein.

Lubin, Martin, and Larry Brandwein. "NegOtiating and Collective
.Bargaining Agreement -- the Union/Perspective, " ALA Bulletin,
63:973-978, July-Augist 1969.

,The authors present-the tplop's side inthe Brooklyn Public
Library's collective bargaining negotiations1 This article isin
direct response to an article by Robert Lewis which they feel
provides a !'highly unsatisfactory appraisal of the union scene."
Why did professional staff vote for the union? The most important .

factor, accordingto Lubin and Brandwein, was "the prospect of
having for the first time an opportunity to take a real part in Shaping
them ova futures as professional librailans, and of the future of the
library as an institution.

McGregor, Douglas: Leadership and Motivation. Cambridge, Mass.:
MIT Press/1966, pp. 83-113.

M,cGtegor gives requirements for union-management coopera-
tion based on mutual aid as opposed to collective bargaining, which

. he Mali is essentially characterized by conflict. 'We are not

4"
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attempting, to criticize collective bargaining or to praise cooperation.
BorProoedufes-have important roles in union-manigement relations.

-Collective bargaining does not disappear when cooperation emerges.
There are some p5oblems, notably wage negotiation, that are likely
to remain matters for sallective bargaining regardless of the degree
of cooperationthat exists between a union -and management. There
is `nevertheless some shift as the developmental process takes
place. Some of the ,things that were originally. dealt with through
collective bargaining come in time to be dealt with cooperatively.
For example, a great many grievances come to'be died in time
by cooperative means.

git is perfectly pOssibleor union aid'idanagement to cooperate
on some things and to compete on others. What is not poisible is
for them to compete .and to cooperate at once on the same problem.
Matters fot collective bakgaining, (involving conflict) cannot at one
and the same time be matters for cooperation (involving.mutual
aid)."

Marx, Herbert L. , ed. Co lleoti e Bar sin for Public ees.
New York: Wilson, 1989.

Thb editor presents the thesis that the graWing strength of
unions in the public sector may be considered an extension of the
American trade union movement, even though there is one sharp
distinction between public unions andlrade unionism; namely that -;
government emPloyees are not dealing with a profit=oriented
employer., The book is Oomprised of articles from current litera-
ture which deal with mar issues of public sector unionism as they
exist at the start of tie 1970% such as: (1) government employees.
at all levels should have the right to organize' nd be represented in
collective bargaining; (2) strikes by governrent employees, are
fundamentally wrong and' contrary to our theories of the sovereignty
of the state; (3) how to reconcile ihese.two concepts (the major labor-
management perplexity of our time); (4) the inside workings of unions'
among government employeesf (5) the legal aspects of governmental
labor relations. A fourteen -page bibliography on collective bargaining
for public employees includes twelve references to library unions,
of which three artioles are reprinted in the volume.
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Mleynek, Darryl. "Professional Unions, " California Librarian, 31:110-

e

118, April, 1970.
"We contend that theformulation of policy is the right and

obligation -of all professionals within a library 'system. " That
statement reflects the philosophy of the Librarians' Guild in
California, one of the firtit professional library unions. Librarians
below the administrative level "often have routine jobs with little
opportunity to make significantoiniprovernents -in the service they
,offer. Dissatisfaction with such conditions is the principal reason

-c for the professional union movement, according to Mleynek. Ins V
!this article, he presents a ten-point action pr gram for professional
unions in libraries. .

"Unions --,What's in it for Administrittors?" Wilson Library
Bulletin; 43:752-755, April, 1969.

The author, a strong proponent of.profesdional library unions,
`argues here'that instead of waging a lone. battle with trustees, eityr.
-council or county.board of supervisors, the library administzator
should welcome the help of 'the union. The chiefAlibratian usually has
little political power, and' by contrast the union has both, political
power and experience in using it. As a result of union activities,
Mleynek believes librarians "will become both more involved in and
more knowledgeable about the library's problems. Involvemetnt
begetEi professionalisin; and professionalism is almost by definition
responsibility."

Myers, M. Scott. "Overcoming Union Opposition to Job Enrichment,"
HaivardBusiness Review, 49:37-49, -i/lay-Jun'e, 197r.

The author is concerned with developing cooperation between
management and. union officials, rather than perpetuating traditional
union-management warfare. He believes strategies must be found
"which will break the insidious Cycle and make synergy, rather than
domination, the mission of both parties," and he describes four
organizational development approaches that have proved effective.
He terms these approaches: (1)' confrontation model; (2) management
training Model; (3) reorientation model; and (4) negotiated collabora-
tion model. Each bf these models is diseased in-tetme of an ,

organization which has actually tried it.

V'
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National Planning Association. Committee on the Causes of Indiiitrial
Peace under Collective Bargaining. CaUses of Industrial Peace.
Washington, D. C. : National Planning ASsociatiozi, ,1948-1953.

A series of fourteen cage studies, based on detailed Surveys
of companies and unions which had experienced successful and
peaceful industrial relations. The.purpo,se of the studies was to try
to diScover whether what makes peace in some companies.can be
transferred to; thers. Nine basic causes of industrial,peace were
found, and they..are worth repeating today:

'1. There is full acceptance by management of the collective
bargaining process and of unionism as an institution.
'A. strong union is considered an,asset to management.

2. The union fully accepts private ownership and operation
of the indukry; it recognizes that the welfare of its
members depends upon the successful operation of the
business.

3. The union is strong, responsible, and democratic.
4. The company stays out of the union's internal affairs;

it does not seek to' lienate The workers' allegiance to
their union.

5. Mutual. trust and confidence exist between the parties.
64 Neither party to bargaining has adopted a legalistic

\, approach to problem solving.
,

7. Negotiations 'are problem-centered.
8. There is widespread Union-management consultation and

highly developed infOrmation-sharing.
9. Grievances are settled promptly, flexibly and in the local

plant whenever possible.

Nyren, Karl. "Libraries and Labor Unions, "Library Journal, 92:2115-
2121, January, 1967.

The editor of Library Journal presents a sweeping survey of
librarians' growing interest in unionism in the mid-1960's.

O

"Opinions on Collective Bargaining," ALA Bulletin, 63:803-809,June, 1969.
An analysis of an ALA survey sponsored by the Staff Organiza-

tions Round Table in 1968, to. determine librarians' opinions about
library collectiire bargaining and unionization.
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Scott, William G. iltanat A Behavioral Science
Approach. HomeWood, .11I. IrWin, 1962, pp. 271-293.

Presents a brief summary of union problems, changes in
American unionism, the union control structure, union. leadership,
union democracy, and membership, participation in. the local union.

r
Smith, Eldred. "Librarians and Unions: the Berkeley Experience, "

Library Journal, 93:717-720, February,' 1968: ;-

The nonadministrative librarian must "press ?or professionalif:
zation; In doing so, he must fight for professional-equal4y and against
the hierarchical patterns that dominate library-administration. He
needs powerful organizational help to do this. The only Organization
which is bothwilling and able to help him is the labor union, and it is
through union activity alone that the professionalization of librarian-
ship seems possible. ", So concludes the author of this article, former
chairman of LibrarytChapter, Untiersity Federation of Teachers
on the Berkeley campus of the University of California.

. "Librarians Association at the University of California,"
ALA Bulletins 63:363-368, March, 1969.

A description of the University of California librarians' organ-
ization, why it was formed and what it hopes to fralA, as a non-union .
organization corking within the structure of the 'university.

Task Force on State and Local Government Labor Relations. Report.
Chicago: Public -Personnel Association on Behalf of 1967 Executive f

Committee of the National Governors' Conferenee, 1967. Annual
supplements, 1968-

This report, undertaken to clarify problems caused by the
expansion of collective bargaining in the public sector, raises a
number of important policy questions and provides much useful in-
formation on the 'implications of public service unionization. Such
issues are discussed as: (1) the need for positive new legislation;
(2) the need for administrative- changes; (3) limitations on the scope
of bargaining; and (4) the problem of balancing the rights of public
employeeswith the needs of the rest of the community. A glossary
of union terms is included, along with a comprehensive state-by-
state review of legislation pertaining to public employee rights,
such as' the right to organize, the right to bargain collectively, etc.
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The report ends with an informative annotated bibliography., Annual
supplements update the report, the lekistation review; and the
bibliography.

Twentieth Century Fund. Pickets at. City Report alu Recommenda-
tions of the Twentieth Century Fund Task Force on Labor Disputes
in Public Employment. New York: Twentieth Century Fund, 1970.

The fastest groWing segment of organized labor fallow in
government. From 1958 to '1968, union membership in the U.S.
increased by 3,8 million, and more than one million of these new
union members were public employees. The same ten years wit-
nessed the transformation of professional aesociatio4s -- the
National Educatibn AssOciation, for example into functioning
labor unions. Increasing"public employee restiveness-is cause for
serious concern. report attempts to set up guidelines for both
employers and employees for resolving labor-management conflicts
in the public aervice.

Vogel, Alfred. "Your Clerical Workers Are Ripe for Unionism, "Harvard
. Business Reviews 49:48-54, March-April, 1971.

Although-clerical workers have traditionally resisted union
overtures, relying instead.ommanagement responsiveness to their
problems, Vogel sees new evidence that traditional clerical loyalty
to ma4agement is breaking down: He believes manageraent=clerical
relationships can be improved.if the clerical work is made more
challenging and if management becomes more responsive to needs of
cleriealemployees to be heard, to contribute to planning, and to
know what is going on in the olganization. Unless management begins

'to ac now, he concludes, clerical digeontent will 'increase in the
future.

6

, .

Walton, Clarenee C. Ethos and the Executive: Values in Managerial
Decision Making. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1969.

Two chapters (Chapter 6: 'lThe Executive and the Worker:
Ethics of Accoxnmodation," and Chapter 7: "The Administrator and

' the Worker: the Ethics of Sharing") discuss philosophically the
methods of major-management relationships. with specific coverage
of:(a) the administrator's attitude toward the union'aa a voluntary
association; (b) his view of the worker in a competitive economy;
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(c) his attitude toward collective bargaining; (d) his assessment ofthe union's ultimate weapon.when bargaining fafla -- the strike;(e) the problem of justice as it rotates to-the sharing of income;(f) the Oaring of jobs; and (g) the sharing of power; Excellentcoyerage of 'an approach that is 'difficult to find in the literature --abundantly foOtioted in depth.

Warner, Kenneth 0., and,MaryL. Hennessy. Public Management at theBargaining Table. 'Chicago; Public Personnel Association, 1967.a ;'We .believe there is no one right or wrong way for publicmanaggraentto conduct itself at the bargaining table. But therecertainiyiust be a better way. " In thii spirit, the authors haveCompiled a handbook directed primarily to public management, whichoffers many practical suggestions aboutplanning and conducting"creatife.callective bargaining," in ways thstwill result inharraon4ons.relationshipe with employee organizations. Chapter 7,"Collective Birgaining from Start tci Finish, " provides detailedinforrnntion'on sucli matters as preparation for negotiation,. where, to obtain bargaining data, techniques of negotiation, conduct at thebargaining table, writing the agreement, implementing it, and thenliving with' the contract.

;remomme.....nr.ommimmormomm..
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Objective: To consider the importance,of perception in the work situatipn.

5.3 Perception in the work situation.
5.31 The importance of self-concept..

5.-311 An individual's self-concept has ;been defined as the
organization or patterning. of attitudes, habits, knowledge,
erivesc-and'the like, which inflUence the wayshe generally .

thinks and l 1.chaves.
5.3,2 -R;trerything we do or say, feel o otherwise perceive is

ti 'influenced by how.we see aurae' es; and how we see our--
selves- determines in large part *hat we react to, what we
erosive, and how we behave..

5.313 Idifferent stages of life, various aspects of self aware-
ne emerge. Edo'h of us has an evolving sense of self 4
as g as we continue to grow.

5.314 Adul usually have built-in resistance to. changes in,
self-co Dept. Psychologically, the mature person resists
change and finds comfort, in the status quo.
"When the mature person changes, therefore,, he does so
against anaittral resistance; but whether this helps him
to retain his basics direction and character, or whether it
is 'a eacoon'that makes him unreachable, is a moot
question. Resistance, though built in, may thus be either
a roadblock or a gyroscope. "2

1

5.32 The importance of the manager's self-concept.
5.321 'flow the manager perceives himself has effect on the

organization and on the people with whom he works. A
manager's self-concept is partioulirly important because
of his position in the Organization.

5.322 Does he see himself as otherfsee him ? Dees he take a
broad view of himself, his) b, and the Organization ?
Does he have a sense of s own Potential, what he could

"Tho Power
Eddy and others, eds. Behavioral
(Washington, D. C.: NTI4InstituV3

I ;.pt 37.
, p. 43.

to e Ourselves, " in W1Alain.13.
enue and the Man er's mole

or Applied Behaviors/ Science, 1969),
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, be rather_than.what be -is ? Does.,he have a sense of the organ-,
ization'S potential,- what it could be? Is he Striving to fulfill
his own and the organization's potential ? Or has, he given up
trying to change, settling instead for defeat and the status

*quo?
5.323 The answerdlo such questions are important, for they'Aeter-

mine in large part what the organization will be like add
whether or not employees will have opportunities for growth
and development oh the job.

5.324- If a manager wishes to grow, he nlust rake charge of his own
development; nothing can be done to ra4ke him' grow and change
against his will: No opportunity, whether rnahaeerment
development. courses; books, people or -experience, will
,automatically make him grow. -

5.325 Such opportunities J"effect change in the participant only tas
he reaches out and appropriates something -- a bit of wisdom,
a new Idea, or a /ley/concept -- that stretches hird, land gives,
hini an answer to ,his own self-generate ci problem. "1i

5.33 The itaportande of tlie manager's perception in the change process.
5.5.331 The manager must serve -as an educator when the organization

is\undergoing change. This ,role is equal in importance with
his roles as decision-raiker, planner, coordinator and group
leader.

5.332 The manager is responsible for creating favorable, conditions
in the organization under which the desired changes can take
place.

5.333 He Inuit be concerned with the process of learning, with
attitudes and how they are changed.

5.334 'He must understand resistance tp change, be able to locate
its source and deal effectively with such resistance.
5.3341 When a manager meets opposition to change, he

must carefully consider his response. Some generally
ineffective responses are: defense, advice-giving,
gremature persuasion; censoring, controlling, and
punishing.

5.3342 He must recognize that there is some value in
resistance..

, p; 47.
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5,33421 Resistance can 'help him to clarify more
sharply the purpose of change and the
results to be achieved.

5.33422 Opposition may serve to indicate that commun-
e Jcation within the organization is inadequate.

5.33423 -If resistance is intense, it may serve as a
_..signal to modify the change effort. Resistance
often provides clues 'to the unexpected conse.-
,quenees of change.'

5.335 The manager's effectiveness as an educator for change depend&
In large part on the accuracy of his perception, how well he
understands himself and how aceuratelyte perceives, others.
He,y,d11 not be able to understand and deal effectively with other
people's resistance to change if he does-not understand his own
tendencies to resist.

5.336 Self examination,,is the first step an individual 'must take in the
effort to sharpen his' powers ofperception.

5.34 Limitations to perception.
5.341 Human perception does not operate like a camera, end no

matter how hard we work at improving It, our perceptiveness
has many limitations.

5.342 Not to understand another person is usually a disturbing and
perplexing experieice, the mores so if the Situation-requires
that we woricwith this,person in some kind, of cooperative
effort.
5.3421 A typical reaction to this disturbing experience often,

unconscious, is the tendency to form a pseudo,:uxier-
Atanding of the person, based on misunderstanding.

5.3422 Such pseudo-understanding then becomes an additional
barrier to the achievement of genuine understanding-.3

5.343 Limits of insight also occur with ,respact to cultural differences.

1Thomas R. Bennett, "Planning for Change, " in, Looking into Leaderthpi
Mono hs (Washington, D. C,: Leadership Resources, 1966.), pp." 13-14.

ibid., p. 44.
3Guscav Ichheiser, Appearances and Realities: Misunderstandings in

`Human Relations (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1970), p. 67.
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,. It has been said we s etlmes "fail to understand that people
whose personalities aie shaped -by another culture are pay-
chologically different:4 .

5,3431 Our reaction in such cases may be to say that this per-
sonson doesn't and rstand-things---arthey-realiy-grerthu-s-
IMplying that o way of perceiviiig andlinderstanding
is the right way.\

5.3432 It is not uncoramisn in our country today to hear spokes-_r
men far minority groups say- that the majority of,

', Americans are-unable to untierstalid members of
0 .minority greups beoause they have beeti. raisedlii a

very different-culture. .
y/

5.344 The athiainistrator must always 'be aware of/004ot that his
awn perceptiveness ie limited, influenced by his own back-
group and experiences. As Likert has pointed out, "each of
us, as.a subordinate or as peereand.superiorsv reacts in
terms of his own particulir,background, experience, =I
expectations.

5.35 Understanding is !?. prerequisite of leadership.,
5.351 In order to understand one must he able to listen. Same thirty

years ago, Roethlisberger pointed ouy the lnportanoe -to man-
.

agement of understanding andlistu*g. "Whenever one under-
goes tics expcfkience of aftting do*and patiently listening to
an individual, not with the purposelof making any moral judg-
ments,, but with the purpose of tryfing tq understand why he
feela and acts ,as he does, a new outlook.is likely to develop. "3

5`.352 Based on results .of the Hawthorne Studies,,Hoethlisberger
drew up 9,set of guidelines by-which the adininiatrator or
supervisor may beat understand those with'whom he woriii. 4
5.3521 The supervisor should listen patiently 'to what his

subordinate has to say before making any comment
himself.

70,
htensis Likert, "A Motivational Approach to a Modified Theory of

Organization and Management, " in.Mason Haire, ed. Mode= Or anization
ass (New York: Wiley, 1959), p. 191.
SF. J. Roethliaberger, Management Morale (Cambridge, Mass:
Harvard, 1941), p. 40.

41bid., pp. 41-43.

.
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5.3523' He should refrain from any hasty criticism of the subordinate's
conduct.

5.3524 The supervisor should not pay exclusive attention to the mutt-
. fest content of theconversation,..for we all have the tendency

to rationalize and present things in lights most favOrable
to us

§.3525 The supervisor should listen not only to what,a person wants
lo say; but also to what he does not want to say or cannot
say without assistance.

5.353 *manager must be aware of difference's in perception. As ieader
of a work group, he will perceive a situation differently than a
group member With no special responsibility.
5.3531 The leader must therefore find out what.the other person

sees', by inquiring and listening to what he says.
5.3532 "By being aware of a difference in perception, the leader

can check both views' against the fact's, thus taking advantage
of an opportunity to modify behavior:-- the other person's,
or his own -- by changing one basis of it the perception
Of the facts."'

1 Paul C. Buchanan, "Individual Motivation, " in Looking Into Leader-
ship Monographs (Washington, D.C. : Leadership Respyrces, 1J66),
P. 7.
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Bennett, Thoinas "Planning fo,r Change, " in Looking into Leadership
Monograta: Washington, D. C.: Leadership Resources, 1966:

some useful guidelines for the manager on planning and anlyzing
change, including discussion of the importance. in change efforts of
bothattitu.des_and_perception.___The approachiapr,actical,....the_style
p ppula.r.

Brouwer, ,13a.ul 3. "The Power to See Ourselves," IA William B. Eddy
and others, edo. Behavioral Science and,the Manager'sRole.
Washington, D. C.: NTL Institute for Applied Behavioral Science,
1969, pp., 37 -50.

A discussion of the manager's self- concept and why it is important
to hip personally and to 'fits job.

Buchanan, Pain C. "Individual Motivation, "* Looking into Leadership
Monographs. Washington, D. C,.: Leadership ,Rebources, 1966.

An examination of the relationships between perception and
motivation in the work place, written for managers in a. popular style.

liarrison, Roger. "Defenses and the Need to Knolv, " in William B. Eddy
and others; eds. Behavioral Science a/lc/the Ma.nagepFtole: Washingto,
Washington, D.C.: NTL Institute for Applied Behavioral Science, 1969,
pp. 64-70.

Learning IS, not increased by destroying perceptual defenses. The
challenge ,of the manager is to create situations where people will not
need to stay `behind their defenses all of the time, and according to the
author, this can be'done by creating relationships of mutual support,
respect, and trust.

Ichheiser, Gustay. A* eapprsesan and Realities: Misunderstanding in Human
Relations. San Franciscb?Jossey-Bass, 1970.

. A thoughtful discussion of personality, interpersonal relations, .
and social perception, including the importance of attitudes and images.
The author makes the point that\the dynamics of human relations can
only beunderstood if approached from the point of view of each partici-
pant and from the point of view otan outside observer.
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Likert, Rensis. "A Motivational Approach to a Modified Theory of Organi-
zation and Management, " in Mason Haire, ed. , Modern Organization
Theory. New "York: Wiley, 1959, pp. 184-217.

Likert discusses the importance of motivation, its relation to
perception and spine implications of both for management.

Roethliaberger, F. J. Management and Morale. Cambridge, Mass. : Harvard,
4941..

,re" Roethlisberger emphasizes the importance of the man'ager's under-
standing human situations on the job -- both indlviduitrana group.
Human'collahoration is the,subject of the book, and he believes Collab-
oration cannot beleft to change, but must be carefully cultivated. The
influence and importance qf perception are discussed in some detail.

Rogers, Carl R. Toward Becoming a Fully Functioning Person," in
William B. Eddy and others, eds . Behavioral Sclencd-and the Manager's
Role. Washington, D.C.: INfTI, Institute for"Applied Behavioral Science,
1969, pp. 51-63. I

What is my purpose in.life ? What am I striving for ? The author
se%s a pattern, a direction, and a commonality in people's tentative
answers to such questions, and he discusses his Observations in
some detail in this short article..

See also theibibliographycon perception in Unit 4 , pp. 173.
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